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STRATEGIC SATELLITE SYSTEMS IN A POST-
COLD WAR ENVIRONMENT

WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 2, 1994

House of Representatives,
Legislation and National Security Subcommittee

OF THE Committee on Government Operations,
Washington, DC.

The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 10 a.m., in room
2154, Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. John Conyers, Jr.

(chairman of the subcommittee) presiding.
Members present: Representatives John Conyers, Jr., Carolyn B.

Maloney, Al McCandless, William F. dinger, Jr., Jon L. Kyi, and
Dick Zimmer.
Also present: Representatives John M. Spratt and Jane Harman.
Subcommittee staff present: James C. Turner, staff director; Eric

M. Thorson, professional staff member; Cheryl G. Matcho, clerk;
and L. Stephan Vincze, minority professional staff.

Full committee staff present: Julian Epstein, staff director.

OPENING STATEMENT OF CHAIRMAN CONYERS
Mr. Conyers. Grood morning. The Subcommittee on Legislation

and National Security of Government Operations begins an over-

sight hearing on strategic satellite systems in the post-cold war en-

vironment.

Today we are examining three satellite systems costing billions

of dollars designed to meet Soviet strategic threats during the cold

war: the Milstar program, the Defense Support Program, and the
Follow-On Earlv Warning System, or FEWS.

Milstar is a $20 billion satellite system designed to provide mili-

tary communications during a full-scale nuclear war; DSP, the de-

fense support system is a currently deployed satellite svstem that
warns against hostile missile launches; FEWS, a recently canceled

spinoff of Star Wars research that promised to provide an improved
warning against smaller missiles such as Scuds at an expense that
would range somewhere between $13 and $18 billion.

Two central questions link these programs. First, are cold war
technologies what we need, or can we do the same job at significant

savings? The second is, did the decisionmaking process on these

programs operate properly or were they compromised? Were efforts

made to suppress dissenting views within the Pentagon?
The General Accounting Office and other independent observers

have raised serious technical questions about these expensive pro-

grams and have suggested possible cost savings.

(1)



For example, although the Milstar communications satellite pro-

gram started more than a decade ago, the first launch of a prelimi-

nary version of this satellite is scheduled for a few days from now.
This single satellite and launch will cost about $1.4 billion, yet the
subcommittee has been advised that both of the first two Milstar

payloads include about 2,000 pounds of sand or other form of bal-

last, and this certainly raises some questions about the prudence
of the Milstar program design and whether it is being managed in

a cost-effective manner. These questions are underscored by the
fact that the final version of this system, Milstar II, is still under
development with launches not expected until perhaps 2001.
These technical questions and possible cost savings are especially

important because the subcommittee has received serious allega-
tions of retaliation against persons who dared raise them. Specifi-

cally, it has been alleged that senior Pentagon officials suppressed
a critical report and further attempted to intimidate contractors.

An example of these possibly improper actions involved the DSP
and the FEWS programs, satellite systems designed to detect ev-

erything from ICBMs to small tactical missiles like Scuds used by
Iraq in the Gulf war. Because these systems are extraordinarily ex-

pensive, in the fiscal year 1992 defense authorization. Congress di-

rected the Air Force to review lower-cost alternatives to the

planned FEWS program.
Although the FEWS program was canceled by Under Secretary

of Defense John Deutch late last year, it appears that this congres-

sionally mandated review may have been suppressed by the Air

Force. Specifically, an independent study prepared in response to

this mandate by the Aerospace Corp. concluded that with various

upgrades the existing DSP system could replace FEWS at a savings
of some $4 billion in the short term and as much as $10 billion in

the long run. Yet the study was withdrawn and the president of

Aerospace Corp. apologized to the Air Force for allowing it to be

prepared.
The apparent suppression of this study is particularly troubling,

because other independent reviewers reached similar conclusions.

And thus, in November 1991, the General Accounting Office con-

cluded that there are indications that an enhanced DSP could be

nearly as effective and would cost billions of dollars less than
FEWS. The Institute for Defense Analysis similarly concluded in

1993 that current FEWS requirements are not justified, and that

the FEWS system drivers are highly questionable.
This subcommittee has also received documents suggesting that

a Pentagon contractor, TRW, may have been threatened and in-

timidated by senior Air Force officials who warned TRW not to sup-

port opponents of FEWS. Allegations that the Air Force suppressed
a critical study and attempted to intimidate contractors are very
serious matters, which this subcommittee has a duty to examine

very carefully.
Our witnesses today will give testimony of the inner workings of

the defense space world. Although certain aspects of these satellite

systems are classified, we have been assured that the technical and

integrity issues facing the subcommittee can and should be consid-

ered at a public hearing.



That concludes my statement. I am pleased now to recognize my
ranking leader from Pennsylvania, Mr. dinger.
Mr. Clinger. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
The issues that our hearing will address today with respect to

the Milstar and DSP/FEWS systems concern two separate and dis-

tinct aspects about two separate and distinct military satellite pro-
grams. Specifically, it will examine serious allegations of individual

wrongdoing that remain under investigation by the inspector gen-
eral of the Department of Defense, and will consider broad criti-

cisms of the current design and costs of each satellite program.
We should not in my view blur these distinctions. Rather, we

should focus at the appropriate time on each issue for each pro-
gram individually, insisting on all of the facts so that we may care-

fully assess the merits of each allegation and each system as fairly
and as objectively as possible.

I share the view that we cannot tolerate the type of alleged viola-
tions of the Procurement Integrity Act and other individual wrong-
doing if in fact they occurred. However, I would caution our mem-
bers that these allegations remain currently under investigation.
Any rush to judgment to either embrace or reject the validity of
these allegations now I think would be inappropriate or premature
in my view.
We should allow the DOD inspector general to do his job and to

complete his investigation before we impugn the
integrity and rep-

utations of any individuals. To do otherwise, particularly without
the accused individuals here to defend themselves, would fly in the
face of fairness as we know it in this country.
Regarding the broader substantive criticisms of the Milstar and

FEWS programs, I completely concur that all of our defense sys-
tems, not just these, must withstand rigorous scrutiny regarding
their ability to meet current threats in the most cost-effective man-
ner.

We simply can no longer afford to waste money on outdated or

unnecessary programs. However, the evidence and the record I be-
lieve will show that DOD vigorously reviewed and significantly re-
structured Milstar to better meet current threats and to reduce
costs.

Certainly more can be done. New technologies are continually
evolving, but when and at what cost will they be available? We
should not underestimate the vital military importance of the par-
ticular satellite systems under scrutiny here today and the grow-
ing, not decreasing, need to keep them in place.

Finally, let me emphasize that the validity of the requirements
of these satellite systems lies at the heart of any debate about the
appropriateness of their design and costs. For it is the require-
ments as determined by the DOD that decide what design and
what cost a system will have. So I would urge members to con-
centrate on the requirements of Milstar and FEWS if they suspect
that the designs are inappropriate and the costs are excessive.

Ultimately, given the cutting-edge technology of these systemsand the inherently speculative nature of forecasting future threats,
we must at some point rely on the judgment of both our civilian
and military leaders who over time have proven their intellect, re-
ceived extensive training, and often experienced the life-and-death



tests of combat. We should not in this context cast aside their col-

lective judgment without clear and convincing evidence that they
are mistaken.
Mr. Chairman, I welcome this hearing, appreciate you calling it,

and look forward to hearing our witnesses today.
Mr. CoNYERS. Thank you for your comments.
I would like now to recognize the ranking member of this sub-

committee, Mr. Al McCandless, the gentleman from California.
Mr. McCandless. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I am deeply troubled and concerned about the criticisms and alle-

gations that have been raised about Milstar and DSP/FEWS. On
the one hand, it certainly is our duty as an oversight committee to

investigate and weed out any actions that may be improper by any
government agency on any program. The allegations raised here

certainly merit our attention. If true, they cannot be tolerated. Si-

multaneously, however, we must not rush to embrace or reject
these allegations. Rather, we should allow the DOD inspector gen-
eral to complete his investigation before passing any judgment.
Most importantly, however, I am concerned that these as yet un-

resolved allegations, serious as they may be, may somehow mini-
mize or obscure the critically important requirements that have
spurred the creation, development, and evolution of these satellite

systems. Let's not forget the importance of the satellite programs
that we are discussing here today.

Milstar, DSP, and FEWS are designed to be the eyes and ears

of our armed forces and the early warning system against future
missile attacks. Milstar would provide critical command and con-

trol and jam-proof global communications to our armed forces.

FEWS, or a similar upgrade to the over 20-year-old DSP system,
would provide early warning against both strategic and tactical

missiles. FEWS-type technology could prevent the kind of casual-

ties suffered in the barracks attack at Riyadh, Saudi Arabia, and
could also locate Scud launchers, something we devoted over 40

percent of our air assets to do during the Gulf war with minimal
success.

A quick look at the world today reveals a growing threat in

North Korea and increasing instability in Russia and Central Eu-

rope, and uncertainties in the Middle East. Each of the countries

in these regions has jamming capabilities and tactical missiles.

They are also most certainly aware that our current communica-
tions systems, the ones we relied so heavily on during the Gulf

war, are susceptible to jamming. With Milstar and an improved
DSP system, these threats would be addressed and substantially
defused now and in the near future.

Of course, I share the chairman's concerns regarding the high
cost of these systems. Without question, we must ensure that we
minimize the waste and maximize capability, that we get the most
for every dollar that we spend. But I would also stress that when
we consider cost, we recognize that the terms include more than
the price tag of any given system. Unfortunately, the realities of

the present procurement process—a process I know that this com-
mittee is actively trying to improve—requires enormous lengths of

time to contract, design, test, and finally deploy a system.



So when we hear critics of Milstar, for example, boldly proclaim
that billions of dollars could be saved by changing the current de-

sign, we need to ask at what cost in terms of lost time, lost capabil-

ity and, ultimately perhaps, lost lives. For the unavailability of se-

cure jam-proof communications in the next conflict may cost lives.

Given the growing, not decreasing, uncertainty of our world, we
do not, in my view, nave the luxury of time. The potential costs in

terms of lives is ultimately the most important cost, that we should
never lose sight of as long as we must put our brave men and
women in harm's way.

I therefore urge the members of our subcommittee that when we
discuss these programs, that we remain focused on the basic key
questions of, one, why do we need these systems?
Two, what are the requirements that determine this need?

Three, who determined these requirements?
And four, are these requirements still valid in light of recent crit-

icism?

Finally, we should also weigh the credibility of the critics of these

systems against the credibility of those who have and do support
them. Given the extraordinary past and present bipartisan support
of Milstar, for example—to include both the Bush and Clinton ad-

ministrations, Gen. Colin Powell, Gen. Chuck Homer, Senator Sam
Nunn, former Secretary of Defense Dick Cheney, soon to be former

Secretary of Defense Les Aspin, and soon to be Secretary of De-
fense William Perry and Under Secretary of Defense for Acquisi-
tion John Deutch—in my view, the critics have to meet a heavy
burden of proof to convince me that this vast array of civilian and
military leaders amongst our Nation's best and brightest, are all

wrong.
Thank you,

Mr. Chairman. I look forward to hearing from our

distinguished witnesses today.
Mr. CONYERS. Thank you.
The Chair is pleased to recognize the gentleman that serves on

the Committee on Armed Services, Mr. Jon Kyi.
Mr. Kyl. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. I appreciate the

opportunity to make a brief statement.
I would first of all associate myself with the remarks just deliv-

ered by the ranking Republican member.
Today's hearing on Milstar, FEWS, and DSP touches on a variety

of issues of concern to Members interested in the readiness and
maintenance of the U.S. armed forces. As a member of the Armed
Services Committee, I can assure you that the capabilities these

systems represent are literally the eyes and ears of our war-fight-

ing forces, elements which no successful armed forces can be with-

out.

It is disturbing to hear that there may be potential problems and

wrongdoing on the part of individuals associated with the manage-
ment of the DSP/FEWS programs. Certainly, unethical and cer-

tainly questionable behavior in any program must not be tolerated,
and should be thoroughly investigated.

I understand that the Air Force inspector general has completed
a report which identifies one possible infraction of the Procurement

Integrity Act, but other allegations raised in the press were not

found to be a problem.



It is also my understanding that the DOD IG is investigating
some of the allegations we will hear about today. As the IG has not

yet completed his investigation, I would hope we can all refrain

from making premature judgments and reaching hasty conclusions
about the guilt or innocence of individuals associated with the DSP/
FEWS.
As a member of the Committee on Armed Forces, I am familiar

with Milstar, DSP, and FEWS and, as such, I understand the vital

contributions that communication satellites and sensor satellites

make to the war-fighting capability of our military.
Some on this committee may argue that Milstar is a relic of the

cold war. I strongly disagree. Assured communication is one of the
most important elements of war fighting. Modem examples of the

inability of our forces to communicate with one another punctuate
the need for real-time communications. We need not relive the mis-
takes of Grenada or Somalia where one soldier used an AT&T cred-

it card to communicate with his command and where our rangers
could not directly communicate with our U.S. peacekeeping troops
to ask for assistance. Milstar will enable our allies to communicate
with U.S. troops and vice-versa, an essential capability as the ad-

ministration pushes our forces into joint operations.
I respect the opinions of Grenerals Powell, Sullivan, and Homer,

as well as Admiral Kelso, and Secretary of Defense nominee Wil-

liam Perry that Milstar is a good investment for the post-cold war
world.

Milstar's unique antijamming capability, onboard processing and
distribution and mobility make it a premier choice to enhance the

readiness and capabilities of our troops.

Likewise, high-resolution sensor capabilities are critical in the

modern war-fighting era. I share General Homer's opinion that we
need a sensor with increased sensitivity and a sensor that is capa-
ble of typing and tracking missiles and making launch locations

known.
I believe it is especially important that the sensor be able to

cover theater missions, such as detecting a Scud launch, as well as

strategic missions. We need no other example than that of the Per-

sian Gulf war and to read the newspaper headlines about North
Korea to realize the importance of more accurate and sensitive sen-

sor satellites. General Horner, the commander of the air war in the

Gulf, is uniquely and totally qualified to set the parameters that

the sensor should be capable of meeting.
Although FEWS has been officially canceled by DOD, an alter-

native has been briefed to Dr. Deutch by members of the defense

community. In fact, I spoke with Dr. Deutch about it last evening.
I believe that DOD should seriously consider this new proposal es-

pecially in light of its ability to meet the requirements expressed

by General Horner.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I look forward to the testimony of the

witnesses.
Mr. CoNYERS. We are joined by Congresswoman Harman of Cali-

fornia, and we have invited her to sit with us as long as she can.

Good morning.



Ms. Harman. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I want to thank you
and the committee for allowing me to participate in this hearing,
and for your committee's bipartisan interest in this issue.

I represent California's 36th District, which is home to the Aero-

space Corp., the Air Force Space and Missile Systems Center, and

many of the companies that are involved in this controversy.
This issue impacts our national security and thousands of jobs,

and it is crucial that it be resolved. I have followed developments
in the DSP/FEWS debate closely since last summer when informa-

tion first began appearing in the press, and I am deeply concerned.
We all know that defense spending is declining and that America

must make hard choices between competing defense technologies.
As a member of the Armed Services Committee, with my friend Mr.

Kyi, and as a conferee on the fiscal year 1994 defense authorization

bill, I have been involved in a few of the tough choices that have
to be made. There are many more ahead. One of the most impor-
tant is how to meet our requirements for warning of ballistic mis-

sile launches in a time when these missiles are spreading around
the world at an alarming rate.

The defense budget is not a jobs program, and some companies
will lose out in every procurement decision. However, it is crucial

to make sure that contracts are awarded fairly and that every via-

ble option gets equal consideration. If that does not happen, we will

not get the most for our scarce defense dollars, and our shrinking
industrial base may be damaged in ways we cannot repair.
We also must be sure that once contracts are fairly awarded,

they are protected so that companies can plan their business as ra-

tionally as possible in this time of shrinking budgets and changing
military needs.
A related issue is the production gap that could occur if valid on-

going contracts are interrupted or worker morale undermined by
the threat of interruption.
Mr. Chairman, I commend you for asking the Pentagon to exam-

ine this issue, which the Armed Services Committee also plans to

consider, and look forward to hearing from the witnesses today. I

hope that our two committees can work together to ensure that our
defense acquisition process works fairly to buy the best systems we
can afford.

Mr. CONYERS. Thank you so much.
The General Accounting Office has asked Mr. Louis Rodrigues to

appear here this morning. We would like to start off with him.

Mr. Thomson and Mr. Gupta, I know you are prepared to take

the witness oath as you have done many times here. Please stand

and raise your right hand.
[Witnesses sworn.]
Mr. CoNYERS. Thank you very much. Please be seated.

Mr. Rodrigues, your career with the General Accounting Office

goes back tv/o decades now, more than that. And you are Director

for Systems Development and Production Issues within the GAO's
National Security and International Affairs Division. And you have
with you Mr. Thomson and Mr. Gupta, the Assistant Director, and
evaluator in charge. You have been here before the committee and
we know the kind of quality work that you have done.
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We have the GAO report and your testimony. Without objection,
it will be entered into the record in its entirety, as will the testi-

mony of all other witnesses who follow you. So we welcome you to

begin these hearings this morning.

STATEMENT OF LOUIS J. RODRIGUES, DIRECTOR, SYSTEMS
DEVELOPMENT AND PRODUCTION ISSUES, NATIONAL SECU-
RITY AND IP^TERNATIONAL AFFAIRS DIVISION [NSIAD], U.S.

GENERAL ACCOUTRING OFFICE, ACCOMPANIED BY HOMER
H. THOMSON, ASSISTANT DIRECTOR; AND RAHUL GUPTA,
EVALUATOR IN CHARGE
Mr. RODRIGUES. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I would like to proceed with an overall summary and then go on

to the details on each of the programs we are covering today.
Mr. Chairman, members of the subcommittee, I am pleased to be

here today to discuss two DOD space programs: the Defense Sup-
port Program, or DSP, for detection of ballistic missile launches,
and the Milstar satellite communications system for command and
control of military forces.

DSP and Milstar are two of the DOD's multibillion-dollar space
programs that were designed to operate in a global nuclear ballistic

missile confrontation with the former Soviet Union. However, mili-

tary requirements now emphasize tactical war-fighting capabilities
for future regional conflicts.

Regarding DSP, we believe DOD's actions to terminate the fol-

low-on program and begin a new effort provides an opportunity to

fully consider the new tactical requirements. Plans to initiate the
new DSP replacement effort in fiscal year 1995 will involve major
considerations, including requirements, cost effectiveness, and af-

fordability.
On Milstar, however, we believe DOD may not have gone far

enough. Milstar's original design emphasized support to strategic
nuclear forces. As the strategic threat declined, DOD began placing
greater emphasis on reducing Milstar's high cost and increasing
support to tactical forces.

Despite several program changes during the last few years,
Milstar is still a costly system. We believe that by canceling some
of its planned large-sized satellites and initiating early develop-
ment of a lower-cost system with smaller satellites, DOD has an

opportunity to reduce program costs by billions of dollars.

Considering the changed threat and reduced defense budget, op-

portunities to make program changes aimed at achieving cost sav-

ings deserve increased attention. However, changes in the space

community's culture will have to occur in order to achieve more
substantive changes not only in DOD's acquisition of, but in the op-
eration and use of space assets as well.

DSP began in 1967, and the first operational satellite was de-

ployed in 1971. Over the years, DOD has launched 16 DSPs and
the Air Force has multiyear contracts to procure up to 25. As of De-
cember 1992, the Air Force estimated the total program acquisition
costs for these 25 satellites at $9.3 billion.

DOD has wanted to improve or replace DSP with modem tech-

nology since 1979. The Air Force's planned replacement in the
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fully materialized because of immature technology and high cost.

In 1984, DOD transferred AWS to the Strategic Defense Initia-

tive organization, and the system became known as the booster
surveillance and tracking system, or BSTS. In 1990, after spending
about $1 billion on BSTS, the organization discontinued its efforts

and the responsibility for BSTS was returned to the Air Force,
which renamed the system AWS.

In 1991, the Secretary of Defense approved a strategy for a
scaled-down version of AWS, calling it FEWS. For fiscal years 1992

through 1994, the Congress appropriated $515 million for FEWS
research and development. The system's purpose was to improve
coverage and detection information associated with tactical and
strategic ballistic missile launches.

Since program inception, DSP has been oriented toward detect-

ing strategic nuclear missile launches. However, during the Persian
Gulf war, it provided primary tactical warning of Scud missile

launches. DOD's assessment of the DSP performance during the
war was that sufficient warning was provided to the Army's Patriot
missile defense system, but that an improved sensor capability
would be needed for the future.

During the 1989 through 1991 timeframe, the Joint Require-
ments Oversight Council validated the needed capability and per-
formance requirements for an advanced space-based missile warn-

ing sensor to detect, process, and report ballistic missile launches.
Air Force representatives informed us that the documents associ-

ated with the need and the requirements provided the guidance for

the FEWS research and development contractors. However, specific
FEWS requirements contained in the draft October 1992 FEWS op-
erations requirements document were never validated.

According to an October 1993 study performed to review and rec-

ommend options for a future U.S. space-based infrared surveillance

capability, new needs can be met with a system that is simpler and
less costly than FEWS. The study gave considerable weight to re-

ducing the size of the satellite to allow it to be launched on a
smaller vehicle, an idea that would reduce costs. The study stated
that although there are strong reasons for DOD wanting a new,
more able satellite in the future, the current requirement and asso-
ciated FEWS specifications originated in a time of complex strate-

gic needs. Times have changed—strategic needs being less impor-
tant and global awareness at this point being more important. And
there is sufficient time to review the requirements to compete
through a better, simpler, cheaper system within the existing budg-
et constrained schedule.
Mr. Chairman, as you noted in your opening statement, various

studies have raised questions about the cost effectiveness of FEWS,
including our 1991 study. In addition, a 1991 draft study by the de-
fense science task force and a 1990 Air Force requirements trade

study had similar conclusions.

Based on the October 1993 study, DOD decided that FEWS was
too expensive, and therefore terminated the program. The Air
Force issued a stop-work order to the contractors, and the work
was halted in December 1993.
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Now DOD plans to initiate a new research and development ef-

fort in fiscal year 1995. However, the form that this effort will take
is not yet clear. Actions that will be needed include reviewing and
validating requirements, selecting the most cost-effective alter-

native from among a group of plausible candidate systems, and en-

suring that the system selected is affordable within the DOD budg-
et-constrained environment.
Now let me turn to Milstar. DOD has been developing Milstar for

the past 12 years. Thus far, it has invested about $8 billion in the

program. Although the first satellite was originally scheduled for
launch in 1987, program delays have pushed the first launch to

February 5, 1994, or about 72 hours from now. DOD expects to
launch the second Milstar in May 1995.
On average, each Milstar satellite placed in orbit will cost about

$1.3 billion, $1 billion for the satellite and at least $285 million for
the Titan IV launch vehicle. In addition, when the first Milstar is

launched, the estimated annual operating costs for satellite control

purposes will be about $110 million.

DOD established the Milstar in 1981. In 1983, President Reagan
designated it as a program of highest national priority. Milstar's

original design emphasized strategic nuclear war fighting by in-

cluding a low-data rate communications capability primarily for

sending emergency action messages to U.S. strategic forces during
a nuclear confrontation.

Milstar is the most complex satellite communications system
DOD has built. Over the years, it encountered many program
changes. After the fall of the Berlin Wall, congressional leaders in

1990 considered Milstar's cost to be too high, its support to tactical

forces inadequate, and its nuclear war-fighting capabilities unnec-

essary to deterrence. As a result, the National Defense Authoriza-
tion Act for fiscal year 1991 directed the Secretary of Defense to

develop and carry out a plan for either a restructured Milstar or

an alternative advanced communications satellite program.
DOD chose to restructure Milstar. To lower costs, it decided to

reduce the planned constellation size from eight to six satellites, re-

duce the quantity of ground-based equipment, and eliminate sev-

eral systems survivability features. To provide greater utility to

tactical forces, it decided to add a medium-data rate capability to

satellite 4 and beyond.
In response to continued congressional concern about DOD space

investment strategy, DOD in October 1992 approved a further re-

duction in Milstar's planned constellation size to four satellites.

What this meant was that DOD would still launch the first two
satellites based on the original design with the low-data rate capa-
bilities only, and then the medium-data rate capability for in-

creased support to tactical forces would be added to satellite 3 and
beyond.

In its October 1993 bottom-up review, DOD decided to keep
Milstar's constellation size at four satellites but limit the total ac-

quisition to six satellites—the first two referred to as Milstar I,

with a low-data rate capability only, and the next four referred to

as Milstar II, with both low and medium-data rate capabilities.
To reduce long-term costs, DOD plans to replace the Milstar II

design in fiscal year 2006 with advanced capability based on a
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smaller satellite design that will use a smaller, less expensive
launch vehicle.

In a 1993 report requested by this subcommittee, we discussed
alternatives to inserting modern technology into DOD's military
satellites communications plans that could reduce long-term costs

by about $17.6 billion. We specifically discussed an opportunity for

making a transition to a common bus, a standard platform that

supports the mission payload equipment.
Regarding Milstar, which was one of several satellite communica-

tions systems within the plan, we suggested that such a transition

could be made after satellite 6. This was at a time when DOD was
planning to build eight Milstar satellites, thus the acquisition of

satellite 7 and 8 could be avoided. We recommended that the Sec-

retary of Defense reassess various alternatives to preclude the con-
tinuation of costly, customized satellites.

DOD responded positively to our report. However, we now be-

lieve there is a basis for DOD to consider inserting modern tech-

nology after satellite 4 instead of after 6. The first two medium-
data rate Milstars, No.'s 3 and 4, are under development and
scheduled for launch in 1999 and 2000, respectively. However, a
contract has not yet been awarded for the last two Milstar, sat-

ellites 5 and 6. This would be a break point in the Milstar program
that would provide an opportunity to reduce costs through tech-

nology insertion.

Regarding insertion of modem technology, it was the consensus
of an outside technical support group established to review options
and assess risks under DOD's bottom-up review that an advanced

design could be deployed as early as 2003 on a medium launch ve-

hicle. This is in contrast to DOD's planned deployment of an ad-

vanced design in 2006.
If DOD did not acquire satellites 5 and 6, and deployed a less

expensive advanced capability in 2003, there would be a 2-year
delay, fi-om 2002 to 2004, in achieving a four-satellite constellation

with medium-data rate capabilities.
DOD would have to consider the benefits of th6 potential cost

savings associated with this approach, which would be over $2 bil-

lion, against any operational risk of not having a four-satellite con-

stellation during the time period now planned. A decision would
need to be made this year because the Air Force plans to acquire
long lead items for these satellites in fiscal year 1995. We are as-

sessing the tradeoffs between the cost savings and the operational
risks as part of an ongoing review of space programs.
DOD's difficulties in finding a replacement for DSP and develop-

ing Milstar have primarily been associated with meeting the cold

war threat, and subsequently, making changes in response to the
reduction of this threat. An Air Force report on DOD space invest-

ment strategy noted that the cold war made space systems expen-
sive because of a number of reasons, including systems perform-
ance being the primary driver and cost being a secondary consider-
ation.

Time at that point was of the essence to ensure deterrence capa-
bility and because security needs forced program development into

rigid security compartments.
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The result was a crisis-driven acquisition process. This meant
that technology was developed concurrently with system procure-
ment. System designs were seldom stable, and the security barriers

discouraged efforts for commonality across systems or sharing of
resources.
The report also stated that this cold war procurement rationale

no longer applies, and now there is room to look at today's threat
and space systems in context and proceed on a more ordered and
efficient path.

In addition, the report stated that maximizing system perform-
ance is no longer paramount—with costs and technical risks being
the principle factors.

Implementing these views, however, could be a major challenge
because of the changes that would be necessary within DOD's
space community culture. A December 1992 report to the Vice
President stated that policy decisions made in the early years of
the space age resulted in the establishment of four separate space
sectors within the United States: military, intelligence, civil, and
commercial. Each of these sectors evolved into separate organiza-
tional structures and now has its own institutional culture.
The report stated that the lack of strong coordination among

these organizations encouraged different solutions to similar prob-
lems and overlapping capabilities.
Within the military and intelligence sectors, the report cited six

separate organizations that are active in the development and op-
eration of space systems. Each with distinctly different cultures
with different technical requirements, acquisition procedures, and
technical operations.
A subsequent Air Force report discussed several more institu-

tional obstacles to cultural change, and noted that application of

space in joint military operations needed more emphasis in all

phases including planning, deployment, employment, and
sustainment.

In summary, the culture existing in the space sectors and the
values that drive these sectors must be changed if we are to

achieve affordable space age systems for the future.

Mr. Chairman, this concludes my statement. I would be happy
to answer any questions you or members of the subcommittee may
have.

[Note.—^The GAO report entitled, "Military Satellite Commu-
nications: Opportunity to Save Billions of Dollars," (GAO/NSIAD-
93-216), can be found in subcommittee files.]

[The prepared statement of Mr. Rodrigues follows:]
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Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee:

I am pleased to be here today to discuss two Department of

Defense (DOD) space programs. They are the Defense Support

Program (DSP) for detection of ballistic missile launches and the

Milstar satellite communications system for command and control

of military forces.

At your request, we reviewed the status of these programs,

including DOD's plans for such systems in the post cold war

environment.

DSP and Milstar are two of DOD's major multi-billion dollar space

programs that were designed to operate in a global nuclear

ballistic missile confrontation with the former Soviet Union.

The histories of these programs have demonstrated DOD's

commitment to develop advanced and sophisticated space-based

technology to effectively deter the Soviet threat. However,

military requirements now emphasize tactical warfighting

capabilities for future regional conflicts.

RESULTS IN BRIEF

In summary, DOD's action to terminate the current DSP follow-on

program and begin a new effort provides an opportunity to fully

consider the new tactical requirements. Plans to initiate a new

DSP replacement effort in fiscal year 1995 will involve major
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management considerations, including requirements, cost

effectiveness, and af fordability.

On Milstar, however, we believe DOD may not have gone far enough

and further actions could be taken to reduce costs. Milstar 's

original design emphasized support to strategic nuclear forces.

As the strategic threat declined, DOD began placing greater

emphasis on reducing Milstar 's high cost and increasing support

to tactical forces . Despite several program changes during the

last few years, Milstar is still a costly system. We believe

that by canceling some of its planned large-sized satellites and

Initiating early development of a lower cost system of smaller

satellites, DOD has an opportunity to reduce program costs by

billions of dollars.

Considering the changed threat and a reduced defense budget,

opportunities to make program changes aimed at achieving cost

savings deserve increased attention. However, changes in the

national security space community's culture will have to occur in

order to achieve more substantive changes in DOD's acquisition,

operation, and use of space assets.

DSP: REPLACEMENT DECISION
OFFERS COST SAVINGS OPPORTUNITY

DSP is a Strategic surveillance and warning satellite system with

an infrared capability to detect ballistic missile launches

(intercontinental and from submarines). Its primary users are

2
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(1) the North American Aerospace Defense Conunand, which is

responsible for assessing potential attacks on North America, (2)

the National Command Authorities, who are responsible for making

retaliatory decisions, and (3) other major military commands that

are responsible for strategic offensive forces.

DSP has been operational for more than 20 years, and efforts to

replace it with more modern technology have encountered several

setbacks. Since 1984, DOD has spent over $1 billion in research

and development on such efforts--the most recent being the

Follow-on Early Warning System (FEWS). DOD then decided to

terminate FEWS because it was too expensive.

DOD plans to initiate a new effort in fiscal year 1995 to replace

DSP. There are Indications that smaller and less costly system

capabilities than FEWS are being considered, with an emphasis on

greater support to tactical forces. Actions that will be needed

Include (1) reviewing and validating requirements, (2) selecting

the most cost effective alternative from among a group of

plausible candidate systems, and (3) ensuring that the system

selected is affordable within DOD's budget constrained

environment .

Program Background and DOD Plans

DSP began in 1967, and the first operational satellite was
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deployed In 1971. Over the years, DOD has launched 16 DSPs, and

the Air Force has multiyear contracts to procure up to 25 DSPs.

As of December 1992, the Air Force estimated the total program

acquisition costs for these 25 satellites at $9.3 billion over a

32-year period (1967 to 1999).'

DOD has wanted to Improve or replace DSP with modern technology

since 1979. It claimed that the current system could not satisfy

all of the validated military requirements. The Air Force's

planned replacement in the early 1980s, called the Advanced

Warning System (AWS), never fully materialized because of

immature technology and high costs. In 1984, DOD transferred AWS

to the Strategic Defense Initiative Organization, and the system

became known as the Boost Surveillance and Tracking System

(BSTS). In 1990, after spending about $1 billion on BSTS

research and development, the Organization discontinued its

efforts, and responsibility for BSTS was returned to the Air

Force, which renamed the system AWS.

In 1991, the Secretary of Defense approved a strategy for a

scaled-down version of AWS, calling it FEWS. In 1992, the Air

Force awarded two FEWS demonstration and validation contracts

that were scheduled to be completed in mld-1994. For fiscal

years 1992 through 1994, the Congress appropriated $515 million

'This excludes launch and operating costs.
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for FEWS research and development. The system's purpose was to

Improve coverage and detection Information associated with

tactical and strategic ballistic missile launches.

In late 1993, based on a review of options for a future space-

based Infrared surveillance capability, DOD decided that FEWS was

too expensive and therefore terminated the program. The Air

Force Issued a stop-work order to the contractors , and the work

was halted In December 1993. Now, DOD plans to Initiate a new

research and development effort In fiscal year 1995. However,

the form that this effort will take Is not yet clear. This Is

because discussions are still ongoing within DOD as to whether

the development of an Improved design of the existing DSP system

or a new space-based early warning system should be pursued.

Requirements and Cost Effectiveness
Are Critical Management Considerations

Since program inception, DSP has been oriented toward detecting

strategic nuclear missile launches. However, during the Persian

Gulf War, it provided the primary tactical warning of Iraqi's

surface-to-surface Scud missile launches. DOD's assessment of

DSP's performance during the war was that sufficient warning was

provided to the Army's Patriot missile defense system, but that

an Improved sensor capability would be needed for the future.^

'Conduct of the Persian Gulf War. Final Report to Congress . DOD,
April 1592.
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During 1989 through 1991, the Joint Requirements Oversight

Council^ validated the needed capability and performance

requirements for an advanced space-based missile warning sensor

to detect, process, and report ballistic missile launches. Air

Force representatives Informed us that the documents associated

with the need and the requirements provided guidance for the FEWS

research and development contractors. However, specific FEWS

requirements, contained in a draft October 1992 FEWS operational

requirements document, were never validated.

According to an October 1993 study* performed for the Under

Secretary of Defense for Acquisition to review and recommend

options for a future U.S. space-based Infrared surveillance

capability, new needs can be met with a system that is simpler

and less costly than FEWS. The study gave considerable weight to

reducing the size of the satellite to allow it to be launched on

a smaller vehicle than Titan IV which is currently used for DSP--

an idea that would reduce costs. The study stated that although

there are strong reasons for DOD wanting a new, more able

satellite in the future, (1) the current requirement, and

associated FEWS specification, originated in a time of complex

'A group of high level military officers, chaired by the Vice
Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, having authority to
determine the validity of mission needs and perform requirements
analyses.

space-Based IR Sensors . October 1993, performed by a technical
support group from several federally funded research and
development centers and referred to as the Everett study.
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strategic needs, (2) times have changed--strategic needs being

less important and global awareness and theater support being

more important, and (3) there is sufficient time to review the

requirements and compete for a better, simpler, cheaper system

within the existing budget constrained schedule. The study

recommended that the requirements be redone in context of

expected needs and other systems, and it supported DOD's decision

to terminate the current FEWS effort.

In addition to the requirements matter, various studies have

raised questions about the cost effectiveness of FEWS and other

advanced capabilities. For example, in 1991, we reported' that

an Air Force cost and operational effectiveness analysis showed

life-cycle costs for an enhanced DSP were estimated at $2.4

billion to $3.5 billion less than two variations of FEWS and a

fully capable AWS. We also reported that a 1991 draft study by a

Defense Science Board task force and a 1990 Air Force

requirements trade study had similar conclusions.

Also, part of the October 1993 study's task was to identify cost-

effective options for consideration by DOD executives. The study

presented four options that ranged in cost from $5.2 billion to

$11 billion for the period 2002 to 2015. The lowest cost option

involved down-sizing the existing DSP design and using medlum-

'Earlv Warning Satellites: Funding for Follow-on System Is

Premature (GAO/NSIAD-92-39, Nov. 7 1991).
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sized launch vehicles Instead of the Titan IV. The highest cost

option Involved using a lightweight version of FEWS, also

designed for launch on a medium- si zed vehicle. These options

were In addition to a recommendation that called for acquiring

more existing DSPs to ensure coverage until the transition was

made to a new capability.

MILSTAR: A COSTLY AND
CONTROVERSIAL PROGRAM

Mllstar Is designed to be a highly survlvable satellite

communications system, particularly resistant to electronic

jamming, for use by military forces during wartime. Its users

Include the National Command Authorities,' chief military

commanders, and strategic and tactical forces where critical

communications are needed for command and control purposes.

DOD has been developing Mllstar for the past 12 years. Thus far.

It has Invested about $8 billion in the program, which has

experienced several changes, delays, and cost Increases.

Although the first satellite was originally scheduled to be

launched in 1987, program delays pushed the first launch to

February 5, 1994—about 72 hours from now. DOD expects to launch

the second Mllstar in May 1995.

On average, each Mllstar satellite placed in orbit will cost

*The National Command Authorities consist of the President and
the Secretary of Defense or their successors.

8
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about $1.3 billion— $1 billion for the satellite and at least

$285 million for the Titan IV launch vehicle. In addition, when

the first Milstar is launched, the estimated annual operating

costs for satellite control purposes will be about $110 million.

DOD has an opportunity to reduce Milstar program costs by over $2

billion, including launch costs, if it does not acquire the last

two satellites under the current plan. Such a decision would

need to be accompanied by a plan to accelerate the development of

an enhanced Milstar that is smaller in size, lighter in weight,

lower in costs, and capable of being launched on a smaller

vehicle than the Titan IV. Accelerating this effort may require

some additional investment in the short run and an assessment of

any operational risk by not acquiring these last two satellites.

As part of an ongoing review of space programs, we are evaluating

the tradeoffs between cost savings and operational risk for

consideration during the fiscal year 1995 defense authorization

and appropriations deliberations.

Program Background and DOD Plans

DOD established Milstar in 1981. In 1983, President Reagan

designated it as a program of highest national priority.

Milstar' s original design emphasized strategic nuclear

warfighting by including a low-data rate communications
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capability,' primarily for sending emergency action messages to

U.S. strategic forces during an enemy attack. Tactical forces

were also planned users of this capability.

Milstar is the most complex satellite communication system DOD

has built. Over the years, it encountered many program changes

and difficulties. After the fall of the Berlin Wall,

congressional leaders, in 1990, considered Milstar 's cost to be

too high, its support to tactical forces inadequate, and its

nuclear warfighting capabilities unnecessary for deterrence. As

a result, the National Defense Authorization Act for fiscal year

1991 directed the Secretary of Defense to develop and carry out a

plan for either a restructured Milstar or an alternative advanced

communications satellite program.

DOD chose to restructure the Milstar program. To lower costs, it

decided to reduce the planned constellation size from 8 to 6

satellites, reduce the quantity of other ground-based equipment,

and eliminate several system survivability features. To provide

greater utility to tactical forces, it decided to add a medium-

data rate capability to satellite 4 and beyond.

'This low-data rate capability allows information to be
transmitted at speeds ranging from 75 to 2,400 bits per second
and would carry teletype and compressed voice communications.
Medium-data rate includes speeds up to 1,544,000 bits per second
and would carry regular voice communications and imagery.

10
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The October 1992 conference committee report on the fiscal year

1993 defense authorization bill expressed additional concern

about DOD's space investment strategy. The conferees directed

the Secretary of Defense to develop a comprehensive acquisition

strategy aimed at reducing costs and increasing efficiencies for

developing, fielding, and operating DOD space programs. In

October 1992, the Assistant Secretary of Defense for Command,

Control, Communications, and Intelligence approved a further

reduction in Milstar's planned constellation size to 4

satellites. What this meant, however, was that DOD would still

launch the first two satellites based on the original design,

with the low-data rate capability. Then, the medium-data rate

capability for increased support to tactical forces would be

added to satellite 3 and beyond.

In its October 1993 Bottom-Up Review of major defense programs,

DOD decided to keep Milstar's constellation size at 4 satellites,

but limit the total acquisition to 6 satellltes--the first two,

referred to as Milstar I, with the low-data rate capability only,

and the next four, referred to as Milstar II, with both low- and

medium-data rate capabilities. To reduce long term costs, DOD

plans to replace the Milstar II design in fiscal year 2006 with

an advanced capability based on a smaller satellite design that

will use a smaller, less expensive launch vehicle.

11
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Additional Cost Saving
Alternative Could Be
Assessed Against Current Plans

In a 1993 report' requested by this Subcommittee, we discussed

alternatives for Inserting modern technology into DOD's military

satellite communications plans that could reduce long term costs

by about $17.6 billion compared with DOD's baseline plan. We

specifically discussed an opportunity for making a transition to

a common bus--a standard satellite platform that supports the

mission payload equipment.

Regarding Milstar, which was one of several DOD satellite

communication systems within the plan, we suggested that such a

transition could be made after satellite 6. This was at a time

when DOD was planning to build 8 Milstar satellites, thus the

acquisition of satellites 7 and 8 could be avoided. We

recommended that the Secretary of Defense reassess various

alternatives to preclude the continuation of costly, customized

satellites.

In its December 1993 response to our report, DOD (1) discussed

plans to terminate Milstar after the 6th satellite, based on the

bottom-up review decision, (2) agreed with the need to move away

from customized, unique busses toward common busses, and (3)

'Military Satellite Communications: Opportunity to Save Billions
of Dollars . {GAO/NSIAD-93-216, July 9, 1993).

12
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stated that the most cost effective approach for Inserting modern

technology was to begin developing an advanced, lower cost, lower

weight payload capability.

We believe there Is a basis for DOD to consider Inserting modern

technology after satellite 4, Instead of after satellite 6. The

first two medium-data rate Milstars (satellites 3 and 4) are

under development and scheduled for launch in 1999 and 2000,

respectively. However, a contract has not yet been awarded for

the last two Milstars (satellites 5 and 6) which would be

launched in 2001 and 2002, respectively. This would be a break

point in the Mllstar program that would provide an opportunity to

reduce costs through technology Insertion.

Regarding the insertion of modern technology, it was the

consensus of an outside technical support group, established to

review options and assess risk under DOD's bottom-up review, that

an advanced design could be deployed as early as 2003 on a medium

launch vehicle. This is in contrast to DOD's planned deployment

of an advanced design in 2006.

If DOD did not acquire satellites 5 and 6 and deployed a less-

expensive, advanced capability in 2003, there would be a 2-year

delay, from 2002 to 2004, in achieving a 4-satelllte

constellation with medium-data rate capabilities. DOD would have

to consider the benefits of the potential cost savings associated

13
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with this approach, which could be over $2 billion including

launch costs, by not acquiring satellites 5 and 6, against any

operational risk of not having a 4-8atellite constellation during

the time period now planned. A decision would need to be made

this year because the Air Force plans to acquire long lead items

for these satellites in fiscal year 1995. As previously stated,

we are assessing the tradeoffs between cost savings and

operational risks as part of an on-going review of space

programs .

COLD WAR CHANGES CALL FOR
SPACE COMMUNITY CULTURE CHANGES

DOD's difficulties in finding a replacement for DSP and

developing Mllstar have primarily been associated with meeting

the cold war threat, and subsequently, making changes in response

to the reduction in this threat. In a report to Air Force

Headquarters on DOD space investment strategy, the Air Force

Space and Missile Systems Center and Air Force Space Command

stated that the cold war made space systems expensive for the

following reasons: (1) whole new technologies had to be

invented, (2) system performance was the primary driver, and cost

was not much of a consideration, (3) time was of the essence to

ensure a deterrence capability, and (4) security needs forced

program development into rigid security compartments . The

result, according to the report, was a crises-driven acquisition

process. This meant that (1) technology was developed

concurrently with system procurement, resulting in delays and

14
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redesign, (2) system designs were seldom stable, considering an

expanding threat, and (3) the security barriers discouraged

efforts for commonality across systems or sharing of resources.

The report also stated that this cold war procurement rationale

no longer applies, and now there is room to look at today's

threat and space systems in context and proceed on a more ordered

and efficient path. In addition, the report stated that

maximizing system performance is no longer paramount--cost and

technical risk being the principal factors--and there is greater

potential for cross-program sharing in technologies, standards,

and common resources.

Implementing these views, however, could be a major challenge

because of changes that would be necessary within DOD's space

community culture. A December 1992 report' to the Vice

President stated that policy decisions made in the early years of

the space age resulted in the establishment of four separate

space sectors within the United States--milltary/ intelligence,

civil, and commercial. Each of these sectors evolved under

separate organizational structures and now has its own

institutional culture. The report stated that the lack of strong

coordination among these organizations encouraged different

solutions to similar problems and overlap in capabilities.

*A Post Cold War Assessment of U.S. Space Policy . Vice
President's Space Policy Advisory Board, Dec. 1992.

IS
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particularly In areas such as technology development, launch, and

support services .

Within the military and intelligence sectors, the report cited

six separate organizations that are active in the development and

operations of space systems."* Each organization has a

distinctly different culture with different technical

requirements, acquisition procedures, and technical operations.

Also, according to the report, institutional arrangements

encourage overlap and discourage cooperation and synergism.

A subsequent Air Force report" discussed several, more

specific, institutional obstacles to cultural change. For

example, the report stated that (1) multiple space acquisition

agencies have resulted in inefficiency and less effective forces,

(2) there has been limited user input or Influence on the

requirements process, reducing the operational usefulness of

military space systems and increasing their cost, and (3) the

application of space in joint military operations needs more

"*rhey are the Air Force, Army, Navy, National Reconnaissance
Office, Ballistic Missile Defense Organization, and Advanced
Research Projects Agency.

"Blue Ribbon Panel of the Air Force In Space In the 2l8t
Century , Executive Summary, Undated.
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emphasis in all phases--planning, deployment, employment, and

sustalnment.

Mr. Chairman, this concludes my statement. I will be happy to

answer any questions you or members of the Subcommittee may have.

(707056)
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Mr. CoNYERS. Thank you for a good oral presentation and a
fuller statement that will be recorded in our hearings that you sub-
mitted already.

I would encourage my colleagues that questions they submit to
Mr. Rodrigues be answered and all be put in the record, and that
would reduce the amount of time that he would spend before us.
Mr. McCandless.
Mr. McCandless. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I come from the 3-B type of defense—boondocks, bandits, and

backpacks—so this is a whole new ball game for me, the Buck Rog-
ers 21st century. I would like to also submit to you some questions
that would specifically address the issues that have raised my con-
cern relative to the systems involved here today.
Mr. Rodrigues. Thank you.
[The information follows:]
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GAO United States
General Accoontillg 0£Sce

Washington, D.C. 20S4S

National Secoiitr and
International Aflbiis Division

Date: February 17, 1994

To: Mr. Steve Vincze, professional staff. Minority,

Committee on Government Operations,

From Thomas Schuiz, Assodate Director, Systems Development and

Production Issues «i-^^

j/r

Subject: Answers to questions for the record on Milstar and DSP/FEWS
testimony (GAO/T-NSIAD-94-108).

In response to your facsimile and telephone request of today I am providing

answers to the five questions for the record on our February 2, 1994 testimony

on Milstar and DSP/FEWS programs. I hope this meets your needs and if you

have any questions please feel free to call me on 202-512-4841.

Question 1 : Didn't the DOD Bottom-Up-Review address the Issues and conclusions of your

July 1993 report atjout Milsiar (Report* GAO/NSIAD-93-216) and reach different conclusions

than your report?

Answer: The Bottom-Up-Review did not reach different conclusions and in fact

did address some of our concems . A draft of our report was provided to the

DOD several months prior to the completion of the BUR in October 1993. The

BUR did concur with our key observation to transition to a lower weight class

satellite design. As in our report, the BUR selected an option that transitions

the current Milstar design after the 6th satellite to an advanced EHF satellite

that would be launched on a medium size launch vehicle. The BUR did not

specify a common bus satellite as suggested in our report to be an alternative

among other competing options. However, in his response to our report. Gen.

Paige, the Assistant Secretary of Defense for C3I, concurred that common
busses are preferable to the current customized designs.
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Question 2: Please explain how you arrived at your cost figures/estimates and how you
evaluated the cost of each of the features of Mllstar?

Answer: We used raw data provided to us by the Air Force, previous GAO
wori<, and cxjntractor data to calculate an average cost of the satellite. We
compared contractor data to our average cost to verify that the average cost

number was a reasonable estimate.

Question 3: in your report, you questioned the need for features like agile beams and

crosslinlcs. What operational requirements or scenarios did you use to determine there was a

questionable need for these feature?

Answer: Our report did not question the specific features on Milstar. We imply
in our Milstar testimony and other reports we have issued on MILSATCOM that

DOD needs to review the requirements for all MILSATCOM systems

considering changing threat and costs.

Question 4: You question the tactical utility of the first two (MILSTAR satellite launches.

Doesn't the low data rate payload on these satellites support the STU-III type secure voice

terminai ? Isn't the STU-III unit a vast improvement over the "Donald Duck" sounding, slow-

reacting secure telephones of the past? Wouldn't you agree that operating these secure voice

units at low data rates allow the equipment to be smaller, to utilize more bandwidth, and to

provide for greater jamming protection? Doesn't DOD have thousands of the STU-III units that

it can use in conjunction with Milstar now?

Answer: We maintain that the limited level of tactical utility that you obtain

from the first two low data rate Milstars would not have been cost effective if it

were the primary justification for the Milstar program. The current tactical

requirements would be better covered by Milstar 11 when it is launched in the

late 1990s.

With regards to "STU-lIl type secure voice terminals" for Milstar, there is a

difference between the handset unit and the ground terminal required to

process communications via the satellite. It is our understanding that relatively

few terminals have been procured for use by ground, air, and sea platforms.

Question 5: Let's assume U.S. forces are In an area, for example the Korean peninsula,
when a thinj world country run by an unpredictable leader explodes a nuclear weapon in the

close vicinity where U.S. forces are located. Wouldn't such an event cause a blockage of

current communications systems for up to many days ? Wouldn't MILSTAR with its EHF
frequencies and specialized wavefomi prevent such a disruption in communications and
maintain connectivity with essential command and control elements?
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Answer: The answers to the first part of these questions would be more

appropriately obtained from the DOD and the intelligence community. Also, we
have never questioned the need for EHF communications and capabilities. We
should point out that in addition to K/tilstar, the DOD has plans to include low
data rate EHF capability on 6 Navy UHF communication satellites.
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Mr. CoNYERS. Thank you very much.
We recognize the gentlelady from New York, Mrs. Maloney.
Mrs. Maloney. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Very briefly, why are we launching Milstar I and II? What are

their capabilities? In 72 hours, you said, 72 hours they are going
up. What are the capabilities? What do they accomplish for the

country?
Mr. RODRIGUES. Yes. Milstar I is in 72 hours; Milstar II will be

next year.

They provide low-data rate EHF capability, secure antijam, low-

data rate capability.
Mrs. Maloney. They provide communications capability?
Mr. RODRIGUES. Yes.
Mrs. Maloney. Why would we want to communicate with

Milstar I for $1.4 billion?

Mr. RODRIGUES. Well, part of the problem is the money on the

first satellites, those satellites are bought and paid for. They are
there. They are built. You have paid for them. The question be-

comes, do you want to launch them or not launch them? They do

put up an EHF capability and everyone recognizes, no one is argu-
ing with the fact that we need EHF capability for antijam pur-

poses.
Mrs. Maloney. Do we or do we not need it?

Mr. RODRIGUES. We do need it. There is no question that that is

the way to go to deal with the antijam as well provide an assured
communication through
Mrs. Maloney. What is the NIJM?
Mr. RODRIGUES. Antijam, electronic jamming capability.
Mrs. Maloney. Who has the capability of jamming now that the

Russians are no longer a threat? Who has the capability of jam-
ming us? Is there any other country that has the capability of jam-
ming us?
Mr. RODRIGUES. I am not sure exactly who has what types of ca-

pabilities or how significant those capabilities are.

Mrs. Maloney. Do they have any tactical use?
Mr. RODRIGUES. Excuse me, does what have tactical use?
Mrs. Maloney. Milstar I.

Mr. RODRIGUES. It has limited tactical use. Milstar was designed
from the beginning primarily for strategic purposes, but there were
some limited tactical applications.
Mrs. Maloney. What do you mean by limited?
Mr. RODRIGUES. Certain user communities that would need short

bursts of messages for use.

Mrs. Maloney. What user communities?
Mr. RODRIGUES. I believe Special Operation Forces. I think get-

ting into any more than that would get into some classified areas.

Mrs. Maloney. OK Thank you very much.
So our choice is either to send up to $1.4 billion for a Milstar I

that has, "limited" tactical use, or to torch it because it has no
other use here on the Earth, right?
Mr. RODRIGUES. Yes, I guess you could put it that way. What you

are looking at in incremental costs is the difference in operating
those satellites from now until vou get the MDR. If you look at this

chart, the timeframe would oe the launch in 1994 this week
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through the first launch in 1999 of the MDR capable satellite, first

MDR capable satellite. Operating costs would be somewhere in the

range of about $575 million to operate the satellites over that pe-
riod of time.

Mr. CoNYERS. OK Thank you very much.
Mr. Kyi.
Mr. Kyl. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Just two quick questions, one a foUowup. You are not suggesting

in your testimony that the Air Force should not launch in 72 hours,
are you?
Mr. RODRIGUES. No, sir. I don't have a basis for questioning that.

Mr. Kyl. Second, just to make it crystal clear, you, GAO, you
have not looked at the requirements, the requirements for DSP/
FEWS?
Mr. RODRIGUES. We had looked at DSP/FEWS in our 1991 report.

We issued a report saying that the decision to fund FEWS at that

time was premature for a couple of reasons. No. 1 was that the re-

quirements had not been validated, and in fact they never were
validated for FEWS, and we were operating against different—a
TWAA requirement that was not specifically

—that FEWS wasn't

designed specifically to that, and we never did get that validated

requirement.
And we felt at the time that before you go into a major invest-

ment program that you should know what it is you are trying to

accomplish, and that as well as the cost and operational effective-

ness analysis that indicated that there were a number of very
much lower-cost options that would provide enhanced capability
over the existing system that may be competitive with FEWS and
that really needed to be considered.

Mr. Kyl. There is no question that you need a requirements de-

termination? I guess I will ask it a different way. If Greneral

Horner says there is a requirement—there are requirements for a

DSP/FEWS kind of system, that is not something that GAO has

questioned in the past or would question in the future, I gather?
Mr. RODRIGUES. Provided that they actually developed a require-

ment for whatever system they are going into, absolutely not.

Mr. Kyl. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. CoNYERS. Thank you very much.
Mr. Zimmer.
Mr. Zimmer. No questions.
Mr. CoNYERS. Mr. Rodrigues, again, thank you for appearing be-

fore this committee. We appreciate your testimony.
We are now bringing forward our panel of Colonel Mangold,

Colonel Dietz, Mr. Aru, Dr. Quinn.
Gentlemen, will you raise your right hands.

[Witnesses sworn.]
Mr. CoNYERS. Thank you very much. Please be seated. Welcome

to the committee. I want to thank this panel of witnesses for ap-

pearing voluntarily before us today.
After consultation with the general counsel to the House of Rep-

resentatives, the subcommittee has been assured that this hearing
is a privileged proceeding under the speech and debate clause of

the Constitution and applicable court rulings. The courts have con-

sistently recognized that statements of a voluntary witness before
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a congressional subcommittee are afforded an absolute testimonial

privilege against claims for defamation or other claims based upon
the publication of those statements.

I have a number of cases: the Gibbs case, the Webster case, and
other legal research. In addition, I point out that two of the wit-

nesses on this panel are Air Force officers, obviously, who will tes-

tify about events and transactions that occurred in the course of

their official duties as officers. While the Air Force and the Depart-
ment of Defense have the right to designate their own witnesses
to present the Department's position, the subcommittee views the

voluntar> testimony of these officers in response to our request as
official acts executed in the scope of their employment and respon-
sibility.

We would like to begin with Col. Sanford Mangold, U.S. Air
Force.

We are very pleased that you could appear before us, and we
would include your statement in the record at this time to be repro-
duced in full, and would invite you to give a summary of your testi-

mony, please.

STATEMENT OF SANFORD D. MANGOLD, COLOP^L, U.S. AIR
FORCE

Colonel Mangold. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I am pleased to

appear before you today to discuss what I have characterized a can-
cer upon the U.S. Air Force's budget process in the arena of space.

I was a key part of that process from August 1991 until June 24,
1993. I was responsible for administering nearly $20 billion annu-

ally, 25 percent of the entire Air Force budget. My job title was
Space Command, Control, Communications, Intelligence and Nu-
clear Deterrence Team Chief, and as such, I felt it was my respon-

sibility to propose cuts in the budget as directed by the senior De-

partment of Defense leadership and the White House.
After nearly 1 year in the job and after successfully uncovering

significant cost savings, I was extended for an unprecedented sec-

ond year as team chief on June 1, 1993. On June 24, 23 days later,

allegations about my personal integrity came forward, and I was
summarily relieved. And then I began what I have termed a sig-
nificant life experience.
The action of removing me had long been anticipated by myself,

my leadership, and my contemporaries. For over 1 year prior to

June 24, I had been told I was the most hated man in Space Com-
mand, and was going to be taken out in some way, any way pos-
sible. The acrimony I engendered from my space colleagues was
tied directly to my straightforward approach to budgetary reduc-
tions and my absolute refusal to exempt unnecessary space systems
from the budgetary ax.

No charges were ever made, just allegations, resulting in me los-

ing my job.
Before I go any further, let me digress and provide you with

some background as to my credentials. For the past 25 years I have
been working in this Nation's military and civilian space programs.
I have been involved in all aspects of missile warning, space sur-

veillance, satellite command and control and launch operations.
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I have two master's degrees. I have been assigned to the Na-
tional Aeronautics and Space Administration and I attended the

Naval War College. Throughout my nearly 25 years of service, I

have been repeatedly given difficult jobs and been exposed to the

highest levels of policymaking within the Air Force.

Prior to my removal, I was viewed by many in the Pentagon as

one of the strongest voices within the Space Command, and I was
told I was in the top 1 percent of all Air Force Colonels on the Air

Staff in the Pentagon. Routinely, I had direct assess to the highest
levels of the Air Force to include the Secretary of Air Force and the

Chief of Staff.

All of this ended on June 24, 1993 when I was reassigned to

other duties pending the outcome of an investigation which took

210 days to complete. In the end, no guilt was established and I

was given an administrative reprimand. However, the damage was
done. I was removed from the budget process at precisely the time
when I was ready to shepherd in the most dramatic cuts in the

space community that they had ever seen in their
history.

What I had discovered is that while the operational Air Force

leadership in the Pentagon from the Secretary of the Air Force on

down through the Chief of Staff to the Deputy Chief of Staff for

Plans and Operations fully understood that the cold war had ended
and a new world order dictated a general drawdown in our military

force, this understanding did not get fully embraced by Air Force

Space Command.
Repeatedly, during my year as the Space/C3I/Nuc Deterrence

Team Chief, I clashed with several generals and senior colonels in

Colorado Springs, as well as the space acquisition community with-

in the Pentagon. They openly opposed my straightforward philoso-

phy, which was basically "everything
is on the table."

I would take deep cuts in tne budget whenever and wherever I

discovered wasteful, costly, or cold war-specific programs. I vowed
to make cut into the space budget because I knew exactly where
the overpriced programs were, and understood precisely why each

system did or did not support the post-cold war direction for the

Department of Defense. This was especially true for Milstar and
FEWS.

First, let me categorically state Milstar as presently configured
is no longer necessary. It provides low-quality voice and teletype in-

formation on less than 100 channels. The communications activity

is not worth the continued expenditures of billions of dollars re-

quired to keep this program alive.

Therefore, by August 1992 I began to openly oppose Milstar from

within the Pentagon. At once, the space community rallied around

this program and attempted to make me stop.

What followed was an internal Air Force space war surrounding
Milstar. The conflict continued unabated and reached its climax in

the March 1993 timeframe when we went to the Chief of Staff of

the Air Force. There, Gen. Buster Glosson and I convinced General

McPeak to support outright cancellation of Milstar. The space ac-

quisition community fought back vigorously and won a compromise

supporting the launch of the first two Milstar satellites and a to-

tally restructured program after that.
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Still, we had realized a total cost saving of $640 million over the
next 5 years with no loss, no loss of military capability to our
warfighters. I felt I had won a major victory. Unfortunately, Sec-

retary Aspin reversed our decision and Milstar was given new life.

As I see it, Milstar has fundamental, insuTTnountable problems.
Half of its payload-carrying capacity is filled with ballast and it

provides marginal communications to the warfighters. It is as if the
DOD decided to ship some communications equipment across coun-

try. To do this, we contracted to buy a moving van capable of living
through a nuclear holocaust. By the time the van was ready to go,
half the communications equipment was removed because the
threat of nuclear war was over. So what we were left with was a

very expensive moving van and about a U-Haul trailer's worth of
communications equipment.
So what my space acquisition friends decided to do was fill half

of the moving van with concrete for ballast and drive the van
across country anyway. Add to this decision the fact that the equip-
ment we are shipping is only the first-generation capability. The
really good ELF capabilities come after the turn of the century, and
even then we are still going to use the nuclear-hardened moving
vans.
This just did not pass the truth and logic test then, and I believe

it does not pass it today. The way I saw it, I had no ethical choice
but to oppose Milstar openly and as vocally as possible. I did pre-

cisely that in August 1992 and started down a path which has led
to this hearing.
Now let me turn my attention to FEWS. The Follow-On Early

Warning System was also a solution-specific answer to a very gen-
eral requirement. There is no doubt that this Nation needs space-
based tactical warning and attack assessment. That is the require-
ment. However, now the world has changed and smaller missiles
like the Scud have begun to fall into the hands of new adversaries.
We must ask, can DSP still do the job or do we need something

else?

What the acquisition community and my good friends in Space
Command came up with for an answer was the FEWS program.
So again, I began to question big-ticket space programs and

again I got the predictable reactions from Colorado Springs and
from within the space acquisition community and the Pentagon. By
April 1993, I knew I was on a collision course and I needed to go
out to Air Force Space Command headquarters in Colorado Springs
to confront my adversaries face to face.

A few weeks before I left for Colorado, I received a warning from
a fellow colonel's wife in Colorado Springs. I learned that Space
Command was actively working to have me fired. I was told the

plan was to "cut off the head of the snake while leaving the body
intact." They wanted me terminated, period. Further, they had a

spy in my organization who was gathering information on me to

have me removed.

Sixty days later, the warnings proved valid. I was removed, and
have not been allowed to participate in the budget reduction proc-
ess since June 1993. I have been publicly defamed, I have been hu-
miliated, and I have been embarrassed. Despite all of this, I never
lost faith in the Air Force or the American justice system.
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In conclusion, I am convinced that cost-cutting measures I rec-

ommended were proper, well developed, and in line with President

Clinton's policies. I believe that I was removed because I was at-

tempting to foster an open debate on expensive, unnecessary space

programs and my opponents knew when I held their systems up to

the clear light of day they would lose. So they decided to remove
me because I was the source of their problem.

Throughout this happy—unhappy experience, I have come to the

following conclusion: The cancer seems to be isolated to the space

community. The Air Force leadership within the Pentagon has

treated me fairly throughout this entire process.
And I have a final thought. When I was a young assistant, an

aide-de-camp, to a three-star general, he always told me never to

do anything that you wouldn't be embarrassed to read about in to-

morrow's newspaper. Milstar and FEWS embarrassed me. And I

stood up against them. My actions have probably cost me my ca-

reer, but at some point in everyone's life they must make a choice.

I made mine. I do not regret it and I would do it again.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
[The prepared statement of Colonel Mangold follows:]
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TESTIMQMY TO NATIONAL SgCURITY SUBCOMMITTPE

Mr. Chaianan, Mefnbers of tho Comminee. I am pleased to oome before you today to discuss

what t have characterized as a cancer upon the United States Air Force's Budget Process in the

arena of space. I was a key part of this process from August 1991 until 24 June 1993, first as the

understudy, then as the person in charge of the entire Air Force Budget for Space Systems:
Command, Control, Communications and Intelligence Systems and aii Nuclear Weapons -

iCBMs, Gravity Bombs and Cruise i^lssiles. I was responsible for administering nearly $20
Billion Dollars annually

- 25% of the entire Air Force Budget. My job title was the Space/C3l/Nue
Deterrence Team Chief and, as such, I felt it was my responsibility to propose outs In the budget
as directed by the senior leadership and the White House.

After nearly one year in the job and after successfuBy unoovering significant cost savings, I was
extended lor an unprecedented second year as Team Chief on the 1st of June. 1983. 23 days
later on 24 June, allegaticns about my personal integrity came forward, I was summarily reBeved

from my job arid I began what I have come to term a 'real life' experience.

Tl)e action of removing me had long been anticipated by myself, my leadership and most of my
contemporaries. For over a year prior to the 24th of June, i had been told I was "Ihe most hated

man m Space Command" and going to be taicen cut in some way •• any way possble. The

acrimony I engendered from my space colleagues was tied direcHy to my straightforwaid

approaoh to budget reductions and my attaoiuf refusal to exempt unnecessary space systems
from the budgetary axe. No charges were ever made, just allegations, resulting In me losing my
job.

Before I go fuither, let me digress and provide you with some tMd^round aato who I am and
what I was doing. I will specifically address the budget cutting procedures I employed while the

Spaoe/C3l/Nuc Deterrence Team Chief. Further, I wll darlfy my well-documented opposition to

the fullLSTAR satellite and the FEW3 program.

PermR me to briefly tfscuss my credentials.

I eteraDy grew up in the space race. As a child, my father worked at the White Sands Missle

Test Center and at Cape Canaveral, i stood on the beach and got to watch the Mercury, Qemiti
and Apolk) astronauts blast-off into spaoe. It seemed only natural tor me to go into space
exploration and operations myself. For the last 25 year*, since my graduation from the Unlversfty

of Fk)rida, I have been working in this nation's milary and ctvAian space programs. I have been
Involvad In alt aspects of mtosila warning, space surveillance. sateiKe command & control and

launch operations. I have two masters degrees, been assigned to NASA and attended the Naval

Wv College. TTuoughout my nearly 25 years of service, t have repeatedly been given difficult

jobs and been exposed to the highest levels of poficy making within the Air Force. Prior to my
removal, i was viewed by many in the Pentagon as one of the strongest voices within the space

community and was told I was in the top 1% of all Coksneis on the Air Staff in the Pentagon.

Routinely. I had direct assees to the highest levels of Air Force leadership to include the

Secretary of the Air Force and the Chief of Staff.

An of this ended on 24 Jun 93, when I was reassigned to other duties pencfing the outcome of an

investigation which took 210 days to complete. In the end, no guik was established and I was

given an administrative reprimand. iHowever, the damage was done. I was removed from the

budget process at precisely the time I was ready to shepherd in the most dramatic cost cuts the

space commur^ had ever seen In Its history.
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What I had discovered is that whfle the operational Air Force leadership in the Pentagon from the

Secretary of the Air Force on down through the Chief of Staff to the Deputy Chief of Staff tor

Plans and Operations fully understood that the Ookj War had ended and a new world order

dictated a general drawdown in our military forces, this understanding did not get fuOy embraced

by Air Rxce Space Command. Repeatedly, during my year as the Space/C3l/l^uo Deterrence

Team Chief, i clashed with several generals and ser^ Colonels in Colorado Springs, as well as

the space acquisition community within the Pentagon. They aU openly opposed my
straigl^rward cost cutting philosophy which was basically 'everything Is on the table for

examination and any weapon system found to not to meet President Clinton's and Secretary

Aspin's direction for the military would be TERMINATED ~ NO EXCEPTIONS." I would make
deep outs In the budget w^tenever and wherever I discovered wasteful, costly or Cold Wa^
specific programs. I vowed to make cuts into the space budget, because I knew exactly where

the over-priced systems were and I understood precisely why each system did or dkl not support
the post-Cold War drec^kin for the Department of Defense. This was especially true tor

MILSTAR and FEWS.

Once I became the Team Chief in Jun 1992. 1 began an intense investigatton into the MILSTAR

program to determine if we really needed this system. I launched several studies into MILSTAR's

history, purpose and costs. I was shocked to find that this sateitite was the clearest example of a
Cokj War system whose contributions to military conflicts like Desert Storm or operations Vne in

Somalia would be negliga^ie. And the costs of each sateaie were unacceptable
-
nearly S1.4

BOiion per saleKte.

Rrst, let me eateoorteally state thai MILSTAR Is a dear trtxjte to American technclogioal know-
how. To design and actualiy buikl a sateflite capable of guaranteeing communications across-

the-conflict-spectrum in order to insure vok:e and data links in an actual nuclear war environment

is an awesome feat. But, in reality. MILSTAR is longer neoessary. It only provUes tow quality

voice and tel^ype information on less than 1 00 channels. As I mentioned, I conducted several

extensive studies on the utility of MILSTAR in a non-nudoar, limited war envirorKnent and

concluded this small increase in communicatk>ns oonnectiviiy was not worth the continued

expenditure of the Billons of dollars required to keep this program alive. Therefore, in August
1992, 1 began to openly oppose MILSTAR within the Pentagon.

At once, the ^>aoe community raified around the program and attempted to m^e me stop.

After an Air Force Council Meeting, in wtitoh I told the assembled sentor general offk^ers and Air

Force dviian leadership that I felt MILSTAR was a senous mistake and needed to be car^ceied

outright I t>egan to feel the wails ctosing in. Immediately folowing this meeting, I was taken into

the office of the Deputy Assistant Secretary of the Air Force for Space Plans and Potey and was
told that if I ever exposed another epaoe system to budget cuts in front of the flying Air Force

leadership agah - my career might suffer. I lodkad him in the eye and asked if he wanted me
to lie to the Vice Chief of Staff of the Air Force, t>ecause if he (fid - he was taHdng to the wrong
man. He toto me to have a nk;e day aixl excused me.

What foUowed was an internal Air Force 'space waf surrounding MILSTAR. The Deputy Chief

of Staff tor Plans and Operations, Lt Qeneral Buster Gtosson. lined up solkjiy behind me and told

me to continue to challenge MILSTAR's need in future contacts and supported mo In my fight with

Air Force Space Command and the space aoquisftton oommunily. The conflict continued

unabated and reached its climax in Feb-Mar 93. when we went to the Chief of Staff of the Air

Force. There General Qtosson and I convinced Qenerai McPeak to support outright canceliaiton

of the MILSTAR program. The space acquisitkxi comnwnity tought back vigorously and won a

compromise supporting the launch of the first two MLSTAR satellites and a totally restructured

program after that.
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Still, we reaDzsd total cost savings of $640 Million dolare over the next 5 yearn - with no toss

of capeibility to the mintary warfighters- Therefore, I feH I had won a major victory. Unfortunately,

Secretary Aspin reversed our decision and MILSTAR was given new lite.

Recognize, MILSTAR Is not the only answer to the future military communications requirements.

It is merely one of many possible answers to our battlefield communications needs, it lust

happens to be one of the most expensive ways we can go. What we need today and in the

future is highly secure, flexible communications which can operate in a lx>stiie jamming
environment with a low-probabBity of intercept. This is what EHF- Extremely High Frequency
Communications gives us. MILSTAR uses EHF, but this satslite was designed for a nuclear war

environment and because of that costs far too much In today's world. My MILSTAR studies

demonstrated that we could supply the majority of our needed EIHF communications to the

military at about the sante time as the MILSTAR program would deliver them, but at a greatly

reduced price
-
using smaller, cheaper satellites outfitted wth the latest technology. As I see tt,

MILSTAR has fundamental, insurmountable problems:

Half of its payload canying capability is fifled with ballast. Early in this process, I was (old by the

space acquisition community that MILSTAR was carrying 2000 pourxls of aluminum filed with

sand to compensate for a classified paytoad which was no longer needed. Aslbeganto

question the logic of launching a ton of baOast into a geosynchronous orbit - 22.300 miles above

the Eaith, I was told not be concerned, since that was an acquisition and not an operational

issue. Then I was told the weight was somewhere between 1 000 and 2000 pounds, that the

aluminum was solid and there was no sand, that the weigft of the satellite is not only payload,

but stnictural weight due to the nuclear warfighting requirements. As I oorventrated on the ballast

issue, the story changed on a near-daily basis. Rnally, I became fed up and used the following

analogy to cut through my acquisition friends' jargon:

The DOD decided to ship some communications equlpnwnt across oourmy. To do this, we

contracted to buy a moving van capable of Rving through a nuclear holocaust. Bythatimethe
van was ready to go, half the oommunicationB equipment was removed and the threat of a

nuclear war was over. So what we were left with was a very expensive moving van and about as

U-Haul trailer's worth of oomm equipment So what my acquisition friends decided to do was to

fill half the moving van wtth concrete • for ballast - and dhve the big van across country anyway.

Add to this decision the fact that the equipment we are shippino is only tfie first generation

capabilty
- the really good EHF communications' capdbWee wil come after the tum-of-th*-

century. And even then, we were still going to use the nuclear hardened moving vane to ship R.

This just did not pass the Truth and Logic* Test - It sti does not pass it today. Thewaylsaw
it, I had no ethcal choice but to oppose MILSTAR as openly and vocally as pos8S>le. Idid

precisely that in August 1992 and started down a path which has led ultimately to this hearing.

Now let me turn my attention to FEWS. The Folow-On Early Warning System was also a

"soiutlon-speciflo* answer to a very gwieral requirement The Nation needs space-based tactical

warning and attack a88e88ment...that'S the requiremert. The Defense Support Program
- DSP -

was originally designed to do this job. back when we were facing the USSR with Its arsenal of big

missiles. However, now that the worM has changed and smaUer missBes. Dke the SCUD, have

begun to fall into the hands of new adversaries, can DSP stil do the Job or do we need something

else? What the acquisition community and Air Force Space Command came up with for an

answer was the FEWS program.
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Whll« I agreed that we needed to improve upon the capabilities of DSP, my experienoea running
the battle staff at Air Force Space Command Headquarters during Desert Storm taught me that
DSP could be pushed beyond its original design imits and oouid still do a good lob In a tactical
war.

So again, i began to question a "big ticker space system. And again, I got predictable reactions
from my friends at Space Command and within the space acquisition community at the
Pentagon.

By April 1 993, 1 knew that I was on a oofflslon course and I newied to go out to Air Force SpaceCommand Headquarters in Colorado Springs to confront my adversaries - face-to-face. A few
weeks before I left for Colorado, I received a warning from a feliow Colonets wife in Colorado
Springs. I learned that Space Command was actively working to have me fired. I had been tokJ
that their plan was to "cut oft the head o( the snake, while preserving the body." They wanted me
temiinated ... PERIOD. Further, they had a spy in my organization, who was gathering the
necessary intomiatkxi to "take me out." Sixty days later the warnings proven valkl

I was removed and have not been allowed to paitfolpatti In the budget reduotkxi process since
Jure 1983. I have been publicly defamed, humiliated and embarrassed. Despite al of that has
happened I never lost faith in the Air Fbroe or the American system of jiMtkw.

In conclusion, I am oonvinoed the oost-cutting measures I recommended were proper, weH-
devetoped and in-line with President Cflnton's policies. I believe that I was removed, because I

was attempting to foeter an open debate on expensive, unnecessary space programs and my
opponents knew that when I hekj their systems up to the 'clear light of dav* - th«y would in—
So, they decided to remove the source of their problem -me. Throughout this urrfiappy
experience, I come to the following conclusion:

- The cancer seems to Isolated to the Space community within the Air Force. TheAirFofce
leadershD witWn the Pentagon has treated me falriy throughout this entire affair.

And I have a final thought:

- When I was a young assistairtto a 3 star general, he always toW me never to do anything ttvtf

you would be embarrassed to read about in tomonow's newspaper. Well, MILSTAR and FEWS
embarrassed me and I stood up against them. My acHons have probably cost me my career,
but at some point everyone has to make a choice. I made mine, I do not regret it.-.and I wouW
do it again.

Thank you for yourtime. W you have any questions, l wll be happy to answer them.
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Mr. CoNYERS. Colonel Mangold, that is probably the most coura-

geous and moving statement that I have heard as chairman of Gov-

ernment Operations, and I want to express on behalf of this com-

mittee the decision that you have made to come forward and all the

things that you have done before today, that makes the Aniencan

people feel very good about the kind and caliber of field grade offi-

cers that we have in our service. And we thank you for that very

much. .

Colonel Mangold. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. CoNYERS. I would like now to call Col. Edward Dietz and in-

vite him to make a statement. Director of Acquisition Management
and Directorate of Program Management at headquarters Air Force

Material Command, Space and Missile Systems Center.

Welcome.

STATEMENT OF EDWARD R. DIETZ, COLONEL, U.S. AIR FORCE

Colonel DiETZ. Mr. Chairman, members of committee, I am Colo-

nel Dietz of the U.S. Air Force. I was the DSP program manager

during the period of interest to this hearing.

I am here by direction of the Air Force and the Congress. But

I have been reminded that I cannot speak for the Air Force. I will

be speaking from my personal experiences during the interval in

which I served in this capacity. I look forward to contributing m
whatever way I can. „ ^„ • j i ,. a

I have served the United States for 27 years in development and

acquisition of space and missile systems. I have worked for acquisi-

tion agencies. Headquarters Systems Command, the Secretary ot

the Air Force, and the Office of Secretary. In accordance with con-

gressionally directed standards for training and experience, I am

Fully certified as a program manager.
The last 15 years in particular I worked on space systems much

like the ones we are discussing today. Recently, I was the deputy

program director of DSP, the Talon Shield program manager re-

sponsible for its development and installation, and until a tew

months ago I was the DSP program manager. I am qualified to dis-

cuss the alleged misconduct on the DSP/FEWS programs. I look

forward to any questions you may have.

[The prepared statement of Colonel Dietz follows:]
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OPENING STATEMENT

Mr Chairman and Members of the Committee:

I am Col Edward DIetz of the United States Air Force. I was

the DSP Program Manager during the time period of Interest

to this hearing. I am here by direction of the USAF and the

Congress. I look forward to contributing In whatever way I

can.

I have served the United States for 27 years In development

and acquisition of space and missile systems. I've worked

for acquisition agencies, Hq Systems Comnand, Secretary of

Air Force, and the Office of the Secretary. In accordance

with Congressional I y directed standards for training and

experience, I'm fully certified as a Program Manager.

The last 15 years I worked on space systems like the ones

we're dlscuaalno today. Recently I was Deputy Program

Director for DSP, Talon Shield Progran Manager responsible

for It's development and Installation, and until a few

months ago I was the DSP Program Manager. I ara qualified to

discuss the alleged misconduct on the DSP/FEWS programs. I

look forward to any questions you nay have
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Mr. CONYERS. Thank you for coming forward, Colonel Dietz, and
we do have questions for you.
Mr. Guido Aru, we are pleased that you would join this panel.

Project leader, system architecture and integration, space-based
surveillance division of the Aerospace Corp. And we have your 34

pages of testimony. We have your background and know you to be

a highly qualified expert in this area. And we are pleased that you
could join us today. You may proceed.

STATEMENT OF GUTOO W. ARU, PROJECT LEADER, SYSTEM
ARCHITECTURE AND INTEGRATION, SPACEBASED SURVEIL-
LANCE DIVISION, THE AEROSPACE CORP.

Mr. Aru. Mr. Chairman and distinguished members of the com-

mittee, good morning and thank you for the opportunity to testify

before the committee.
I have been involved with space surveillance systems for over 10

years, the last 6 years
at the Aerospace Corp. The corporation,

however, has asked me to emphasize to you that I am here testify-

ing as a private citizen and not a representative of the corporation.

Mr. Chairman, I do have a prepared statement which I will sum-

marize, but I request that my full statement be made part of the

record.
Mr. CoNYERS. That will be so ordered.

Mr. Aru. Early last year I led a congressionally mandated study

of ways to upgrade the DSP system as an alternative to FEWS.
The study concluded that as much as $10 billion could be saved.

The results of this study were documented in an Aerospace Corp.

report which is commonly known as the DSP-II report.

In my statement, I describe how senior leadership of the Air

Force and the Aerospace Corp. attempted to suppress and then dis-

credit the conclusions of this congressionally mandated study. I

also describe how certain individuals have systematically provided

misleading and false information to the Office of the Secretary of

Defense and the Congress in order to justify the FEWS program.
In my statement, I also testified that the Air Force and Aero-

space leadership of the space-based early warning system program
office provided proprietary data from a DSP contractor to the

FEWS contractors in order to gain their assistance in discrediting

the study of DSP upgrades. Finally, I detailed the retributive ac-

tions taken against some of the individuals who participated m the

study. ^
Despite the efforts of the Air Force and the Aerospace Corp. to

suppress and discredit the DSP-II study, OSD did eventually hear

of its conclusions and commissioned several independent review

teams to assess the situation. The Institute for Defense Analysis

was chartered to review and assess the DSP-II report. They con-

cluded that, "DSP-II is a technically sound, low-risk concept and

represents what a good program manager would come up with for

fixing known problems."
Mr. Everett was asked by Dr. Deutch to form a technical support

group to review the DSP and FEWS programs and provide him—
Dr. Deutch—with recommendations. Mr. Everett concluded that

the DSP-II concept was the lowest cost early warning option and

represented a savings of about $6 billion when compared to the re-
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structured FEWS program proposed by the Air Force. His analysis
showed that there was only, "marginal advantage," to FEWS as
compared with DSP for counter-force operations such as the Scud-
hunting missions in Desert Storm.
Mr. Everett also concluded that the multiyear procurement of

DSP satellites 23, 24, and 25 was essential to ensure the continued
readiness of our strategic and tactical missile warning capabilities.
The end result of these independent reviews was a decision by

Dr. Deutch to cancel FEWS. Dr. Deutch also directed the Air Force
to review the early warning requirements and construct a new pro-
gram which would begin in 1998.
Mr. Chairman, I am concerned that the same individuals who

previously attempted to mislead and suppress information from
OSD and congressional decisionmakers remain in charge of execut-

ing Dr. Deutcn's directives. Some of these individuals have already
tried to subvert Dr. Deutch's decision. They have proposed the can-
cellation of the current multiyear procurement of DSP satellites 23,
24, and 25, and have advocated initiating a new program without
any detailed review of the requirements.
These individuals also continue to ignore the potential for cost-

effective technology insertion and preplanned product improve-
ments which could enhance DSP's performance and extend the use-
ful life of the satellites already built and paid for.

The financial and national security consequences of decisions on
our Nation's early warning programs are enormous. The integrity
of the institutions and the individuals making such decisions must
be beyond reproach.

Mr. Chairman, Colonel Mangold, Colonel Dietz, and I appear be-
fore you today because our experiences illustrate that there are se-
rious problems with the institutions entrusted to acquire and oper-
ate our Nation's military space systems. Our experiences also illus-

trate that these problems are not just institutional, but involve un-
ethical and perhaps illegal conduct by some of its senior leadership.
The three of us, each in our own area of responsibility, attempted

to identify ways to provide military space capabilities consistent
with a post-cold war world and the fiscal constraints of a declining
defense budget. We unfortunately discovered that our Nation's

military space institutions and their leadership are more concerned
with their own parochial interests.

Vice President Gore has challenged all of us involved in govern-
ment procurement to uphold the public trust and treat the tax-

payers' hard-earned dollars with respect. The Vice President wrote
in his report on reinventing government that, "the national per-
formance review can reduce the deficit further, but it is not just
about cutting spending. It is also about closing the trust deficit;

proving to the American people that their tax dollars will be treat-
ed with respect for the hard work that earned them."

President Clinton and Vice President Gore also said during their

campaign that, "we must reward the people and ideas that work
and get rid of those that don't."
Mr. Chairman, we do not ask for a reward for the ideas that we

have put forward. We only ask for your help in completing the for-
midable task that we unknowingly started, the task of reforming
our Nation's military space institutions for the post-cold war era.
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Mr. Chairman, this concludes my statement. I will be happy to

answer any questions you or the members of the committee may
have.

^ n ^^ T

[The prepared statement of Mr. Am follows:]
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THE AEROSPACE
CORPORATION

Mr. Guido William Am Biography

Mr. Aru is the Project Leader for the System
Architecture and Integration Section of the Space-Based
Surveillance Division of The Aerospace Corporation.

He is responsible for the system architecture and

integration of the Defense Support Program (DSP),
Follow-on Early Warning System (FEWS) and Talon

Shield programs. He leads a team which is responsible

for performing concept analysis, planning and

recommending technical direction so that present and

future early warning system architectures meet the

strategic and tactical users' requirements. He also

performs systems analysis and system comparison

studies, including technical risk management, cost, and schedule assessments, to help ensu.-2 the

proper integration between military requirements, technical capability and fiscal constrairis.

Previously, Mr. Aru was a Project Engineer in the Special Applications Directorate. He was

responsible for providing general system engineering and integration support to various .\rmy
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Mr. Aru was bom on July 20, 1963 in Los Angeles, California. He pursued undergraduate
studies in chemistry and computer science at San Bernardino Valley College and The University
of Redlands. He earned a bachelor of science degree in computer science from Naaonal
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statement of Mr. Guido An. February 2, 1994

/. Introduction

Mr. Chairman and distinguished members of the Committee:

Good Morning, and thank you for this opportunity to testify before the committee. I am the

Project Leader for the System Architecture and Integration Section of the Space-Based

Surveillance Division at The Aerospace Corporation; this division has responsibiUty for the

Defense Support Program (DSP), Follow-On Early Warning System (FEWS) and Talon Shield

programs. The Aerospace Corporation, however, has asked me to emphasize that I am testifying

as a private citizen and not as a representative of the Corporation.

I have been involved with space surveillance systems for over ten years; the last six years at

Aerospace and previously with Aerojet ElectroSystems, the manufacturer of the infrared sensor

for the DSP satellite. I am currenUy ranked in the top 15% of my division of fifty-four people,

and my salary/maturity curve rating places me in the top 10% of the corporation overall.

My testimony this morning will detail how senior leadership of the Air Force and The Aerospace

Corporation attempted to suppress and then discredit a Congressionally-mandated study which

showed that potential upgrades to the DSP system could provide between $6 and $10 billion in

savings compared to the acquisition of FEWS. I will describe how certain individuals have

systematically provided misleading and false information to the Office of the Secretary of

Defense (OSD) and Congress in order to justify the FEWS program. I will also testify that the

Air Force and Aerospace leadership of the Space-Based Early Warning System Program Office

provided proprietary data from a DSP contractor to the FEWS contractors in order to gain their

assistance in discrediting the study of DSP upgrades. Finally. I will detail the retributive actions

taken against some of the individuals who participated in the study of DSP upgrades.

I conclude my testimony with my thoughts on some of the issues confronting Space Based Early

Warning. I also provide some suggestions for consideration by Air Force, OSD, and

Congressional decision-makers.

House Committee On Government Operations ^ ^

Legislation And National Security Subcommittee
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Statanent of Mr. Guido Ani February 2, 1994

Mr. Chairman: Colonel Mangold, Colonel Dietz, and I apiiear before you today because our

experiences illustrate that there are serious problems with the institutions entrusted to acquire

and operate our Nation's military space systems. Our experiences also illustrate that these

problems are not just institutional, but involve unethical and perhaps illegal conduct by some of

its senior leadership.

The three of us, each in our own area of responsibility, attempted to identify ways to provide

military space capabilities consistent with a post-Cold War world and the fiscal constraints of

a declining defense budget. We unfortunately discovered that the leadership of our Nation's

military space institutions are more concerned with protecting their own parochial interests.

Vice President Gore has challenged all of us involved in Government procurement to uphold the

public trust and treat the taxpayer's hard-earned dollars with respect. The Vice President wrote

in his report on Reinventing Government, that:

"The National Performance Review can reduce the deficit further, but it is not

just about cutting spending. It is also about closing the trust deficit: proving to

the American people that their tax dollars will be treated with respect for the hard

work that earned them."

President Clinton and Vice President Gore also said during their campaign that:

"We must reward the people and ideas that work and get rid of those that don't.
"

Mr. Chairman, we do not ask for a reward for the ideas that we have put forward. We only

ask for your help in completing the formidable task that we unknowingly started: the task of

reforming our Nation's military space institutions for the post-Cold War era.

House Committee On GoTemment Operations

Legislation And National Sectuity Subcommittee Page 2
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Statement of Mr. Guido Aru February 2, 1994

//. Congressionally-Mandated DSP Upgrade Study

From November 1992 through June 1993 I was the leader of a study to determine how an

upgraded Defense Support Program and the planned Brilliant Eyes (BE) system could together

meet the Nation's Tactical Warning/Attack Assessment (TW/AA) and Global Protection Against

Limited Strike (GPALS) requirements. This study was conducted in response to fiscal year 1992

Congressional Language requesting that the Air Force review and provide an assessment of

alternatives to their plans for the acquisition of the FEWS and Brilliant Eyes programs.

At the direction of the Air Force, my study team consisted of not only engineers from The

Aerospace Corporation, but also personnel from the DSP contractors (Aerojet and TRW), an

independent cost analysis contractor (Tecolote), and the Air Force itself. Colonel Edward Dietz

and Major Roger Hall were my principal Air Force counterparts for the study. The study

determined that a series of evolutionary upgrades could be made to the DSP satellite and ground

processing system which would improve performance and reduce life-cycle costs. Independent

cost analysis performed by Tecolote showed that this concept, which has become known as DSP-

II, would save over $3 billion in the Future Years Defense Plan (FYDP) (95-99) and

approximately $10 billion life-cycle through the year 2015 when compared with the baseline

FEWS program. The study also demonstrated that a synergistic DSP-II/BE system could meet

the Tactical Warning/Attack Assessment and OPALS requirements. The Government spent

approximately $500,000 to conduct this study.

Suppression Of DSP Upgrade Study Results From OSD And Congress

Major General Garry Schnelzer and Lt. Colonel Jeff Norton (Air Force Space Command) were

briefed on the conclusions of the study on February 3, 1993. Major General Schnelzer rejected

the DSP-n concept with the stated reason that it did not employ direct satellite-to-satellite

communications crosslinks and space-based mission processing which were Air Force

requirements. Major General Schnelzer ordered that the DSP-II concept be replaced with a

1991 -vintage DSP upgrade concept known as DSP-K-(-. This concept had been previously

House Committee On GoTemment Operations

Legislation And National Security Subcommittee Page 3
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Statement of Mr. Guido Am February 2, 1994

rejected by the Air Force during the 1991 Cost and Operational Effectiveness Analysis for

FEWS because it was not cost-effective and did not meet the Air Force's requirements.

DSP++ did not offer any significant performance advantages over DSP-II, but its costs were

comparable to FEWS whereas DSP-Il offered significant savings. Major General Schnelzer's

rejection of DSP-Il and inclusion of DSP-I- + was done over the objections of the DSP Program

Director, Colonel John Kidd and his deputy. Colonel Edward Dietz.

1 would like to note that the JCS validated requirements for space-based early warning were

documented in the 1 1 page Joint Requirements Oversight Council Memorandum 2-91 (JROCM-

002-91) dated February 4, 1991. Air Force Space Command had also drafted a 100 page,

unapproved. Operational Requirements Document for the Follow-on Early Warning System,

dated October 7, 1992. This draft document included requirements which greatly exceeded those

specified and approved by the JROC, and it included requirements which are physically

impossible for any system, including FEWS, to achieve. Furthermore, many of the

requirements specified in the Air Force Space Command document were derived from now

obsolete Cold War strategies of fighting a protracted global nuclear war.

On May 21, 1993 Major General Schnelzer submitted his report to Congress which included the

DSP-(--(- option and excluded DSP-II. The exclusion of DSP-II allowed Major General

Schnelzer to conclude his report with the finding that "For (the) TW/AA Mission FEWS

Provides The Least Cost Option." The Air Force Inspector General's investigation, conducted

by Major General Marcus Anderson, concluded that Major General Schnelzer "had a good

reason" to suppress the DSP-II concept from OSD and Congress because DSP-II did not meet

the Air Force's requirements. Major General Anderson did not address the fact that the

DSP-t--H did not meet the Air Force's requirements either, although virtually every page of

Major General Schnelzer's report which discussed the DSP-*--*- was marked with a statement

saying "DSP-H- does not meet requirements." Major General Anderson also did not address

the fact that Major General Schnelzer greatly understated DSP's performance and overstated the

estimates of FEWS' performance in his report.

House Committee On Govemment Operations

Legislation And National Security Subcommittee Page 4
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When OSD directed at the end of May, 1993 that another DSP option should be included, Major

General Schnelzer again ignored the DSP-II option and submitted an option known as "DSP

Forever" or "DSP-26.
"

This option was to simply build cookie-cutter DSP Block 23 satellites

through the year 2015. This option was a twenty-year procurement with no allowance for

investment in technology insertion or pre-planned product improvements to reduce life-cycle

costs and enhance capabilities. As a result, DSP-Forever's performance was less than that

achievable with DSP-II, but its costs were significantly higher
~ as with DSP -I- -I- , the costs

were comparable to FEWS. Colonel Dietz, who was then the DSP Program Manager, and I

both protested vigorously, but unsuccessfully, against the DSP-Forever option and the continued

exclusion of DSP-II.

The Air Force's views on the issue of upgrading DSP versus acquiring FEWS are summarized

in Brigadier General Dickman's February 10, 1993 letter to Major General Schnelzer, written

after his representative, Lt. Colonel Norton, was briefed on DSP-II:

"You stated an Air Force position in the 3 February meeting that I would like to

echo. The Vice Chief position was that FEWS was, and is, the Air Force and

DoD rrW/AA solution of choice -
supported by JROC-validated requirements,

supported by full funding in the BES, supported by two Air Force summits, and

supported by a Milestone I DAB review."

In my opinion, this shows the Air Force was never interested in doing the analysis and

answering the question asked by the Congress: the Air Force already had the answer it wanted.

Suppression Of Information Within The Air Force

The Air Force also withheld information on DSP-II from its own personnel responsible for

establishing its budget. Colonel Sanford Mangold was the Resource Allocation Team Chief for

the Air Force's Space, Command and Control, Intelligence, and Nuclear Deterrence programs

from June 1, 1992 through June 23, 1993. Colonel Mangold was told of the DSP-l--t-, DSP-

Forever, and FEWS budget requirements, but he was never informed of the DSP-II option and

its potential cost savings.

House Conunittee On Government Operations

Legislation And National Security Subcommittee P^S^ ^
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///. The Disinformation Campaign

In parallel with the preparation of Major General Schnelzer's report to Congress, Major General

Donald Hard testified before Congress on the need for the FEWS program. On May 11, 1993,

before the House Committee on Appropriations Subcommittee on the E)epartment of £>efense,

Major General Hard testified for the record that:

"The Air Force and the Department of Defense have looked at the issue of

continuing DSP, upgrading DSP or developing a new system such as FEWS many
times in recent years. The answer keeps coming back to the development of a

new system. This.. .has been reviewed again in an Air Force study now being

prepared for Congress. . . . We have studied a number of ways to incorporate

changes to DSP... the cost of incorporating these changes quickly approaches the

cost of development and producing a new system like FEWS" (ref. Hearing pages
391 and 392).

I believe Major General Hard's testimony was misleading. The DSP-II option briefed to Major

General Schnelzer on February 3, 1993 showed DSP could be upgraded at a savings of

approximately $10 billion compared to the baseline FEWS program. Subsequent analysis of

DSP-n and comparison against a reduced-cost FEWS (with less capability than the baseline

FEWS) showed DSP-n would still save approximately $6 billion. These savings were

subsequently validated by Mr. Everett, The Institute for Defense Analysis (IDA), and the DoD

Cost Analysis Improvement Group (CAIG). In addition, a GAO report on Early Warning

Satellites dated November 1991, prepared for the House Committee on Appropriations

Subcommittee on the Department of Defense, concluded that:

"... there are indications that an enhanced DSP could be nearly as effective and

would cost billions of dollars less than a fully capable FEWS. Five separate

studies provide a basis for these conclusions."
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During questioning by Mr. Young on the performance of FEWS compared with DSP, Major

General Hard answered twice that:

"...with FEWS we can get accuracies that allow us to tell the Scud hunter in the

F-16 where to look, within an area about the size of RFK stadium, instead of an

area the size of Washington, D.C." (ref. Hearing page 393).

Major General Hard's testimony was incorrect. DSP's real-time launch site estimates reported

during Desert Storm were significantly smaller than an area the size of Washington, D.C. In

addition, the DSP ground processing improvements advanced by the Army's Tactical

Surveillance Demonstration (TSD) program and adopted by the Air Force under the Talon Shield

program provide missile launch point estimation which is comparable to the FEWS specification.

A Technical Support Group headed by Mr. Robert Everett compared DSP and FEWS at the

request of Dr. John Deutch, Under Secretary of Defense for Acquisition and Technology. Mr.

Everett concluded that FEWS provides only "marginal advantage" over DSP for launch point

estimation.

General Charles Homer, who cited FEWS as his number one priority program, has also

provided similar misinformation in testimony before the Senate and in briefings to General

McPeak and OSD. It is interesting to note that Major General Hard was hired by The

Aerospace Corporation immediately after his retirement last fall. Mr. Hard is now the General

Manager for Aerospace in Colorado Springs, and one of his primary missions is to expand the

company's support to US Space Command and Air Force Space Command, both headed by

General Homer.
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IV. The Aerospace Corporation 's DSP-II Report

Major General Schnelzer's report to Congress coincided with the distribution of the Aerospace

DSP-II report. This report was prepared at the direction of Colonel Kidd and Colonel Dietz to

document the DSP-II concept; they provided this direction in February 1993 after Major General

Schnelzer rejected DSP-II from consideration for his report to Congress. The 500 page DSP-II

report documents a technology insertion and pre-planned product improvement approach to

achieve an upgraded DSP system with reduced life-cycle costs. Performance improvements

would be achieved through upgrades of the satellite's infrared sensor and enhancement of the

ground processing based on concepts proven by the Tactical Surveillance Demonstration and

Talon Shield programs. Life-cyc-le costs would be reduced by life-extension enhancements to

the satellites and the use of the Atlas HAS medium launch vehicle versus the Titan IV used

today.

The DSP-n report compared the cost, risk, performance and schedule of the proposed DSP-II

with the Air Force's baseline FEWS program. The report questioned the military utility of some

of the FEWS requirements relative to a budget-constrained post-Cold War world. The report

addressed the potential use of non-space systems, such as in-theater radars, to address some of

the draft requirements levied on FEWS by Air Force Space Command. The report did not make

any recommendations with regard to the FEWS program, but it did recommend that technology

insertion and pre-planned product improvements be applied to the DSP satellites already built

and in storage to increase their performance and extend their operational life. The report also

recommended that evolutionary ground processing improvements be made to increase system

performance. The report stated that these were cost effective improvements which should be

undertaken regardless of the destiny of FEWS.

Recall Of The DSP-II Report

General Homer was informed of the DSP-II report and its comparisons of DSP-II and FEWS

on May 20, 1993. On that day. General Homer telephoned Mr. E.C. "Pete" Aldridge, the
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President of The Aerospace Corporation. Mr. Aldridge then ordered the DSP-II report recalled.

In a May 24, 1993 letter from General Homer to Mr. Aldridge, General Homer said that the

DSP-II report "was flawed technically, operationally, and politically." General Homer also

wrote, "This kind of 'work' is unprofessional and is not representative of the type of

government-industry team I want ~ especially when it ends up in Washington in the Navy Staff.

Please help." However, in a handwritten note attached to his letter. General Homer added, "If

I'm wrong educate me..." General Homer's letter and his conclusions are particularly

interesting, however, since at the time neither US Space Command nor Air Force Space

Command had received a copy of the DSP-II report
-
they had only received a few unclassified

pages from the executive summary.

Mr. Aldridge wrote General Homer on June 22, 1993 saying that there was "no excuse for the

advocacy tone of the report." He also wrote that he had counseled all the employees on this

issue, and that "The role of program advocacy should be played, if at all, by the military

program office, the military services or other government agencies." Mr. Aldridge then

concluded his letter by writing, "On a final note, I am most disturbed about the 'rumor' that

Aerospace does not support FEWS.... PEWS is the only system that will give us confidence

in providing launch warning and tactical missile defense tip-off." Mr. Aldridge alio wrote that

he had called Dr. John Deutch and Dr. George Schneiter to explain the situation and that he also

talked to Major General Hard and Major General Schnelzer "to determine what else we can do

to put this issue to rest."

Major General Anderson concludes in his investigation that "Mr. Aldridge ordered the recall of

the Aerospace (report). He did so initially to read the report, then he affirmed the decision after

review by an independent Aerospace team." That independent team initially tried to discredit

the report, but their analysis was subsequently shown to be flawed. The IDA conducted a four-

month review of the DSP-II report and found that "DSP-II is a technically sound, low risk

concept" and "It represents what a good program manager would come up with for fixing known

problems and reducing life-cycle costs." It is interesting to note that Mr. James Slattery, who

headed Aerospace's independent review team, was promoted to Principal Director for the FEWS

program shortly after completing his review of DSP-II.
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Unauthorized Disclosure Of Competition Sensitive Information

The Space-Based Early Warning System Program Director, Colonel Joseph Bailey, and his

Aerospace Corporation counterpart, Mr. John Parsons (General Manager, Space-Based

Surveillance Division), provided the DSP-II report to the FEWS contractors, TRW and

Lockheed Missiles and Space Company (LMSC) in an effort to help discredit and refute the

report. The DSP-II report was specifically provided to Mr. Elliot Bailis, TRW's FEWS

program manager, and Mr. Wayne Craft, a senior executive at LMSC responsible for military

utility analysis of FEWS. Mr. Craft is a retired Air Force Colonel and former DSP Program

Director.

The Aerospace DSP-II report contains "Competition Sensitive" information from Aerojet

ElectroSystems, one of the DSP contractors. The DSP-II report is explicitly marked with the

restriction that it is not releasable outside the U.S. Government and The Aerospace Corporation.

The report was provided to TRW and LMSC after normal business hours on Friday May 21,

1993 and again on Saturday May 22, 1993. This action was taken only hours after I specifically

told Colonel Bailey and Mr. Parsons in a 10 AM meeting on May 21, 1993 that the report

contained "Competition Sensitive" material and could not be provided to contractors. I told

them this in response to their request that I prepare a version of the report for release to the

FEWS contractors. When they continued to insist that I prepare a releasable version of the

report, I told them that it must first be reviewed with the Air Force and Aerospace's legal

offices as well as with Aerojet since it included their data. I also told them that this could not

be done immediately since Aerojet is on a four-day work week and they are closed on Fridays.

Despite the restrictive markings on the document and my personal statements to them. Colonel

Bailey and Mr. Parsons elected to provide the report to Aerojet's competitors. Although I am

not qualified to judge whether their actions are in violation of the Procurement Integrity Act or

the Trade Secrets Act, I do know that they violate the ethical standards that those of us involved

with Government procurement are expected to abide by. Major General Anderson's report states

that this incident "was investigated by a separate inquiry which concluded that proprietary data

was, in fact, inappropriately released."
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Suppression And DiscredU Of The DSP-Il Report

Major General Anderson's report substantiated "that the Government attempted to discredit the

Aerospace (report)." Major General Anderson concluded, however, that: "This is an unusual

situation because the Government and the leadership of Aerospace Corporation (Mr. Pete

Aldridge) had good reason to discredit the report. It had not been coordinated with the user or

the PEO, had been approved at an intermediate level at Aerospace, discounted JROC-validated

requirements, and was written in advocacy tone. Mr Aldridge was embarrassed with the report,

as was the Air Force about the content and the way the report was coordinated and distributed."

These conclusions demonstrate a clear misunderstanding of the proper role and mission of The

Aerospace Corporation and its policies and procedures.

The role and mission of The Aerospace Corporation is to perform objective analysis and make

recommendations to our customer. This is established in Air Force SSD Regulation 800-8, dated

March 13, 1992, which sets out the policies and procedures for The Aerospace Corporation.

Paragraph (1) and (2.a) define Aerospace's General System Engineering and Integration

(GSE&I) responsibilities to include:

"providing cost/benefit analyses for changes or additions; and providing

comments and recommendations in wriung to the Government Program Director

and/or Project Officer as an independent technical assessment for modifymg the

program."

In the case of the DSP-H report the customer was the DSP System Program Office, and the

report was requested and approved by the DSP System Program Director, Colonel Kidd. There

was and is no requirement to coordinate with the user and the PEO for such reports. Nor, in

my opinion, should there be because it would inhibit Aerospace from being objective in

assessing military requirements relative to technical capabilities and fiscal constraints.

Aerospace would simply become a publisher of position papers for the user and the PEO, which

I do not believe is an appropriate role for an FFRDC.
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Paragraph (5.c) of Regulation 800-8 states that:

"Aerospace will designate a Systems Engineering Director or Principal Director

for each program for which the Corporation is assigned a GSE&I role. The

Aerospace Director will act on behalf of the Corporation in discharging

Aerospace's contractual responsibility to the Air Force."

The DSP-II report was reviewed and approved by Mrs. Barbara Ching, Associate Principal

Director for Systems Engineering for DSP, and by Mr. Everett Bersinger, Principal Director

for the DSP Program. This approval was consistent with Regulation 800-8 and with internal

company policies and practices. Unclassified sections of the report were provided to Mr.

Richard AUman, Vice-President For Space Program Operations, at his request for review one

month prior to publication, but I received no comments. My previous manager. Dr. Philip

Diamond, Principal Director For Special Applications, reviewed the cost, performance and risk

comparisons between DSP-II and FEWS with Dr. George Paulikas, Executive Vice-President

of The Aerospace Corporation. Dr. Paulikas asked Dr. Diamond to have me complete the

report and put him (Dr. Paulikas) on the distribution list. On August 18, 1993 Dr. Paulikas

told me, "I read your report, all five hundred pages, and thought it was an excellent technical

report. It is the type of work Aerospace should be doing."

In regard to the contention that the report "discounted" JROC-validated requirements, the DSP-II

report did not discount either validated or unapproved requirements. It assessed them for their

military utility relative to their cost and technical risk. This was justified because one of the key

value-added functions of The Aerospace Corporation is to help ensure the sensibility and cost

effectiveness of the military requirements for space systems. This is clearly delineated in the

Mission Statement of The Aerospace Corporation, a portion of which reads:

"The Aerospace Corporation shall perform system engineering and integration;

shall recommend technical direction; shall work closely with the U.S. Air Force

in long range planning, systems analysis and systems comparison studies,

including technical risk management, cost, and schedule assessments. The

Aerospace Corporation reviews ideas and concepts generated throughout industry

and government, and helps to ensure the proper integration between military

requirements, technical capability and fiscal constraints.
"
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The DSP-n report questioned the military utility of many of the unapproved requirements

proposed by Air Force Space Command in their draft Operational Requirements Document for

FEWS. The report also addressed the cost and risk associated with meeting these requirements.

The report concluded that many of the unapproved Air Force requirements were excessive in

a post-Cold War world. Requirements related to survivability in a protracted global nuclear war

are included in this category. The report also concluded that many of the unapproved

requirements were un-achievable by any system, including FEWS, because they violate the laws

of physics, or as Dr. Paulikas remarked to me during a discussion on August 18, 1993: "Some

(of the FEWS requirements) violate tiie laws of physics and thermodynamics simultaneously."

The IDA, in its review of the DSP-II report, concluded that the "current requirements (for

FEWS) are not justified" and that they were "developed when policy was nuclear war-fighting"

and that the "requirements (are) difficult to justify even under this policy." IDA also concluded

that the system drivers of sensitivity, revisit rate, and processing for FEWS are "highly

questionable."

As far as the distribution of the DSP-II report is concerned, this was also done in accordance

with all applicable policies and practices. According to Regulation 800-8 Paragraph (4.d.3.6)

the System Program Director "Reviews, accepts/approves and processes technical reports (TRs)

and reviews, approves, or revises the distribution list for Technical Operating Reports (TORs)

delivered by Aerospace for fulfillment of contractiial requirements." The DSP-II report was

included in the TOR category. Its distribution was approved by Colonel Kidd, who was then

the DSP System Program Director. The content of the DSP-II report was also approved by

Colonel Kidd because, as permitted under Regulation 800-8 Paragraph (5.c.2), the Air Force

provided some of the cost and schedule data used in the report.

In his June 22, 1993 letter to General Homer, Mr. Aldridge says that "It was the unauthorized

distribution (of the DSP-II report) which caused the problem." As required by Regulation 800-8

Paragraph (4.d.3.6), Colonel Kidd approved the distribution list which included Mr. Dudley

Reese of the Navy Space Systems Activity at Los Angeles Air Force Base. Colonel Kidd also
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approved the Distribution Statement which stated "Secondary distribution authorized to U.S.

Government agencies and The Aerospace Corporation." Therefore, any secondary distribution

to government agencies such as the Navy Staff in Washington, OSD, and Congress was

authorized. The only unauthorized distribution of which I am aware was the distribution of the

report to the FEWS contractors.

As to why Mr. Aldridge was embarrassed by the report, you will have to ask him. If asked,

I would speculate that he was embarrassed because the DSP-n report raised the possibility that

The Aerospace Corporation's long-term support of the FEWS program was not justified. For

example, our public 1992 Annual Report, states:

"The (Aerospace developed simulation) was used to analyze the benefits of the

Follow-On Early Warning System (FEWS) in support of DoD decision

processes.... The Aerospace activities were instrumental in the program's

entrance into a two-year demonstration and validation phase.
"

In his June 22, 1993 letter to General Homer, Mr. Aldridge wrote "FEWS is the only system

that will give us confidence in providing launch warning and tactical missile defense tip-off.
"

Our internal semi-annual Technical Reports to our Board of Trustees, however, paint a different

picture. Every report since December, 1992 states:

"FEWS designs have been driven by strategic requirements and the strategic

concept of operations.... Concerns have been raised by some users (e.g., the

Navy and Army) that FEWS may not be configured to fully support their future

needs.... The military war-fighting added value of enhanced surveillance

information has been somewhat difficult to quantify, as clear metrics have not

been delineated. An understanding of how end-users will and can take advantage

of accurate and timely surveillance data must be established, so that tradeoffs of

military utility can be performed."

The DSP-n report provided a review and assessment of the military utility of a lower-cost

surveillance system. The subsequent independent reviews of DSP and FEWS by the Bottom-Up

Review, the IDA, Mr. Everett's Technical Support Group, and OSD concluded that FEWS was

unnecessary.
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I would also speculate that Mr. Aldridge may have been concerned about challenging General

Homer's "number one priority program" given that Aerospace was and is actively trying to

expand our business base with US Space Command and Air Force Space Command. These are

both headed by General Homer. Mr. Aldridge may also have been concemed about the more

immediate impact on The Aerospace Corporation's budget if the FEWS program were to be

canceled. Aerospace's funding is determined on a program-by-program basis, and FEWS

accounts for approximately 4%-5% of Aerospace's total budget.
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V. The Bottom-Up Review

Despite the efforts of the Air Force and The Aerospace Corporation to suppress the DSP-II

report, news of its conclusions reached OSD and eventually Congress. One of the Navy's

representatives at Space and Missile Systems Center sent their copy of the report to his superiors

in the Pentagon on May 24, 1993 as the Air Force was attempting to retrieve it from him. Mr.

Derek Vander Schaaf, the acting DoD Inspector General, had a copy of the report seized from

the Air Force on May 26, 1993 to ensure that at least one copy would survive.

On June 8, 1993 Dr. William Lynn, Director for Program Analysis and Evaluation, wrote Dr.

Deutch saying that DSP should be included in the Bottom-Up Review. Dr. Lynn wrote:

"The Air Force staff has rejected the DSP-II/BE alternative primarily because it

does not meet requirements, and also maintains that the Aerospace report

understates the technical risks and costs of DSP-IL Given the FY 95-99 fiscal

outlook, however, we need to consider seriously alternatives that may fall short

of meeting all established requirements yet offer the potential for significantly

lower costs."

The Bottom-Up Review of DSP and FEWS was headed by Dr. George Schneiter. Dr. Deutch

also appointed Mr. Robert Everett to head an independent Technical Support Group with the

tasking to "Review and recommend options for future U.S. space-based infrared surveillance

capability." The Space-Based Early Warning System (SBEWS) System Program Office (SPO)

supported both the Bottom-Up Review and Mr. Everett's review. Colonel Jeff Quirk, SBEWS

Director for System Engineering, was responsible for the performance and cost estimates of the

DSP and FEWS options evaluated in the reviews.

Although Mr. Everett requested that I brief his entire Technical Support Group on the DSP-II

concept, his request was denied by Mr. Aldridge. Mr. Aldridge made this denial despite Mr.

Lynn's letter and Major General Schnelzer's explicit request to fiilly cooperate with the OSD

reviews. Mr. Aldridge later consented to allow the DSP-II development team to brief one

member of Mr. Everett's group, Dr. Pamey Albright of the IDA.
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DSP And FEWS Performance Estimates

In my opinion, the performance estimates submitted by the SHEWS SPO to OSD and Mr.

Everett were misleading and biased towards FEWS. While it is not possible to discuss the

specifics of the DSP and FEWS performance estimates in a unclassified forum, I can say that

the estimates of DSP performance were poorer than the performance already demonstrated by

the Army's Tactical Surveillance Demonstration Program (TSD) and specified for Talon Shield.

The DSP performance estimates provided by Colonel Quirk did not included the "projected

upgrade" improvements which were included in the cost estimates provided to OSD.

Approximately $1 billion was included in the cost estimates for DSP sensor and ground

processing enhancements. The performance estimates also excluded the contribution of an

additional "adjunct system," even though its costs, reported by Colonel Quirk as $4.3 billion,

were included in the DSP cost estimates and not the FEWS estimates.

Colonel Bailey, in an October 13, 1993 letter to Major General Anderson, acknowledged that

the DSP performance estimates prepared by Colonel Quirk ignored the "projected upgrade"

performance and the contribution of the adjunct system. Colonel Bailey wrote:

"DSP performance is quoted throughout the community in several ways, e.g.: (1)

existing/demonstrated mono performance; (2) existing/demonstrated stereo

performance; (3) spec values (DSP or Talon Shield); (4) Talon Shield-level stereo

performance estimates; (5) other 'projected upgrade' performance estimates....

DSP Performance has been reported to AFSPACECOM, the Bottom-Up Review,

and Mr. Everett's Technical Support Group in two ways: current DSP

performance and DSP/Talon Shield which we have used to characterize future

DSP system performance.
"

FEWS, on the other hand, was assumed to operate better than required by its classified

specification. In my opinion, the optimistic projections of FEWS performance were

inappropriate considering that:
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(1) The FEWS program was only in the Demonstration/Validation Phase, with the

preliminary design review still years away;

(2) Two contractors with radically different approaches were competing for the down-
selection which was expected by mid- 1994.

(3) The cost and risk estimates for FEWS were based on meeting specifications, not

performance projections. In my experience, no one is likely to spend additional money
to meet performance projections which, by the time the first FEWS satellite would have

been delivered, would be ten years old.

Other people besides Colonel Dietz and myself expressed their concerns on the performance

estimates being provided to OSD. For example, Major Roger Hall, Team Chief for Architecture

and Integration in the SBEWS SPO, wrote a memorandum to Colonel Quirk that explained his

position that:

"When there are many ways to answer questions of FEWS vs DSP, the answer

chosen is usually the one which portrays FEWS to the best advantage."

Major Hall elaborated his concerns and provide details on how the performance comparisons of

DSP and FEWS were contrived to portray FEWS in the best light. Major Hall concluded his

memorandum to Colonel Quirk by writing:

"SPACECOM stated ~ advertised — publicized FEWS performance is becoming
more and more overstated and incredulous (i.e., 'Washington, D.C. / football

stadium charts', statements made about FEWS cueing based upon single hits, and

General Homer's statements related to SS-21s, clouds, and low-altitude cruise

missiles, etc.). Some of the more recent claims are probably beyond the

capability and capacity of any space-based asset and may damage SPACECOM's
credibility."

DSP And FEWS Cost Estimates

In my opinion, the DSP and FEWS cost estimates ~ as well as the basis for those estimates -

were also biased towards FEWS and specifically constructed to prove General Homer's assertion

that "FEWS is cheaper than DSP." Colonel Quirk manipulated the costing ground mles to
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ensure this. For example, for FEWS he assumed the entire DSP Block 23 satellite contract

would be canceled at a savings of $700 million in satellite costs and $800 million in booster

costs. For the DSP+ + and DSP-26 options, he assumed that all DSP Block 23 satellites would

be purchased. For DSP/MLV (aka. DSP-II) he assumed that only one of the three DSP Block

23 satellites would be purchased at a savings of $140 million from a $1.2 billion contract. Thus,

for what is otherwise a low cost option, DSP-II was made to look worse by the addition of a

single billion dollar satellite.

Colonel Quirk also manipulated the costs for an "adjunct system" which he claims was required

by DSP, but not by FEWS. During the 1991 Cost and Operational Effectiveness Analysis for

FEWS, the cost of this additional system was estimated at $1. 1 biUion (converted to FY93). In

February, 1993 the cost of this system was re-estimated at $1.7 billion. In June, 1993 it was

re-esUmated at $2. 1 billion. By August it had grown to $3.3 billion, and in September it jumped

to $4.3 billion. Mr. Everett concluded, however, that this adjunct system was unnecessary for

both DSP and FEWS.

No details were ever provided to justify these estimates - they were hidden under the cloak of

secrecy. I know the circumstances of these estimates, their constraints, and the other lower-cost

options available which could provide the same capability. I cannot discuss these in an open

forum, but I would do so in the proper environment. I would also note that I repeatedly asked

to discuss these issues with Major General Anderson's investigators in a proper security

environment, but they refused.
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VI. Retribution

The most unfortunate aspect of this experience has been the retribution taken against many of

the individuals who worked on the DSP-II concept, and on some individuals who had nothing

to do with DSP-II but were targeted for reasons that I can only describe as pure vengeance. The

message being sent is clear — oppose FEWS and you are history.

The actions of Major General Anderson's investigative staff helped to ensure that people

understood the risks of speaking-out. During the investigation, his staff provided two subjects

of his investigation (Colonel Quirk and Colonel Bailey) with confidential material originally

provided to this Congressional Committee to assist it in its investigation. His staff also

compromised a letter provided to Major General Anderson by Mr. Carl Fisher, President of

Aerojet Electronic Systems Division. Mr. Fisher's letter, which was provided in confidence to

Major General Anderson, detailed Aerojet's allegation of misconduct against SBEWS SPO and

others. Everyone in the Program Office quickly learned of these compromises which occurred

at the very beginning of Major General Anderson's investigation. My conversations with

members of the SBEWS SPO confirm that this inhibited many people from being fully open with

the investigators. The loss of anonymity could allow retribution — the full story, therefore, has

yet to be told.

Retribution Against Aerospace Employees

Many of The Aerospace Corporation employees who worked on the DSP-II concept and the

report have subsequently suffered in their performance reviews. For example, of the seven non-

supervisor employees from the DSP program office who worked on the report, all but one

moved down in 1993s ranking relative to their ranking in 1992. Four of the seven employees

were moved into the bottom third of the rankings where they are subject to lay-off. In the

previous year, none of these people were in the bottom third, and only one was noi ranked in

the upper-half.
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One of the significant management changes that occurred coincident with the report was the

promotion of Mr. Parsons to the position of General Manager with responsibility for both the

DSP and FEWS programs on May 1, 1993. Mr. Parsons was previously the Principal Director

for FEWS. In his new position, Mr. Parsons was responsible for establishing the rankings of

the DSP employees.

Mr. Paul Montag, a Senior Project Engineer in the DSP Program Office, was responsible for

performing satellite availability analysis. His analysis helped form the basis for the Air Force's

original decision to procure the DSP Block 23 satellites. Mr. Montag also supported the DSP-II

study by performing the analysis necessary to determine the number of satellites needed to

operate the system through the year 2015. Although Mr. Montag was ranked in the upper-half

in 1992, he was laid-off in October, 1993 by Mr. Parsons.

My principal co-author on the DSP-Il report, Mr. Carl Lunde, also suffered in his performance

review. Mr. Lunde has been at The Aerospace Corporation for over ten years and has always

received excellent marks in his reviews. In October of 1993, however, Mr. Lunde was

denigrated in his performance review by his management in the Engineering Group. This in

spite of the fact that he was on-loan to my section in the Programs Group for nine months of

the twelve-month review period, and that the manager who wrote Mr. Lunde's review was only

his supervisor for the last two weeks of the review period.

Mrs. Ching, as the manager with day-to-day responsibility for Mr. Lunde during the nine

months he was on loan, prepared a rebuttal. I also talked personally about Mr. Lunde's

situation to Mr. AUen Boardman, Group Vice President for Administration, Mrs. Susan

Lowenstam, Vice President, General Counsel and Secretary, and Dr. Paulikas. To date, the

Corporation has not taken any steps to expunge Mr. Lunde's record of this derogatory review.
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Retribution Against Others

TRW's DSP Program Manager, Mrs. Joanne Maguire was recently reassigned and replaced by

Mr. Elliot Bailis at the request of the Air Force. Some have asserted that this was done as

retribution for TRW having raised allegations of Air Force impropriety to Dr. Deutch. This

impropriety was the alleged delivery to LMSC of TRW's proprietary information on its multi-

spectral sensor system. Mr. Bailis was previously TRW's FEWS Program Manager.

Mr. Fisher has alleged that:

"In discussion with senior TRW executives, they asserted that they could not help

because they had been threatened and intimidated by senior Air Force officers

who warned TRW not to support opponents of FEWS."
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VII. Space-Based Early Warning Issues And Recommendations

The Air Force is currenUy proceeding with plans to terminate the Defense Support Program

(DSP) Block 23 satellite contract in favor of a new program start. This effort was initiated

based on claims made by specific contractors that they could buUd the DSP Block 23 satellites

for less cost than the current contractors (TRW and Aerojet). This new start has been referred

to as the "son of FEWS."

In my assessment, the termination of the DSP Block 23 contract goes against the best interests

of the Government and our national security. It will result in a loss of approximately $500

milUon of the $1.2 billion contract without the delivery of any satellites. The Government's

future Uability and risk is also significantly increased through the termination of the Fixed-Price

DSP Block 23 contract and the initiation of a new start under a Cost-Plus contract. Additional

funds will also be required in the FYDP not only to support development of a new satellite, but

also to accomplish the significant DSP ground processing and communications network changes

required to accommodate a new spacecraft and sensor.

Our national capabiUty to provide strategic early warning and theater missile surveillance will

also be jeopardized by the termination of the DSP Block 23 contract. Mr. Everett found that

the DSP consteUation needs immediate replenishment due to its age and degraded state.

Stretching out the launch of DSP Satellites 17-22 untU a new sateUite could be designed,

developed, tested, and readied for launch will further degrade our capabUity to provide tactical

ballistic missile surveillance in support of US and allied forces in the Middle East and Korea.

The decision to cancel the DSP Block 23 contract and initiate a new start is being conducted in

a vacuum. No consideration is being given to OSD policy for exploring technology insertion

and pre-planned product improvements to existing systems rather than initiating a new program

start. No consideration is being given to the role of DSP or a new start within the context of

other space-based IR programs, nor is any consideration being given to the role of space-based

IR in the context of other strategic and theater surveillance programs. This is in spite of

Congressional language from the past two years which has directed the Air Force and the OSD

to examine the basis for the multiple existing and planned space-based infrared (IR) programs.
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Threats - Real And Imagined

The alleged threat "driving" the decision to cancel DSP Block 23 and initiate a new start is the

proliferation of tactical missiles to the Third World. The principals in this action are ignoring

the capabilities of DSP demonstrated during Desert Storm as well as the significant performance

improvements provided by the Talon Shield and the Joint Tactical Ground Station (JTAGS)

programs. They are also ignoring the performance achievable through data fusion with other

space-based systems as well as in-theater organic surveillance assets.

General Homer has stated that a new system is required to detect extremely short-range Tactical

Ballistic Missiles (TBMs). These include the SS-21, which has a range of approximately 140 km.

This conclusion ignores the findings of the SDIO Phase One Engineering Team (POET), the

IDA, and Mr. Everett's Technical Support Group which have all concluded that warning of

missiles with ranges less than 300 km should be handled with in-theater systems, not space-based

systems. These short-range TBMs bum out at low altitudes (below cloud-cover) and, therefore,

are not detectable by space-based IR systems during the times they are most likely to be

launched. During Desert Storm, for example, a number of the Iraqi TBM launches occurred

under cloud cover to inhibit Scud hunting Coalition aircraft. Furthermore, space-based IR

warning would not be timely enough to provide any significant utility due to the short flight time

of these missiles.

This action will divert funds from other new systems required to defeat the real threat of the

future - cruise missiles. Just as the US and the former Soviet Union have moved away from

tactical ballistic missiles and towards cruise missiles, so will the Third World. Space-based IR

systems such as DSP, FEWS, and the proposed new start have no capability against the low-

altitude, air-breathing cruise missile threat. The decision we face is analogous to that faced by

France in the mid-I930s. France had limited resources to prepare for Worid War n. Their

General Staff believed the threat was another round of the trench warfare that had decimated

France in the first War, so they sacrificed effective armored and air forces to build a better,

"high-tech" trench known as the "Maginot Line." Unfortunately for France, the Germans had

chosen mobile warfare over better trenches. As a result, the Germans merely bypassed the

Maginot Line as they went on to crush France in the Spring of 1940.
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The Repercussions Of Temtinating The DSP Block 23 Contract

The DSP Block 23 contract is a Multi-Year Procurement (MYP) for Satellites 23, 24, and 25.

It is a Fixed-Price Incentive (FPI) contract valued at approximately $1.2 billion and includes

effort required to support the launch of previously-built DSP Satellites 18-22. The contract was

signed in June after two years of evaluation and negotiation. The recent Bottom-Up Review and

Mr. Everett's Technical Support Group evaluation, both requested by Dr. Deutch, concluded

that DSP Satellites 23, 24, and 25 were required to ensure credible early warning coverage and

tactical ballistic missile surveillance capabilities. In addition, the fiscal year 1994 Appropriations

language funds the Multi-Year Procurement (MYP) of DSP Satellites 23 and 24.

Termination of the DSP Block 23 MYP contract will result in a net loss of $500 MiUion with

no satellites delivered. This figure includes $200 million of sunk costs (through 3/94) and $300

million of additional cosU which will be incurred to support the launch of Satellites 18-22. The

wisest approach is to complete the procurement of all three DSP Block 23 sateUites, since it is

impossible for a new start to provide three satellites within the $700 million remaining from the

Block 23 contract. A new start will also require a Cost-Plus contract which greatly increases

the Government's risk and liability compared with the current Block 23 Fixed-Price contract.

A new satellite will require significant changes to the DSP ground processing systems and

communications networks which will further increase cost. The DSP ground system consists

of:

1 . Three Large Processing Stations (Conus Ground Station (CGS), Overseas Ground

Station (OGS), and European Ground Station (EGS);

2. Six Mobile Ground Stations (MGSs);

3. A Centralized Tactical Processing Element (CTPE) aka., Talon Shield;

4. Six Joint Tactical Ground Stations (JTAGS) under procurement by the Army and

Navy;

5. Pre-launch test and integration facilities;

6. On-Orbit Test Facilities; and

7. The various communications networks supporting DSP.
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The cost and schedule risks associated with a new start are significant. It is for these very

reasons that Major General Schnelzer strongly supported and ultimately executed the DSP Block

23 contract for DSP Satellites 23, 24, and 25 this past June. In testimony submitted by the Air

Force to the House Committee on Appropriations Subcommittee on the Department of Defense

last May, the Air Force strongly defended the need for the acquisition of DSP Satellites 23, 24,

and 25 because of the need to replenish the DSP constellation and the potential for delays and

problems with a new program start. This was done at a time when the FEWS contracts were

well underway and proceeding through the various acquisition milestones. Now that the FEWS

program has been canceled, and its requirements and funding have been rejected by the OSD,

additional studies and requirements definition must be done prior to the preparation of any RFP

for a new Early Warning System contract. This is needed to ensure that the limited funds

available are expended prudently and in a manner consistent with the best interests of the United

States. These studies will take time to complete. This means that the need for DSP Satellites

23, 24, and 25 is greater than ever.

An analogy which illustrates the cost, schedule, and national security risks associated with

canceling DSP and initiating a new program can be drawn with the Milstar program. Imagine

if the DSCS program had been canceled in the late 1970s when Milstar was being planned, or

if it had been canceled in the early 1980s when the first launch of the satellite was scheduled for

the mid-1980s. Given that the first Milstar satellite is only now about to be launched, our

military communication capabilities during Desert Storm would have been devastated had we

relied solely on the expectations of early 1980s. Another analogy can be drawn from the

Challenger disaster which greatly limited our access to space because we chose to rely solely

on the Space Shuttle for heavy-lift. Other examples of the risks associated with a new start can

be found in programs such as the B-1, B-2, C-17, and GPS Block IIR.

Canceling the DSP Block 23 contracts and beginning the development of a new family of

spacecraft will eliminate the Nation's capability to ever build another fixed-price DSP satellite.

The Government will be locked into a Cost-Plus contract for which it will have no alternative

but to continue at any cost. The Fixed-Price DSP Block 23 contract protects the Government's

interests and limits its liability.
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TTie Spinning Satellite Myth

One of the principal reasons the Air Force cites in advocating the need to replace the DSP

satellites with a new system is the fact that DSP is a spinning satellite. In testimony submitted

by the Air Force to the House Committee on Appropriations Subcommittee on the Department

of Defense last May, the Air Force states "The DSP satellite scans for targets by spinning the

sensor. Since this sensor rotates at a fixed spin rate, the satellite can only see targets as often

as the satellite spins around again. If the satellite would spin faster it could detect and construct

missile tracks faster. However, this faster spin rate would result in less sensitivity, with the

possibility of missing some of the target which it is cunently able to detect."

The speed at which any system scans the earth will affect its sensitivity, whether or not the scan

is accomplished by rotation of the satellite or by the use of mirrors. It is analogous to the

shutter speed of a camera. You cannot take pictures in dim light (or see dim targets) if you use

a high shutter speed. Increasing the sensitivity of the film, on the other hand, improves the

capability to take pictures in dim light. The sensitivity of DSP's focal plane, its film speed if

you will, can be improved through technology insertion. However, the factor that limits the

ability of any space-based infrared system to see targets against the Earth is the background

radiation of the Earth itself. Using a space-based infrared system to detect some of the targets

that FEWS was required to detect would have been like trying see a match in front of a flood-

light
— it cannot be done.

The fact that the entire DSP spacecraft spins greaUy simplifies the design of its infrared sensor.

There are no moving parts in the optical path which can decrease the accuracy of a sensor. On-

orbit experience with other programs demonstrates the loss of accuracy that occurs when

complex moving-mirror schemes are employed.

The rotation of the DSP satellite at six revolutions-per-minute provides for the capability to

revisit a target every 10 seconds. This is more than sufficient to support the global surveillance

requirements for strategic early warning. Some, however, have argued that shorter revisit times

are necessary to support theater surveillance. With DSP, this can be accomplished through the

use of add-on small-field-of-view sensors.
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Potential Alternatives To A New Early Warning System Program

The IDA, Mr. Everett's Technical Support Group, and the Bottom-Up Review all concluded that

the current DSP is sufficient to support our nation's strategic early warning needs. Furthermore,

these groups also concluded that DSP with Talon Shield processing is "adequate" for tactical

ballistic missile surveillance needs, but that some improvements in system capabilities are

desirable.

Technology insertion and pre-planned product improvement options to the DSP system are

explored in the DSP-II report. Technology insertion and pre-planned product improvements to

existing DSP satellites can be used to preserve FEWS detector, thermal control, and power

generation technologies developed under previous contracts. System performance can be greatly

improved and operational costs reduced through the consolidation of DSP ground processing

stations and the implementation of evolutionary ground processing upgrades proven by the

Army's Tactical Surveillance Demonstration (TSD) and the Air Force's Talon Shield program.

Such improvements would provide near-term performance enhancements at the lowest possible

cost and risk.

The DSP satellite's theater missile detection performance can be improved through the use of

add-on sensors which was also discussed in the DSP-II report. Such sensors would provide

surveillance of theater-sized regions with shorter revisit rates and higher sensitivities. Shorter

revisit rates and higher sensitivities are accomplished simultaneously since the add-on sensor

would scan only a relatively small area of the Earth (i.e., a theater of operation). Such an add-

on sensor could be mounted in place of the existing LASER Crosslink System (LCS) ballast.

The LCS program was canceled and we have been flying, and will continue to fly, several

hundred pounds of ballast in its place. This ballast can be replaced with a useful piece of

equipment such as an add-on sensor.

The global surveillance mission would not be impacted because the add-on sensor would not

interfere with DSP's existing infrared sensor. Unused telemetry downlink capacity, which was

reserved for the LCS, already exists on the DSP satellites today. This downlink could be used
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to send down data from an add-on system, again with no impact on the existing global

surveillance mission. An add-on sensor experiment was flown on DSP Satellite 14 in place of

the LASER Crosslink System. Although not designed nor used operationally, it did collect

background and target data for the SDIO. It also served as a proof-of-concept for flying a future

operational payload in place of the LCS ballast.

An add-on sensor which scans a relatively small area of the Earth would be significantly less

complex and costly than a sensor which must scan both the entire Earth and a theater region

simultaneously. Once such an add-on sensor were developed, it could also be flown on other

hosts beside the DSP satellite. This would potentially allow the use of other orbits which would

provide improved surveillance of potential theaters of conflict throughout the world.

An add-on sensor program is also significantly less costly and risky than starting an entire new

surveillance system. The primary DSP infrared sensor would not be impacted. The add-on

sensor could be integrated with whichever DSP satellite is ready for launch when the add-on

sensor is ready; the LCS ballast for that satellite simply would be removed and not flown.

Evolution of the ground system can also be accomplished in a low-risk manner without impact

to existing capability.

The DSP-II study also evaluated the feasibility of using the DSP Flight 12/13-sized spacecraft

to enable the use of the Atlas HAS Medium Launch Vehicle (MLV). It was concluded that this

was feasible and could be accomplished by Satellite 23. However, due to the structure of the

Titan IV buy, using a MLV prior to Satellite 26 will actually cost the Government an additional

$60 million per launch as compared with the Titan IV. Using an Atlas UAS starting with

Satellite 26, however, provides opportunities for significant savings.

The Brilliant Eyes program also provides opportunities to preserve technology developed under

the FEWS program and to develop new technologies unique to Brilliant Eyes (e.g., active

cooling systems). Once Brilliant Eyes becomes operational, its data can be used with data from

an upgraded DSP to enhance overall system performance. This also represents a low-risk

approach in that it does not jeopardize our current national early warning capabilities which are

centered around DSP.
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Another option, which was reported in Defense Newt, is to synergistically combine DSP and

Radiant Agate data. According to Navy spokesmen speaking to Defense News, Radiant Agate

is a proposed Navy program to provide polar EHF communications and also carry an IR sensor

for intelligence collection and tactical missile surveillance. The Radiant Agate spacecraft is

based on the Navy's UHF Follow-on program which uses the Hughes HS-60I bus.

A system like Radiant Agate, designed to provide polar communications, would probably use

a Molniya orbit as is favored by the former Soviet Union for communication satellites. Such

an orbit would provide IR surveillance capabilities for a majority of the world's hot-spots where

tactical ballistic missile exchanges are likely. The orbit also permits direct downlink of the

satellite's data to the CONUS, thus eliminating the need for crosslinks or terrestrial data relays.

This permits transmission of the high data rates required for intelligence applications and for low

Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR) target detection (e.g., tactical missiles). Direct viewing of the

satellite from the CONUS could also be advantageous for survivability purposes should it

become desirable to process the Radiant Agate IR data in a survivable Mobile Ground System.

As stated in Defense News, the Radiant Agate IR sensor would be based on an existing

intelligence collection sensor. If true, this would provide an additional opportunity to apply

technology insertion and pre-planned product improvements to an existing sensor and its

associated ground processing system(s). It could also have the potential to preserve some

technologies developed under the FEWS program. This represents a low-risk approach

compared to a new program start.

As with Brilliant Eyes, synergistic processing of DSP and Radiant Agate data could provide a

low-risk and low-cost approach to enhance the nation's surveillance capabilities. Radiant Agate

and a DSP upgrade program represent low-risk approaches to provide enhancements in system

performance as compared to a new early warning system program. DSP availability would not

be jeopardized as it is with the approach currently advocated by the Air Force
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Recommendations on Space-Based Early Warning

The United States should concentrate its limited resources on developing new systems to address

threats against which the nation has only limited or no capabilities
-- we cannot afford our own

Maginot Line. Our precious resources should not be expended on re-inventing existing

capabilities. The cancellation of the DSP Block 23 contract violates common sense and is not

in the national interest. All termination activities should be immediately stopped and the contract

fully-funded and continued. Furthermore, the following actions are also recommended:

1. The individuals who are found to have engaged in unethical or illegal conduct should be

immediately suspended of their authority over government procurement. The interests

of the Government and the rights of the taxpayers must be protected. Considering the

financial and national security implications of the decision to terminate the DSP Block

23 contract, the integrity of the acquisition system and the individuals making such a

decision must be beyond reproach.

2. The Secretary of Defense and the Director of Central Intelligence should conduct a

comprehensive study of the nation's space-based IR surveillance requirements within the

context of all existing and planned strategic and tactical surveillance programs. Cost-

effective alternatives for meeting those requirements should also be addressed and fully

explored. The cost and risk associated with a major new space program demands this

type of comprehensive review, which has previously been requested by the Congress.

Systems such as DSP, Brilliant Eyes, the Navy's Radiant Agate program, ^fRO

programs, and in-theater surveillance systems (e.g., GBR, JSTARS, RPVs, etc.) should

be assessed for overlap in functions and/or capabilities, and the potential for inter-system

synergy to meet war-fighting requirements should be evaluated. This should be done

prior to the initiation of any new start, and definitely prior to the termination of the

existing DSP program.

3 . Regardless of the decision to continue DSP or initiate a new start, the Government should

invest in technology insertion and pre-planned product improvements for DSP satellites
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which could be retrofitted prior to launch. This is a cost-effective method to increase

satellite performance, extend useful on-orbit satellite life, and provide additional data to

support decisions on future space surveillance systems. Such an investment is supported

by OSD policy and reflects the late Dr. Deming's Total Quality Management (TQM)

principles of continuous product improvement.
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VIII. Conclusions

Major General Anderson's report identified "the intense competition for dollars in DoD and

among its defense contractors ('survival' mentality)" as a major contributing factor in the

FEWS/DSP controversy. Dr. William Perry, the Secretary of Defense nominee, has stated that

he expects several defense contractors to go out of business, and that the government will stand

by and watch this happen. We are clearly entering desperate times for the military-industrial

complex: the events described in our testimony are clear indications that desperate times are

evoking desperate measures. Nevertheless, the events we have described are merely harbingers

of what will come when, as Dr. Perry expects, only one DoD procurement dollar will remain

where three once stood. The Department of Defense, and if necessary the Congress, must

ensure that bureaucratic imperatives and parochialism do not replace the long-term National

Interest as the deciding factor in where the scarce money will go.

The events and actions we have described also show the potential for abuse in the relationship

between FFRDC's and their sponsoring organizations. The basic problem stems from the fact

that it is difficult to say "No" to your sole customer on important issues. The following

suggestions are offered for your consideration:

1. The OSD should consider strengthening its independent technical assessment arm. This

would decrease OSD's reliance on results and analysis from "captive" FFRDC's. This

could be accomplished by increasing its current direct support (e.g., IDA), or by

transferring some or all of the sponsorship of FFRDC's to the OSD.

2. The Aerospace Corporation should be returned to its original values that caused the

government to create it in the first place. These were established in the 1959 discussions

of this Committee which led to the formation of Aerospace:

"The value of such an organization rests on its disinterested

position; the advice it gives should be based exclusively on the

best interests of Ihfi government [emphasis added]."
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This is in contrast to the current Corporate vision statement, which states that one of our

corporate goals is to "enhance the role of the Air Force in Space.
"

It is my belief that

some independent agency, such as The Aerospace Corporation, must be able to

objectively assess the role of space systems in supporting all of the Armed Services and

civilian agencies (i.e., the government) that depend on these systems. This is critical

because budgetary constraints will prevent the development of all possible systems: we

must ensure that decision-makers have the use of objective and rational analysis as they

allocate resources.
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Mr. CoNYERS. That was a very thoughtful statement, Mr. Aru,
and I commend you for it.

I know for all the witnesses here at the table, this is not a happy
occurrence or a pleasant day. We feel and share the pain, the delib-

erations that you had to engage in before you made the decisions

that brought you before us today. We are very sensitive to that.

Colonel Mangold, please describe events surrounding your re-

moval as the team chief. What actions were taken against you or

others near you, please?
Colonel Mangold. Well, Mr. Chairman, as I indicated, for well

over 1 year prior to my removal I knew that I had engendered a

number of adversaries within the space community.
My first official act as Space/C3I Team Chief came at an Air

Force Council meeting in August 1992 when the Vice Chief of Staff"

of the Air Force asked me what I personally thought of the Milstar

program. At that point, I told him exactly what I thought of the

Milstar program, and my remarks closely paralleled what I told

you this morning. I was immediately taken into the Office of the

Deputy Assistant Secretary of the Air Force for Space Policy and

Plans, Mr. Richard McCormick, and told that if I ever, ever opened

up a space program to review by the flying Air Force without first

clearing that statement through the space leadership that he was

very concerned about my career.

What followed after that was a series of phone calls and discus-

sions throughout the coming year with my leadership and myself
from general officers calling me to indicate that I had again alien-

ated and upset senior Air Force generals in Colorado Springs to the

point that in February 1993, General Horner—who I met with rou-

tinely, and talked to periodically from my home—met quietly in the

Pentagon, where I told him exactly what I was expecting to propose
for cuts. In this meeting, he asked me how it was going and I told

him I felt I would live exactly one heartbeat beyond my senior lead-

ership, General Glosson's, departure. Should General Glosson leave

at any point, I would hve exactly one heartbeat beyond General

Glosson's departure because I knew I was in trouble.

As we got toward June, I started to receive more threatening

phone calls. I started to receive and my staff started to receive

threatening phone calls. Immediately after I was removed and the

OSI started their investigation, my executive officer was taken into

a room for 3V2 hours and was told that if he did not speak out

against me in written form, and they provided him the form, that

they would go to his superior, my superior, and recommend that

his promotion recommendation form be downgraded and that he

would not be promoted.
After attempting to get in touch with his lawyer, he negotiated,

in order to get out of that very uncomfortable situation, a state-

ment which he agreed to sign under the provision that he be al-

lowed to expand upon the two pages of one-line statements. They
told him that they would consider that, but he needed to sign the

statement. He signed it. He then was enjoined from talking to me
for 5 months, and once we were allowed to talk to one another, he

told me about that particular circumstance.

There are a number of other incidents but those are the most sa-

lient, sir.
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Mr. CoNYERS. Thank you.
Do you feel that the retaliations that were taken against you

were unique, or does this occur elsewhere throughout the service?

Colonel Mangold. I wish it was unique, sir. They are not unique,
unfortunately. I think as you can see by the two gentlemen seated

to my left, it happened on two separate coasts.

Prior to 72 hours ago, I had never met Colonel Dietz. I certainly
had not met Mr. Am. I met Mr. Aru last weekend for the first

time.

Ed Dietz and I have been around the space community for over
25 years. We have known each other by reputation and we believe

we probably have attended some meetings together. But what I

saw in the newspaper accounts when I was in solitary confinement,

waiting to have my case brought forward, I saw a number of news-

paper articles about what Colonel Dietz was involved in. I saw par-

allels, and that is why I came to your subcommittee, as you know,
sir.

But the short answer is, absolutely not. This is not unique. We
just happen to be three people that have come forward.

Mr. CoNYERS. Thank you very much.
Colonel Dietz, you sent a number of messages stating your con-

cern about the validity of the system and the integrity of the proc-
ess. Were costs or performance comparisons intentionally distorted?

Colonel Dietz. Unfortunately, it certainly appears that way. My
professional judgment is that is exactly what happened, but it is

hard to get into the head of Colonel Quirk. Some of those issues

have been addressed in Mr. Aru's opening statement and the sup-

porting documentation.
I would like to comment that absolutely everything that he says

in public testimony and in the document, I saw it also, I confirm
it. In some cases, I may have interpreted things somewhat dif-

ferently, but the substance of facts are absolutely the same.
And your particular question was about the facts, facts on costs,

facts on performance. I have to answer your question, but I have
to share with you a concern. It doesn't matter what happened on
this particular system. I believe these particular performance fea-

tures were distorted to make the new system look better and the

old system look bad. I believe the costs were selectively chosen and

analyzed in a manner to do the same thing. I believe that the costs

of the old system were inflated by adding things that didn't belong
in the cost estimates. I believe that perhaps the risk assessments
of the new system were minimized.

I personally have observed that folks testified to the Congress
that the cost of repairing the old system "approached" that of buy-
ing a new one. I have to observe that that is hard to believe. It is

hard to believe that fixing the old Chevy is as cheap as buying the

new one. It never works that way. It especially doesn't work that

way in systems such as we are dealing with.

I have to observe that "approached" to me means close, near, ap-

proximately. It would appear that the differences, the cost of fixing
the old system versus replacing it is somewhere between $6 and
$10 billion. And in my book, that isn't close. That is not close any
way you count it. It is a factor of 2. The cost of the new system
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is almost double the cost of the old system and yet people keep say-

ing it is almost the same or, as I quote, it approaches.

Senior leadership somehow or other gets the wrong message. I

also said that it seems General Homer was misinformed. I don't

know how he gets his information or where it comes from, but what

I read in the press and what I saw in the briefings that he gave

to our senior leadership, he said things like FEWS is cheaper in

the long run. That is very hard to believe—very, very hard to deal

with.
And whether or not my speculations and my experience are

founded hardly matters because OSD just in the last recent months

has made it easy for me. Mr. Everett and a group of people arrived

at almost the identical conclusion. They found that, FEWS was

more expensive. It didn't approach DSP, it was more expensive,

and they recommended its cancellation.

We talk about performance and it is the same thing. Somehow
or other our senior leadership has come to believe and was quoted

in many contexts that the system was 10 to 20 times better, 10

times in performance, 20 times in sensitivity. That is a substantial

advantage. That is the kind of advantage you look for when you

make an investment in a new system.
But a factor of 10 to 20 doesn't match with our experience m

Desert Storm. It doesn't match with the Army's experience using

a DSP based system we call Talon Shield. We developed the system
based on Army technology using the Air Force satellites. Servicing

the Army, using mostly Army money. It doesn't matter who did it.

It is government money, it is Federal money, but the Army finds

that the performance approximates that of FEWS. It approximates.

The performance is almost the same. The FEWS cost was alleged

to be almost the same as DSP, and in truth the cost of the new

system is a factor of 2, more expensive.
I can't comment on how this happens. I can't comment on why

it is. I read the press, I see the numbers in the press. I see the

briefings that are given to our chief, and I am sorely concerned. I

don't know all the considerations and assumptions that went mto

it. But the simple logic of it is hard to swallow. It is the kind of

arguments that a family member will give you. That is; right is

right, wrong is wrong. Keep it simple. This is wrong.

Is it cheaper? No, it is not cheaper. It is not cheaper to buy a

new system.
Performance numbers, it has been alleged that the new system

will see cruise missiles. This is an unclassified hearing so it is hard

to deal with it. Mr. Everett made it easy for me again. I have been

saying for 2 years that this is hard to swallow, and only under very

limited circumstances and coincidence of weather, altitude, and ve-

locity might you possibly see it. You are physics limited, you are

limited by the atmosphere. It is not a matter of how good you make

the system. There are physical limits.
,

I don't think you are going to see cruise missiles m any signifi-

cant way. You will see 1960-70 versions of cruise missiles. There

will be very few cases. But yet it has been suggested you would see

cruise missiles.
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It has been suggested that the follow-on system will operate—I

think the term was operate in the presence of high clouds. I don't
know, I wasn't in the meetings when that was said.
But to say that the new system operates in the presence of high

clouds offers the opportunity of being an outrageously misleading
statement. Most any of us would say, well, that means it works in
clouds. It will detect in clouds or it will track in clouds. It will not
detect or track in clouds, not DSP, not FEWS, not any system such
as that except under very, very limited cases. Thin clouds, limited
clouds, spotty clouds, maybe. But to operate in the face of high
clouds leads the casual observer, and in many cases the knowledge-
able one, to presume that this system will work all the time.
The flying Air Force talks about them as all-weather systems,

one where you won't be limited by clouds. That is a very, very im-
portant feature, but it is disturbing, disturbing to think that these
claims are made about FEWS.
Now, in context, our senior leadership has to look at things like

performance and costs, and if you come in and you say, well, I be-
lieve this is cheaper in the long run, well, that is a wonderful way
to get started. If it is cheaper in the long run and even if the per-
formance isn't any better, well, you might think seriously about
doing it. But it is being made easy for me. I was the minority. I

was in many cases one of the lone voices that said, gentlemen, let's
rethink it. But OSD made it easy for me.
The Everett committee said "FEWS will be more expensive," up-

grading the current system should be seriously considered. They
talked about performance advantages and they said "there is no
significant performance difference. The OSD folks said the per-
formance will be expected to be comparable, so I don't have to
stand on my own experience and my own credibility. I have had
folks help me. But I wanted to turn this around a little bit. It was
presumptive of me, because that has probably been my nature, and
that is why I am stuck sitting in front of you.
You asked me—as an aside, another aside, I will say it is a lot

easier watching a hearing than it is sitting here. I have seen many
of them.
But the issue, in my mind, is a sad one. And it is an issue of

ethics, integrity of process. It is how we decide, is the boss given
the right to know? Is there something going wrong in our system
in which everybody seems to know what the boss wants to know
and we give him that answer. That is not the way I was brought
up. That is not the way the senior Air Force people that taught me
taught me how to decide, how to advise, but something has gone
awry on this one when we can get this far down the track and be
so wrong.
And we have had an investigation. The IG said, oh, it is OK I

can understand why. It may be. It may be. I don't know the details.
I haven't seen it. It is only alleged that that was their finding. But
I am distraught beyond description when folks like us are in a situ-
ation where you have to stand up and say something is wrong. And
it does not matter what system we buy. What is wrong is the proc-
ess, because it will affect how we select the next system, and it will
affect the next airplane. It will affect us all. The man I work for
is entitled to the straight answers. That is what it comes down to.
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No English, no guessing what he really wants to believe. I am here

to give facts to him. I am afraid we have lost those values some-

where or other. .

Yes, sir, I think the performance and the costs were mtluenced

by the desire to come up with the answers that people thought ev-

erybody wanted. It sure seems that way by reading the papers, by

comparing my ov/n personal experiences and my professional judg-

ment, and by being confirmed by the Everett committee.

OSb has arrived at the same conclusion and canceled the pro-

gram. I think it was a wise decision and I commend them, but I

worry about the other programs. j v ^

Mr. CoNfYERS. I think the American people are proud that we

have Colonels like both of you in the service. I think that the Con-

gress is very proud of the integrity that you have demonstrated in

the course of this subject matter.

Let me ask Mr. Aru. Mr. Aldridge told the inspector general that

he was embarrassed by the report and its advocacy tone. What
kind of response do you have to that?

Mr. Aru. I think to the specifics of why Mr. Aldridge was embar-

rassed you would have to ask him that question. But as I look at

what the Aerospace Corp. has advocated or recommended to the

Air Force over the last several years, we have been recommending

the FEWS program. .v, ^ a
And if we look in our 1992 annual report, it shows that Aero-

space developed simulations and analysis for the military utility of

FEWS and those activities were instrumental for FEWS entering

the demonstration validation phase. Simultaneously if you look at

Aerospace's internal technical reports to the board of trustees

which are not publicly disclosed as the annual report of the cor-

poration is, we tell the board of trustees that clear metrics haven t

been defined, that the utility of advanced tactical warning is hard

to quantify and that some users, the Army and the Navy in par-

ticular, have expressed their concern that FEWS will not meet

their requirements. . .

So I think in one respect, Mr. Aldridge was caught in a position

where the corporation had been saying something for several years

that our report or the DSP-II report showed a lower cost alter-

native could provide that utility
and then the subsequent independ-

ent reviews by the Institute of Defense Analysis, the bottom-up re-

view, and Mr. Everett confirmed that.

I also think Mr. Aldridge may be embarrassed or concerned be-

cause Aerospace Corp., as you know, has a ceiling that is placed

on it by the Congress, but it is funded under that ceiling on a pro-

gram-by-program basis. And the FEWS program employs some-

where between 70 and 100 members of technical staft which is

about 4 to 5 percent of the corporation. i -, «. ^

The cancellation of FEWS could affect those jobs—would affect

those jobs. Mr. Aldridge has also been trying very actively to move

Aerospace Corp. support to Colorado Springs to support U b. and

Air Force Space Commands. Those are both headed by General

Horner. General Homer has publicly stated many many times that

FEWS is his No. 1 priority. The DSP-II report challenged the cor-

rectness of his assertion that FEWS was absolutely necessary.

Mr. CONYERS. Thank you very much.
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The Chair wants to note that subcommittee Chair John Spratt
of South CaroHna has joined the panel hearing. We welcome you.
I would like now to recognize Mr. Al McCandless.
Mr. McCandless. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
These are not easy things, gentlemen, to discuss, but we are here

as an oversight committee for that purpose, irrespective of where
the chips fall. I certainly share the values that Colonel Dietz has
said are necessary, not only within the service, but within the polit-
ical framework and other ways and other walks of life.

I, too, from time to time have been bloodied a little bit by the
fact that I had maybe something that was not necessarily consist-

ent with the majority.
I would like to read a statement and ask you, Colonel Mangold

and Colonel Dietz, Mr. Aru if you wish to comment on it. While cer-

tain new technologies may be available today that could reduce the

size and weight of Milstar, and thereby reduce its price tag, these

technologies could not be incorporated without significant delay to

deployment.
Thus the costs of lost time and lost capabilities that would cer-

tainly be incurred outweigh the estimated projected dollars sav-

ings.
Do you have a comment?
Colonel Mangold. Yes, sir. That argument is valid, in that

today, that may be the case. Again in August 1992, when I started

to oppose the Milstar program openly, we had just recently closed

the Milstar I payload up.
In other words, we completed construction of Milstar I, the first

satellite. The second satellite was still not yet developed.
Now, it would have been imprudent for me, sir, to come forward

with a recommendation to cancel Milstar without some alternative

which would support the war fighter because I believe that was, in

fact, my job. EHF, extremely high frequency communications as in-

dicated by the GAO, is a very important attribute for future mili-

tary conflicts in the battlefield.

What we found is that we had the ability at that point in time—
1992—to affect the Milstar program—we have stopped Milstar

where it was the Milstar satellite that will be launched in just a
few short hours—we could have then gone to several alternative

options. We would have looked at the USCS payload. We wanted
to remove a cold war sensor off of DSCS and put a low data rate

transponder into the satellites. We had an ability to

Mr. McCandless. Let me interrupt you here. You are going be-

yond me technically. I am from the 3-B system.
Colonel Mangold. I apologize, sir. That particular comment then

has certain validity.
It has validity in that we are just a few short hours from launch.

Now, the military utility of the low data rate system on orbit that

will be on orbit in just a few hours adds very little to our overall

communications capability. Very little. Less than 100 channels of

nonrecognizable voice and teletype.
So the short answer, sir, to your question is, while it does appear

to be valid in a superficial sense; no, it does not help today. The
real capability comes after the turn of the century. I developed a
detailed plan

79-579 - 94 - 4
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Mr. McCandless. But, now, I don't want to sound argumen-
tative.

Colonel Mangold. I understand, sir.

Mr. McCandless. Those of us who walked around in the mud
found that communications was a key element to our success

Colonel Mangold. Yet.

Mr. McCandless [continuing]. To our success of survival. So
whether we had something, this or that or didn't have this or that,

by God, if we could communicate with artillery to lay a barrage,
it would save lots of lives. If we didn't, it would cost a lot of lives.

I am being very simple and to the point.
Colonel Mangold. I understand that.

Mr. McCandless. So when we talk about communications avail-

able today with respect to ground forces command, close air sup-
port, other types of air support, we have moved from the Wright
Brothers to the F-18 team in the communications timeline.

Colonel Mangold. Yes, sir.

Mr. McCandless, When we talk about this particular system
would it be better than this system? But do we need time to de-

velop it? We don't know where we are going or where we are going
to have to be relative to world problems. So when you stay on an

expeditionary force on a ship in the Mediterranean today and on
land somewhere tomorrow and if some type of a communications
device lessens the exposure of that unit, then the dollars take a

secondary position if the capability is there to provide that func-

tion.

It is my understanding that we could do this and we could do
that with these systems, but it takes some engineering and so forth

that in the meantime we would not possibly have capabilities that
we would have otherwise. Am I misguided here?

Colonel Mangold. Congressman, those are excellent observa-

tions. I have characterized Milstar as the Spruce Groose of space.
In 1942, we needed a capability to get our soldiers across the At-

lantic and Pacific Oceans, but the U-boat demanded that we look

at alternatives other than shipping. By 1944, we beat back the U-
boats. By 1945, the war had ended.
We awarded a contract to Howard Hughes in 1942 to develop the

Spruce Goose. When the war ended, the Spruce Goose continued to

be developed and did not fly in 1947 it could carry 600 people. But
it carried them at 175 miles an hour max speed. The difficulty is

that we awarded this contract during the height of the cold war.

The war has ended. We could use the money in other areas.

It doesn't obviate the fact that we needed to carry men across the

ocean. That is why we built the 747, the DC-10. It does not obviate

the fact that we need to communicate with our ground troops.

Going to the Naval War College exposed me to Marines, Army, and

Navy personnel that would be on the pointy end of the spear.
I have lost friends in combat. I understand exactly what you are

speaking about. My problem is this, sir. It is that just like the

Spruce Goose, Milstar is no longer required and it is an inappropri-
ate expenditure of funds after the cold war has ended.

The Spruce Goose fiew once in 1947, for a distance of 1 mile at

an altitude of 85 feet and then it was parked. The problem is the

inertia of the system has carried Milstar to this point. It is an inap-
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propriate use of funds and there were multiple opportunities over
the last few years to stop the program, divert the funds into low-
risk technologies that would have given better communications to

the military war fighters than Milstar will give.
The MDR capability. The medium data rate capability, to be

fielded at the turn of the century has not yet been fully developed.
My team developed plans to give that same MDR capability to the
war fighter at the same point in time for less cost and equal prob-
ability of bringing it in on time, equal risk.

Those were rejected because there was a mentality within the
Air Force, within the space community of the Air Force to continue
to develop the Spruce Groose. We had to do it because we had done
it. The biggest argument in support of Milstar today is sink cost.

My first master's degree is in systems management. I worked in a

program office in Los Angeles.
In every accounting course I ever took, the argument of using

sink costs was discounted in any management decision.

The decision to continue Milstar that has been promulgated has
been "Why don't we launch it because we spent so much money?"
For the same reason we did not bring the Spruce Goose out of its

hangar and ferry troops to Mogadishu, it is the same reason we
should not launch the Milstar, it is unnecessary and inefficient.

Mr. McCandless. Colonel Dietz anything you want to add?
Colonel Dietz. No, sir. I am not an expert on Milstar.

Mr. McCandless. Mr. Am.
Mr. Aru. No, I am not an expert on Milstar either.

Mr. McCandless. That is a difficult question but not impossible
to answer. In my opening statement I referred to Secretary Cheney
with whom I have worked prior to his—here in the House prior to

his going to the Cabinet.
Gen. Colin Powell appeared to be a hands-on-type leader, officer.

Other people I mentioned are people who appear to—well, we have
all kinds of faces, country club generals, yet this all flies in the face

of their decisions to proceed in one direction and the testimony is

taking another direction in terms of command policy.
I would appreciate it if you would share with me your concern

because. Colonel Dietz, you talked about the system and you talked

that the system goes beyond just what we are talking about here

today, the missile program or that communications program.
Your implication was, and I don't know that I disagree or agree,

is that the system is broke and therefore I have put myself on the
line for whatever value I might be able to contribute to rework the

system. Would you care to comment on that?
Colonel Dietz. Certainlv. I can only observe what I see at the

bottom of a long pipe. Is the system broken? I don't know all of the

system. I know the facts, and at the other end, I see public state-

ments. And the facts and the statements don't appear to match.
There are a number of explanations. One is that maybe I didn't un-
derstand the conditions or the assumptions, or maybe the system
is truly broken. There are an awful lot of systems and illustrations

that would make you worry.
But one of my other concerns, when I have time and quiet I try

to figure out what it is I really worry about, what are the central
issues.
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Another central issue is we need to develop a balance between
the absolute necessity for an open technical debate. Debate is

central to the manner in which we do business in this Nation and

certainly in this Congress, and in technical areas we do the same.
We argue, we negotiate. And that must be, it must be preserved.
The requirements development and acquisition process demands an

open debate.
But that necessity for an open technical debate must be balanced

against the ability to decide what to do and move out. I don't sug-

gest that I know how to develop that balance, but I know that open
debate when squashed as it has been here removes the
decisionmakers' prerogative and the right to come up with the right
conclusion or the right recommendation.

Folks like yourselves will endorse the purchase of the wrong
things if you are given the wrong facts. I don't suggest that I know
how to develop that balance, but I am concerned that it is a little

distorted right now.
Mr. McCandless. I don't want to beat the horse to death. But

in your comments. Colonel Mangold, you talked about your acces-

sibility in your position prior to the problem you now have, and the

fact tnat you had the ear of those who are in the decisionmaking
process, which would indicate on the surface that those who are

making command decisions in areas such as this did have the in-

formation and experience of those who were, say, in the trenches

of the thought process relative to these subjects.
What kind of dialog would you have where you would talk about

a certain program to those in the decisionmaking process, and then
later would you find that your experience and knowledge that you
shared was secondary to some other force?

Colonel Mangold. No, sir. I was actually very successful and
that is an excellent question that you are asking me, sir. Through-
out this process, I had unlimited access to the senior Air Force

leadership. I was routinely in and out of the offices of General

Glosson and General Cams. I had access to the Secretary of Air

Force, Don Rice, and also the Chief of Staff.

We have a very structured process, a very straightforward proc-

ess in the Pentagon to bring decisions forward. Recognize, Con-

fressman,
that I was the very first individual to break ranks with

pace Command and come forward with information that some of

the square systems which heretofore had been supported needed to

be reassessed.
As I started through this process, I was able to change many pro-

grams, recognize I had 250 program elements underneath me. I

had all the space programs; launch, command control, space sur-

veillance; all the test ranges; all the personnel, I had all the com-

mand control communications, all the computers, all the satellites

on orbit. I had the JSTARS program. The AWACS program. I had
all the military intelligence, all the Air Force portion of military in-

telligence. I had nuclear weapons of the ICBMs, all the cruise mis-

siles and the gravity bombs.
As I started through this review process, I realized I was taking

on the system by looking at cold war systems from a post-cold war

perspective. It was long and tedious project, I was working 80 to

100 hours a week. We looked through the programs and as we
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turned over the programs and exposed those to the clear light of

day. I was showing an uncommon ability to win.

Recognize, sir, in March 1993 we went to the Chief of Staff with

my proposals to kill Milstar and he agreed with me. He believed
me. He listened, he thought about it, he looked at the cost. He
looked at the way the Defense Department had to contribute to the
direction that the President had set out for us, and he said, let's

do it. Let's kill Milstar.

The acquisition community, this is an open society, was able to

present countervailing arguments. They convinced him that pos-
siblv there was some merit in launches, satellites 1 and 2. Many
of tne arguments they used quite frankly were some that you used
in your first question with me. He weighed the merits and demerits
of that. He said, "Sandy, I am sorry, we are going to satellites I

and II." I had said that is fine, we still save $640 million.

Recognize also, sir, that when that decision was reversed by Sec-

retary Aspin the next week, he was so impressed with the argu-
ment that I developed that he allowed the Air Force to keep the

$640 million cost saving. He credited me with that cost savings,
and then he turned to the Comptroller of the DOD and asked the

comptroller to make that up from other sources because we pre-
sented such a convincing argument.
And what happened and as we went into the bottom-up review.

Sir, we do have a process which is open and there is debate. The
difficulty that I engendered was somewhat different than that
which Colonel Dietz and Mr. Aru endangered. What they found is

because I was so persuasive and so successful, they needed to come
after me personally and take me out, and that is what they did,

and I was told it was going to happen. I was told in a joking sense
to start looking under my car for bombs. They were saying you had
better start looking under your car for bombs Mangold because you
are really making people angry.

I received a calling from a two-star general in April 1993, who
told me that if I did not be quiet that I was going to—my career

was over. I needed to stop. I had just put forth a recommendation
to take away the mobile terminals for his system, the DSP system.
I said those are cold war specific. They are costly, they are unnec-

essary. We can remove those at minimal impact to our Nation's de-

fense.

When I put that option forward, that was among many options
I put forward, that was probably one of the ones that they decided

we need to get him out of there because he knows too much and
he is too successful.

Mr. McCandless. Let me—Colonel Dietz, do you want to add

anything to that?
Colonel Dietz. I would say that maybe we weren't as successful.

But mavbe the same culture and values applied. Like Colonel

Mangold, I was fired and moved over to another job because I did

my job. The industrial program manager that worked with me, a

superbly qualified lady was also suddenly reassigned, to a nonjob.
The aerospace design team that supported me in my DSP-II re-

port had their personnel reports and potential for RIF impacted. So

maybe we are seeing the same thing. It is different coasts, different

reasons. I have no idea what was in people's minds. I don't think
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there was a conspiracy. I wouldn't know. But it is sorely disturbing
that the same actions happened. When Colonel Mangold presented
an unpopular conclusion or recommendation, it was dealt with in

a particular manner, he was fired. Well, it seems that the same so-

lution was used on the West Coast. Colonel Dietz had some pretty

unpopular approaches and instead of dealing with it in an open
technical debate, I am gone. Ms. Maguire is gone. The disturbing

thought is the implication about Ms. Maguire, the TRW program
manager, she was gone. Why? Because the Air Force cajoled, twist-

ed influenced. I don't know what the terms are. It is hard to imag-
ine she was voluntarily removed.
There is a common value somewhere or other, and I think the

common ingredient is the unwillingness to discuss. Colonel

Mangold suggested he was successful in his arguments. I would say
I wasn't, but I was removed. That is OK It is not a matter of win-

ning or losing. It turns out OSD confirmed my recommendations.
So the Nation is OK. But the process is still troubling.
Mr. McCandless. Let me conclude, if I may. Madam Chairman,

by quoting from a letter to the Honorable Donald Atwood, Deputy
Secretary of Defense, dated March 7, 1991, signed by chairman of

the Senate Armed Services, Sam Nunn, and countersigned by the

ranking Minority member, John Warner.
And I will paraphrase it simply by saying the Senate Armed

Services Committee has reviewed the plans for the restructuring of

Milstar communications system in the National Defense Authoriza-

tion Act of 1991.

Congress has directed the Department to route Milstar costs sub-

stantially, increase the utility system for tactical forces and elimi-

nate unnecessary capability for tracking nuclear war fighting. We
are satisfied that the restructured program as you and your staff

outlined is to us—outlined to us is designed to achieve each of

these objectives.
Would you say that these Senators were misled?

Colonel Mangold. I would say, sir, that the objectives that

Milstar was designed to achieve needed to be reassessed more thor-

oughly in the post-cold war environment.
The only dramatic reassessment that we had made in the De-

partment of Defense after the Berlin Wall fell was to remove what
we termed heroic survivability from the Milstar satellite. Many em-
bedded cold war requirements still remained, autonomous oper-
ation on orbit without communication with the ground for extended

periods of time and a number of other ones that are in fact classi-

fied.

What I advocated for, sir, was a reassessment of fundamental re-

quirements and objectives. The decision was made not to reassess

those. So in fact if you look at those requirements, Milstar satisfies

them.
Make no mistake, sir, Milstar is a tribute to the American tech-

nology. If given the requirements of operating through a simulated

environment in the presence of endo- and exo-atmospheric nuclear

bursts and communicating with a variety of users under the most
harsh conditions imaginable, American technology came through
and proved to the other side that we could do it.
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We not only were going to endure nuclear war, we were going to
win one, and I am impressed with that technology. I was always
impressed with the technical veracity of which the acquisition com-
munity approached the Milstar based on the fundamental require-
ments. But the difficulty is, sir, is that when you work on a pro-
gram for an excess of 10 years, there is a human tendency to be-
come wedded to that program, to believe that your solution specific
answer is the only answer.
The reason I was so unpopular was because I opened up a debate

to look at the requirements which would not result in that solution
specific answer being the ultimate answer. So if you kept the re-

quirements the same, the Senators were not misled. If you kept the
requirements the same, I offered an opportunity in August 1992 to

recognize the Berlin Wall had fallen and we needed to reassess the
fundamental underlying requirements, but what that was going to

do, sir, and I stated this repeatedly, that was going to put the
Milstar satellite on the Mall of Washington, DC outside the Air and
Space Museum where it would be a monument to the cold war. I

knew that then, and I know that now.
Mr. McCandless. Thank you. Thank you, gentlemen, for your

testimony. Madam Chairman, I would like to ask unanimous con-
sent that the letter I read from the U.S. Senate's Committee on
Armed Services, March 7, 1991 be entered into record.

Mrs. Maloney [presiding]. Without objection.
[The letter follows:]
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March 7, 19Si

Honorabla Donald J. Acwood, Jr.

Deputy Seerecary of oafenaa
Tha Pentagon
WasMngcen, 9.C. 20301

Oea£ Kr. Sacrataryt

Tha Sanata Armed Services Censitcea has e&refully reviewed
OoO'a plana for raatruerurlAf the xiltttr eoasnunleatier.a system.
In the Macioaal Oafenae Xutheciz&tlon Xcz for Fiscal Ysar 1991,
Che Congrats diraerad tihe Department zo reduce Milstar costs
suhatantially, increase the utility of th* system ^or taccicsl
fereatt and eUminate unneeaasary capabilitias for protracted
nuclear varfighting.

We are sacisfiad that the restructured program as you and'

your staff outlined it to us is designed to achieve each of zh9»»

objectives.' ror axsRple, the program plan projects that

life-cycle oests would be reduced twenty five percent; changes to

tha eatellits are designed to provide oparational tactical forces
with »uch greater capacity and far cheaper and more flexible
taminals; and changes to the satellites and terminals are

designed to elininate protraecsd nuclear warfighting features
while providing necessary levels of survivability at reduced cost.

We have consulted with Conmittee nenbers end, based on our.

reeonnendatibn/ the Ccnunittee apprevss the requested transfer of
funds. In accordance with eBtablished rsprogratnining procedures,
and section 217(d) of the National Defense Authorization Act for
Tiseal Year 1991/ and the eairanitments expressed in the October 23,

1990, letter to the Ccnunittee fren Cemptrollar Sean O'Xeefe, the

Dcjpartnent may transfer an additional $350 million to tha uilstar
progsan.

' When this S350 million is added to the $SO0 million already
authorised for fiscal year 1991, 5950 million will be available
for the Kllstar program; the Department's requested allocation of

thes^ funds — S737 million for RDTSS for satellites and .

terffllnals, end $213 million for procursment of Air rorce t'atminals
— is approvsd in accordance with section 217(e) cf the National
Defense Authorization Act for fiscal Year 1991.

The conmittee understands that many of the specific details
of the plan to restructure Kilst&r remain to be developed. The
Comjntttee intends to review this plan as it matures as pert of tha
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Corninitt6«'« -considcxstien of the budg«% request far fiscal ytars
1S32 and 1993.-

You and your tcaff are to be ccn^ratul&ttd for the

Dep»xt8i«nt's efforts to date lo raetructure the Milstar pro^ran.
Ws look forward to vorkinf with you on chie important program in
the future and appreciate year cooperative approach.

.Sincerely,

Sajn Kunn
Chairman

JjtU^
.

i(n Warner
nJcing Minority Ue»ber
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Mrs. Maloney. It is a sad story in American government when
two colonels and a senior research analyst testify as you are today,
that they were harmed, threatened, demoted, given all types of

problems for speaking up not only for the defense of the country,
but for doing so in a realistic and cost-effective manner. Given your
testimony, Mr. Mangold the Milstar program would cost roughly
$20 billion overall.

Colonel Mangold. Yes, ma'am.
Mrs. Maloney. And we are going to be sending one into space

tomorrow that cost $1.4 billion. Do you think we should send this

into space given the fact that it is no longer needed?
Colonel Mangold. No, I do not.

Mrs. Maloney. Why not?

Colonel Mangold. As I indicated, ma'am, it offers minimal addi-

tional capability on orbit. The placement of that satellite is not

going to dramatically enhance our war fighting capability overseas.

I am not sure of the exact level of classification for the exact

placement of that satellite, so I won't get into that. You might ask
the same question to my colleagues from Space Command who will

be testifying momentarily as to exactly where it is going to be

placed and to describe to the assembled membership why or how
that is going to dramatically affect the enhanced capability on
orbit—rather the enhanced war fighting capability when placed on

orbit, but more specifically in answer to your question, once we
have launched Milstar, we have committed 400 people who work at

Fallon Air Force station to commanding and controlling that sat-

ellite to its duration of its lifetime.

Mrs. Maloney. Which would be how long?
Colonel Mangold. We expect according to the chart directly to

your right, ma'am, that is going to be past the turn of the century.
The top line as indicated by the GAO chart will say that satellite—
it is last—somewhere past the turn the century, right around the

year 2000, 2001.
Mrs. Maloney. 400 persons will be needed to watch this satellite

and monitor it?

Colonel Mangold. Yes, ma'am.
Mrs. Maloney. How much would that cost, roughly?
Colonel Mangold. I believe the GAO's on-orbit cost figures in ex-

cess of $100 million speak to the cost of operating that satellite, not

only personnel costs, but of course, cost of the Command and Con-
trol equipment and the computer programs, it takes to keep that

satellite operating.
You see, ma'am, the Milstar program, again, in the cold war era

was a very appropriate program. Arid it had a very expanded mis-

sion, and it was going to give us the ability to win a nuclear war.

I know the other side knew that, and it contributed a great deal

to the falling of the Berlin Wall.

The unfortunate reality is that so many people are required to

operate that satellite. Whether you have 1 or 20, it is the same
number of people.
Mrs. Maloney. Once it is in orbit, we have to continue those peo-

ple watching it?

Colonel Mangold. Yes, ma'am.
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Mrs. Maloney. For the entire lifetime of it, to the tune of $100
million?

Colonel Mangold. Yes, ma'am.
Mrs. Maloney. At one point, if I heard you correctly, you gained

from the Air Force the belief that it was not needed and it should
not go forth; is that correct? That was the Air Force decision at one

point?
Colonel Mangold. At one point, ma'am, the argument that I

used, the argument that my leadership and I used was that, again,
EHF communications with all of its low probability of intercept, its

antijam, the inability of an enemv to override that signal, the other
attributes of Milstar are incredibly important in the 21st century
battlefield.

We believe that it is an essential capability. So the argument is

not against EHF. The argument is against Milstar. The satellite,
the solution specific answer. So again what gave me and my team
credibility was that we came forward with an alternative to the
Milstar satellite which provided the same level of war fighting com-
munications capability to the soldiers in the field in the 21st cen-

tury on the 21st century battlefield.

We believed in 1992 that we could provide that at a cost savings
of over $.5 billion and still get the same capability and that study
so impressed the Chief of Staff that he said, you are right. Let's

do this. This makes sense.

So at one time there was an Air Force decision in February/
March timeframe in 1993 to cancel the Milstar program, but in the
same meeting, in the same thought process, in tne open debate
that we have within the Pentagon, General McPeak said, no, I

think we need to launch the first two. He listened to both sides and
I didn't win, everything, every time, and that is fine.

But the process that Colonel Dietz spoke to in that particular in-

stance worked. So the plan was to launch satellites 1 and 2 and
allow the plan I had developed with the acquisition, the acquisition
members of my team, those people that understood the way we
would go out and acquire this capability using other cheaper
means. He approved that plan. We sent that down to Secretary
Aspin. In February/March timeframe of 1993.

Mrs. Maloney. He overruled you and proceeded with the Milstar

program.
Colonel Mangold. Yes, ma'am, that was part of the bottom-up

review process what Secretary Aspin decided was that it was pre-
mature to terminate any specific major weapon system acquisition
in isolation of a total restructuring of the Department of Defense.
He was in the process of formulating the defense planning guid-

ance which would divide us through the rest of this centur>- as we
turned from nuclear war to tactical war orientation, so he did not
want—although he believed in the merits, we were told, of what we
were proposing, so much so that he allowed us to keep our $640
million, he said unfortunately this proposal, while important,
would

fly
in the face of my overall logic, which I agreed with is that

we should not terminate a system unilaterally in isolation until we
look at all of them, so we started the bottom-up review process over
the summer, which has received obviously a lot of press, and I

know you are familiar with it, ma'am.
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So that is why he reversed it. I understood, he did it and I under-

stood what happened. I can speak to the bottom-up review process
at a later time because I know we have to move on. But
Mrs. Maloney. You think you came here with great risk to your

personal career
Colonel Mangold. Yes, ma'am, I did.

Mrs. Maloney [continuing]. To speak about what you believe. Do

you think Congress should likewise take great risk in reviewing
this Milstar program and cancel it if what your research and your
other colleagues say is true?

Colonel Mangold. I would like to follow the line of logic that my
two colleagues to my left have brought out. We need an open and
honest debate.

We need to review the requirements in light of the evolving
world situation, and make a reasoned decision as to where we
think this Nation ought to go with its military technology.

Mrs. Maloney. Specifically what should Congress do? Should we

put on hold Milstar while we have a debate on the floor

Colonel Mangold. Yes, ma'am.
Mrs. Maloney. How do we suggest we go forward to correct the

problem that you are courageously speaking about today. What
should Congress do?

Colonel Mangold. I believe because of the marginal additional

capability that Milstar is going to put on orbit in 72 hours, that it

should be stopped, that we should in fact look at whether or not

that program should continue in its present form.

What we should do this time, different than we did the bottom-

up review is that we need to go back into the fundamental require-

ments which lie at the basis of Milstar. We need to ask "what are

the requirements and what is it that we want the satellite to

achieve."
Mrs. Maloney. So you believe we should not even launch the

first Milstar, we should pull it back, review it and possibly go for-

ward with a lesser capability.
Colonel Mangold. I think you are starting to understand why I

was the most hated man in Space Command, yes, ma'am, exactly.

That was—I have been pretty strident and demonstrative on that

particular subject, ma'am.
Mrs. Maloney. My colleague, Jane Harman, has a question I

want to ask one to all three of you. Do you believe that the

multibillion dollar contractor business in our country has a life of

its own that begins to push contracts and weapon systems that are

not needed. I would like your comments on that.

Colonel Mangold. If I could start. I am certainly a living exam-

ple of that. The allegations that have been brought forward against

me were brought forward by a defense contractor who was going
to lose significant bills if my proposals went forward. The
defense
Mrs. Maloney. Who was the defense contractor?

Colonel Mangold. The Anser Corp.
Mrs. Maloney. They brought charges against you?
Colonel Mangold. Yes, ma'am. They allege that I attempted to

force them to hire an individual 7 months after the alleged mcident

occurred. The alleged incident occurred in the December 1992 time-
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frame. They felt that they needed to wait until I was named team
chief for an unprecedented second year in June 1993 to come for-

ward.

Up until that time, they continued to do business with me. They
continued to work with me, and I had them conduct many of the
studies which would have ultimately led to a significant reduction,
not only in the overall defense base, but in their company's work
as well.

When they realized that I was not going to leave as previous
team chiefs had left at the end of my second total year in the Pen-

tagon, but my 1 year as a team chief, that General Glosson had
elected to keep me on because I was bringing so many cuts to the
table that were successful, they realized that I needed to be re-

moved. So, yes, ma'am, the defense contractors do have a life of

their own and they do bring pressures upon the process. Sometimes

positive, sometimes negative.

Right now I was on the receiving end of a negative, and it has
cost me a great deal of personal money, a great deal of emotional

capital, and I am not through with it yet. I will be involved in this

for quite some time. Certainly beyond the life of this hearing, but
that is just part of the game and the approach that each of us indi-

vidually and collectively decided to take was that if we were open
and we were honest is all that was required. Just be open and hon-
est.

Sometimes we would win and sometimes we would lose, but as

long as the debate was allowed to occur in an open, objective, and
honest format, we were allowed to move forward with the process.
Then the Nation is best served.

Mrs. Maloney. What happened to the charges brought against
you by the contractor? Where do they sit, are they live charges
or

Colonel Mangold. No, ma'am. The case has been closed. What
occurred was that the allegations

—there were never any charges,

they were just allegations. The case was closed. I received a letter

for instance yesterday which indicated that the case was closed,
and when I come up for Brigadier General next year, I will be

given a chance to comment on those allegations and based on my
comments, the Secretary of the Air Force will make a decision as

to whether or not he will forward the allegations as well as my
comments to those allegations forward to the promotion board.

If I am able to, in the next 365 days to clear my name, then I

have an opportunity to be objectively evaluated for my next rank.

Again, I want to emphasize the Air Force and the Pentagon have
been very fair with me.
Mrs. Maloney. How soon after the allegations were made were

you removed as team chief?

Colonel Mangold. Twenty-three days.
Mrs. Maloney. Twenty-three days?
Colonel Mangold. Yes, ma'am. What happened is on June 1,

General Glosson announced that I was going to stay on for another

year. Some time between June 1, and June 23, allegations were

brought forward against me. On the
Mrs. Maloney. How soon after that were you removed?
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Colonel Mangold. It is my understanding that the Anser Corp.

testified on June 21, and I was removed 3 days later.

Mrs. Maloney. You were removed 3 days after the contractor

alleged
Colonel Mangold. Yes, ma'am. Yes, ma am. It was directly tied,

my removal was directly tied to Dr. Fabian's testimony.

Mrs. Maloney. Thank you.
Jane Harman.
Ms. Harman. Thank you, Madam Chair.

I appreciate again the opportunity to be here. As you know, vir-

tually every interest here has a presence in my congressional dis-

trict, and I am extremely concerned about what has been said.

I want to make a point as a member of the House Armed Serv-

ices Committee. I know that that committee, too, will be reassess-

ing all these issues as it proceeds this year with the defense au-

thorization bill. My colleague, Mr. Spratt, who serves on this com-

mittee as well, will be involved on that. I am guessing my colleague

Mr. Kyi, who is a member of this committee will be involved, too.

I have two brief questions. One is general and one is specific. The

general one is this: From your testimony and from my investigation

prior to this, there is an odor here, and this relates to the DSP/

FEWS issue, not to Milstar. The odor is that senior Air Force per-

sonnel decided that FEWS was what they wanted and that DSP
was not, and it was either in the woodwork, in the atmosphere, or

actually in direct communications that this was what they were

looking for, and in fact I had my own encounter with a senior Air

Force person who said, "My dear, FEWS is the future, DSP is the

past." ,
-

Now, the question to you is, is this impression that there was

this odor about and that frankly the Aerospace Corp. tried to

please its customer, the Air Force, and this odor reached them, too.

Is this impression that there was this odor correct?

Colonel Mangold. Why don't you guys give the West Coast ver-

sion and I will give the East Coast?

Mr. Aru. I believe that impression is correct, there is something

wrong, as you call it, an odor there. I would like to say that one

of the events that occurred was when we briefed Major General

Schnelzer who is responsible for space acquisitions in the Pentagon
on the DSP upgrade concept. We briefed him on February 3, 1993,

so it is almost 1 year ago to the day. An Air Force representative

was also present, Lt. Col. Jeff Norton.
, t^. i r

Several days after the meeting Brigadier General Dickman trom

Space Command sent a letter to Major General Schnelzer and I

will quote from his letter, "You stated an Air Force position in the

3 February meeting that I would like to echo. The vice chief posi-

tion was that FEWS was, and is, the Air Force and DOD ITW/AA

solution of choice." .„ , i , . ^ ..i j
Mrs. Maloney. Without objection, we will add that to the record.

[The information follows:]
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DEPARTMENT OF THE AIR FORCE
MEAOOUABTEHS AIR fORCt SCACE COMMANO

FROM: HQ ArSPACECOM/DR
1105 Vandenberg St, Ste 1105
Peterson AFB CO 80914-45909

SUBJ: Operator Comnents on FEWS/ITWAA Integration Studies

TO! PEO/SPACE
(

1. (U) This letter describes our command's operational concerns
with the "BE/ITVJAA Integration Studies" you are conducting to
answer congressional concerns from the last budget cycle. I ar:

pleased that our people were included in your latest review on
3 Februaiy and, therefore, were able to- forr.ulate these inputs to

your study. I summarize nany of the key issues in this letter
and would be happy to speak with you in more detail if necessary.

2. { ) First, it is absolutely essential to maintain a consis-
tent and level playing field throughout the study tasks. In
particular, the ROE that states that all "replacement system
alternatives must perform the entire FEWS Kissian"/is critical.
In that regard, the DSP and 3E alternatives nust address every
validated FEWS mission need including:

I

a. (U) On-board Data Processing down to message/information
level to provide data directly to theater/worldwide users.

b. (U) Cross-links to avoid dependency on all overseas
ground stations (fixed or mobile).

c. ( ) Worldwide collection and distribution of wide-band
-lata back to the CO^fUS ground station.

d. ( ; Full satisfaction of all threat detection require-
ments and report timelines including dim and short-burn missiles
as well as Slow Walker detection and distribution requirements.

e. ( ) Hardening/ jamming requirements equivalent to FEWS
adjusted for lower altitude:

which will be higher at the BE altitude than for ftv.S)

f. { Collection, timing, and distribution of up to
AOIs worldwide at varying revisit rates as well as sensitivities
down to
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T. (U) For any DSP or BE alternative, it is unacceptable to

offer any "partial" solution that compromises or "trades off" our

stated requirements. Such alternatives should be modified

accordingly to address the full set o^ operational needs - and

proper accounting made for increased techn-cal risk and costs.

To not address validated requirements on these DSP and BE

alternatives implies that solutions providing less than the

JROC-approved requirement are acceptable.

4. (U) You restated an Air Force position in the 3 February

meeting that I would like to echo. The Vice Chief position was

that FEWS was, and is, the Air Force and DoD ITW/AA solution of

choice - supported by JROC-validated ifequirements, supported by

full funding in the BES, supported by two Air Force Sununits, and

supported by a Milestone I DAB review. FEWS cannot be assumed by
BE - certainly not without BE, or a BE variant, having passed the

same muster.

5. (U) Your other comments are also on the nark. Specifically,
wa should concentrate hard on the utility of FEWS SWIR helping to

offset BE requirements and satellite quantities. We should

especially consider the advantages of fully integrating the two

systems and, in particular, look at removing SWIR (in total) off

of BE as well as the advantage (if any) of relegating the BE SWIR

to an acquisition sensor vice a tracking sensor to facilitate

target hand-off to the BE MWIR/LWIR. Reducing BE launch weight
and complexity (a critical issue for BE) is the objective for

both of these integration alternativ^es. An additional issue

concerns using the BE Governaent baseline versus the BE contrac-

tor's designs for Task III (DSP & BE). Differences between using
the Government and contractor concepts could have implications on

acquisition sensor capabilities, timelines, hand-over, process-

ing, and launch weight/complexity. Given that the Gcvernnent

describes DSP functionality and/or Aerojet provides design detail

one way to Rockwell and TRW, It makes sense to change the struc-

ture of Task III to directly involve the two BE contractors and

their unique designs.

6. ( Besides the above requirements concerns and general

observations, there are a series of programnatic disconnects in

the current treatiaent of options that need to be normalized for

an apples-to-apples comparison:

a. (U) Consistent treatment of DSP transition costs to

account for lack of regional transition (vice turn-key) in low-

altitude distributed alternatives.

b. (U) Consistent treatment/quantity of Government launch

reserve and growth reserve between all options (amounts up to

43 percent of recurring costs for FEWS vice as low as 20 percent
for 3E with no launch margin) .

c. (U) Consistent treatment of FEWS mannir.g for any low

altitude alternative. Staffing in the order of 800-900 personnel
should be overlayed on such options.
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a. ( , Consistent treatnont of technology assumptions (I.e.
OBDP VHISC at for FEWS vice for BE) .

e. (U) Consistent definition and treatnent of Life Cycle
Costs [LCC = ATP (Dera/Val) through FOC plus 10 year ops) i.e.,
current "LCC" for BE does not include DEM/VAL costs which contai.".

proto-flight space vehicles amounting to over S800M in content.

f. (U) Consistent treatment of learning curve effects on LCC
(I.e., FZWS at .95 and BE at .86).

g. (U) Special treatment of system availability and asso-
ciated replenishment strategies and the direct implication of
over-population needs on multi-plane, distribu-ed constellations.

7. (U) I believe the requirements and programmatic adjustments
outlined «ibove will help to level the playing ground. With these
changes, the study will more likely lead to answers that satisfy
our operational needs. Again, I thank you for the opportunity tc
contribute to the ongoing study. We' look forward to continuing
dialogue and offer you our participation/review at any other
interim and final briefings.

cc: SMC/MG
SMC/MB
SMC/MJ

^T » CO T-rt^frt o\' '
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Mr. Aru. What the purpose of the congressionally mandated

study was—and it was mandated in fiscal year 1992 language by
the Senate Armed Services Committee—was to look at alternatives

to FEWS, to look at other space programs, how they could work to-

gether; specifically the Brilliant Eyes program and other programs
that fall into this.

The whole purpose was to see how other systems could work to-

gether and we put together a solution that would have saved bil-

lions of dollars in the near term and more in the long term, and
that solution was rejected. In my opinion because it was a threat

to the program that they had already established, the FEWS pro-

gram.
Ms. Harman. Thank you. Any other comments on that? I have

one more question.
Colonel Dbetz. Colonel Mangold was going to address that. It is

interesting he had mentioned to me the other evening that for

many months and on many occasions he had been looking for less

expensive alternatives. He felt challenged by his leadership and by
the Nation to come up with less expensive options to tailor the

budget.
Surprisingly, in spite of all the effort and literally years of work

in looking at lower cost options and improved DSP, he was never

provided those options. I was astonished to discover that just 36

hours ago.
Colonel Mangold. I never saw the DSP-II report. I was the

team chief, as I indicated, of Space/C31/Nuc. I had a requirement
to take several billion dollars out of the budget of fiscal year 1994

and then we were eventually going to get to fiscal year 1999, the

year 2000 with $5 billion over the Reagan/Bush projections down
to where President Clinton wanted us to be.

I was pushing my colleagues at Space Command and at SMC,
Space and Missile Center, to come up with an alternative to FEWS
because I knew that FEWS was not going to work in its present
form. It was too expensive. The requirements were not well de-

fined.

And I debated long and hard with some of the witnesses that are

going to be coming forward after me sitting at these chairs and

speaking at these microphones in just a few minutes.

In April when I went out to Space Command, I had a particu-

larly acrimonious exchange with General Dickman in a conference

room filled with about 30 people where he told me that I was no

longer one of them. I was no longer a space person, and I needed

to understand where I came from. I told him: "You are absolutely

right, sir, I am an officer in the United States Air Force. First and

foremost, I work for General Glosson. I will continue to bring budg-
et cuts forward until General Glosson and General McPeak tell me
to stop. I know where the money is. I know what systems don't

work. I will bring them forward until I am stopped." They stopped
me.
Ms. Harman. Thank you.

My second and last and brief question relates to something that

concerns me enormously, and I think would concern the Chair.

Madam Chair, you may not know that the program manager for
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DSP, the Defense Support Program, at TRW is a woman, a su-

perbly qualified lady, as Colonel Dietz has testified.

She was in charge of the visit about 6 months ago to TRW to
view DSP by Vice President Gore and she did an excellent job. Just
a week ago, the local press in California reported that she has been
removed from her job, "in return for the reassignment of Air Force
Colonel Joseph Bailey, a central figure in the controversy over a
suppressed Aerospace Corporation study."

I met with Air Force personnel in my office last week and asked
whether her removal had been requested. And I have written an-
swers from the Air Force, and I would like to request unanimous
consent to put those answers in the record.
Mrs. Maloney. Without objection,
[The information follows:]
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ANSWERS TO QUESTIONS FROM REPRESENTATIVE HARMAN

31 JAN 94

1. What is the Air Force's response to press

reports that the TRW program manager was removed

"in return" for the reassignment o£ the Air Force

program director?

Given the recent controversy that surrounded

the DSP and FEWS programs, it was concluded that

the current Air force program director was at a

disadvantage in addressing future needs of the

program. He is being transferred, without

prejudice, to an equivalent program director's

position. Even though not guilty of wrong doing,

recent adversarial comments in the public forum

(e.g., newspaper articles) made it increasingly

more difficult for the inc\imbent to address

fundamental program needs. Please contact TRW

corporate management concerning the TRW program

manager.
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Ms. Harman. Thank you. On this subject, the Air Force states,
"Please contact TRW corporate management concerning the TRW
program manager." I would like to ask this panel whether you have
any information that Ms. Maguire, a superbly qualified lady who,
from my knowledge, was doing her iob in the most outstanding
manner, was ordered to be removed from the program by the Air
Force.

Colonel DiETZ. I would like to reaffirm your observations. In my
professional experience, she was superb. She had a balance be-
tween people judgment, management talent and she was a wonder-
ful engineer. I can't tell you what was in the minds of the corporate
folks.

I will suggest that it is widely discussed and almost universally
believed that it was an exchange. It was to buy peace and perhaps
it was. Someone quoted to me personally, it is said that her only
mistake was being too close to her customer, and I was viewed as
the customer. Since I had been replaced and I had been viewed as

presenting controversial and unpopular approaches, she was at
risk. There is a multitude of people and examinations, and maybe
in this case it doesn't matter exactly why she was removed, what
matters most is the perception.

It is the common perception that when dissension arrives, we
handle it by removing people or firing them or hurting their per-
formance appraisals and that sends a message to all of our profes-
sionals. There are 350 people in the immediate program office that

got a message. And the message is absolutely clear, keep your
mouth shut or you will lose your job. When you do that, you lose
the integrity of the institution. You lose the professionalism, you
lose the value of technical dialog.

I do not know why Ms. Maguire was reassigned. Everybody
seems to believe that it was as an exchange.
Ms. Harman. Thank you. Colonel. And thank you all for your in-

credible courage and candor.
Thank you. Madam Chair.
Mrs. Maloney. Thank you.
Mr. Am, did you ever witness the passing of proprietary data?
Mr. Aru. Yes, I did, Madam Chairman. On May 21, Colonel Bai-

ley and Mr. Parsons, the division general manager at Aerospace
Corp., Colonel Bailey's counterpart, we had a meeting at 10 o'clock

Friday morning where they asked me to prepare a releasable ver-
sion of the DSP-II report which contained confidential, competitive
sensitive data provided by Aerojet for our studies. Colonel Bailey
wanted a releasable version prepared that he could give to the
FEWS contractors. Later on
Mrs. Maloney. Why do you think he wanted to give proprietary

information and competition sensitive data to

Mr. Aru. Let me add that he asked me that at 10 o'clock. I told
him we would have to have the document reviewed by the legal
people within the Air Force and Aerospace and also consult with

Aerojet because they provided the information.
It was a Friday, and Aerojet works a 4-day work week to comply

with EPA regulations, so they are closed on Friday. That evening,
after hours, at about 4:30, 5 o'clock, he had given a copy to Mr. El-
liot Bailis, the TRW FEWS program manager, and subsequently
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they had given a copy to Mr. Wayne Craft, a retired Air Force colo-

nel, former DSP program manager, and now an executive with
Lockheed's FEWS program.

I was told subsequently in a meeting in June with the vice presi-
dent of Aerospace, Mr. Dick Allman, and Mr. Parsons. When we
discussed the security report that Aerospace came up with from
their internal investigation, I asked Mr. Parsons, why would Colo-

nel Bailev, why would you do such a thing as giving this out? And
he stated that Colonel Bailey wanted the assistance of the FEWS
contractors to refute the DSP upgrade study.
And personally, one of the things that is important to us in our

business is not only the security aspects of information we deal

with, but also the proprietary and competition-sensitive informa-

tion of the contractors. Coming to Aerospace, it was one of the

things that was impressed upon all of us that we treat that mate-
rial with the utmost respect, because in government procurement
that is what we depend on, our good working relationships with the

contractor, and we cannot compromise those relationships.
In this case, both the Air Force and the Aerospace Corp. have tol-

erated it. The passing of that information was witnessed
by

mul-

tiple people, but unlike Colonel Mangold's case, where the charges
were brought and he was immediately removed. Colonel Bailey still

remains in his position. Mr. Parsons still remains in his position.

And this sends a message to everyone that that was OK
It is wrong. It is wrong.
Mrs. Maloney. So they gave FEWS confidential information so

that they could prepare their response and be more competitive—
that is outrageous. That is absolutely outrageous.
Mr. Aru. Yes, it is.

Mrs. Maloney. What other examples did you see of trying to

suppress a congressionally mandated study?
Mr. Aru. Once the report
Mrs. Maloney. And distorts, I might add—not only suppress.

This is distorting a congressionally mandated study.
Mr. Aru. Once the DSP-II report came out in May, the president

of Aerospace, Mr. Aldridge, ordered it recalled almost immediately
and that was after a telephone call from General Horner. General

Horner also sent Mr. Aldridge a letter that said the study was
found to be technically and politically and operationally flawed.

At the time, U.S. Air Force Space Command did not even have

a copy of the study to come to those conclusions.

Mr. Aldridge ordered an internal Aerospace review conducted,
which was headed by a gentleman by the name of Mr. Jim Slat-

tery. Their first pass was to conclude that the study was flawed,

that its conclusions about risk and cost were flawed and so forth.

And that is why Mr. Aldridge, as he stated to the inspector gen-
eral's investigation, affirmed his decision to recall the report.

I would like to note, at no time did Mr. Aldridge talk with any-
one who helped prepare, review, or approve the report before he

passed his findings. And, of course, subsequently the internal Aero-

space review was shown to be flawed by the Institute of Defense

Analysis and by Mr. Everett.

Also Col. Jeffrey Quirk, who is—who was, rather, the Assistant

Director of Engineering for the Space-Based Early Warning System
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program office was responsible for providing performance and cost
estimates to the bottom-up review process of Mr. Everett's commit-
tee. As Colonel Dietz spoke earlier, in his opinion and in my opin-
ion, those performance estimates were significantly overstated for
FEWS and very pessimistic for DSP, as were the cost estimates.
And I would like to say that there were other people involved that
tried to come forward to Colonel Quirk, one of those is Maj. Roger
Hall, who works in the program office.

Major Hall made a statement that went up to General Schnelzer
that said, "When there are many ways of answering questions of
FEWS versus DSP, the answer chosen is usually the one which
portrays FEWS to the best advantage."
He was asked to substantiate that, which he did in a memoran-

dum to Colonel Quirk on October 12. And he summed up that
memorandum with the following statement, "Space Command stat-

ed, advertised, publicized FEWS' performance as becoming more
and more overstated and incredulous. [He referenced the Washing-
ton, DC, football stadium charts statements about FEWS cueing,
based upon single hits and General Homer's statements related to

SS-21's, clouds, and low-altitude cruise missiles.] Some of the more
recent claims are probably beyond the capability and capacity of

any space-based asset and may damage Space Command's credibil-

ity."
There were a lot of people that internally were trying to tell the

leadership that they were wrong with the positions that were going
forward—with the cost estimates and with the performance analy-
sis. But the Air Force had an answer and the answer was FEWS,
and they tried to distort the process to the senior leadership, so
that the senior leadership and Air Force senior leadership would
support that conclusion.

Fortunately, in this case—although it was not the result of the

process, but fortunately in this case, OSD commissioned several

independent reviews to find the right answer. But we cannot afford
on every program to bring in separate independent teams. We have
to have a process and institutions that more integrity, that won't

require all these independent teams every time a decision has to

be made, otherwise there is no need for the institutions like the
one I work for, which is supposed to do that job in the first place.
Mrs. Maloney. I want you to comment on one of the papers that

we have. It is on a DSP misrepresentation, and the position is that
some elements of the U.S. Air Force are misrepresenting Defense
Support Program data to senior Air Force officers, DOD, and Con-
gress; and in fact, they misrepresented it. I quote from one area,
and I would like you to comment on it. In discussions with senior
TRW executives, they asserted that they could not help because

they had been threatened and intimidated by senior Air Force offi-

cers who warned TRW not to support opponents of FEWS.
Mr. Aru. Let me give a comment on that.

The distortion of information that was brought forward and ex-

amples of testimony that was previously given, that turns out to

be false, I will give you an example. Major General Hard testified

before the House Appropriations Committee, Subcommittee on the

Department of Defense, on May 11, 1993. When questioned by Mr.
Young regarding the performance of FEWS compared with DSP,
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Major General Hard answered tvsdce that, "with FEWS we can get
accuracies that allow us to tell the Scud hunter in the F-16 where
to look, within an area about the size of RFK Stadium instead of

an area the size of Washington, DC."
That statement is incorrect. Mr. Everett validated that that was

incorrect when he stated that there is "only a marginal advantage"
to FEWS versus DSP. That statement is proven incorrect by DSP's
real time performance in Desert Storm, which was significantly
better than an area the size of Washington, DC, and it is proven
wrong by an Army tactical surveillance demonstration program
that has been providing operational data for almost 1 year and by
the Air Forces Talon Shield program.
As far as the allegation raised by Mr. Carl Fisher, who is the

president of Aerojet, I cannot comment on that specific allegation
and who told him that, but I would like to comment on that the

fact that the allegations he made were in a confidential letter that

was sent to Major General Anderson, who was appointed by the

Secretary of the Air Force to conduct an investigation. Major Gen-
eral Anderson's investigators took that letter that was provided in

confidence and provided it to Colonel Bailey and Colonel Quirk,
who were the subjects of the investigation.

Major General Anderson's staff also took material that was pro-
vided to this committee in confidence for its investigation and pro-
vided it to Colonel Quirk and Colonel Bailey, and this also sent a

clear message because everyone in the program office knew that

that had occurred and that had occurred on the second day of

Major General Anderson's investigations. Other people that I nave
talked to in this program office have told me that this inhibited

them from being fully open and cooperative with the investigators
because they feared the loss of their anonymity. Anything they say
would get back to their superior. Colonel Quirk.
Mrs. Maloney. So our IG—in other words, the government IG

took this information and gave it back to the Ajr Force?

Mr. Aru. Yes. The information that was provided to this commit-
tee was provided

Mrs. Maloney. Confidential information provided to this com-

mittee, that this committee then gave to the IG's office, the IG of-

fice then gave back?
Mr. Aru. The IG then gave it to the people that were suspects

of the investigation.
Mrs. Maloney. That is outrageous. I think we should call the IG

in for some questioning.
Mr. Aru. I think questions need to be addressed to Major Gen-

eral Anderson and his staff as to why they would do that. And I

think those actions, those specific actions have caused the IG to not

be able to tell the full story because people would not talk to them.

Other folks I work with have let me have information in con-

fidence, some overtly who have told me who they are. Others

haven't told me who they are.

I know others have called this committee, but they are afraid for

their anonymity and they are afraid for the retribution that they
know will come because of what they have seen has happened to

these gentlemen and to the others that worked on the DSP-II

study.
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Mrs. Maloney. In the cold war we used to fight the enemy, the

mihtary enemy. Who are we fighting now? Are we fighting our own
bureaucracy tnat wants to do things a certain way and not hsten?
Who are we fighting now?
Mr. Aru. I think, as Colonel Mangold stated, there is a cancer,

and the cancer is with the institutions that are responsible for the

acquisition and operation of our military space systems. They have
hidden under a cloak of secrecy for a very long time, not exposed
to public debate, not exposed to public questioning.

I'll give you an example, I work for the Aerospace Corp. I have
worked there for 6 years, and I am very proud to work there, but
I am not proud of what the company's leadership has done in this
case. The Aerospace Corp. was chartered by this committee, the
House Government Operations Committee in 1959 with the follow-

ing statement out of the hearings of 1959 that said, "the value of
such an organization, [meaning Aerospace], rests on its disin-

terested position. The advice it gives should be based exclusively on
the best interests of the government."
Two years ago after Mr. Aldridge joined the Aerospace Corp. as

its president, as a former Secretary of the Air Force, he changed
the vision statement for the corporation; and one of the key goals
now for the corporation is, "to enhance the role of the Air Force in

space." Space systems have now become more and more integrated
not only throughout the military, but with civilian users, and we
have to take into account—since we cannot afford to acquire every
possible system, we have to take into account whether, for exam-
ple, an in-theater Army radar is a better answer or a space-based
IR system is a better answer.
The objectives laid out by this committee for the Aerospace Corp.

in 1959 allowed us to do that. The objective of enhancing the role

of the Air Force in space no longer allows us to do that because

any answer that doesn't mean more money, more programs, more
people for Air Force space programs is not the right answer.

Colonel Mangold. I find that especially true now. As I started
to investigate the programs that could potentially be cut, we would
look and try to hold them up to the light of day and lay them
against the evolving world situation.

I chose a company which is a not-for-profit company as well. It

is the Anser Corp. But what I discovered was, the answers—the re-

sponses I was getting directly affected their business base, so I saw
a corrupting of the answers.
So I started to isolate them from the cost data; I started to re-

move them from the process. I asked for objective appraisals, but

they could see me moving them out of the decisionmaking loop; and
so then I was trying to develop a method to take forward decisions
that basically would be isolated from the not-for-profit contractors
involved in the process, because I saw they had lost their objectiv-
ity.

Coming out of that, on April 26, 1993, I wrote a letter to SMC
and to the electronics system center at Hanscomb Field which said,

why don't we look into a 25 percent, 50 percent, 75 percent, and
100 percent cut of the Aerospace and the Mitre Corp. engineering
effort because they were not giving us what we originally intended;
tell me the impacts.
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That letter, over my objections, was recalled. I was then labeled

"insane" by a Deputy Assistant Secretary of the Air Force. And one
of my principal opponents that came out so strongly against me
was an active-duty major general at that time, Maj. Gren. Donald

Hard, who left the service to become a vice president of the Aero-

space Corp. just a few months after I came out with this proposal.
He had been opposing me for the preceding year, and when I came
out with that April 26 letter, unbeknownst to me—I did not realize

that is where he was intending to go work
Mrs. MALO^fEY. I thought we had a revolving door law that we

passed in this country so that you don't, when you leave govern-

ment, go into a business that you presided over or impacted on

while you were in government, so that this type of, shall we say,

"friendly" deal doesn't take place.
Colonel Mangold. I can't speak to that, ma'am, but I can just

speak to the fact that the former Assistant Secretary of the Air

Force for Space went to work as a vice president of the Mitre Corp.;
that when Major General Hard retired, he went to work as a vice

president for the Aerospace Corp.
When I came out on April 26 of last year, recommending strongly

to cut Aerospace Corp., which cost $181,000 per man-year—it is

called MTS, member of the technical staff—and with Mitre Corp.
at $155,000 per man-year, we spend $1 billion in not-for-profit cor-

porations, I said, we are not getting our money's worth
Mrs. Maloney. $180,000 per man per year?
Colonel Mangold. Yes, ma'am, $181,000. Remember, it is tech-

nical staff. Mr. Aru can probably explain it in more clarity. It basi-

cally pays for that individual, the clerical support to pay the indi-

vidual, his health care benefits—all of the support overhead costs

are burdened on the hiring of an individual for a year. And what
the charge is to the government for the Aerospace Corp. employee
on April 26, was $181,000 per year.

And it was—for the Mitre

Corp. it was $155,000, and I said I believe that now that the cold

war is over, the imperative for that type of expenditure may need

to be reassessed; let's go back and reassess it.

I built a graduated scale, and I said, tell me what your level of

pain will be as we reassess it. And what happened at that point

was that the roof fell in on me. The letter was recalled because

members of the space acquisition community demanded it be re-

called. And there are many people that believed that that letter

was the straw that broke the camel's back, that when I went after

the FFRDCs
, ^ ,

Mrs. Maloney. Could we have a copy of that letter for the

record?
Colonel Mangold. I can get you that copy, ma'am.

Guido, did you bring the package?
Mr. Aru. I may have it. I will give it to the staff afterwards.

Colonel Mangold. Yes, ma'am, we will get you that letter for the

record. We were just able to obtain that.

[The letter follows:]
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Mrs. Maloney. Are you implying that many people in the pro-
curement end of the Air Force are working on their retirement—
or their golden parachute—when they promote excessive contracts

in weapons systems?
Colonel Mangold. I think it needs to be looked at, ma'am. At the

time this happened to me, recognize we were working so hard to

cut the budget. What I did not understand was how I had alienated

many people in the blue suits and in the contractor community be-

cause of massive cuts I was proposing and the uncommon success

I had in getting those proposals accepted by the senior Air Force

leadership, that when I came up with a proposal to cut back the

FFRDCs, I saw a level of outrage and anger and vengeance that

I hadn't experienced before.

I had experienced a certain amount of acrimony as I came up
with a proposal, or a general officer would call my general and say.

Mangold is at it again.
But when I sent out the letter, that was the first time that any

proposal that I had ever developed and formahzed was ever imme-

diately recalled.

I was told by my leadership that the principal individuals in-

volved in recalling it were at AQS, the space acquisition leadership,
that they recalled it; and I didn't understand the significance of it

then. It was only after the charges were brought forward against

me, I was isolated from the budget process, Major General Hard re-

tired and went to work as a senior vice president for the Aerospace

Corp. in Colorado Springs supporting Air Force Space Command.
Mrs. Maloney. Very briefly, I am told our time is up. All of you

came forward today with great risk to your personal lives and your

personal career. What would you hope to accomplish?
Colonel Mangold. My personal view is I hope you would turn

this over to the DOD IG so we get a complete reassessment of what

brought us to this point.
Mrs. Maloney. OK. Yes. I would like to hear from you.
Colonel DiETZ. I concur. Somebody asked me the other evening,

was I mad? Absolutely not. I was sad. I am disappointed. I am of-

fended. This is an institution I have worked for for 27 years, and
I hold the institution to higher standards and I think we need to

revisit them and get back to them.
It has nothing to do with a particular program or a particular ac-

tion. It is a process. It is values. It is ethics of leadership. I would

hope that somehow or other we might bring some light of day on

it.

Light of day is a wonderful, wonderful cathartic. I have abso-

lutely nothing to win from this and everything in the world to lose.

Absolutely nothing good can come out of this for me personally;

maybe the system will be a bit better for it.

Mr. Aru. Madam Chairman, I echo Colonel Mangold's and Colo-

nel Dietz's hope that the DOD IG does a thorough investigation

that doesn't compromise individuals and material when they con-

duct it.

I have also included for the record, in an area where I consider

myself an expert based on 10 years' worth of work, some specific

recommendations with regard to the Defense Support Program and

our Nation's early warning capabilities.
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I hope, as Congresswoman Harman, my Representative, said, the
Armed Services Committee does look at those because that is an
area where I think I have some specific expertise.

I have also offered in my written testimony, some general sug-
gestions with regard to perhaps a time for reassessment of the

FFRDCs, how they support the Air Force as opposed to supporting
OSD; and maybe a reassessment, hopefully that will come inter-

nally
within Aerospace, of what its vision is supposed to be.

I believe that companies like Aerospace can make a significant
contribution to the national security of this Nation. We have to

keep in mind budget pressures and if the track we are on is wrong.
I also hope that this committee is able to look at the broader

issue of our Nation's military space institutions, the acquisition
and operations arm; and perhaps have some assessment as to what
is wrong that has led us to this point today.

Mrs. Maloney. I will certainly refer this to the DOD IG, and you
should all feel very good about what you have done today.
Mr. McCandless has a statement.
Mr. McCandless. Yes. Thank you, Madam Chairman.
I have some documents I would like to enter into the record.
The first is a handwritten memorandum from Mr. Aldridge to

General Homer, the essence of which says: My folks are very hot
about this; they see it as a shortsighted effort of the DSP SPG to

sell FEWS out. I, like you, will back any scheme that makes sense.

But I didn't believe we could abandon the warfighters by taking
men from review. If I am wrong, educate me.
Then the letter in response to General Horner—on June 22, 1993

from Mr. Aldridge on Aerospace Corp. stationery, in which he talks

about the fact that: The requirements of DSP is no excuse for the

advocacy tone of the report. We in Aerospace must make sure that
we retain our objectivity, independence, and freedom from conflict.

The role of the program should be played, if at all, by military pro-

gram offices, military services, or other government officials. If we
had stayed closer to pure technical evaluation of options measured
against slated requirements, we might have avoided the situation

which has damaged the Aerospace people. And he goes on.

And a November 1, executive summary, titled "Review of Accusa-
tions Pertaining to the Space Based Budget Issue," it is addressed
to the Air Force inspector general. Information in this particular
document is now a matter in the public as a result of the inspector

general's report.
And finally, a January 27 inspector general letter, memorandum

for the Secretary of the Air Force, the subject of which is review
of Air Force inspector general report of inquiry pertaining to De-
fense Support Program, Follow-On Early Warning System Pro-

gram.
And Madam Chairwoman, I think it appropriate that we—for the

record, that we understand that Mr. Aru worked for Aerojet prior
to working for Aerospace and that the Aerojet producer produces
the sensors for the DSP-II, the option that Mr. Aru's report rec-

ommends.
Thank you. I ask unanimous consent that these all be entered

into the record.

[The information follows:]
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[

THE AEROSPACE
ICORPORATION

E. C. Aldridge. Jr.

f'eiulcni nnil

Oiitf Ltnuiive Offctr

June 22, 1993

Dear Chuck.

• Thanks for your note and copy of the memorandunn from Jaquish to SMC and the
'PEOs. I share his concern and yours about this matter. I have done all I said I

would do in my letter to you on May 27, 1993. A thorough independent review o(

the report by Aerospace confirms the overly optimistic view of the DSP follow-on,
called DSP II, capabilities to meet the stated requirements. Because it did not
meet the requirements DSP II was rejected in our internal assessment of FEWs
alternatives. I have also provided the program office support for responding to

inquiries about this issue and have made personal calls to John Deutch and
George Schneiter to explain the situation. I have also talked to Don Hard and Gary
Schnelzer to determine what else we can do to put this issue to rest.

I have tried to ascertain why such a report was written in the first place. The only
'excuse' I can find is that the analysis was done before the final decision and it

was an attempt to make the best case possible for DSP II. After the decision, ih«
DSP program manager asked Aerospace to document the results of the effort and
'file it," which they did. It was the unauthorized distributkjn which caused the

problem, but that is no excuse tor the advocacy tone of the report.

All of the Aerospace employees have been counseled on this issue. Not only hav«
our managers and I spoke with individuals and groups about this issue, I passed
the following message to all the Aerospace empkjyees on Friday, June 1 8:

'As you know the current defense budg0t environment is highly uncertain and.
more now than at any other time, subject to rapid and drastic adjustment by trt«

politics of jobs in various congressional districts and by the fierce competition ot
those programs trying to remain in the smaUur budget Particularly at this timm. mm
in Aerospace must make sure that we rettin our objectivity, independence eno
freedom from conflict of interest

There was an occasion several weeks ago, when our objectivity was challenged
We were not careful enough in our aneiysis and did not distinguish ceretu^f
between analysis and advocacy. The net result was that it appeared that we loct
on an advocacy position for a program that i accepted could have resulted in ihm
termination of another program. The role ot program advocacy shoukj be pleyedL ^
at all. by the military program office, the mditery services or other government
officials. If we had stayed closer to pure lechnKal evaluation of cptions measured
against stated requirements we might have avoided this situation, which he»
damaged the reputation of Aerospace.

An A(firmativ0 Aeiioi* Cmptor*f
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Gen. Charles A. Horner -2- June 22. -933

While we are pursuing activities to alleviate 'he current problem, we must a I e-.-n

from this lesson and realize that for Aerospace to do its job, we must be absc^'e y

'pure' in our technical evaluations and avoid taking on the responsibilities .vr.icr.

clearly rests with our customers.
'

Z!

On a final note. I am most disturbed about the •rumor* that Aerospace dees ret

support FEWs. This is incorrect. I bel;eve. as do cur technical pecc ^

Aerospace, that the tactical missile threat, with the uncertainty of having nuc'e^

•chemical/biological warheads, will be the dominant concern in any future ccr- ..

Warning against such a threat will be a "hard" requirement. FEWs is the cry

system that will give us confidence in providing launch warning and tac'.ical miss-e

defense lip-off.

I sincerely hope that this will be behind us scon. You and your command ra.e

more important things to do.

Warrn&6Lregards.

E. C. Aldridge. Jr.

General Charles A. Horner

Commander
U. S. Space Command
Peterson AFB. CO 80914
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DEPARTMENT OF THE AIR FORCE
WASMINOTON OC

Omct Of IXE A55ISTU1I StCSCTAlIT

SAF/AQ

MEMORANDDM FOR: COMMANDER, SPACE AND MISSILX SYSTEMS CEKTER
AT PROGRAM EXECUTIVE OFTICER/SPACE PROGRAMS

SUBJECT: Acquisition Pro^raa Kanagemeat, Coordination, ajid
Approval Process for Spac« Programs

As you know, we are in the midst of some varydifficult and important reviews of several Air Force space
programs. I want to emphasize the importance of ensuringour people not go outside our existing corporate processesof coordination, review, and approval as we conduct these
reviews and restructure the budget this summer and fall.

We have come a long way in refining our corporate
management process for space programs. The maturation of
Air Force Space Command and the implementation of Integrated
Weapon System Management within Air Force Materiel Command
have significantly influenced our progress. However, it
appears that some of our people are not satisfied that tie
chain-of-command's existing corporate decision-maki.og
process produces the right answers. Hence, they do not feel
bound to support the Air Force positions established by it.
Recent actions of some individuals have left me seriouslyconcerned about our people's basic understanding of their
individual responsibilities to operate within our noraal
processes.

I suggest it is timely and appropriate to remind our
people that there is a time to argue a different approachand a time to accept and support the decisions made within
the corporate process by those charged with ttat
responsibility. The strength of our process lies in giving
differing views a forum in the pre-decisional stage, not in
continuing to press for a particular point of view to those
who were not privy to the entire deliberative process.
There are already numerous vehicles (See AFR 123-11) for
raising concerns if any person feels such decisions have
been made in an arbitrary, capricious or fraudulent manner.
It is only destructive of our process if Air Force people or
support contractors advocate their personal opinions outside
the corporate process, simply because the decision was .not
the one they wanted.

79-579 - 94 - 5
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It also bears mention that higher headquarters
necessarily conduct analyses from the broadest possible

perspective b«fora senior leaders form the Air Force

positions vhich are presented to DoD and the-- Congress.

Proposals .that have not been subjected to the scrutiny of

our corporata decision making process are automatically

suspect, usually create unnecessary confusion and work, and

often do an extreme disservice to the Air Force, DoD and,

ultimately, the taxpayers. Me can ill afford the

expenditure of critical Air Force resources on unauthorized

efforts from outside the corporata process that are intended

to reverse official decisions. Those who cannot in good
conscience liva within such simple, but critically

important, guidelines should question their own ability to

make meaningful contributions to our goals.

For acquisition matters, the proper level for

headquarters coordination remains the Mission Area Directors
in SAF/AQ. They will work with other HQ AT offices, yoo,
and your people. Please ensure your people understand the

ifflportanca of these principles and their rasponsibilitiaa to

support them.
^

. uSap
cc: AFMOCC JO<N E. JACUiS

AfSPACECOM'CC S<Vicpal Oiptty^yl^'s^^,
C4 tint Alt Fofce (AoqutsDon;
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1 NOV 19^3
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

(29 Dec 93 revision)

SUBJECT: Review of Accusations Peaaining to the Space Based Infrared

Budget Issue

TO; The Air Force Inspector General

Washington. DC 20330-1000

1 . Authority: An inquiry was conducted from 1 0-29 Oct 93 by Major General

Marcus A. Anderson for the Inspector General of the Air Force, Washington DC
20330-1 140 under the authority of letter of appointment, SAF/IG, dated 10 Oct

93.

2. The inquiry considered allegations from three sources. The following

summarizes these allegations.

a. The Secretary of the Air Force identified a set of five allegations in

which AF officials were accused of releasing propnetary data to competing
contractors, telling a contractor to "get on the FEWS team", inhibiting the flow of

contractor data to OSD, suppressing information about program alternatives,

and providing erroneous data to OSD.

b. Aerojet Corporation cited several allegations surrounding an

alternative to the Follow-on Early Warning System. They believed this

information, in the form of an Aerospace Tecnnical Operating Report, was

suppressed and. further, given to their competitors even though it contained

Aeroiet proprietary data. In addition, they believed that the Air Force was not

fairly evaluating cost in companng the FEWS ana DSP systems.

c. Congressman Conyers requested that the DoD IG conduct an

investigation into similar allegations. In documentation received from an

unnamed source, it was claimed that senior Air Force officers suppressed

information concerning a lower-cost alternative to FEWS, and that Mr Aldridge,

CEO of The Aerospace Corporation, assisted in this suppression. Furthermore.

it was alleged that senior AF officers passed false and misleading information to

OSD decision-makers on the FEWS and DSP systems. Based on agreement

between SAF/IG and DoD IG, Congressman Conyers' concerns were addressed

as a part of this report.

3. Cenain allegations were referred to this inquiry which suggested the

possibility of misconduct by senior Air Force officials. Dunng the course of the

inquirv into these allegations, we were guided by the policy and procedures

contained in AFR 120-4 Despite a vigorous inquiry involving approximately 50

hours of recorded testimony from 36 witnesses, contractor and government a^ ^
-

alike, and several hundred pages of documents, we uncovered no substantiated '^___±r
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evidence of conduct which would constitute a violation of criminal law, standards

of conduct, or would amount to an abuse of discretion, fraud, waste, or abuse,

reprisal, or reflect adversely on a senior official's judgment. Given the above

information, the following are significant findings with respect to senior Air Force

officers identified from the allegations:

a. CINCSPACE (Gen Homer) did not inhibit TRW from passing Multi-

Spectral (MS) data to OSD. Although Gen Homer told TRW that he was

concerned that they were sending mixed signals by proposing an MS alternative

to FEWS, he did not direct TRW to withhold this data. During an interview,

TRW said they made an "independent business decision" to not provide MS

data to OSD/PA&E.

b. The PEO for Space (MGen Schnelzer) did not suppress information

about a lower cost alternative to the proposed $13B FEWS satellite program.

While conducting a study on sensor alternatives (called Sensor Study I), MGen

Schnelzer eliminated a concept called DSP-MLV since it did not meet user

requirements which was a key groundrule for the OSD/Congressionally directed

study. As groundrules on user requirements changed duhng the summer, this

concept became one of several alternatives being reviewed within the Bottom-

Up Review (BUR) process.

c. Results of this inquiry reflect no wrongaoinc

^^[^BB However, the allegation that^H^^Pproviaed a copy of

th^erospac^TO^o Aerojet competitors was investigated by a separate

inquiry which concluded that propnetary data was, in fact, inappropriately

releasea.

4 Fifteen of the seventeen allegations noted from the three sources identified in

paragraph 2 above were investigated. The two allegations not investigated deal

with the release of Aerojet proprietary data to FEWS competitors which were

investigated by Space and Missile Center. Of the 15 allegations reviewed. 10

are not substantiated. A summary of those substantiated in whole or in part

follows:

a. SAF-identified allegations:

(1) "That USSPACECOM staff members told a defense contractor

to "get on the FEWS team or get out the way", is substantiated in part. While no

direct statement, as alleged, could be verified. TRW got a "message" from

USSPACECOM that they should pay attention to their role in the FEWS program

(one of two prime competitors).

(2) "That the briefing charts and background information for the 5

Oct 93 Space-Based IR Sensor System capabilities budget issue bnefing to Mr
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Deutcn were releasee by USSPACECOM to space-basea sensor competitors",

IS suDstantiatea. The material was. in fact, proviaea to Lockheed. TRW,
Gumman ana Hugnes; however, in the opinion of an expert witness, no

proprietary data was released. On the other hana. POM data was included in

the pacKage and should not have been released. The actions were deterrrined

to be inadvertent.

b. Aerojet allegation. "That the Government attempted to discredit the

Aerospace TOR" is substantiated. This is an unusual situation because the

Government and the leadership of Aerospace Corporation (Mr Pete Aldndge)

had good reason to discredit the report. It had not been coordinated with the

user or the PEO. had been approved at an intermediate level at Aerospace,

discounted JROC-validated requirements, and was wntten in an advocacy tone.

Mr Aldndge was embarrassed with the report, as was the Air Force about the

content and the way the report was coordinated and distributed.

c. Congressman Conyers-identified allegations:

(1) 'That MGen Schnelzer deletea from a Congressionaliy-

mandated study an option (DSP-MLV) identifying improvements to the existing

DSP as an alternative to the FEWS that could save up to $10B" is

substantiated. Like the previous allegation. MGen Schnelzer had a good reason

to aelete the DSP-MLV option since it didn't meet one of the key

OSD/Congressional groundrules-options in the study must meet operational

reauirements as stated in the FEWS Operational Requirements Document.

(2) "That Mr Aldndge oraered the recall of the Aerospace TOR
ana assisted in the suppression of options from review by Congress. That Mr

Aldndge interfered in a DoD IG investigation by requesting that the IG back-off

on these issues '. is substantiated in part The part substantiated was that Mr

Aldndge ordered the recall of the Aerospace TOR. He did so initially to read the

report, then he affirmed the decision after review oy an independent Aerospace

team.

5. To summanze:

a. What brought us to this inquiry'' In the space arena and perhaps

across the acquisition spectrum, the intense competition for dollars in DoD and

among its defense contractors ("survival" mentality) is producing distrust,

suspicion, breakdowns in communications and ultimately allegations of

improonety, both from within the Air Force and from defense contractors.

(1 )
An event occurred in the Februarv 1993 timeframe that was a

catalyst for several of the allegations. That event was rejection of an option for

Sensor Study I that had been prepared by a team from the DSP program office

-1-
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assisted by Aerospace and Aerojet. The reiection was maae by MGen

Schnelzer (PEO for Space) who was in charge of the study. He made the

decision for logical reasons, but the decision was not understood or accepted by

those who had proposed the option. Thus, perceptions of favontism toward

FEWS, misleading/erroneous data being used, suppressing data in DSP, etc.,

ultimately became allegations in this inquiry.

(2) Another key event was publication of the Aerospace Technical

Operating Report (TOR) in Apnl 1993. This report was purportedly done to

document the results of the wori< done for Sensor Study I and to have an option

available in case FEWS fell on hard times. In reality, the TOR became an

advocacy document for those who felt "slighted" by the decision to reject a lower

cost DSP option from Sensor Study I. The way in which this report was

published and distributed caused a great deal of concern within the Air Force

and Aerospace Corporation, and the actions taken resulted in several

allegations addressed by this inquiry.

b Where do we go from here? There's no simple fix. Given the

environment as descnbed above, the possibility of similar allegations from

defense contractors is ever-present. Good communications will help, but will not

guarantee success. Within the Air Force, we must listen to those with concerns,

address them and attempt to achieve consensus. If consensus is not achieved,

those with dissenting opinions need to understand why their position wasn't

acceoted. If they continue to push their position and perceive "no one is

listening", future allegations will inevitably result.
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1 ilC. ":i:

REPORT OF INQUIRY

SUBJECT; Review of Accusauons Penauung to ihe Space-Based Infrared Budget Issue

TO: The Air Force Inspector General

Washington DC :03:-0-1000

1. Authority: .An inquiry was conducted from 10-29 Oct 93 by Major General Marcus A. Anderson

for the Inspector General of the Air Force. Washington DC 20330-1000 under authonty of letter of

appointment. SAFAG. dated 10 Oct 93. (TAB A)

2. Background.

a. This report is segmented into three separate sets of allegations. The ongmai tasking to conduct

the inquiry came from the SAF/IG letter of 10 Oct 93. .After the stan of the invesuganon. two

additional sets of alleganons arose that were similar in nature to those previously idenufied by S.\F/IG

and were, therefore, incorporated into this inquiry. The first of these additional allegations came from

the .Aerojet Corpcranon in a letter sent directly to the Invesngatmg Officer (TAB B) alleging certain

;mpropneues. The second set of additional ailegauons came from Congressman Conyers in a lener to

±e DoD Inspector General rcquesnng an mvesugauoa (TAB O As a result of these new alleganons.

S.AF.'IG. in coorainauon with the DoD IG, concluded that the ongmai tasking gave this inquiry team

sunlcie.nt authonty to address all three sets of ailegauons in a smgle report.

b. .A chronology of events and maior documents bearmg on the inquiry follows:

1 1) Sensor Studv I - In response to quesuons from Congress. OSD C3I in Sep 92 began

planning a stuay effort to review the development and mtegnuon of Brilliant Eyes iBE) with an

imorovea space-based Tacncai Wammg/Attack .Assessment System (TW/AA). a follow-on to the

Defense Support Program (DSP). On 30 Nov 92. SAF/AQS tasked the Program Execuave Officer

PEO) for Space to conauct a smdy. This study, known as Sensor Study I. was worked by a

committee of DSP. FEWS. and Ballistic Missile Defense (BMD) system program office (SPO)

personnel with support from the Aerospace Coiporanon and contractor mputs from Lockheed Missiles

and Soace Company (LMSO. TRW and Aerojet. Led by the PEO. this study was presented to

0SD/C3I on 12 .Apr 93 who. in mm. submitted a report to (Zongrcss m the summer oi 93.

• 21 Aerosoace Techmcal Operauons Report (TOR). 93(34091-6. "Preserving the Ait Force

Options'. 23 Act 93. was generated by the Aerospace Corporauon in response to the DSP Program

Director s Feb 93 request to consolidate work that the DSP. .Aerospace, and Aerojet working grouo

.anauctca to suppon Sensor Study I. The Sensor Study I woncmg group addressed a DSP/BE

SvTiercy crfort. .vnich proposed a DSP-Medium Launcn Vehicle (MLV) concept and a Prc-Planned

Proauct Imorovemcni (P3n or the existing DSP svsicm. This concept was not included in the CjI
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repon to Congress as it did not meet the users requirements. As a result. Aeropace was tasked by the

DSP Promm Director to document the concept in a TOR. This repon descnbes a DSP vanam called

DSP-II. characterized by DSP plus P3I and launched on an MLV.

(3) Sensor Study II: This smdy, conducted between Apr-Jun 93. was a foUow-on effon to

Sensor Study I for presentauon to Under Secretary of Defense for Acquisition and Technology

(USD(A&T)). This effon focused on combimng DSP and BE. and FEWS and BE satellites to sansfy

both the TW/AA and BMD requirements. Due to the upcoming Bottom Up Review (BUR) in this

area, the presentation was not given to USD(A&T).

(4) Bottom Up Review (BUR): The USD(A&T) directed that a smdy be conducted to

evaluate alternative matenel solutions t^h^^^A^equiremen^TOs
effon staned on 24 Jun 93

and was led by*

3. Matters InvesUgated: The foUowing aUegations were investigated:

a. SAF/IG Letter

( 1) That TRW proprietary data on a multi-spectral alternative provided in a briefing to OSD

was passed by the Air Force to competitors.

(2) That USSPACECOM staff members told a defense contractor to get on the FoUow-on Early

Wanung System (FEWS) team or get out of the way.

. 3) That the QNC. USSPACECOM inhibited a defense contractors attempts to get multi-

spectral data to ihe Off.ce of the Secretary of Defense (OSD).

4^ That the bnetine charts and backeround intbrmauon for the 5 Oct Space-Based IR Sensor

System capaoilines budeet'issue bneiing to Mr Deutcn were released by USSPACECOM to space-

basea sensor compeutors.

,5) That data provided by the Space-Based Early Warning and BaUisuc Missile Defense System

Program Offices to the Commander. USSPACECOM. was erroneous.

b. Aeroiet Letter

1 1) That the Air Force tried to suppress results of the Aerojet study (which evenniaUy evolved

into the Aerospace TOR of 23 Apr 93).

(2) That the Government attempted to discredit the Aerospace TOR.

. 3) That the Air Force released the .Acrosoacc TOR. which contained Aerojet propnctary data.

to FEWS contractors.

,4^ That the Air Force did not lairtv evaluate costs m companng FEWS and DSP systems.
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(5) That the Air Force did not use accurate estimates of cost for a Shuttle launch of DSP
satellites.

(6) That Senior Air Force officials threatened TRW to not provide information on Multi-

Spectral technology which in turn restncied data flow iirom TRW to Aerojet

c. Congressman Conyeis Letter to DoD IG;

(1) TTiat semor Air Force officials suppressed information about a lower cost alternative to the

proposed $13 billion Follow-on Early Warning Systen^ (FEWS) satellite program.

(2) That General Homer as CINC. USSPACECOM made erroneous statements supporang
FEWS, ordered the DSP-II repon recalled and attempted to suppress discussion of technical
altemanves to FEWS.

(3) That Major General Gany Schnelzer (Program Executive Officer for Space) deleted from a

Congressionally-raandated study an opnon (DSP-lD identifying improvements to the existing Defense
Suppon Program (DSP) as an altemauve to FEWS that could save up to $10 billioa

(4) That Mr Pete .\ldridge. as President of The Aerospace Corporation, ordered the recaU of the

Aerospace TOR and assisted in the suppression of opuons from review by Congress. That Mr
.AJdndee mtenered in a DOD IG invesugauon by reauesting chat the IG bacic-off en these issues.

51 That several Air Force personnel and .Mr .^dndge provided false and misieadine
inibnnauon to decision maxers within OSD and Congress with reeard to the cost and penormance or
•Jie DSP and FEWS programs.

' ^' That^m^P^mmiprovided the .'\erospace TOR to Aerojet compeutors. TRW and
LocKheea. knowing mat it containea .Aerojet 'competition sensmve

"

imormaaon.

4. Witnesses. The followmg mdividuals. in aiphabeucai order, were interviewed:

3. Mr Edward C. .-Udildge, President. Aerospace Corporanon



r. General Charles A. Homer. CINC. USSPACECOM
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ae. Major General Garry A. Schneker. PEO for Space

ai. ,

ag.
'

ah.<

5. SAF/IG Letter. 10 Oct 93: Facts, discussion and conclusions:

a. Ailegauon One: That TRW propneury data on a .Multi-Spectral altemauve provided in a

brieiine to OSD was passea by the .Air Force to competitors.

i[) Facts:

a) TRW decided to withhold Multi-Spectral (MS") data to OSD/PA&E. iTAB E)

lb) Bonom L'p Review directed Space-Based Early Warning System iSBEWS') System

Program Office (SPG) to provide a genenc .Multi-Spectral bnellng to the Bottom Up Review. iTAB

R
'

c) SBEWS SPG constructed a .Multi-Spectral bneilng with inputs from The .Aerospace

Cortxjration and Lockheed .Missiles and Space Company (L.MSO. The .Aerospace input came from a

Techiucal Iniercnanee .Meeune between TRW and Aerospace engineers: miormauon was passed to

SBEWs SPO wiih a wammyhautcontaincd
TRW propnctarv data. The SBEWS SPG's project

officer lor L^is bncrins.^lH^HH understood the cauuon and safeguarded the data. L.MSC's input

10 ihc SBEWS SPO was merely a Mulii-Spcctral lutonal. iTABs G. H. I. 1. and K)
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(d) On 30 Sep 93. SHEWS SPO briefed Bottom Up Review on MulU-Specnal

Technology. Briefing was hand-mariced as •compennon sensmve'. Briefer cauuoned ancndees that

bneling contained ••competition sensitive' data. (TABs F. G. and L)

(e) All witnesses demed releasmg the briefing contents outside the GovernmenL

Xddiuonailv LMSCaFEWScompeatortoTOW.denied receiving
propnetaiyMulu-Specna^^dau

ChUe pmvidmg input to the SBEWS SPO. .^ir Force attendees of the Bottom Up Review Mulu-

S^ctrTtechSog? bnenng demed releasmg the bnefing or ,ts contents outside the Air Force. (TAB

M)

(2) Discussion:

fai In Sen 93 TRW was requested in writing to brief their Multi-Spectral concept to

OSD/P^&E. TRW did not brief OSD as requested because TOW
"^^^^ '"'^^^x^^dentjn^u^

decSon nTt to provide OSD Multi-Spectial data. As an alternative. OSD th«i talked me SBEWS

SPoTpres,it a briefing on Multi-Spectral In response to this tasidng. the SPO woriced witii The

A^Lpa^cS^iauon ^ obtam infonnanon to sausfy the OSD tasking. Aerospace.
wi|hout

SPO
Aerospace

v^rporauo Multi-Spectral technology. It was made clear by TRW

Smrmat-me regaTd much of^eImiS^n that was die subject of tiiis discussion as bemg

lonTtl^ in n^re No chans or other documents were handed out. but .t was agreed by everyone

SresentTat TOW ^roprietarv dau was discussed. After the meetmg. Aerospace personnel remmed to

fh^fr oificS^an putung thoughts on paper, and saieguarded this mfonnauon as propnetaiy

JS'Jauon." A^emTw^ wnaen by an' Aerospace employee stating the specific mfonnauon that was

believed to be propnetary. (TAB i)

,b) Addiuonallv. the SPO requested suppon from LMSC in preparing its OSD bnermg on

Multi-SoecnS. TTie request was tor a genenc --"al on
Multi-Specoal^

not a specific

ap^^^^^^
TT,e LMSC mout was faxed to the SPO in the lomi ot a LocKheed P^er

(TABK^spanottms
innmrv the onmer was later reviewed bv an independent expen m the MS are^^^B^^^^B
Ph D PfullioTut^rarorv In her opimon. ihe pnmer is genenc and could have been wnaen oy

LvSodv widi a re^oSe knowledge of the subject. She concluded that no TOW propnetary data

was contained within the LMSC document. iT.\B N)

^^^^^^ ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^JTiduhnielp of Aerospace, put me '

^^^
"ggu^ggbS^^ "°t onginaUy m

jjedprojn|aryj^
rijiwas at me Pentagon prepanng to bnef me Mulu-Spectral '^'^''^^Z^SS^^^IgL Missde Systems Center iSMO maxing .m..

nr^aguons
on

mebnenn|Chans.

When

fimshed. he taxed me unmailced chans to^B^ Whe[^^BC|vea
tne cnam

fSKson. he immediately mariccd me cover page Compcution
Sens'^^^^^fg^f"g

'

icsuikd mat he uses me temis 'propnetary and 'compeuuon sensmve' mterchangeably. (TAB F)

.. In^^HiopeninE rcmarKS ot mc MuUi-Spectral bnefing to the Bottom Up

Review on
-

SCO 9^Soned aU attencces mat Comoetinon Sens.uve
'

^ata was contamed in

me bnei nV^Hlwas saiis.icd mat oU .ucnaces understood me propnetarv nature ot me
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bnenng. Copies of the bnefing chans were passea out to a number oi attendees, and some time after

the bneiing. SAF/SP was also provided a copy of the bnefing. M a later date (3-4 days later).^^B
lariced an additional page in the bneilng as 'Compennon Sensitive'.

I e) TRW propnetary dau was contained in the bneiing (TAB I); however, the briefing

was not provided to TRW compeutors by the Air Force.

(3) Conclusion: This allegation is not substanaaied.

(a) The SPO briefing to the Bottom Up Review on Multi-Spectral was mariced

"competition sensitive '.

(b) This briefing was prefaced by the briefer cautioning ail attendees that the contents of

this briefing contamed proprietary infonnanon.

(c) All Air Force recepients of the briefing charts confinned that they had not released the

briefing contents outside the Government.

b. .-Mlegation Two: That USSPACECOM siaif members told a defense contractor to get on the

Follow-on Early Warning System (FEWS) team or get out of the way.

1 1) Facts:

I a) TRW briefed their Multi-Spectral concept to a number of organizauons withm the

Government, inciudmg USSPACECOM. (TABs £ & 0)

b) OSD/PAiE requested TRW provide inlbmiauon on their Multi-Spectral concept.

(TAB El

c) CLNCSPACE received a briefing from TRW on the Multi-Spectral concept. TRW
briefed the concept. iT.AB P).

id) Multi-Spcctral is an approach to meet the space-based eariy warning detection mission.

(TAB L)

.0) .Multi -Spectral technology is not as mature as FEWS., (TAB L)

FEWS is the only system that meets all Joint Requirements Oversight Council fJROO-

validated FEWS Operational Requirement Document (0RD1 requirements. iT.\B Q)

ig) TRW had been bnetlng their .Multi-Spectral concept while simultaneously being a

competitor tor the FEWS contract (T.AB O)

M CINCSP.'XCE questioned TRW's commitment to FEWS. (TAB P)
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(i) TRW said the word "told" in the ailegauon is too strong. (TAB E)

(2) Discussion:

(a) TRW briefed their Multi-Spectral concept to various organizations. In most cases, this

briefing was unsolicited. TRW's Multi-Spectral concept was offered both as an altemaove to FEWS
and as a FEWS upgrade. Since TRW was also a compcutor for FFWS. their Multi-Spectral briefings

gave mixed signals to some military officials regarding their motivation to proffer the best possible

FEWS soluuon.

(b) In an attempt to understand the TRW Multi-Spectral concept, as well as their

motivation for offering the Multi-Spectral concept, QNCSPACE requested a briefing ftrjm TRW.
.'Vfter hearing the presentation. QNCSPACE quesuoned TRW's commitment to the FEWS progiam.

CINCSPACE advocated FEWS as the only system that meets all the IROC-validated ORD
requirements. CINCSPACE believed that the Multi-Spectral concept might be an attractive FEWS
upgrade at some future time, but not now as MS technology is not as mature as FEWS.

(c) CINCSPACE's comments appeared to have an affect on TRW. Thereafter, they made
a corporate decision to not provide data on Multi-Spectral that could give the appearance of advocating

a position inconsistent with FEWS. (TAB P)

(3) Conclusion: This ailegauon is substanaaied in part, .\lthough no direct statement, as

alleged, was made by CINCSPACE or the USSP.ACECOM stai'f. TRW certamly got a message
'

from

USSP.ACECOM that they should pay atienuon to their role m the FEWS program.

c. .Ailegauon Three: TTiat the Commander. L'SSPACECOM. inhibited a defense contractor's

attempts to get Multi-Spectral data to the Office of the Secretary of Defense (OSD).

(1) Facts:

i) CINCSPACE did not suppon TRW providing Multi-Spectral inlbrmauon to

OSD/PA&.E: however. CINCSPACE did not direct TRW to withhold data from OSD. (TAB P)

I b) TRW made a corporate busmess decision to not provide Multi-Spectral iiubrmation to

OSD/PAJkE. TRW also has a teammg arrangement with Grumman which does not permit TRW to

advocate DSP upgrades that may conilict with FEWS. (TABs E & R)

\c) QNCSPACE discussed Multi-Spectral technology ^it^^^^HB ^ ^^ ^^ ^"^

!>uggested that it could be appropnate technoiogy to review for future applications (T.^B P)

;d) Based on TRW's conduct that is bncfing an altcmauvc to FEWS. it appeared to

CINCSPACE that TRW was compciine agamst. itself. (TABs V &.Z)

c) All facts in Ailegauon Two also aoply to this ailegauon.
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(2) Discussion: CINCSPACE's primary focus is to develop a space-based TW/AA system for

the next generation of warfighters. His concerns regarding the degree of TRW's commitment to meet

that obligation are understandable, but he did not direa TRW to withhold data.

(3) Conclusion: This allegation is not substantiated. It was not inappropriate for QNCSPACE
to expea a solid FEWS commitment by TRW, one of two contractor teams competing for the FEWS
contract TRW made an independent business decision to withhold the requested MS data from

OSD/PA&E. They later provided that data to Mr Deutch. OUSEKA).

d. Allegation Four That the briefing charts and background information for the 5 Oct 93 Space-

Based IR Sensor System capabilities budget issue briefing to Mr Deutch were released by
USSPACECOM to space-based sensor competitors.

(1) Facts:

(a) Bottom Up Review Briefing Chans. 5 Oct 93, with backgroimd information were

released to four FEWS contractors by USSPACEC0M/J5S. Space Systems Directorate. (TABs S & V)

(b) MHHH^|H^HH|^HBwho released the information did not know that

information contame^inh^acKag^wa^ropnetary or competition sensitive. She did remove the

only chart that was marked "competition sensitive". Furtfier. she did not know that it is inappropriate

to release Government budgetary data. (TAB S)

(c) Once appnsed that the briefing matenal was considered proprietary.^

mmH^took immediate acuon to notify contractors receiving this informauon to return it.

(TABS S & T)

(d) There is conflicting evidence on whether data in question is propnetary. TRW claims

information within the briefing is proprietary; however, an expert wimess believes the briefing

contamed no propnetary data, but that it did contain Government budgetary data. (TABs E &. N)

(2) Discussion:

(a) Befor^^l^^^^l^^l^^lgave the briefing to the contractors, she removed

pages that were identified as competition sensitive. Only charts that were not marked were given to

the contractors. She did not knowingly give contractors propnetary dat

lack of acquisition expenence and tnurung in the handling of propnetary data may have contributed to

ihc release of this information.

(b) Because of the apparent insufficient marking of the briefing, the suggesDon that it

contamed propnetary data was challenged. The opmion of an independent expert suggested

informauon contained in the bnefing was not propnetary.

(C) Statutory Discussion: The "Procurement Intcgnty
"

provisions of the Office of Federal

Procurement Policy Act (41 U.S.C. 423. ct scq.) prohibit both contractor and government procurement
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officials from knowingly disclosmg propnetary or source selecnon .nfonnanon to

^uthonzed
individuals. Certain aUegaaons of such unauthorized disclosures were referred to this inquiry.

m On 4 Oct 93. an officer assigned toreleased a compilanon of

hrienne sUdes w contractor personnel TTiis mlbnnauon contained Program Objecnve Memorandum

?S data w,S:h falls witlS the scope of "source selecnon
'

infonnanon (20 PubUc Comna Law

Journal 427. at 446) and. hence, ought not to have been released.

n The releasor is not a procurement officer. She had no formal training or experience

in the resmctio^ on release of inforaiation of this type. None of the sUdes released were marked as

proprietary or competition sensitive.

(3) Also contained in this briefing was data aUeged by TRW to be propnetary in

namre Although this infonnation was released to competmg contractors, our mdependem assessment

o?rmfbZSi IS that It did not. in all likelihood, consntute propnetary data. Futhemiore. this dau

was not maiked as propnetary or competition sensiuve.

(3) Conclusion- This allegation was substantiated in pan. Briefing charts were provided to

LMSC TOW G^an and HuLes: however, there was a conscious effort made pnor to release to

^^tize ihc briefing for compcution sensitive mfonnauon. Action was taken to retrieve these

d^ent once .J! sL of^netary data surfaced. TTie unpact of release of this ^onnaoon .s

fer^T^dbvi expert w.mess suting that propnetary dau was not m the document: however. POM

vl?s were mcludrd. and because of this, the bnefing charts should not have been
d.stnbu^^

Thus,

ii^re .sTnSiScient evidence to conclude that a government official knowingly released protectable

data such as to constitute a violation of the Procurement Integnty Act.

e Xllesauon Five: TTiat data provided by the Space-Based Eariy Wammg and Ballisuc Missile

Defense Sy'stem Program Offices to the Commander. USSPACECOM. was erroneous.

( n Facts:

U) The Bottom Up Review set specific groundmles for the SBEWS to foUow .n providing

comparison ot aU potenaal systems to sausfy the space-based eariy wanung mission. (TAB W)

,b) The Bonom Up Review analyzed up to twenty alternatives to sausfy the space-based

eariy wanung mission, including several versions ot DSP. (TABs X. Y. & Z)

Iwere sausficd with the

i^c) MGen Schnelzer.^ _
data submitted from the respecuve SPOs. (TABs X.Y.SlZ)

yd) The SBEWS had a dedicated organizauon to provide input tor Bottom Up Review-

requested data. (TABS F & AT)

ibclieves dau

used to compare FEWS and DSP was erroneous.

10
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(0(
(TABS AB &

I has addressed each ol concerns

(g) Both TRW and Aerojet had expressed concerns over the validity of data: however, they

have no first hand knowledge iTABs £ & AQ

(2) Discussion:

(a) Prior to 1 May 93. the DSP and Follow-on Early Warning System (FEWS) were

managed by two different SPOs. Both programs supported the same mission area-space-based early

warning detecuon. As such, the two SPOs naturally competed for programmaac pnonty. On 1 May
93. the two SPOs were integrated into one program office, the Space-Based Early Wanung SPO.

He has been challenged with haimomzmg the two programs now unaer

js guidance and gettmg hisne\^roeram office pomted in one common direction. H^^onfidem
that concerns expressed by^^^^^iavebeei^roperiy addresse^Ii^ddition

to^m^p
testimony, independent assessm^^^^^^^^^^^esDonse^o^^^^^^Bconcems were made by

an AFOTECcechnjcal advisor.^^mB||||^m^H|[^^HB|^^VHi^^cssment
endorsedflU^HI response as havmg appropnately addressed the concerns of^^^^P (T.\B

AD)

ic) Dunng this invesngauon. the cost data, provided in suppon of the Sensor Study I and

the Bottom L'p Review was revieweo by an indepenaent team consisung of two analysts from

SAF/FMCC (Directorate of Cost. DASAF for Cost and Economics) and a technical expcn n-om

.\FOTEC. The team found the methodologies used to generate costs m support of the Sensor Study 1

to be of some concern: however, any concerns regarding the cost esnmates do not negate the validity

of the technical analysis perrbrmed in the Sensor Study I. In addition, changing the cost esumates

would not have changed the conclusion that only ihe FEWS system was techiucally capable or meenng

the users requirements. .Additionally, the team round that generally, the cost estimates prepared in

support or the Bonom Up Review were done to the oest quality standard thai ume allowed and that

good tracking of cost esumates between vanous Bonom Up Review opuons exists, isce paragrapH 6d

ana TAB AV)

I
has been involved with the DSP. directly or indirectly, for the past 25 years.

ITAB AA)

(C) In addition to^^^Bi TRW and .Aeroject (DSP contractors) have expressed similar

concerns, which arc addressed later in the mquirv.

1 1") Interviews with vanous SPO personnel in key posiuons^intcmew^viihSPACECO.M
personnel, and interviews with rccepient ot the .SPO-orovided ^''^^^HH^I^^^I^^Hy
indicated coniidcncc m the data proviccd. In no case, was the accuracy and validity ot the uaia

questioned. In most cases, the cifons ot the SPO personnel to provide data in a timely and quality

manner were iimhlv lauued.

II
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1 3) Cdhclusion: This allegation was not substantiated. Data was accurate-process was sound.

6. .\erojet Letter. 21 Oct 93: Facts, discussion and conclusions:

a. .Allegation One: That the Air Force tried to suppress results of the Aerojet study (which

eventually evolved into the Aerospace TOR).

(I) Facts:

(a) Sensor Study I: Congress tasked OSD to study options for a Follow-on Early Warning

System to accomplish the TW/AA mission. Specifically, Congress asked for an analysis in three

area- Task 1: Report on what modifications would be needed to the BE system so thai it could

fulfill u-.e requirements of the FEWS program: Task 2; Compare the FEWS design to a low altimde

distnbuted architecmre system: and Task 3: Compare the FEWS design to a
combinatioi^^nUiant

Eves and an upgraded DSP. also known as DSP/BE Synergy. MGen Schneizer assignedj^^^
Wj^^^^BH of the HMD SPG. as the project lead with membeis from the DSP. FEWS and BE

SPOs^^^^ated groundrule for this smdy was that each task must meet the Draft FEWS ORD

requirements. The smdy was briefed by MGen Schneizer on 12 Apr 93 to 0SD/C3L Thereafter.

0SD/C3I submitted the required report to Congress. (TAB W & Y)

lb) To suppon Task 3 of me Sensor Study I. results were briefed to the PEO for Space by

then^^lfiBBin a briefing entitled "DSP/BE Synergy", dated 3 Feb 93. Aerojet served as a

member of a woricmg group with DSP SPG and Aerospace membership. The solution presented was a

DSP-MLV concept. The Aerojet study was their formal contnbuuon to that woriong group. (TAB

.A£ & AF)

(c) PEO for Space rejected the DSP-MLV approach on Task 3 study smce it did not meet

user requirements. He mcluded DSP-h- as DSP vanant closely approxunating FEWS ORD

requirements. iT.\Bs Y. .AG &. AH)

(d) .Mr .Aldridge, President of Aerospace, recalled all known copies of the Aerospace TOR,

93(3409)-6, dated 23 .Apr 93. .Mr Aldridge had not reviewed the TOR and wanted to conduct an

assessment of this report. (TAB AI)

(c) In response to a DOD IG hotline call in May 93 alleging tha the Air Force tned to

suppress the results of the Aeroject Study by recalling the Aerospace TOR. the DOD IG acquired

copies of the TOR and provided it to OSD and othere who requested it. (TAB AJ)

(f) The .Aerospace TOR also clearly states DSP-Il does not meet all tlie user s

requirements. (T.AB AK)

(g) Tlic PEO for Space, MGen Schneizer, also provided copies of the TOR to meet OSD

and congressional requests. (T.AB W)
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(2) Discussion

(a) The Aerojet Study was a proposed input to the Sensor Study Tasic 3^ItwasDrcsenicd

t^he
PEO for Space in a bneilng enutled. DSP/BE Syner^'. dattd 3 Feb 93. by^|HH||^^^

^^^^The PEO for Space rejected the Aerojet Study for inclusion in the Sensor Stud^^ecaus^^ffl
not meet the groundniles established by the congressional mandate that opuons presented will meet the

user s requirements as detailed in the draft FEWS ORD.

(b) AFSPACECOM/DRF (Directorate for Force Enhancement) first became aware of the

DSP-n variant on or about 3 Feb 93 at an Space and Missile Center (SMQ briefing convened as pan
of the Sensor Study I. At that time. SMC/MJ ODSP SPO) surfaced DSP-MLV for consideranon.

AFSPACECOM/DRF questioned the obvious faa that this DSP variant did not meet cenam cnncal

ORD requirements, i.e.. in the areas of detection and coverage. AFSPACECOM/DRF requested

SMC/MJ to discuss the sigmficancc of these shortfalls. However. SMC/MJ declined to do so on the

basis thai this is a requirements issue (hat is more property within the purview of the user. (TAB 10
MGen Schnelzer was in attendence at this 3 Feb 93 briefing and requested an AFSPACECOM
requirements analysis.

(c) DSP-M- was included in the Sensor Study I. but DSP-MLV was not. DSP+-i- had its

genesis in the FEWS COEA as a DSP variant with maximum upgrades. The Sensor Smdy I

groundruies required all TW/AA options to comply with the FEWS ORD. Since DSP-MLV did not

meet those requirements in certain cntical areas, and could not be made to do so. it was determined

inappropnate for inclusion in the smdy. DSP-m-. however, approximated the FEWS ORD requirements

close enough to ment inclusioa

( 2) Conclusions: This alleeauon was not substantiated. Information was provided to

appropnaie decision-makers and efforts to limit distnbution of the smdy were done by the CEO of The

.Aerospace Corporauon. owner of the study.

b. .Allegation Two: That the Government attempted to discredit the Aerospace TOR rcpon.

( 1) Facts:

(a) After Mr Edward C. .Udridge recalled all known copies of the Aerospace TOR. an

internal Aerospace independera analysis concluded that the DSP-II did not meet FEWS requirements,

was not an apples-to-apples companson wiih other TW/AA options, and contained inconsistent cost

and pcnormance compansons. (TAB AL)

(b) Mr Aldridge claimed the TOR overstated DSP capabilities, underestimated cost,

discounted JROC-validated requirements, and had an advocacy tone. (TAB AM)

'C) CTNCSP.\CE stated the TOR was a short-sighted" approach to the f^WS requirements
1 TAB AM)

13
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(2) Discussion:

(a) The Aerospace Corporanon prepared a TOR enutled. "DSP-II -
Preserving the Air

Force Opuons '. 23 Apr 93. This documem was approved by members of the DSP SPO and

Aerospace. The genesis of this repoa was the Aeroiet Study preparedjojuppgn the Sensor Study I

effort. .After being by the PEOH|HHHHH|mH|m^HH^H|H^^trucied
Aerospace to paclcage the Aerojet Study result^i^oeportand file it for some possible future use.

The report had dismbution limited to only Aerospace and SPO addressees. However, the repon found

its way to a Navy office within the Pentagon, and the report was soon distnbuted beyond its onginaiiy

intended addressees. Semor officials in the Air Force and Aerospace were upset over the way in

which the TOR was coordinated and distnbuted.

(b) Mr Aldridge. President of Aerospace, recalled the report. Initially, his recall was

intended to provide him time to review the repon Mr Aldridge had an internal Aerospace team

conduct an independeiu analysis of the TOR. This independent analysis concluded the TOR did not

meet the FEWS requirements, was not an apples-to-apples compansoa and contamed inconsistent cost

and performance compahsons. Mr Aldridge also claimed the TOR overstated DSP capabilities.

underesDmated cosL discounted JROC validated requirements, and had an advocacy tone. (TAB AM)

(3) Conclusions: This alleganon is substanuated. but for logical reasons as stated in the facts

and discussion paragraphs above.

c. .Allegation Three: That the Air Force released the Aerospace TOR. which contained Aeroiet

propneiary data, to FEWS" contractors.

This ailegauon was investigated in a separate inquiry directed by Space and Missile Systems Center

Vice Commander. That invesagauon concluded that Aerojet propnetary data was. m I'acL

inappropnateiy released. (TAB AN)

d. .Ailegauon Four That the Air Force did not fairly evaluate costs in companng FEWS and DSP
systems.

( 1) Facts (supported by Inquiry Cost Team analysis):

(a) Baseline design for DSP+-t- assumed a Mean Mission Durauon (MMD) of 8.5 years m
the 1991 COEA. For Sensor Study I. MMD was estimated at 6 years. This, m turn, increased the

cost of the DSP-M- variant

( b) .An Aerospace nsk analysis was pertomied for the opDons presented in Sensor Study I.

(c) DSP cost estimates were based on 13 satellites: FEWS cost estimates were based on 12

satellites.

u
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^2) Discussion:

I a) In the course oi this invesugauon. cost data provided by the SBEWS SPO was

reviewed inaependently by a team consisting or two cost analysts from SAF/PvICC (Directorate of

Cost Analysis. Deputy Assistant Secretary ot the Air Force lor Cost & Economics) and a techmcal

expert rrom .AFOTEC.

lb) Based on the ume allotted, the SBEWS SPO perrbrmed a credible job estunaong the

various program option costs in support of the Bottom Up Review. However, three areas in estimating

the costs for Sensor Study I options were reviewed and foimd to be of concern. These areas included:

the addition of vanous "deltas
'

to the imtial pomt estimates for Tasks 1 and 2 and which were

eventually presented in the final version of Sensor Study I: cost risk; and an inconsistent assumpuon
used in estimatmg the DSP-m- opuon versus the FEWS baseline.

(l) Vanous 'deltas" were added to the original point estimates for Mean Mission

Durauon i.MMD), the Theoretical First Unit Cost (Tl), and the Leanung Curve (LQ due to quesuons

regarding the systems design maturity. These deltas were accepted as a reasonable means for

ponraymg the upper range of uncenamty about the point estimates of the vanous options.

( T) In the area of risk, there remains some question. .A detailed analysis of risk was

conducted by the .Aerospace Corporation usmg a valid cost nsk assessment methodology. Given

sufficient nme. a cost nsk assessment of this detail is opumai. However, the .'\erospace Corporauon
analysis was not used, and instead, a tlat 15"^ nsk factor was applied to the esnmates for the Sensor

Study's Task 1 and 2. We were unable to determine the reason the -Aerospace nsk analysis was not

empiovea.

1 3) .Additionally, an assumpuon for esumating the DSP-m- opnon versus the FEWS
baseline m Sensor Study [ was inconsistent. The numtjcr of satellites m both the FEWS and DSP-t-"

opuons snouid have been the same. However, m the ilnal studv. the DSP-m- option estimated 13

satellites ana the FEWS baseline espmated onlv 12 satellites. This results in overstaang the DSP-m-

opuon ov approximately i600M. ^^^K^^K^^B^^ot the techmcal pomon of Sensor Study 1
-

Task 3. DSP/BE Synergy, indicaie^uu^nconsistency is believed to be an inadvenant oversight.

1 3) Conclusions: This allegauon is not substannated. Although questions do remain in the

areas of the nsk assessment and the inconsistent assumpuon i an extra DSP-m- satellite ). based on

analysis or cost estimates and technical assumotions. resolution of these questions will not siemrlcantly

jiter the relauve rankings ot the DSP-m- opaon against the FEWS baseline.

c. .Allegauon Five: That the Air Force did not use correct cost estimates of using a Shuttle to

launcn DSP satellites.

n Facts:

was CINCSPACE ana ^^H^H|H[^^HIi^V^'^^' ^°^^

;or a inutuc launch was i600-$700M. iT.AB ACi

15
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(b) A 5 Oct 93 paper torn SMC reflects an "average total launch cost" of DSP on Titan IV

and on the Shuttle to be S652M and S789M respcctiveiy, of which the "Shuttle flight" component of

the total was S350M. (TAB AU)

(c) An undated point paper from SAF/AQS reflects $292M for Titan FV (with Inertial

Upper Stage; and S429M for the Shuttle (S350M as "Shuttle flight" cost and the rcmamder for Shuttle

integranon. lUS hardware and lUS launch support). (TAB AU)

(d) According to Aerojet. DSP shuttle launch in 1991 cost less than SIOOM. when

comlgured with an inertial Upper Stage (lUS). (TAB AC)

(e) Aerojet stated that they had 0MB dau showing NASA's marginal costs for a Shuttle

launch in the S50M range, but they could not confirm that figure with NASA and "marginal costs
'

were not defined. (TAB AC)

(f) According to AFSPACECOM. Shuttle costs are determined as a result of a complicated

process that considere DoD "shuttle credits" with NASA. The cost of a shuttle launch with a shuttle

credit is $350M. DoD apparently has one credit left with NASA. It is possible that this credit could

be expended to launch a DSP. but this decision would ultimately depend upon other competing DoD

space mission requirements. After the one shuttle credit is expended, the cost of a space shiuile

launch is S650M. (TAB Z)

( 2) Discussion:

It is obvious from the aixjve range of numbers that "nailing down" a number for the cost of

a Shuttle launch is extremely difficulL The common number seems to be S350M. which likely

includes a credit The marginal cost is likely the difference tietween a Titan IV launch and a Shuttle

launch, wnich comes out to S137M (S789M - $652M or $429M - $292Mi. Bottom line -- the Air

Force cost rigures seem more logical and consistent.

( 3) Conclusions: This allegauon is not substanuated.

f. AUeganon Six: That Senior Air Force officials threatened TRW to not provide mformanon on

Multi-Spectrai technology which, in mm. rcstncted data flow from TRW to Aeroiet.

1 1) Facts:

(3) TRWJ^H^^^^^^^^^|M[^ declined to provide Aerojet Corporation data that

Aerojet requested to sup^r^^^^^^^^^ABAQ

lb) CINCSP.ACE did not support TRW providing Multi-Spectral information to

OSD/PAiE. CINCSPACE did not direct TRW to withhold dau from the OSD. (T.\Bs E &. P)

ic) CINCSPACE quesuoncd TRW's commitment to FEWS. (TAB P)

16
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(d) TRW decided not to provide Multi-Spectral informaiioo to OSD/PA&E. (TAB E)

f2) Discussion:

fa) Discussion tor allegation two and three apply here as well. Comraunicauon by

CINCSPACE to TRW was not inappropnaie in his role as CINC; however, his remarks were a factor

influencing TRW's business decision to not submit the requested dau to OSD/PA&E and to Aerojet

In TRW's testimony, it was neither stated nor implied that CINCSPACE "threatened" TRW.

(b) Aerojet testified that two TRW employees said CINCSPACE threatened TRW.

.Aerojet does not have fiist-hand knowledge of this allegation and as noted in the previous paragraph,

the TRW personnel involved did not corroborate the statement.

(3) Conclusions: This allegation was not substannated.

7. Congressman Conyers Letter. 22 Oct 93, to DoD IG: Facts, discussion, and conclusions:

a. .Allegation One: That semor Air Force officials suppressed infonnation about a lower cost

altemanve to the proposed S13 billion Follow-on Early Wanung System (FEWS) satellite program.

(1) Facts (same as paragraph 6a(l)):

(3) Sensor Study I: Congress tasked OSD to study options for a Follow-on Early Warning

System to accomplish the TW/AA mission. Specifically. Congress asked for an analysis in ttuee

areas: Task 1 : Report on what modifications would be needed to the Brilliant Eyes system so that it

could fulfill the requirements of the FEWS program: Task 2: Compare the FEWS design to a low

altinide aisinbuted architecture system: and Task 3: Compare the FEWS design to a combinauon o^^
Brilliant Eves and an upgraded DSP. also known as DSP/BE Synergy. MGen Schnelzcr assignea^H^
^|^^^HH||Hf. of the BMD SPO. as the project lead with membeis from the DSP. FEWS an^^
^^^ro^^^Staied groundrule for this smdy was that each task must meet the Draft FEWS ORD

requirements. The study was bneied by MGen Schnelzer on 12 .^pr 93 to 0SD/C3I. Thercaner.

0SD/C3I suomioed the required report to Congress. (TABs W & Y)

lb) To suppon Task 3 of the Sensor Study I. results were bnefed to the PEO for Space by

a briefing entiUed "DSP/BE Synergy '. dated 3 Feb 93. .\erojet served as a

^emoe^^WiliBf group with DSP SPO and Aerospace membership. The soluuon presented was a

DSP-.MLV concept. The Aerojet study was their formal contnbution to that workmg group, i TABs

.A£ & AR

(C) PEO for Space rejected the DSP-MLV approach on Task 3 smdy since it did not meet

user requirements. (TABs X. Y & Z)

iJ) Mr Aldridcc, President of Aerospace, recalled all known copies oi the .Aerospace TOR.

>>3(3409Vo. doica 12 Apr 93. .Mr .Aldridge had not reviewed the TOR and wanted to conduct an

assessment oi this rcpon. iTAB AH

17
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(e) DOD IG provided the Aerospace TOR to OSD.^^H^^ Group.

GrouD. and others who requested it. (TAB AJ)

( 2) Discussion: This alleganon is very similar to allegation 6a. that the Air Force tried to

suppress results oi" the Aerojet Study (which evemually evolved into the Aerospace TOR). The

Aerojet Study supported the Sensor Study I. Task 3. DSP/BE Synergy. Aerojet's input helped the

Government smdy member to develop an option which is the lower cost altemadve rcfened to in the

alleganon. It is also identified as DSP-II or DSP-MLV which is the subject of the TOR. .Ml three

have been used somewhat interchangeably.

(3) Conclusion: This allegation is not substantiated. Data did get to the decision malcers.

There is no evidence of attempts to suppress data.

b. Allegation Two: That General Homer (CINC USSPACECONf) made erroneous statements

supporcmg FEWS. ordered the DSP-II report be recalled and attempted to suppress discussion of

techmcal alternatives to FEWS.

(1) Facts:

(a) -Mr Aldridge ordered the TOR recalled; the TOR was not recalled by QNCSPACE.

(TAB AD

( b) Gen Homer presented a FEWS-DSP Briefing to CSAF and the Vice Chairman of the

JCS in July that Aerojet alleges was erroneous. (TAB AO

(c) ^^l^^and I^^^HHIr Aerospace, claimed QNCSPACE made erroneous

statements. (T.^Bs AA Si AO^^^^^^

I d) Facts from paragraphs 5e. 6a and 7a apply here as well concerning the general

alleganon that Gen Homer suppressed discussion of techmcal altemauves to FEWS.

le) In the mid-Jul 93 time frame. CINCSPACE presented a FEWS brieting to CSAF and

VCJCS. This briefing was prepared for the CINC's use by USSPACECOM/CX. It was compiled

from sources alreaay wiihin the headquarters, to wit the Sensor Study I. a USSPACEC0M/J5 Study,

and AFSP.^CECOM/DRF informanon. It is possible that other sources, including contractor source

jnibrmauon were uulized. The brieting was styled and preserued as an advocacy presentatioa

Because of the short penod of time available to prepare the briefing. USSPACECOM/CX did not

coordinate their final product with AFSPACECOM although it was reviewed by USSPACEC0M/J5S.
USSPACECOM has not received any challenges to the accuracy of the intbrmauon contained in the

briefing. (TAB AP)

I n During discussion with^^^^H 27 Oct 93. concerning the Gen Homer bnefing. he

indicated the SPO had developed a rcs^ns^or MGen Schnelzer with copies to USSPACECOM that

would uoaatc USSPACECOM intbrmauon irom tne Jul 93 bnefing. iT.AB AQ)

IS
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(2) Discussion: This allegauon nas three pans:

fa) The first part of this allegauon claims that Gen Homer made erroneous statements.

There is mixed sworn testmiony for this alleganon. Additionally, an independent space expert from

AFOTEC reviewed the bneling presented by Gen Homer to CSAF. Within this briefing, were a mix

of conservative and optimistic statements about DSP and FEWS performance. Speafic assessment oi

these statements, none of which were ajudged to be erroneous, are identified in a classified exhibit to

this report. iTAB AR)

(b) The second part alleges that Gen Homer ordered thai DSP-II repon (TOR) be recalled.

Mr Aldridge testified that Gen Homer did not order the recall. The TOR is an Aerospace document

and Mr Aldridge ordered the recalL

(c) The third pan of the allegation alleges that Gen Homer attempted to suppress

discussions of technical altematives to FEWS. Gen Homer has stated a preference for FEWS as the

only system that meets JCS validated TW/AA requirements. Gen Homer was concerned that TRW,

one of the two competmg contractors for FEWS. by offering a multi-speccral altemauve to FEWS. was

unnecessarily confusing the issue. Gen Homer commuiucaied his concern to TRW. and although his

remarks, in all likelihood, had an affect on TRW. TRW tesnfied that they made an mdependent

busmess deasion not to present their data to OSD. Gen Homer did not act inappropnateiy as CINC.

(d) To assist MGen Schneuer and USSP.\CECOM in providing current informauon and

avoid possible use of outdated informauon. the SPO provided informauon on 16 Sep 93 which

updated launch point accuracy determinauon and mean mission durauon confidence. This represents a

consciennous effort by all parties to ensure the most current and accurate informauon is provided to

decision maJcers.

'3) Conclusion: .\11 three parts of this allegauon were not substantiated.

c. .\ileeaQon Three: That Major General Garry Schneider (Program Executive Officer for Space)

deleted irom a Congressionallv-mandated industry study an opuon (DSP-II) identifying improvements

to the exisune Defense Support Program (DSP) as an altemauve to FEWS that could save up to S 10

billion.

( 1) Facts:

a) OSD/Congressional guidelines drove Sensor Study I. (T.AB W)

b) ^^m bnefed the PEO for Space on a DSP-II type' option. Bneiing enuUed.

DSP/BE Sv-nergy . dated 3 Feb 93. (TAB AF)

c) AFSP.\CECOM/DR sent a letter to MGen Schnelzer staung the need for Sensor Study 1

altemauvcs to address every validated FEWS mission need and proceeded to list these needs. iTAB

AG)
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(d) The PEO for Space rejected the DSP-U type opuon (DSP/BE synergy; based on ground

rules (did not meet user requirements). OSP-h- was included in the Sensor Study I since it was

detcnnined that it approximated the FEWS ORD requirements. (TAB Y)

f brierlng claimed DSP/BE met user requinnents. (TABs AE & AF)

(f) AFSPACECOM/DR Ltr. 10 Feb 93. to the PEO for Space identified DSP-n type option

as not meetmg user requirements. (TAB AG)

(g) The Aerospace TOR contents indicate that DSP-II does not meet ORD requirements.

(TAB AK)

(h) 0SD/C3lf|miPsubmitted the required report to Congress. (TAB Y)

(2) Discussion:

I
briefed the PEO for Space on the DSP/BE synergy concept on 3 Feb 93. In his

bilefing. ^I^^l^believed this concept met the user's requirements. On 10 Feb 93. HQ
.\FSPACECOM/DR (Directorate of Reqmrements) sent a letter to the PEO for Space, stating that the

concept that goes forward must meet all user requirements and that the DSP/BE synergy concept did

not, in fact, do so. Thereafter, the PEO for Space rejected the DSP/BE synergy opnon from fuither

consideranon.

(3) Conclusions: This allegation was substantiated, but for the reason stated in subparagraph
(d) above.

d. .Allegauon Four That Mr Pete .-Vldndge, as President of The Aerospace Corporauon. oraered

the recall of the DSP-II repon and assisted in the suppression of options from review by Congress.

That Mr .\ldndge inienered in the DoD IG's mvesugauon by requesting that the IG bacic-off on these

issues.

( I) Facts:

m) .VIr .Mdridge initially recalled the TOR in order id review it. as it had been published

without review by semor Aerospace officials. (TAB AI)

ib) Mr Aldridge did not think the TOR was up to the standards of professional woric

products t\picaily produced by Aerospace. It laclced objecnvity and. as a result he decided to retain

the document and disapprove its distnbuuon. (TAB A I)

^c) Mr .-Mdndge dcmed suppressmg data. iTAB AD

id) .Mr .\ldndge talked to DoD IG about the TOR. He stated it was not being suppressed.

It was for internal use. and no one associated with it would suiter reprisals. (TAB AD
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(e) ^^^^B^^said that he had sofTeied no lepiisai action resnlting 6om ins

panidpalion i^S^erospace TOR. (TAB AO)

(2) Discussian:

(a) In an inteniew with Mr Aldridge. he stated that it was he who ordered recall of the

TOR. He had not yet reviewed the document and needed >i""^ to do so. Mr Aldiidge also had an

independent Aerospace team analyze the TOR. OveralL it was detennined that it had inconsistent cost

and performance comparisons and lacked objectivity.

(b) Based on Mr Aldiidge's perception that the TOR did not meet Aerospace's standanis.

he did not allow distribution. He retained it in-faonse for internal use. According to Mr Aldiidge and

confirmed by^^|^Lno one associated with this product suffered leprisaL

(c) Mr Aldiidge communicated with the DoD IG about the TOR. He stated he was not

suppressing the data. There is no available infbimation corroborating the allegation that Mr Aldiidge

intofiered in any way with the DoD IG.

(3) Conclusions: This allegation is substantiated in part

(a) The allegation that Mr Aldridge recalled the TOR was substantiated. By his own

testimony, Mr Aldridge stated that he directed the TOR to be recalled.

(b) The allegation that Mr Aldiidge suppressed options was not substantiated. Mr Aldiidge

recalled the Aerospace TOR, but did not nor caimoL prevent flow of Air Force infbimation to other

organizations within the Air Force and to OSD.

(c) The allegation that Mr Aldhdge interfered with the DoD IG was not substantiated.

Neither Mr Aldridge, nor the DoD IG. felt that Mr Aldiidge interfered with the proceedings of the

DODIG.

e. Allegation Five: That several Air Force pcisoraiei and Mr Aldridge provided false and

mKipgriing infoimation to decision makers within OSD and Congress with regard to the cost,

performance and capabilities of the DSP and FEWS programs

(I) Facts:

(a) FEWS evolved over time from the Boost Surveillance Tracking System (BSTS) to the

Advance Warning System (AWS) and. ultimately, FEWS. This system was subjected to two summits

dunng which TW/AA mission requirements were ciitically reviewed. The summit processes

considered the present state of world affairs as it impacts on threat assessment and TW/AA mission

requirements. As an example, at the begmning of the Summit process, the FEWS space platform

under consideranon weighed approximated 12.000 pounds. FEWS. today, weighs approximates 4.000

pounds. This rctlccts the ngor of the requircmcnts review appiied by the Summit process. (TAB AS)
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(b) At MUestone I (Dec 91) of the FEWS program an AF-validated SORD was presented.

At that time AFSPACECOM was directed to convert this document to an ORD. This was

accomplished without any substantive change to the SORD. The JROC-validated ORD is presently

pending CSAF approval (TAB Z)

(c) ONC USSPACECOM presented a briefing to the CSAF and Vice Chainnan of the JCS

advocating FEWS. (TAB AP)

(d) Briefing contained some statements which were a mix of conservative and optimistic

statements about DSP and FEWS perfonnance. none of which were ajudged to be erroneous. (TAB

AR)

/g\ t^^^Htoand|BHM were satisfied that dau received from the program offices

was accurate. (TAB X)

(f) Cost dau was reviewed by an independent team of two cost analysts and one technical

advisor and was determined to be appropriately developed. (Supported by Inquiry Cost Team analysis

and TAB AV)

(g) Mr Aldridge stated that Aerospace must provide good technical products and any

advocacy should be left to customers. (TAB AI)

(h) SPO rebuttal to specific aUeged false technical data was reviewed by an independent

AFOTEC Technical Advisor and determined to appropnately address the technical data concerns.

(TAB AR)

(2) Discussion:

(a) Cost data was reviewed and determined to be adequate.

(b) AUeged false technical data was responded to by the SBEWS program office. This

rebuttal was reviewed by an independent techicai advisor and found to be a valid response. (TAB

AD)

(3) Conclusion: This allegation was not substantiated.

f AUegation Six:^^HH|^HM knowingly provided the DSP-II report, which contained

•competition sensitive^nSSalo^roviSed by Aerojet, to Aerojet competitors TRW and LMSC.

This allegation has been investigated in another inquiry conducted at the direction of Space and

Missile Center Vice Commander (SMOCV). That mvesugauon concluded that Aerojet propnetary

daa was. in facu inappropriately released. (TAB AN)

8. To summarize:
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a. What brought us to this inquiry? In the space aiena and pertiaps across the acquisition

spectmm. the intense compcntion tor dollan in DoD and among its defense contractors ( "survivai"

mentality) is producmg distrust, suspiaon. brealcdowns in communications and ultimately allegations

of impropnety, both from within the Air Force and from defense contractors.

(1) An event occurred in the February 1993 timeframe that was a catalyst for several of the

alieganons. That event was rejecnon of an opnon for Sensor Study I that had been prepared by a

team from the DSP program office, assisted by Aerospace and Aerojet The rejection was made by

MGen Schnelzer (PEO for Space) who was in charge of the snidy. He made the decision for logical

reasons, but the decision was not undeistood or accepted by those who had proposed the option.

Thus, percepaons of favorosm toward PEWS, misleading/erroneous data being used, suppressmg data

in DSP. etc.. ultimately became allegations ui this mquiry.

(2) Another icey event was publication of the Aerospace Technical Operating Repon (TOR) in

.April 1993. This repon was purportedly done to document the results of the work done for Sensor

Study I and to have an opnon available in case FEWS fell on hard times. In reality, the TOR became

an advocacy document for those who felt "slighted" by the decision to rejea a lower cost DSP opnon
from Sensor Study I. The way in which this report was published and distributed caused a great deal

of concern within the Aii Force and Aerospace Corporauon. and the actions talcen resulted in several

alieganons addressed by this inqmry.

b. Where do we go from here? There's no simple fix. Given the environment as descnbed above.

Lhe possibility of similar allegations from defense contractors is ever present Good commumcauons

wiU help, but will not guarantee success. Within the Air Force, we must listen to those concerns,

address them and attempt to achieve consensus. If consensus is not achieved, those with dissentmg

opimons need to understand why their position wasn t accepted. If they continue to pusn their

posinon ana perceive no one is listemng'. future alieganons will inevitably result

x:^^^^MARCUS A. ANDERSON 2 Atch

Major General. L'S.\F 1 . E.xhibit Index
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INSPECTOR GENERAL
DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE
iOO ARMY NAVY DRIVE

ARLINGTON. VIRGINIA 22202 2884

JAN 2 7 1994

MEMORANDUM FOR SECRETARY OF THE AIR FORCE

SUBJECT: Review of Air Force Inspector General Report of Inquiry
Pertaining to Defense Support Program/Follow-On Early
Warning System Program

We have reviewed the report of inquiry pertaining to the

Defense Support Program iDSP) /Follow-On Early Warning System
(FEWS) Program forwarded by your memorandum of January 7, 1994.

During our review, in addition to the report of inquiry, we

also considered two volumes of transcripts of interviews, state-
ments of witnesses and relevant documents; the legal review

performed by the Chief, General Law Division, Office of the Air
Force Judge Advocate General; and the separate report of investi-

gation into the unauthorized release of proprietary data in

rcnnecticn with the DSP-i: Technical Operating Report. We did
r.ct conduct additional interviews cf witnesses or assemble
additional documentary evidence.

We found that the inquiry adequately addressed the issues
raised within the Air Force as well as those presented by a

contractor and Chairman John Conyers . While we identified
several concerns with respect to investigative actions and

practices, we view those issues as without consequence with
resoect to the ultimate conclusions of the investigation and
minor m the context of an unusually complex subject. We will
discuss those concerns with the Air Force Inspector General to

assist in his continuing improvements to the investigative
program.

I agree with the actions proposed in your memorandum
to provide the results of the inquiry and our review to

Chairman Conyers, other interested Members of Congress and the

media .
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Finally, I requesc :hac you advise Air Force personnel, at
all levels, involved in the inquiry as well as appropriate con-
tractor officials of the need to avoid acts of reprisal or the
appearance of retaliation in connection with testimony before
the investigating officer or in other protected forums.

Should you have any questions, please contact me or
Mr. Michael B. Suessmann, Assistant Inspector General for
Departmental Inquiries, at ;703) 597-6582.

Derek Jk Vander Schaaf
Deputy Inspector General

79-579 - 94
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Mrs. Maloney. Would you like to respond?
Mr. Aru. I certainly would. General Horner, along with that

handwritten note, sent a letter to Mr. Aldridge which he did not

sign, but it was on his four star flag stationery. That challenged

my integrity by saying the DSP-II report was "flawed technically,

operationally, and politically, compiled with the help and input of

Aerojet by an ex-Aerojet member of your technical staff."

A member of the Senate Armed Services Committee staff told me
he was told that I was an ex-Aerojet executive that had left a few

months ago and went to Aerospace to sabotage the FEWS program
for the DSP program. I left Aerojet Electrosystems over 6 years ago
and have been with Aerospace for 6 years. And I was a junior per-

son at Aerojet. I have no financial interests or affiliation with

Aerojet Electrosystems.
In the previous assignment to doing this report, I was the project

engineer for a program known as system one. And I was asked by
Colonel Dietz' boss. Col. John Kidd, to make an assessment of that

program.
It was a multihundred million dollar program of which another

part was a significant hardware contract to upgrade the hardware
at DSP ground stations. I recommended that that program be ter-

minated. Aerojet was a major subcontractor on that program.
I have never, ever allowed any affiliation or association to affect

my integrity and my decisions and my recommendations to the Air

Force, i^d General Horner's letter to me was personally offensive.

He summed it up with a statement that I would also like to read
and make for the record. It says, "this kind of, quote, 'work,' un-

quote, is unprofessional and is not representative of the type of

government industry team I want, especially when it ends up in

Washington in the Navy staff, exclamation mark. Please help."
I thought General Homer was a unified CINC and he worked

with the Navy; and as Colonel Dietz once remarked as they were

trying to recall the report, it was as if it got passed to the Roma-
nian navy instead of the United States Navy.
But that ending statement of General Horner's, that it "is not

representative of the type of government industry team I want," I

believe, if I was on the receiving end of that letter, is a direct

threat; and I do not appreciate the General or anyone impugning
my integrity.
Mr. McCandless. Madam Chairman, I appreciate the comments

with respect to the items that I request to be entered into the

record. Obviously, the gentleman is entitled to his comments and
I respect them.

Mrs. Maloney. Thank you very much, gentlemen.
Without objection, we will keep the record open until

February
Mr. McCandless. May I ask, did we get these entered into the

record?
Mrs. Maloney. Yes. Without objection. All the documents are in

the record and we will keep the record open until February 18,

1994, for additional questions.
The chairman has asked me to read this, and we thank you for

your testimony; and we are calling the next witnesses. And as they
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come forward, I am going to read into the record an item from the
chairman.

Last night—late last night, the subcommittee received a report from the Air Force
Inspector General on the FEWS DSP controversy. It appears that findings of this

report were publicly released earlier that day. I am trouoled by both the timing and
the substance of this report.

First, the Air Force IG concluded, and I quote, the Aerojet allegation that the gov-
ernment attempted to discredit the Aerospace technical operating report is substan-
tiated.

Second, the Air Force IG concluded, and again I quote, the allegation that, quote.
Major General Schnelzer deleted from a congressionally mandated study an option
DSP-MLV identifying improvement to the existing DSP as an alternative to the
FEWS that can save up to 10 billion, is substantiated.

Third, the Air Force IG concluded that Aerospace Corporation President Pete Al-

dridge had, in fact, quote, ordered the recall oi the Aerospace technical operating
report, end quote.

Despite these and equally troubling findings, the Air Force IG has
publicly stated

that there was no, quote, conduct that could constitute a violation of criminal law
in the FEWS DSP afTair. I must point out that criminality is not the issue. The fac-

tual findings speak for themselves. There was an effort to suppress a congression-
ally mandated study. Such actions by senior Air Force oflicers are deeply troubling.
This morning the subcommittee was informed that the Department of Defense In-

spector General is still reviewing allegations of retaliation in connection with the
FEWS DSP report and in connection with actions taken against Colonel Mangold.
I intend to monitor this matter closely and to carefully review the results of these

ongoing investigations.
Thame you.

Our final witness today is Dr. Thomas Quinn, the Deputy Assist-
ant Secretary of Defense for Command, Communications and Com-
puter Systems Directorate of the Joint Chiefs of Staff. Joining Dr.

Quinn are Maj. Gen. David Kelley, Col. Steven Stadler, William

Schepens, and Brent Collins.

Major General Kelley is the Vice Director of the U.S. Army Com-
mand, Control Communications, and Computer Systems Direc-

torate of the Joint Staff; and Col. Steven Stadler is Deputy Chief
of Staff for Requirements of the Air Force Space Command. Col.

William Schepens is the Director of Inspections for the Air Force

inspector general's office; and Col. Brent Collins is Deputy Director

for Space Programs and Assistant Secretary of the Air Force Acqui-
sition.

Gentlemen, we welcome you. As is our practice, I will swear you
in.

[Witnesses sworn.]
Mrs. Maloney. Dr. Quinn, you may proceed.

STATEMENT OF THOMAS P. QUINN, Ph.D., DEPUTY ASSISTANT
SECRETARY OF DEFENSE, COMMAND, CONTROL, COMMU-
NICATIONS AND INTELLIGENCE ACQUISITION, ACCOM-
PANIED BY MAJ. GEN. DAVID KELLEY, DEPUTY DIRECTOR,
DEFENSE-WIDE COMMAND, CONTROL, COMMUNICATIONS,
AND COMPUTERS SUPPORT FOR THE JOINT STAFF, U.S.

ARMY; COL. STEVE STADLER, DEPUTY CHIEF OF STAFF, RE-

QUIREMENTS, AIR FORCE SPACE INSPECTIONS, INSPECTOR
GENERAL'S OFFICE, U.S. AIR FORCE, AND COL. BRENT
COLLEVGS, DEPUTY DIRECTOR, SPACE PROGRAMS
Dr. Quinn. Thank you, Madam Chairman. Members of the com-

mittee, I have submitted a written statement for the record. I
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would like to now briefly summarize this statement in my opening
remarks. Then I will be happy to answer your questions.

It is my privilege to speak to you today on the Defense Support

Program or DSP and its follow on system which was formerly
called the Follow-On Early Warning System known as FEWS and
about the Milstar program.
Let me first discuss the background of the DSP and the FEWS

programs and bring you up to date on the current plans for these

systems and recent departmental decisions. Following this discus-

sion I will address the Milstar program.
As you know, the DSP is our primary system for providing the

first warning of ballistic missile launches worldwide. It is a con-

stellation of satellites in geosynchronous orbit that detect infrared

radiation. The detected data is broadcast to ground stations where
it is processed to determine if the data represents a missile launch.

Once a launch is identified, tactical parameters, such as the launch

point, launch time, heading, and missile class are calculated, and
a warning message is sent to users.

DSP was developed in the late 1960's to address the threat to the

United States from inter continental and submarine-launched bal-

listic missiles. Since that time, the Department has made block

changes to the satellite. These upgrades have provided improve-
ments in sensor performance, satellite hardening, and longevity.

In 1985, the Department decided to develop a new surveillance

system capable of supporting active strategic defense. This new
system was called the boost surveillance and tracking system or

BSTS and it would replace DSP. However, the Brilliant Pebbles
and the Brilliant Eyes programs were later initiated to reflect a re-

structured ballistic missile defense architecture, and the BSTS pro-

gram was terminated. FEWS was then established to support the

early warning mission and to place more emphasis on detecting
tactical ballistic missiles. Tactical ballistic missiles now represent
the greatest threat, because they are dim, short burning, and
therefore hard to detect, and they are proliferating. FEWS was de-

signed to cope with that threat.

Before we decided on the FEWS program, the Department con-

sidered additional upgrades to DSP, but it determined that these

upgrades were not a cost-effective solution to satisfy current re-

quirements and would not provide a flexible platform that could ac-

commodate threats that might develop in the future. FEWS also of-

fered other advantages over DSP. One of the advantages was its

ability to process infrared data on the satellite instead of sending
the data to the ground for processing. This capability would allow
the satellite to send warning messages directly to the tactical user
and avoid the roundabout routing that was necessary during
Desert Storm. This capability would also require less manpower by
eliminating the need for overseas ground processing centers.

However, with the collapse of the Soviet Union and attendant

changes in threat from strategic ballistic missiles, it once again be-

came necessary to reexamine our early warning systems. These
systems and our plans were examined in an internal DOD review
conducted last summer.
Because of the national security issues at stake in the early

warning mission, the Department also convened an independent
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study group, in parallel with the Department's internal review.
This study group consisted of members from federally funded re-

search and development centers. Their charter was to examine the
issues associated with this mission. This group was chaired by Mr.
Robert Everett from the Mitre Corp. and included representatives
from the Institute for Defense Analyses, the Aerospace Corp., MIT
Lincoln Labs, and the Johns Hopkins Applied Physics Laboratory.
The study group examined several alternatives for satisfying the

early warning mission. These alternatives included the existing
DSP, a lightweight DSP, the current FEWS design, a lightweight
FEWS design, and a new satellite design developed by the study
group. The group recommended that the Department should: Con-
tinue the block buy of three DSP satellites because of the near-
term considerations, terminate the FEWS program because it was
intertwined with nuclear war fighting and the strategic defense ini-

tiative and, therefore, was not responsive to current DOD needs.
It further advised the Department to acquire a better surveil-

lance capability than DSP and advised that a better system could
be acquired for less cost than DSP and could be available on the
FEWS schedule. The Department accepted some of these rec-

ommendations and incorporated them into our plans.
In our internal review, both the Department and the independ-

ent study group examined the DSP II option. This option was first

documented in a technical report by the Aerospace Corp. The Aero-

space report suggested modifications to the DSP platform to reduce

weight and improve sensor performance. Neither the Department's
internal review nor the independent study group found advantages
to this concept that outweighed the advantages of a competitive ef-

fort for a new early warning system.
Accordingly, our bottom-line, conclusions are that the FEWS pro-

gram as configured is unaffordable, but a new early warning sys-
tem is still needed. As a result, we are in the process of canceling
the FEWS program, and plan to start a new program to replace
DSP with a system that will have less onboard data processing
than FEWS, but better detection performance than DSP and espe-

cially against tactical ballistic missiles. The cost of this program
will be less than continuing with DSP and we will be able to boost

it into orbit on a medium launch vehicle or MLV instead of a Titan
IV. The Air Force is reviewing the requirements for worldwide

early warning in order to construct a new program that is afford-

able. Next year we plan to start contractor efforts on a new design
for the DSP follow-on program.

In addition to interest in the current status of the DSP and
FEWS program, the committee has expressed concern over alleged
misconduct by Air Force and contractor personnel involved in the

DSP/FEWS program. This issue was investigated by the Air Force

inspector general, was reviewed by the DOD inspector general, and
a report on the matter has been forwarded to Congress. I would
like to submit a copy of the DOD inspector general's assessment of

the report for the record. Colonel Schepens from the Office of the

Air Force Inspector Greneral will address the report after the con-

clusion of my opening remarks.

Now, let's consider the Milstar program.
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The Milstar satellite system is planned to provide operational

forces, especially highly mobile tactical units, with secure, surviv-

able, flexible communications on a worldwide basis. The Milstar

system operates in the extremely high frequency or EHF, a pre-

viously unused part of the radio spectrum. This attribute plus some
other design features, like advanced signal processing, provide
unique mission capabilities required by today's war fighters for

power projection into possible theater conflicts around the globe.
While the Milstar program has focused on satisfying needs iden-

tified at its inception in the early 1980' s—providing secure, surviv-

able, flexible communications for both tactical and strategic users—
the world situation has changed dramatically and so has the scope
and application of the Milstar program. Although the threat of pro-
tracted nuclear war is reduced, the threat of regional conflicts has
risen dramatically. During this time, the Milstar program has not
been static. It has been revised and restructured several times in

harmony with the force structure to meet the changing threat.

The Department restructured the Milstar program extensively 3

years ago, at congressional urging, to reduce costs and to account
for changes in the international and national security environ-
ments. Requirements for a classified payload were deleted. "Heroic"

survivability features envisioned for the cold war environment were
eliminated. The number of satellites and ground control elements
were reduced commensurate with the threat and force structure re-

ductions.

A higher capacity, medium data rate or MDR payload was
planned for a second generation Milstar II satellite which expanded
its tactical utility. This MDR payload will greatly increase commu-
nications capacity compared to the low data rate or LDR capabili-
ties on the initial Milstar I satellites. Use of both LDR and MDR
will greatly enhance the utility of Milstar II satellites in a wide

range of future potential scenarios.

The restructured Milstar program also reduced the numbers of

strategic terminals and defined new mobile terminals for tactical

uses. It reduced program life cycle costs by 25 percent and the ter-

minal costs by 35 percent.
The Department reviewed requirements and tailored the unique

capabilities of the Milstar system to provide "flexible" and pro-
tected communications for mobile forces. It addresses many of the
deficiencies observed during Desert Storm when U.S. ground forces
outran their communications support. These changes exploited
many of the new technologies integrated into the EHF packages on
the Navy's ultra-high frequency follow-on satellites. The Depart-
ment also incorporated new technologies into terminal designs for

mobile platforms, man portable and tactical applications. At the

time, the restructured program gained congressional support for re-

ducing program costs and increasing its tactical orientation.
In 1993, the Department further scrutinized MILSATCOM pro-

grams as a part of the bottom up review of military forces and
major defense programs. The review evaluated numerous alter-

natives to Milstar while considering an updated threat estimate,
operational requirements, cost effectiveness tradeoffs, risk, and af-

fordability. The review emphasized LDR and MDR capabilities for
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U.S. tactical forces. It focused specifically on providing lower cost
alternatives to the baseline Milstar program.

Similar to DSP and FEWS, a select group of technical experts
known as the 'Technical Support Group" reviewed the
MILSATCOM programs. The group was headed by Dr. Bob Everett
from Mitre, and members from the Aerospace Corp., MIT Lincoln

Laboratories, and the John Hopkins Applied Physics Laboratory.
The group recommended that the Department pursue a "cost con-
strained" EHF system for protected connectivity by limiting the
size of the communications payload so it would fit on a medium-
launch vehicle.

The baseline Milstar program examined in the bottom up review
included the launch of two, nearly complete Milstar I satellites in

fiscal years 1994 and 1995, development and launch of nine Milstar
II satellites in fiscal years 1999 to 2011. After considering various

alternatives, the review ultimately examined four principal options
to this baseline—all with the objective of obtaining cost reductions.
All four options would launch the first two Milstar I satellites. All

four also included a transition to a lower weight, lower-cost EHF
satellite which would fit on a medium launch vehicle delivered at

different times and with different capabilities. The selected option
called for four Milstar II's followed by the development and launch
of an advanced EHF LDR MDR satellite not later than the year
2006. It was selected because it best met military requirements
and provided the most capability at the earliest date. All the other

options were higher risk and offered the potential for additional

cost savings only by deferring delivery of needed operational capa-

bility. The selected option represented the best means of achieving
needed capability while reducing long term costs. It is the strategy
we are now implementing.
Under our current plans the first Milstar I satellite with LDR-

only capability is scheduled for launch later this month. The second
Milstar I satellite will be delivered in time to support a scheduled
launch in fiscal year 1995. The MDR payload development is on

track for a first Milstar II launch in fiscal year 1999. The tech-

nology assessment for an advanced EHF system has begun and an
advanced EHF satellite is currently planned to be available for

launch after the Milstar 6 satellite. At the time of the review, the

selected option was assessed by the Department to save approxi-

mately $3 billion in program life cycle costs. After further examina-
tion we now believe we can save almost $4 billion in life cycle costs

compared to the baseline Milstar program. These savings have
been made possible through a combination of measures—improved
efficiencies in program execution and the transition to a lower cost,

lower weight advanced EHF satellite design.
We recognize that developing an advanced EHF satellite will re-

quire ingenuity within the Department and industry and it is not

without risk. Reducing the weight of the current Milstar II payload

by a factor of 3 or 4 and providing a sufficient number of narrow
beam EHF antennas to connect the tactical forces needed to fight
a regional conflict is a higher risk but potentially lower cost ap-

proach than the continued development of the Milstar II satellites.

The Department is currently examining a wide range of potentially

applicable technologies. The review will provide the foundation for
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the technology development necessary to support concept definition

and development of a future, lower cost EHF satellite design.

Wherever possible the Department intends to continue identify-

ing cost-effective reductions as a part of its overall SATCOM in-

vestment strategy—in line with current and potential future force

structure decisions. The bottom-up review confirmed with inde-

pendent technical assessments that a processed EHF satellite sys-

tem provides great promise for meeting current requirements to

provide protected connectivity to mobile forces. It validated the

Milstar II approach as the lowest risk near term solution and it

identified the need to transition to a lower cost lower weight EHF
alternative. The bottom-up review was not, however, the final word
on cost savings. While the Department has made progress in reduc-

ing SATCOM costs—we do not plan to rest. We are expanding our

focus beyond reducing the cost of the Milstar program.
The Department will continue reviewing requirements for com-

munications—inserting new technologies
—and using commercial

systems to supplement core military capabilities wherever these

steps are proven as cost-effective measures. Affordability will con-

tinue to be a principal criterion used to determine the best mix of

providing military and commercial SATCOM systems and services.

In conclusion, the Department has reviewed and restructured the

DSP/FEWS and Milstar programs over the past few years in re-

sponse to the changing threat and national security posture. We
are in the process of terminating the FEWS program and are work-

ing to define an affordable, follow-on system to DSP. Similarly, we
have reviewed, restructured, and reduced the cost of Milstar and
have begun technology development for a follow-on advanced EHF
system. Risk and affordability have been integral elements of the

Department's decisions. We will continue reviewing operational re-

quirements and cost-effective solutions appropriate to meet essen-

tial military needs.
This completes my opening remarks. Major General Kelley from

the Joint Staff, J-6, has a few brief remarks on joint requirements,
and he will be followed by Colonel Schepens who will address the

Air Force inspector general's DSP FEWS report.
Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Dr. Quinn follows:]
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Mr. Chairman. Distinguished Members. Thank you for the

opportunity to represent the Department of Defense and speak to

you today on the development and deployment plans of the DSP/FEWS

and Milstar programs — programs which have been extensively

reviewed by the Department under both the previous and current

Administrations. These reviews have focused on tailoring these

systems to the new national security realities. In fact, we have

based our budget decisions on two principal criteria —
applicability to meet the tactical theater threats we will most

likely face in the post-Cold War environment and careful

consideration of affordability. I have here with me today

members of the Office of the Secretary of the Air Force, the Air

Force Space Command, and the Joint Chiefs of Staff, who as

representatives of the Department, are ready to support me in

responding to any detailed questions you may have concerning the

numerous requirements reviews, assessments, and technical

evaluations of these important programs. Let me speak first to

the Defense Support Program (DSP) and to the Follow-On Early

Warning System (FEWS) and bring you up to date on the current

plans for these systems and recent Departmental decisions.

EARLY WARNING SYSTEMS

As you know, the Defense Support Program (DSP) is our

primary system for providing the first warning of ballistic

missile launches worldwide. DSP is a constellation of satellites

in geo-synchronous orbit that detect infrared radiation. This
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infrared data is broadcast to ground stations where it is

processed to determine if detected data represents a missile

launch. Once a launch is identified, tactical parameters, such

as launch point, launch time, heading and missile class are

calculated, and a warning message is sent to users.

DSP was developed in the late 1960s and became an

operational system in the early 1970s. At that time, the threat

to the US was inter-continental and submarine-launched ballistic

missiles which DSP is very capable of detecting. In 1985, the

Department began planning the Strategic Defense Initiative and

decided to develop a new surveillance system because, DSP did not

provide timely or sufficiently accurate tactical parameters to

support the active defensive mission. The Strategic Defense

Initiative Organization (SDIO) (Since redesignated the Ballistic

Missile Defense Organization or "BMDO") initiated the Boost

Surveillance and Tracking System (BSTS) for this mission. This

new system would also support the early warning mission and would

replace DSP.

In 1990 and 1991, the SDIO restructured the ballistic

missile defense architecture and initiated the Brilliant Pebbles

and Brilliant Eyes programs and terminated the BSTS program. The

early warning mission was transferred back to the Air Force.

Consequently, the Air Force modified the BSTS program by

eliminating the requirement for post-boost vehicle tracking and

removing the battle management capabilities, and called the new

program the Follow-on Early Warning System (FEWS) . In response
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to Desert Storm, however, more emphasis was placed on reliably

detecting tactical ballistic missiles.

One of the advantages of FEWS over DSP was to be its ability

to process infrared data on the satellite platform instead of

sending all data to the ground for processing. This capability

would allow the satellite to send warning messages directly to

the tactical user and avoid using the circuitous routing that was

necessary during Desert Storm. This capability would also

eliminate the need for overseas ground processing centers which

would significantly have reduced manpower requirements.

In the latest round of program re-examinations, we took into

account that the threat has dramatically changed. The Soviet

Union no longer exists and the threat from strategic ballistic

missiles is greatly reduced. Tactical ballistic missiles now

represent the greatest threat, because they are dim, short-

burning and therefore hard to detect, and they are proliferating.

FEWS was designed to detect these missiles, but we decided the

program as configured was unaffordable and we are in the process

of cancelling it.

This decision to cancel FEWS is represented in our FY1995

budget request . Our new plan is to start a program to replace

DSP that will have more modest performance in the area of on-

board data processing than FEWS, but have better detection

performance than DSP especially against tactical ballistic

missiles. The unit cost of this program will be less than DSP

and we'll be able to boost it into orbit on a medium launch
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vehicle instead of a TITAN IV. The Air Force is still developing

the details of this plan.

Because of the national security issues at stake in the

early warning mission, the Department convened an independent

study group, in parallel with the Department's internal review.

This study group consisted of members from Federally Funded

Research and Development Centers, and their charter was to

examine the issues associated with this mission. This group was

chaired by Mr. Robert Everett from the MITRE Corp. and included

representatives from the Institute for Defense Analyses,

Aerospace Corp., MIT Lincoln Labs, and Johns Hopkins Applied

Physics Lab.

The study group examined several alternatives for satisfying

the early warning mission. These alternatives included the

existing DSP, a light-weight DSP, the current FEWS design, a

light-weight FEWS design, and a new satellite design developed by

the study group. The group recommended that the Department

should: 1) continue the block buy of three DSP satellites

because of near-term considerations and 2) terminate the FEWS

program because it was intertwined with nuclear war-fighting and

the Strategic Defense Initiative and therefore not responsive to

current DOD direction. It further advised the Department to

acquire a better surveillance capability than DSP, and that a

better system than DSP could be acquired for less cost than DSP

and could be available on the FEWS schedule. The Department
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accepted some of these reconunendations and incorporated them into

our plan that is represented in our FY1995 budget request.

With regard to DSP upgrades, the Department has made block

changes to the satellite several times since 1970. These

upgrades have provided improvements in sensor performance,

satellite hardening, and longevity. In 1991 before we decided on

the FEWS program, the Department considered additional upgrades

to DSP, but determined that these upgrades were not a cost

effective solution to satisfying current requirements and would

not provide a flexible platform that could accommodate threats

that might develop in the future. Consequently, the FEWS program

was initiated in lieu of upgrading DSP.

In our latest review, both the Department and the

independent study group examined the DSP II option as described

in the Aerospace technical report. The report suggests

modifications to the DSP platform for light-weighting and

improved sensor performance. Neither the Department's internal

review nor the independent study group found advantages to this

concept that outweighed the advantages of a competitive effort.

In fiscal year 1994, the Air Force will review the

requirements for worldwide early warning and construct a new

program that is affordable. Our FY1995 request represents the

funding we need to start contractor efforts on a new design for

the DSP Follow-on program.

Now, consider the Milstar program.
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Milstar PROGRAM

BACKGROUND

The Milstar satellite system is planned to provide

operational forces — especially highly mobile tactical units —

secure, survivable, flexible communications on a world-wide

basis. The Milstar system operates in a previously unused part

of the radio spectrum — Extremely High Frequency (EHF) . This

attribute plus other design features, like advanced signal

processing and crosslinks, provide unique mission capabilities —

capabilities required by today's warfighters for power projection

into possible theater conflicts around the globe.

While the Milstar program has focused on satisfying needs

identified at its inception in the early 1980s — providing

secure, survivable, flexible communications for both tactical and

strategic users — the world situation has changed dramatically

and so has the scope and application of the Milstar program.

While the threat of protracted nuclear war is greatly reduced;

the threat of regional conflicts has risen dramatically. During

this time, the Milstar program has not been static — it has been

revised and restructured several times in harmony with the force

structure to meet the changing threat.

THE RESTRUCTURED MILSTAR PROGRAM

The Department restructured the Milstar program extensively

three years ago, at Congressional urging, to reduce costs and to

account for changes in the international and national security
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environments. Requirements for a classified payload were

deleted. "Heroic" survivability features envisioned for the Cold

War environment were eliminated. The number of satellites and

ground control elements were reduced commensurate with the threat

and force structure reductions.

A higher capacity, Medium Data Rate or MDR payload was

planned for a second generation Milstar II satellite which

expanded its tactical utility. This MDR payload will greatly

increase communications capacity compared to the Low Data Rate

(LDR) capabilities on the initial Milstar I satellites — use of

both LDR and MDR will greatly enhance the utility of Milstar II

satellites in a wide range of future potential scenarios.

The restructured Milstar program also reduced the numbers of

strategic terminals and defined new mobile terminals for tactical

uses. It reduced program life cycle costs by 25 percent, FYDP

costs by 30 percent, and terminal costs by 35 percent.

The Department reviewed requirements and tailored the unique

capabilities of the Milstar system to provide "flexible" and

protected communications for mobile forces — redressing many of

the deficiencies observed during Desert Storm when U.S. ground

forces outran their communications support. These changes

exploited many of the new technologies integrated into the EHF

packages on the Navy's Ultra-High Frequency (UHF) Follow-On

satellites. The Department also incorporated new technologies

into terminal designs for mobile platforms, man portable and

tactical applications. At the time, the restructured program
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gained the support of the four principal Congressional defense

committees for reducing program costs and increasing its tactical

orientation.

THE 1992 DEFENSE ACQDISITION BOARD REVIEW

In 1992, the Joint Requirements Oversight Council (JROC)

reviewed and approved a new set of Milstar requirements based on

global military needs as part of a new National Military

Strategy, with special emphasis on how Milstar would support a

potential future South West Asian theater conflict. In October

1992, a Defense Acquisition Board (DAB) review resulted in

Departmental approval of the restructured Milstar program, its

acquisition strategy, and the development of the MDR payload.

Affordability was one of four principal criteria examined at

that time. The Department considered Milstar program costs

against those of the other major defense acquisition programs,

compared them to the DoD investment in the forces it supported,

and assessed affordability relative to the overall DoD budget.

The Department made its recommendations on the Milstar program

while considering over twenty different payload and architecture

alternatives which had been completed over the previous two years

and careful consideration of the risks associated with the MDR

payload development. Projected program costs were further

reduced during this period by introducing plans for a smaller,

more affordable Milstar polar adjunct to satisfy high latitude

requirements, additional reductions in requirements for Command
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Post Terminals, and by deferring requirements to integrate

Milstar terminals into a number of airborne platforms.

MILSATCC»4 BOTTOM DP REVIEW

In 1993, the Department further scrutinized MILSATCOM

programs as part of the Bottom Up Review of military forces and

major defense programs — consistent with a military strategy

focused on theater conflict. The Review evaluated numerous

alternatives to Milstar while considering an updated threat

estimate, operational requirements, cost -effectiveness tradeoffs,

risk, and affordability. The review emphasized LDR and MDR

capabilities for U.S. tactical forces. It focused specifically

on providing lower cost alternatives to the baseline Milstar

program.

As part of this review, a select group of technical experts

— known as the "Technical Support Group", headed by Dr. Bob

Everett with members from MITRE, Aerospace Corporation, MIT

Lincoln Laboratories, and John Hopkins Applied Physics Laboratory

— also reviewed MILSATCOM programs. The Technical Support Group

recommended that the Department pursue a "cost-constrained" EHF

system for protected connectivity by limiting the size of the

communications payload so it would fit on a medium lift launch

vehicle (MLV) .

The "baseline" Milstar program, examined in the Bottom Up

Review, was the program reviewed by the DAB in October 1992. It

included launch of two, nearly complete Milstar I satellites in
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FYs 1994 and 1995, development and launch of nine Milstar II

satellites in fiscal years 1999-11. The review ultimately

examined four principal options to this baseline — all with the

objective of obtaining cost reductions. All four options would

launch the first two Milstar I satellites. All four also

included a transition to a lower weight, lower cost EHF satellite

which would fit on an MLV, delivered at different times with

different capabilities. The options included:

Option 1: Four Milstar lis, followed by the development

and launch of an advanced EHF LDR/MDR satellite not later

than FY 2006

Option 2: Cancel Milstar II and replace it with an MDR

only EHF satellite in FY 2000; replaced in turn by advanced

LDR/MDR satellites in FY 2007

Option 3: Cancel Milstar II and deploy an advanced EHF

LDR/MDR satellite in FY 2003

Option 4: Similar to Option 3, but launch an advanced

EHF LDR/MDR satellite in FY 2000

Of these alternatives. Option 1 was selected because it best

met military requirem.ents and provided the most capability at the

earliest date. All other options were higher risk and offered

the potential for additional cost savings only by deferring

delivery of needed operational capability. The Department

decided that Option 1 represented the best means of achieving

needed capability while reducing long-term costs. It is the

strategy we are now implementing.

10
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THE FY 1995 PROGRAM

The first Milstar I satellite, with LDR only capability, is

scheduled for launch later this month. The second Milstar I

satellite will be delivered in time to support a scheduled launch

in FY 1995. The MDR payload development is on track for a first

Milstar II launch in FY 1999. Technology assessment for an

advanced EHF system has begun.

At the time of the review. Option 1 was assessed by the

Department to save approximately $300 million within the FYDP and

about $3 billion in program life cycle costs. After further

examination, we now believe we can save almost $1 billion in the

FYDP and almost $4 billion in life cycle costs, compared to the

baseline Milstar program. These savings have been made possible

through a combination of measures — improved efficiencies in

program execution and the transition to a lower cost, lower

weight advanced EHF satellite design. An advanced EHF satellite

is currently planned to be available for launch after Milstar

satellite #6, as identified by the General Accounting Office in

their July 9, 1993 Report: GAO/NSIAD-93-216, "MILITARY SATELLITE

COMMUNICATIONS: Opportunity to Save Billions of Dollars".

We recognize that developing an advanced EHF satellite will

require ingenuity — within the Department and industry — and is

not without risk. Reducing the weight of the current Milstar II

payload by a factor of three to four and providing a sufficient

number of narrow beam EHF antennas to connect the tactical forces

needed to fight a regional conflict is a higher risk, but

11
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potentially lower cost, approach than the continued development

of Milstar II satellites. The Department is currently examining

a wide range of potentially applicable technologies — inflatable

antennas, carbon-carbon structures, light weight beam forming

networks, advanced technology cross-links, digital electronics,

inflatable solar arrays, high energy batteries, integrated

electronics, etc. The review will provide the foundation for the

technology development necessary to support concept definition

and development of a future, lower cost EHF satellite design.

The current budget request includes funding to begin

evaluating concepts and to assess the development risks a

possible lower cost EHF system design. The FY 1995 budget

request also reduced the level of RDT&E funding for Milstar

satellites — made possible, in part, by using funds appropriated

in FY 1993 for Milstar but made available as a result of

implementing the Bottom Up Review decision.

Additionally, the FY 1995 budget request reflects the

further reductions in SATCOM investment by delaying the

replacement of MILSATCOM capabilities and by the expanded use of

commercial SATCOM services. In developing the FY 1995-1999

program, the Department further assessed the services provided by

the Defense Satellite Communications System (DSCS-III)

satellites. We now plan to stretch out the launches of the six

remaining DSCS-III satellites currently in storage. With the

anticipation of having five operationally "green" DSCS-III

satellites on-orbit by May of 1994, this action allows us to

12
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delay the decision for follow-on Super High Frequency (SHF)

service until FY 1996. This decision also provides additional

time to implement a planned modification of the DSCS-III beam

forming network on the last four satellites. These modifications

directly expand the tactical utility of the DSCS-III system by

incorporating state-of-the-art technology improvements into a

system which was designed in the mid-1970s.

Similarly, the Department has re-examined the timing of its

need to replace aging Ultra High Frequency (UHF) on-orbit

capabilities and was able again to defer the decision to begin

development of a Milstar-compatible polar adjunct until FY 1997.

Both program adjustments will save additional cost within the

FYDP and afford the Department the opportunity to further examine

needs for follow-on MILSATCOM services in conjunction with

expanding utilization of commercial services.

COMMERCIAL SERVICES

On November 8, 1993, the Department promulgated new policy

guidance for the use of commercial satellite communications.

This policy was an outgrowth, in part, of the Congressionally-

mandated Commercial Satellite Communications Initiative (CSCI)

studies and the demonstrable benefits available from an increased

use of commercial SATCOM for military applications. The CSCI

studies demonstrated the applicability of commercial SATCOM to a

variety of command, control, communications and intelligence

missions. The new policy guidance establishes the framework to

integrate the Department's efforts for implementing commercial

13
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capabilities and will guide the resulting commercial service

investment strategy to ensure a cost-effective augmentation of

military satellite capabilities by the Department.

The policy states: to the extent operationally and fiscally

practical, the DoD will augment its military SATCOM capability

with both domestic and international commercial services. To

ensure maximum savings are achieved through economies of scale,

all acquisition of commercial SATCOM services shall be consistent

with the approved Defense Information Services Network (DISN)

accjuisition strategy and shall be acquired through the auspices

of the Defense Commercial Communications Office (DECCO) of the

Defense Information Systems Agency (DISA) , as a single manager.

As the use of commercial SATCOM increases throughout the

Department, basic interoperability among Fixed Satellite Service

(FSS) terminals will be established and maintained through the

use of appropriate standards, and in a manner consistent with

advancing commercial technology. To the maximum extent

practical, all new military transportable FSS earth terminals

shall be acquired with the ability to access both the commercial

C and Ku frequency bands .

In support of this tasking, the Department recently hosted a

Defense-wide Commercial SATCOM Conference which allowed for the

exchange of ideas on the use of commercial satellite systems.

DISA will capture this information into a program plan and for

the first time, fully lay out a comprehensive Departmental

commercial SATCOM strategy.

14
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THE ARCHITECTURE

When the Department restructured the Milstar program in

1991, it also updated the MILSATCOM Architecture — the framework

used to manage, organize, and evaluate MILSATCOM systems relative

to other satellite and terrestrial communications systems. At

that time, Mil3tar and the DSCS were identified as the programs

satisfying core military requirements, with UHF satellite and

commercial systems providing unprotected service. Technology

investments were made by the Advanced Research Projects Agency

(ARPA) to reduce the size and weight of EHF communications

payloads. The architecture provided a framework within which

MILSATCOM cost reduction decisions have been evaluated — the

restructured Milstar program in 1991, the 1992 DAB review, the

1993 Bottom Up Review, etc — resulting in a net reduction in

life cycle costs of almost $20 billion dollars.

The 1991 architecture study identified numerous combinations

of alternatives: existing systems with either enhanced or reduced

capabilities, advanced technology proposals, and extensive use of

commercial satellites. The DoD selected the baseline

architecture of currently approved and ongoing systems —

including: MILSTAR; the Defense Satellite Communications System

(DSCS); Ultra High Frequency (UHF) Follow-On.

Cost estimates for the 1991 architecture were developed for

relative comparison of alternatives. There was a wide variance

of quality among the various estimates and high potential for

cost risk with less mature satellite concepts and technologies

15
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considered within the study. Costs for the baseline architecture

were based on mature system designs with existing spacecraft or

developed hardware. In some cases, new parametric estimates were

developed using only satellite weight as a measure of system

cost. The major reasons for selecting the baseline over the

other alternatives was better schedule performance and lower

technology risk. The baseline represented the lowest risk

approach to meeting stated requirements. The cost uncertainty of

relatively new concepts was carefully considered by the

Department in its decision.

The content of the baseline architecture used in the 1991

study has changed substantially over the' past three years. While

this 1991 architecture served the Department well, it is

currently considerably out of date. With the series of program

changes discussed above and the increased use of commercial

systems to supplement military capabilities, we plan a

comprehensive update of the architecture — a new DoD SATCOM

Architecture for FY 1996. To support that update, the Department

is currently conducting a review and recertification of

requirements, identifying the mix of long haul and tactical

transmission services which should be allocated to military and

commercial systems, and identifying which communications networks

could cost effectively transition from long haul SHF service to

commercial SATCOM or fiber optic cable. This extensive review of

communications needs and systems solutions should be available

for a full evaluation of the FY 1996 budget request next year.

16
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CONTINUED SCRUTINY

Wherever possible, the Department intends to continue

identifying cost-effective reductions as a part of its overall

SATCOM investment strategy — in line with current and potential

future force structure decisions . The Bottom Up Review

confirmed, with independent technical assessments, that a

processed EHF satellite system provides great promise for meeting

current requirements to provide protected connectivity to mobile

forces. It validated the Milstar II approach as the lowest risk,

near term solution and it identified the need to transition to a

lower cost, lower weight EHF alternative. The Bottom Up Review

was not, however, the final word on cost savings. While the

Department has made progress in reducing SATCOM costs — we do

not plan to rest. We are expanding our focus beyond reducing the

cost of the Milstar program.

The Department will continue reviewing requirements for

communications — inserting new technologies — and using

commercial systems to supplement core military capabilities

wherever these steps are proven as cost-effective measures.

Affordability will continue to be a principal criteria used to

determine the best mix of providing military and commercial

SATCOM systems and services.

17
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SUMMARY

Over the past several years, the Department has reviewed and

restructured the DSP/FEWS and Milstar programs in response to the

changing threat and national security posture. We are in the

process of terminating the FEWS program and are working to define

an affordable, follow-on system to DSP. Similarly, we have

reviewed, restructured, and reduced the cost of Milstar and have

begun technology development for a follow-on advanced EHF system.

Risk (operational, technical, programmatic) and affordability

have been integral elements of the Department's decisions. We

will continue reviewing operational requirements and cost-

effective solutions appropriate to meet essential military needs.

18
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General Kelley. Grood afternoon. I am Maj. Gren. David Kelley.
I have been the Deputy Director for Defense-Wide Command, Con-

trol, Communications and Computer Support for the Joint Staff

since April 1993. I am here today representing the chairman of the

Joint Chiefs of Staff.

During my career, I have had six commands, including 1 year of

command in Vietnam and 2 years as a signal brigade commander
in Europe. I also served as Director of Combat Developments, U.S.

Army Signal School. I am here today to speak about the warfighter

requirements.
Milstar was originally designed to satisfy a combination of strate-

gic and tactical requirements. Based on direction in the fiscal year
1991 appropriations conference report, the program was restruc-

tured in 1991 to eliminate "unnecessary capabilities for protracted
nuclear warfighting, increase tactical utility, and reduce costs."

This was accomplished; key warfighting requirements were vali-

dated by the Joint Requirements Oversight Council, and the

triservice program was approved by the Defense Acquisition Board.

The restructured Milstar is now primarily designed to satisfy tac-

tical maritime, land, and special operations forces requirements
which will enable our CONUS-based projection military to deploy
overseas and win. Milstar will eliminate deficiencies encountered

during Desert Storm where jamming could have denied or severely
limited U.S. use of satellite communications and where U.S. ground
forces outran their communications support.

Critical warfighter requirements satisfied by Milstar include es-

sential satellite coverage and capacity when and where combat
forces need it, antijam capability, covertness, deployability, and mo-

bility. These requirements are essential for successful conduct of a
Desert Storm-type war; satisfying them is a war-winning endeavor
and an absolute necessity.
As we look to the future, Milstar is the only current program

which adequately meets these requirements. The DOD bottom-up
review revalidated critical warfighter requirements and the Milstar

program as the best near-term solution to those requirements. We
support the bottom-up review conclusions and will continue to ex-

ploit new technology and additional opportunities for economies.

Now, I would like to speak to the lesson we took from Desert
Storm. Success of the Defense Support Program [DSP], to provide
Scud warning during the Gulf war is well chronicled. However, con-

ditions were ideal during that conflict, and we can't always be as-

sured of such ideal conditions in future warfighting environments.

Additionally, with the proliferation of newer generation tactical

ballistic missiles throughout the world, the need for improved space
based sensor for launcn detection has become even more critical.

Key performance parameters, increased coverage and detection, for

advanced space based tactical warning and attack assessment were
also validated by the Joint Requirements Oversight Council in

1991. The warfighters need a solution to this critical requirement.
Thank you. That concludes my statement.
[The prepared statement of General Kelley follows:]
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statement for J61 at Congressman Conyers' Hearing

Good -JM iTnTng. I am Major General David Kelley. I have been the
Deputy Director for Defense Wide Command, Control, Communications
and Computers Support for the Joint Staff since April 1993. I am
here today representing the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff.
During my career, I have had six commands, including a year of
command in combat and two years as a signal brigade commander in
Europe. Also, I have served as Director of Combat Developments,
United States Army Signal School. I am here today to speak about
warfighter requirements.

Milstar was originally designed to satisfy a combination of
strategic and tactical requirements. Based on direction in the FY91
Appropriations Conference Report, the program was restructured in
1991 to eliminate "unnecessary capabilities for protracted nuclear
warf ighting" , increase tactical utility, and reduce cost. This was
accomplished, key warfighting requirements were validated by the
Joint Requirements Oversight Council, and the Tri-Service program
was approved by the Defense Acquisition Board.

The restructured Milstar is now primarily designed to satisfy
TACTICAL maritime, land, and special operations forces (SOF)
requirements which will enable our CONUS-based force projection
military to deploy overseas and win. Milstar will eliminate
deficiencies encountered during DESERT STORM where jamming could
have denied or severely limited US use of satellite communications
and where US ground forces out ran their communications support.

Critical warfighter requirements satisfied by Milstar include
essential satellite coverage and capacity when and where combat
forces need it, antijam capability, covertness, deployabi lity, and
mobility. These requirements are essential for successful conduct
of a DESERT STORM type war, satisfying them is a war-winning
endeavor and an absolute necessity. Milstar is the only current
program which can adequately meet these requirements. The DoD
Bottom-Up Review revalidated critical warfighter requirements and
the Milstar program as the best near-term solution to those
requirements. We support the Bottom-Up Review conclusions and will
continue to exploit new technology and additional opportunities for
economies .

Now, I would like to speak about a DESERT STORM lesson. Success of
Defense Support Program (DSP) to provide SCUD warning during the
Gulf War is well-chronicled. However, conditions were ideal for
warning during that conflict and we can't always be assured of such
an ideal warning environment. Additionally, with the proliferation
of newer generation Tactical Ballistic Missiles throughout the
world, the need for an improved spaced based sensor for launch
detection has become even more critical. Key performance
parameters, increased coverage and detection, for Advanced Spaced
Based Tactical Warning and Attack Assessment were also validated by
the Joint Requirements Oversight Council in 1991. The warfighters
need a solution to this critical requirement.
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Mr. CoNYERS [presiding]. Colonel Schepens.

STATEMENT OF COL. WILLIAM SCHEPENS, DIRECTOR, INSPEC-

TIONS, INSPECTOR GENERAL'S OFFICE, U.S. AIR FORCE

Colonel Schepens. I am Col. William Schepens, Director of In-

spections, in the Air Force inspector general's office.

During October 1993, the Air Force inspector general inves-

tigated 17 allegations of misconduct and mismanagement relating

to the DSP and FEWS acquisition programs.
On November 1, the IG reported inquiry results. Seven allega-

tions were substantiated in part or in whole. The Air Force began
the internal inquiry immediately identifying five allegations.

GenCorp Aerojet then made six related allegations to the Air Force.

Representative Conyers reported six additional related allegations
|

to DOD IG which the Air Force incorporated into its ongoing in-

quiry. In general, there were three categories of allegations: im-

proper release of contractor-owned proprietary data to competitors; I

false, misleading, or erroneous data being provided to OSD and

Congress; and data being suppressed.
The results of the inquiry follow.

I would like to make a note that some of the information has
been paraphrased to protect the identity of witnesses and subjects,

as required by the Privacy Act.

An Air Force Materiel Command investigating officer substan-

tiated two very similar allegations from Aerojet and Representative

Conyers. The allegations were that the Air Force released an Aero-

space Corp. technical operating report [TOR], which contained pro-

prietary data belonging to GenCorp Aerojet, to Aerojet's competi-
tors. The investigating officer found that a Federal acquisition reg-
ulation had been violated by the failure of a member of the Air

Force to give proper instmctions and to personally ensure that

competition sensitive/proprietary data was removed from the TOR.
The member's supervisor has taken appropriate corrective action.

The IG substantiated two other allegations: First, Aerojet allega-

tion, "That the government attempted to discredit the Aerospace
Technical Operating Report (TOR)." The Government and leader-

ship of Aerospace Corp. had good reason to discredit the report. It

had not been properly coordinated, approved, or distributed; it dis-

counted validated requirements; and it was written with an advo-

cacy tone.

Second, Representative Conyers-reported allegation: That a
member of the Air Force deleted from a congressionally mandated

study an option identifying improvements to the existing DSP as

an alternative to FEWS that could save up to $10 billion. The
member had good reason to delete the option because it did not sat-

isfy the key DOD and congressional groundrule that it meet oper-
ational requirements.
The IG substantiated three other allegations in part: One, an Air

Force-identified allegation, "That USSPACECOM staff members
told a defense contractor to get on the FEWS team or get out of

the way." That statement was not verified, but TRW understood
from U.S. Space Command that it should pay attention to its role

on the FEWS program.
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Second, an Air Force-identified allegation, "That the briefing
charts and background information for the 5 Oct 93 Space-Based
Infrared Sensor system capabilities budget issue briefing to Mr.
Deutch were released by USSPACECOM to space-based sensor
competitors." Government budget data were inadvertently released,
but the material did not include proprietary information, as al-

leged.

Third, a Representative Conyers-reported allegation: That a con-
tractor ordered the recall of the Aerospace TOR; assisted in the

suppression of options from review by Congress; and interfered in

a DOD IG investigation by requesting that the IG back off on these
issues. The part substantiated was that the contractor ordered the
recall of the TOR in order to read the report for the first time.

Then, after review by an Air Force/Aerospace Corp. team, the recall
decision was affirmed.

The IG did not find misconduct by general officers. Specifically,
general officers did not suppress data, did not inhibit TRW, and did
not make erroneous statements supporting FEWS, as alleged in

Representative Conyers' letter to DOD IG. The Air Force Judge Ad-
vocate Greneral and the Air Force general counsel concurred in the
IG's finding of no misconduct.
The IG reached two general conclusions from this investigation.

First, intense competition for defense dollars is producing distrust,
breakdown in communications, and allegations of impropriety. Sec-

ond, the Air Force must listen to all concerns and clearly commu-
nicate why dissenting positions are not accepted. Doing so will help
avoid future allegations and perceptions that "no one is listening."

In early January, following a briefing by the IG, the Secretary
of the Air Force studied the IG's report of inquiry in depth and pro-
vided the inquiry results to the Department of Defense inspector
general. The DOD IG reviewed the report and found that the in-

quiry adequately addressed the issues. Yesterday the Secretary
provided the results and DOD IG's comments to congressional com-
mittee chairmen. Following this hearing, the Secretary will release

inquiry results to the media and the public.
Mrs. Maloney [presiding]. Thank you very much.
Colonel Schepens or Dr. Quinn, do you believe the Aerojet study

was technically flawed?
Dr. QuiNN. I wouldn't say it was technically flawed. I am not

sure what you mean by that. The aerospace study
Mrs. Maloney. It was in the letter. Homer alleged it was in the

letter that was discussed earlier; that it was "technically flawed"
was his term.
Where is that letter?

Dr. QuiNN. Perhaps the representative of the Space Command
would like to comment on that.

Colonel Stadler. The review?
Mrs. Maloney. He says, and I quote from General Charles, USA

Commander, it was "flawed technically, operationally and politi-

cally."
What does he mean "politically flawed"?
Colonel Stadler. I will attempt to shed some light on that.

The report came out after we had already evaluated the DSP-
II requirements earlier and found them to be not responsive to the
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needs for particularly the detection of theater missiles. The report
came out in such a manner as without prior review, without an op-

portunity for the Air Force to assess the findings of the report.

Again we had already assessed the concept and found it wanting
once, and the report came out again and we found it wanting, but
we were not given the opportunity to do that before it received
wide distribution in the Washington area.

That precipitated the comment for "politically" because we knew
that the reported solution of our requirements by this system
would get wide play and cause more and increased confusion rel-

ative to the ongoing FEWS program.
Mrs. Maloney. But a decision to recall it, in effect, to suppress

it, if you disagreed with it, why not relet it and have another ana-

lyst review it, but by just pulling it back from public review, con-

gressional review, and anyone else's view, in a sense, that is sup-
pressing it.

Colonel Stabler. We did not attempt to suppress the report. The
reason the report was recalled was to perform the analysis of what
the report was advocating and to then provide a level playing field

assessment of the capabilities of DSP-II to satisfy the require-
ments.
Mrs. Maloney. Yet Congress did not have an opportunity to see

this report because you recalled it to assess what the report said?

Maybe other people would have liked to have assessed—weighed
what the report said.

Colonel ScHEPENS. I think I can address that. The IG looked into

whether the report was suppressed or not and found that the re-

port in its original format made it to Dr. Schneiter's committee, Dr.
Everett's group, and also to Congress.

In the meantime, the person who was responsible for the report,
Mr. Aldridge, the CEO of Aerospace Corp., had not seen the report.
He felt it was within his prerogative as the CEO to look at the re-

port and comment on it. He put together a team within his corpora-
tion to evaluate what was in the report, and decided he was not

happy with the report when the evaluation was complete.
Likewise, the Air Force formed a separate team and made an

evaluation of the report. However, to reemphasize, the report in its

original format, did make it to the right decisionmakers in order
for them to assess what was in that report.

Mrs. Maloney. There has been allegations that you attempted to

discredit—I am reading from your report to us early this morning
or last night, the Air Force concluded, and I again quote, that Gen-
eral Schnelzer—that the government attempted to discredit the

aerospace technical operating report and it says you substantiated
the government attempted to discredit the report.

Colonel ScHEPENS. Well, the reason we said they discredited it

was: one of the ground rules for the space based sensors study was
each system had to meet FEWS requirements. The report's option
DEPn did not meet the FEWS requirements. Therefore, it was dis-
credited.

Mrs. Maloney. GAO earlier testified that there were no vali-
dated FEWS requirements.
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Colonel Stabler. That is incorrect. We have a documented set of

requirements that have been approved both by the joint require-
ments oversight
Mrs. Maloney. Especially for FEWS?
Colonel Stabler. Yes, ma'am.
Mrs. Maloney. When?
Colonel Stabler. Those were done in 1991, that is when the ap-

proval of the Joint Requirements Oversight Council, the oper-
ational requirements document was done, and that is the document
that we have been using to support the demonstration and valida-

tion phase of the FEWS program.
We are also, up until the time that Dr. Deutch terminated the

FEWS program in November, we were drafting the second iteration

of that document, it is called a FEWS operational requirements
document which was incorporated within that document--—
Mrs. Maloney. Was that document issued?

Colonel Stabler. No, ma'am, it was not.

Mrs. Maloney. It was not?

Colonel Stabler. Because it was prepared for the Milestone II

decision.

Mrs. Maloney. So there were no FEWS requirements?
Colonel Stabler. No, ma'am, that is not correct. The FEWS re-

quirements are on the street, and the first article is the FEWS
SORD.
Mrs. Maloney. Could I see the FEWS requirements that are

validated?
Colonel Stabler. Yes, ma'am. I don't have them with me, but we

can provide that.

[The information follows:]

79-579 - 94 - 7
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Mrs. Maloney. Earlier you said you did not release the report
because they didn't meet the FEWS requirements. Is that correct
what you said earlier in your statement on the IG's report? You
didn't release the

Colonel ScHEPENS. I think the allegations was the Air Force did
not include the DSP-II alternative to FEWS in the sensor I study.
The reason they didn't include it in their submission to Congress
was primarily it didn't meet the ground rules, which was it had to
meet the FEWS requirement. That is why it was discounted.
Mrs. Maloney. Yet, hasn't there been a—wasn't there another

option that also did not meet the FEWS requirement?
Colonel ScHEPENS. I think what you are referring to is the DSP

plus, plus. That was included in the sensor I study which was sub-
mitted to OSD and Congress, and that was the closest DSP alter-

native that met the FEWS requirement. It came close to, but did
not meet the requirement.
Mrs. Maloney. In your testimony, you stated it came close to,

but did not meet the FEWS requirement. You released that, but
you did not release the other.

Colonel ScHEPENS. Maybe you should handle this.

Colonel Collins. As part of the study that the Air Force was
doing for

Mrs. Maloney. Excuse me, I add for the record, was not the one

you released much more expensive and therefore not a threat for

a change in the program as opposed to the alternative that the
auditor or the research analyst put forward that would have saved
$10 billion for the Grovernment.

Colonel Collins. There was a slightly higher cost to the DSP,
plus, plus.
Mrs. Maloney. How much higher?
Colonel Collins. I would have to get that precise number for the

record, but it was not a great deal higher than the FEWS program.
But it was higher than the
Mrs. Maloney. We would like that number.
Colonel Collins. Yes, ma'am.
[The information follows:]

During the Sensor Integration Study, the FEWS Life Cycle Cost was estimated
at $13.1 Billion. The cost of the DSP++ concept was estimated between $13.8 Billion

for a 6 year mean mission duration and $16.2 Billion for an 8.5 year mean mission

duration. Please note that the DSP++ concept does not meet the FEWS ORD re-

quirements.

Mrs. Maloney. May I—I was disturbed by some of the earlier

testimony, actually, of former Air Force dignitaries becoming con-

tractors dealing with the Air Force. And as you know. President
Clinton issued an Executive order that forbids senior officials from

becoming contractors with the agency they headed. So how could

former Air Force Secretary Pete Aldridge become a principle at

first McDonnell-Douglas and later president of Aerospace or Gen-
eral Ramhard, a vice president of Aerospace?
How did he do that? Does it not violate the Executive order on

the revolving door?
Dr. QuiNN. I can't answer that directly, but we can certainly pro-

vide the answer for you.
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In the case of Mr. Aldridge, however, he had intermediate em-

ployment before he went to Aerospace.
Mrs. MALO^fEY. McDonnell-Douglas. Again, a major contractor

with the Air Force and the Government.
Dr. QuiNN. Yes. I don't know that the prohibition is that they

cannot work at all for a major contractor. It is a matter of how
much interface there is with the government and things of that na-

ture, which we would have to get legal counseHxrgive you an an-
swer on.

Mrs. Maloney. He was president of the company both times and
we have correspondence back and forth to the military from his po-
sition as president of both companies.

Dr. QuiNN. It is a legal counsel issue and we would have to get
you a formal answer.

Mrs. Maloney. We request a formal answer.

[The information follows:]
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,* Office of Government Ethics
9-VjlJJW^^i? Suiie 500. 1201 New York Avenue. N W.

^SG^^ Wjshingion. DC. 20005-3917

January 22, 1993

MEMORANDOH

TO: Designated Agency Ethics Officials

FROM: Stephen D. Potts
Director

.^^Z.- ^..^'J^TFO
SUBJECT: President Clinton's Executive Order Entitled "Ethics

Commitaents by Executive Branch Appointees"

On January 20, 1993, President Clinton signed Exei-utive Order
12834, "Ethics Commitments by Executive Branch Appointees." See 58^
Fed. Reg. 5911-5916 (Jan. 22, 1993). The Executive order r^qyilre.%i^
certain persons appointed on or after January 20. 1993

^^
to sign a

pledge which establishes a contractual commitment regarding their
activities after they have been employed as "senior appointees" or
after they have participated personally and substantially in trade
negotiations.

A copy of the Executive order is attached. The activities
which will be restricted by the pledges are set forth in section 1
of the Executive order.

Who Must Sign a Pledge

"Senior appointees" and "trade negotiators," who are appointed
on or after January 20, 1993, must sign a pledge. Under the terms
of the Executive order, "senior appointee" means "every full-time,
noncareer Presidential, Vice-Presidential or agency head appointee
in an executive agency whose rate of basic pay is not less than the
rate for level V of the Executive Schedule (5 U.S.C. 5316) but does .

not include any person appointed as a member of the senior foreign//^
service or solely as a uniformed service commissioned officer.""'
"Trade negotiator" means "aLnyJ f.UH-Clffl6, non-career Presidential,
Vice-Presidential or agency head appointee (whether or not a senior
appointee) who personally and substantially participates in a trade
negotiation as an employee of an executive agency." The Executive
order does not cover career officials at any level, or those
officials of President Bush's Administration who are staying on in
President Clinton's Administration for a period of time without
receiving a new appointment.

DO-93-003 oct.i06
October
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Forms of Pledges

Senior appointees will sign a "Senior Appointee Pledge,"
Trade negotiators who are not senior appointees (and who therefore
will not have signed a "Senior Appointee Pledge") will sign a
"Trade Negotiator Pledge.^ This Office has developed forms for
these pledges, based upon language provided in the Executive order.
A copy of each pledge form is attached to this memorandum for local
reproduction and immediate use. The Executive order is incorpo-
rated by reference in both pledges, so senior appointees and trade
negotiators must be given a copy of the Executive order to read
before signing a pledge.

When a Pledge Must Be Signed

A senior appointee must sign the pledge "upon becoming" a
senior appointee, i.e. . at the time that person is appointed to a
position that meets the terms of the Executive order. A person who
is being paid less than the rate for level V of the Executive
Schedule, but who otherwise meets the terms of the Executive order,
must sign the pledge when his or her rate of basic pay is raised so
that it equals or exceeds the rate for level V of the Executive
Schedule (for example, a person in the Senior Executive Service
whose rate of basic pay changes to ES-5 from ES-4.)

A non-career trade negotiator who is not a senior appointee
must sign the pledge prior to personally and substantially partici-
pating in a "trade negotiation," which the Executive order defines
as "a negotiation that the President determines to undertake to
enter into a trade agreement with one or more foreign governments,
and does not include any action taken before that determination."
This Office will, after consultation with the White House, notify
Designated Agency Ethics Officials of any negotiation which the
President determines to be a "trade negotiation" for purposes of
requiring a pledge under the terms of the Executive order. Until
such notification, agencies need not collect any trade negotiator
pledges; but agencies should be prepared to collect such pledges
promptly.

A person who has signed a senior appointee pledge does not
have to sign another pledge if that person changes senior appointee
positions, unless there was a period of time between those
positions during which that person was not a senior appointee.
Similarly, a trade negotiator who is not also a senior appointee
and who has signed a trade negotiator pledge once does not have to
sign the pledge again for other trade negotiations in which that
person will be participating personally and substantially, unless
prior to the person's personal and substantial participation in
those other trade negotiations there was a period of time during
which the person was not employed in the executive branch.
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Collection of the Pledges

A senior appointee Is to submit his or her signed pledge to
the head of his or her agency upon becoming a senior appointee. A
trade negotiator who Is not a senior appointee Is to submit his or
her signed pledge to the head of his or her agency prior to

participating personally and substantially in a trade negotiation.
At the Executive Office of the President, pledges are to be

submitted to the White House Counsel or other official (s) to whom
the President delegates that responsibility.

Signed pledges will be placed In the senior appointee's or
trade negotiator's Official Personnel Folder or equivalent
personnel file.

Waivers

Only the President can grant a waiver of any of the
restrictions contained in a pledge. A request for a waiver should
be submitted to the head of the affected agency for submission to
the President through the Counsel to the President. A waiver

requires the President's written certification, and publication in

the Federal Register , that it is in the public interest for the
waiver to be granted.

Enforcement

The Executive order specifies that the contractual commitments
established by the pledges will be enforced by any legally
available means, including debarment proceedings within the
affected agency, or judicial or civil proceedings brought by the

Attorney Generr.l for declaratory, injunctive, or monetary relief.

Further Gjidance

This Office will assist Designated Agency Ethics Officials in

providing advice to current or former senior appointees and trade

negotiators regarding the application of the pledges. In providing
this assistance, this Office will consult with the Attorney General
or Counsel to the President when appropriate. In addition, within
the next six months, the Attorney General will be publishing in the
Federal Register a "Statement of Covered Activities" regarding the
restriction on a former senior appointee's activities on behalf of
a foreign government or foreign political party.

Attachments ( 3 )
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SENIOR APPOl

As a conditioii, and in consideration, ofmy emp

appointee position invested with the public trust, I

understand are binding on me and are enforceable u:

1. I will not, within five years after the termin

executive agency in which I am appointed to serve, Ic

2. In the event that I serve as a senior appoin

I also will not, within five years after I cease to be a

employee of any other executive agency with respect to

as a senior appointee in the EOF.

3. I will not, at any time after the termination o .

engage in any activity on behalf of any foreign govemc
on January 20, 1993, would require me to register und-

amended.
4. I will not, within five years after terminatior

trade negotiation, represent, aid or advise any foreig'.

business entity with the intent to influence a decision oi

in carrying out his or her official duties.

5. I acknowledge that the Executive order ent--

Appointees," issued by the President on January 20, 19-

defines certain of the terms appUcable to the foregoing or

them. I expressly accept the provisions of that Executiv

-in me. I understand that the terms of this pledge are in &<

appUcable to me by virtue of Federal Government service.

PLEDGE

t in the United States Government in a senior

myself to the following obligations, which I

my employment as a senior appointee in any
y officer or employee of that agency.
he Executive Office of the President ("EOP"),
-
appointee in the EOP, lobby any officer or

I had personal and substantial responsibility

nployment in the United States Government,
r foreign political party which, if undertaken

Foreign Agents Registration Act of 1938, as

y personal and substantial participation in a
'emment, foreign political party or foreign
officer or employee of any executive agency,

"Ethics Commitments by Executive Branch
ih I have read before signing this document,
-ons and sets forth the methods for enforcing

oroer as a part of this agreement and as binding
"*ion to any statutory or other legal restrictions

Signature Date
^ 19_

Print or type your full name (Last, first, middle - spell out each fully)

Privacy Act Statement

Executive Order 12834 entitled "Ethics Commitments by Executive Branch Appointees," issued by the

President on January 20, 1993 (and published at 58 Federal Register 5911-5916 on 1/22/93), requires every senior

appointee in every executive agency appointed on or after January 20, 1993 to sign this pledge upon becoming a senior

appointee. This pledge establishes a contractual commitment regarding your post-employment activities and your
activities after your personal and substantial participation in a trade negotiation has ceased. If there is a violation

or apparent violation of this pledge, this pledge may be disclosed to the Department of Justice or any other

appropriate Federal agency charged with the responsibility of investigating, prosecuting, enforcing or implementing
ths Executive order. Disclosure of this pledge can also be made to another Federal agency, a court or a party in court

litigation or an administrative proceeding when the Government is a party as well as to another Federal agency in

coimection with your hiring when the pledge is relevant and necessary thereto. Further, this pledge may be disclosed

to the Executive Office of the President and the Office of Government Ethics to enable them to carry out their

responsibihties under Executive Order 12834 and other ethics oversight authorities. This pledge will be filed for

permanent retention in your official personnel folder or equivalent folder. Tour signing this pledge is a condition, and
in consideration, of your employment as a senior appointee, or your receiving a pay raise that will make you a senior

ippointee, as defined in the Executive order.

OGE Form 203
Jan. 1993
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Presidential Documents

Tide i—

The Presidenl

Executive Order 12134 of lanutry 20, 1993

Ethics Commitmenls by Executive Branch Appointee*

N
By the tuthoritv vested la me u PreiidenI of the United Sletee by the

ConiUtutioD and Iiws d the United Stale* of America, IncJudlni Mclion
301 of title 3, United Sutea Code, and •ecilonj 3301 and 7301 of titJe

S, United Slates Code. It is hereby ordered u followt:

Sedioo I. EtMcs Pledget, (a) Every tenior
appointee la every executive

agency appointed on or ai^ar January 20, 1993, (oall sign, and upon signing
(hall M cootractuaily coounltled to, the following pledge ("leaior ippolnlee

pledge"] upon becoming a senior appointee:

"As a conHition, erd In consideration, of my employment In the

United Stales Government In a senior appointee position invested

with the public trust, I commit myself to the following obligations,
which I undenland are binding on me and are enforceable under
law:

"1. 1 will not, within five yean aAer the lerminalion of my employ-
ment as a senior appointee In any executive agency In which I

am appointed to serve, lobby any ofDcar or employee of that agency.
"2. Ln the event that I serve as a senior appointee la the Executive

OfHca of the President CEOP'), I also will not, within five yean
aAer I cease to be a senior appointee In the HOP, lobby any oCBcar

or employee of any other executive agency with reepect to which
I had penonal and substantial responsibility as a senior appointee
In the EOP.

"3. I will not, at any time after the termination of my emplovmenl
in the United Slates Covemment, engage in any activity on oehalf

of any foreign government or foreign political party which. If ium*-'-

iaVeo on Jerjar/ 20, 1993. wotild rev,.ir« me to re«lster under

the Foreign AgenLs Registration Act of 1938, as amended.

"4. I will not, within Qve yean after termination of my personal
and substantial participation in a trade negotiation, represent, aid

or advise any foreign government, foreign political party or foreign

business entity with the intent to influence a decision of any officer

or employee of any executive agency, in carrying out bis or her

official duties.

"S. I acknowledge that the Executive order entitled 'Elhicx Com-
mitmenls by Executive Branch Appointees,' Issued by the President

on January 20, 1993, which 1 have read before signing this document,
defines certain of the terms applicable to the foregoing obllgtUons
and sets forth the methods for enforcing them. I

expressly accept
the provisions of that Executive order as a part of tnis agreement
and as binding on me. I understand that the terms of this

pledge
are In addition to any statutory or other legal restrictions applicable
to me by virtue of Federal (Covemment service."

(b) Every trade negotiator who is not a senior appointee and Is appointed
to a position in an executive agency on or after January 20. 1993. shall

(prior to personally and substantially partidpaling In a trade negotiation)

sign, and upon signing be contractually committed to, the following pledge
("trade negotiator pledge"):

"As a condition, and In consideration, of my employment la the

United Slates Covemment as a trade negotiator, which Is a poiitioo
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inveKad with ih»
public trujt. 1 commit myjeU to th« following

obligaiionj. which I unden(»nd u* binding on m« ind ir» enforc»-

able under law.

"l. I will not, within five yean after terminatloa of my personal

and subjtanUal participation In a trade negotiation, reptetanl, aid

or advlM any foreign government, foreign polillc4l partjf
or forelga

builnesj entity with the Intent to Influence a decljloa of any ofBcer

or employee
of aiiy executive agency. In carryiaj out hla or her

omcialdulJea.

•'2. I acknowledge thai the ExecuUve order enlllled 'Elhici Com-

mitmenu by Executive Branch Appointe**,' Ijiued by ihe Preiident

on fanuary 20, 1993, which 1 have read before ilanlng ihU document,

deflnee csrt.ain of the lernu appllcabU to the foregoing obllgaUoni

and »«U forth the - ?lhodj for enforcing them. I
expreuly accept

the provlaionf of that Executive order aa a part of thla agr»ement

and ai binding on m*. I undentand that the tenni of thli
pledge

are In addition to any atatutory or other legal rostricllon* applicable

(o me by virtue of Federal Government torvica."

S«& 2. DafiniUont. Aj utad herein and in the pledgee:

(a) "Seoior appointea" means every full-time, non-career Prealdentlal, Vic»-

preaideailal or ajtency Lead appointee In an executive agency wboje rata

of basic pay is not leu than the rate for level V of the Executive Schedule

(5 U.S.C 5316) but do«s not include any parson appointed u a member

of the senior foreign sarvica or solely u a uniformed sarvlca commissioned

offlcar.

(b) "Trade negotiator" means a fiiU-llma. non-career Presidential, Vtca-prasi-

daotlal or agency bead appolotaa (whether or not a senior appointaa) who

panonally and (ubstanUaUy participates In a trade negoUatiao u an em-

ployaa of an executive aganqr.

(c) "Lobby" meaxis to knowingly communicate to or appear before any
offlcar or employe* of any executive agency on behalf of another (except

th* United States) with the Intent to InHueoca offidal action, axcapt that

the tarn "lobby" does not induda:

(1) communicating or appearing on behalf of and as an ofOcar or employe*
of a Slate or local government or the govermnant of the District of Columbia.

. Native American Iriba or a United States territory or oossesslon:

(2) communicaUng or appearing with tagard to a judicial procaedlng,
or a criminal or civil law enforcament Inquiry. Investigation or procaedlng

(but not with regard to an admlnistraUv* proceeding) or with regard to

aA adminiitratlve procsedirvg to ihs extent that such communications or

appearances are made after the commeocsment of and in connection with

the conduct or disposition of a judicial ptoceadlng;

(3) communicaUng or appearing with regard to any government giant
contract or similar bansSt on behalf of and aa an oRcsr or employee ot

(A) an accrsdited, degrea-grantlng InsUtution of higher educaUon. as

defined in section 1201(a) of titl* 30, United SUte* Code; or

(B) a bosplul: a medical, (dentine or environmental research Institu-

tion: or a charitable or educational institution: provided that such entity

Is a
not-for-profit organization exempted from Federal Income taxes under

sections SOl(a) and S01(cK3) of UUe 28. United States Coda;

(4) communicating or appearing on behalf of an International organlzatioa
In which the United SUtes partidpates. If the Sacretan of SUte certifies

In advance that such activity Is In the Interest of the United States;

(5) communicatlog or appearing solely for the purpose of furnishing >d-

entific or technological Infomation. subject to the procedures and conditions

applicable under j«cUon 207(jX5) of title U. United States Code; or

(6) giving testimony under oath, subject to the condltlou sppUcable under

section 207(JX8) of title 18. United States Coda.
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(d) "Oq beKtJf o( tnothar" m*uu oo b«K*lf of • panon or tnUty oth*r

than (ha LndWIdutJ tignii\% iha pladga or hii or har ipou»«, child or ptnnt.

(a) "AdmioUtnUva procsodlng" m»ani iny i^ency procui for rulaaiikinf,

ad|udica(ioa at Ucaruiag, u daflnad In uid govama<l by iha Admlniilrativt
Procsdurs Act. u uneadad (S U.S C SSI. «< s«q.).

(0 "ExecuUva tgarvcv" ind "tgoncy" maan "Exacuilva tgaocy" u daflnad

Is uctJon lOS of Utl« S, Uiiilad Slilat Coda, axcapl that tha (arm Inciudaa

Iha ExecuUva OCTIcs of tha PruldaoL tha UaJtad Stila* PoittJ Sa^lca and

tha Postal Rata Commiuioa and axdudes tha C«neral Accounting Offlca.

Aj used Ln paragraph 1 of tha joaior appolntaa pladga, "axacuUva i^aDcy"
maans tha antira agaccy lo which tha saoior appoiotaa It appointed to

Mrve, except that:

(1) with respect to thote isnior appclnteea to whom luch designatloiu
an applicable under sadioa 207(h) of tJtla 18, United Suiea Code, tha

term meani an agency or bureau designated by the DIrvclor of the OEDct
ol Govenuneiit Ethica under section 207(h) aj a aeparata depaxtment or

agmcj at the time the senior appointee csaied to serve In that department
or agency: and

(2) a senior appointee wno la detailed from one executive ageacy to

another lor mora than sixty days in any calendar year shall be deemed
to be an officer or employee of both cgencle* during the period sucn person
is detailed.

(g) "Personal and substantial rwpoasibUlty" "with r8«D«ct to" an executive

agency, as used In paragraph 2 of the senior appointee pledge, means ongoing

orers^ht of. or significant ongoing dedsion-mailng Involvement in, the

agency's buclget. major prograsu or per^innel action*, when acting both

"persooalty"
and "substanlially" (as Oioca lernu are defined for purpose*

of sectioni ZOr(a) and (b) of Utla 18. Unltwl Slats* Code).

(h) "Personal and subttantial participation" and "personally and substantially

partidpate*" mean acting both "peraonally" and "substantially" (a* thoie

term* are defined for purpoees of sectkn* 207(*) and (b) of title 18, United

State* Code) a* an employee through decision, approval, disapproval, rec-

ommendation, the rendering of advics, investigation or other such action.

(i) 'Trade negotlatioa" mean* a negotiation that tha President determine*

lo undertaka to enter Into a trade agreement with one or mora forelan

govvmrnecti, and doe* not Include any action Laltan before that determina-

tion.

(I) 'Toreign Agent* Registradon Act of 1938. u amended" mean* section*

Sll-«21 of title 22, United State* Code.

(V) "Toreign government" mean* "tha government of a foreign country,"
a* defined In section 1(e) of the Foreign Agents Registration Act of 1938.

u amended [22 U.S.C 611(e)).

Q] "Foreign political party" ha* the same meaning a* that term in secUoa

1(0 of tha Foreign Agenu Reglstralioa Act of 1938, a* amended (22 U.S.C

611(0).

(m) "Foreign business entity" means a partnership, association, corporation,
organlzatioa or other combination of person* organized imder the laws of

or iiaving 'rts principal place of business In a foreign country.

(n) Term* that are used herein and In tha pledges, and also lued In section

2t>7 of title 18. Uoitad Slates Code, shall be given tha same meaning u
they have In section 207 and any Implementing regulation* issued or to

ba issued by tha OSIca of Covammaat Ethic*, except to the extent those

(erna are otharwisa defined In this order.

Sec. 3. Wafvcr. (a) The President may grant to any person a waiver of

any rastrictioa* cootained in the pledge signed by such person if. and
to tha odaot that, the President certlBe* In writing that It 1* In the public
Iniersst to grant the waiver.
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(1)1 A waiver ihall taka afTact when th« canlUcatlon ii ilgacd by th* PreaidaoL

(c) The waiver certiflcaUon shall b« publlihed In tht P»d«r»l lajUttr.

Idanlifying the naraa and executive agency pojitlOQ of ihe penoo covered

by the waiver and the reaioni for ^anli>\g IL

(d) A copy of th» waiver ceruncatioa ahall be fumiihed to the panoa
covered by the waivei and Sled with Ihe head of tha agency in which

that person i9 or was appointed to larve.

Sec 4. Administntion. (a) The head of every executive ageocv ib«il eitablitb

for that agency such rules or procedures (conforming u nearly u practicable

to the agency's general elhica rule* and procsdurea. Including those relating

to designaleo agency ethics ofncan) as are necas««ry or appropriate:

(1) to ensure that every senior appointee In the agency signs the senior

appointee pledge upon assuming tha appointed ofRca or oiherwise becoming
a senior appointee;

(2) to ensure that every trade negotiator in the agency who Is not a

senior appointee signs the trade negoUator pledge prior lo personally and

substanlially participating In a trade negotiation:

(3) to ensure that no senior appointee or trade negotiator in the agency

personally and substantially participates in a trade negotiation prior lo sign-

ing the pledge: and

(4) generally lo ensure compliance with this order within tha agency.

(b) With respect to tha Executive OfBca of tha Piesidant. tha duties i«l

forth in section 4(a), above, shall be the responsibility of tha White House
Counsel or such other ofCcial or ofBdals to whom tha Preeident delegates
those duties.

(c) The Director of the OfBca of Govemmant Ethics shall:

(1) subject lo tha prior approval of tha White Houaa Counsel, develop
a form of tha pledges to ba completed by senior appoinlaee and trade

negotiators and see that Ihe pledgee and a copy of thia Executive order

are made available for usa by agencies In fulfilling their duties under section

4(a] above:

(2) in consultation with the Attorney General or White House Counsal.

when appropriate assist designated agency ethics o£f!cara in piovidina advica

to current or formir sunior appointees and trade negotiators regarding the

application of the pledges: and

(3) subject to the prior approval of tha White House Counsal, adopt such

rules or procedures (conforming as nearly as practicable to its generally

applicable rules and procedures) u are necessary or appropriate lo carry
out the foregoing responsibilitlea.

(d) In order to promote clarity and fairness in the application of paragraph
3 of Ihe senior appointee pledge:

(1) the Attorney General shall, within sU months aAer tha Issuance of

this order, publish in tha Federal Register a "Statement of Covered Activi-

ties," based on the statute, applicable regulations ancTpubllshed guidelines,
and any other material reflecting tha Attorney General's current InterpreliUon
of tha law, describing in sufficient detail to provide adequate guidance
tha activities on behalf of a foreign government or foreign polldcal party
which, if undertaken as of January 20, 1993, would requite a person to

register as an agent for such foreign government or political party under
tha Foreign Agents Registration Act of 193S, as amended: and

(2) Ihe Attorney General's "Statement of Covered Activities" shall be\il ine Aiiomey v<enerai s diaisment oi t^verea Acuviues snau oa

presumed to be the definitive statement of the activitlea In which the senior

appointee agrees not to engage under paragraph 3 of Ihe pledge.

(e) A senior appointee who has signed the senior appolnlea pledge is oo(

required to sign the pledge again upon appointment to a dlBaraU office.

except that a person who has ceased to M a senior appointee, due lo
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(snnjrutloo o( trnploirrtient Ui ih* txccuUv* bruich or oth«rwlM. tlull ilgo
tha Mnlor ippolniM pledgi prior to iharMner u(uinln| offlc* u • xnlor

tppoLnlM.

(0 A Ind* sagoditor w{u> 1< do( alto i ssnior tppolot** and who hu
oac« tiga»d lh« Lnd* DsgoOttor pledgs U not required to tlgn th* pledj*
agtin prior to pet son. 'ly tad luWuitiilly pirUclpttliif In t lubMqueol
tnda oegoOiliOQ. except ttut t p«noa who hu cauad employrDeol U>

tha axecutlva branch theil. ttiat returalng to tuch emplo^ao' ba obligtied
10 lign 1 pledge u provided barein nolwit>utandlo| the lining o( my
previous pledge.

(g) All pledget ilgned by teaJor appointee* and Inde aegoUalon. and ail

waiver cartiilcatiooj wild reaped there<o, ihill be Bled with Lba head ol

tha appolctee't a^tncj for pennaiieat t«<aatlon la the appolotee'i ofndal

penoooeJ folder or eiyiiviJeal folder.

Sec S. Enforcement, (tj The coatieduil, Bduciary and ethical commitmaatj
la the pledget provided for barala ere eoforceeble by aay legaily available

meanj. Inciuding any or aU of llie following: debanneat proceedlngi within

any afTected executive agency or Judicial civil proceeding! for dedanlory,
injunctive or monetary relief.

(b) Any former senior appointee or trade negotiator who it determined.
alter notice and hearing, by the duly designated authority within any agency,
to have violated hit or her pledge not to lobby any officer or amplovea
of that agency, or not to raprsient. aid or advise a forelon entity rpecified
In the pledge with the Intent to InHuenca the of&dal dediion of that

agency, may be barred from lobbying any oHicer or employee of that agency
for up to Ave yean In addition to the five-year time pieriod covered by
the pledge.

(1) Tha head of
every

executive agency shall, in consultation with the

Director of the OfRce of Covemmeot Elhia, eslahllah procedure* to Imple-
ment the foregoing subsection, which shall conform at nearly u practicable
to the procedures for debarment of former employee* found to have violated

section 207 of title 18, United Sute* Coda (19S8 ed.). sat forth In section

2837.212 of title S, Coda of Federal Regulations (revised u of January
1. 1992).

(2) Any perron who is debarred from lobbying following an agency proceed-

ing pursuant to Ibe foregoing subsection m^y seek ludidal review of thu

administrative determination, which shall be subject to established standards

for Judicial review of comparable agency actions.

(c) Tha Attorney General is authorized:

(1) upon receiving Information regartilng the possible breach of any com-
mitment in a signed pledge, to request any appropriate federal Investigaclve

authority to conduct such investigations as may be appropriate: and

(2) upon determining that there i* a reasonable basis lo believe that a

breach of a commitment has occurred or will occur or continue, if not

enjoined, to commence a dvil action agaiiut the former employee In any
United States District Court with Jurisdiction to consider the matter.

(d) In such dvil action, the Attorney General It authorized to request any
and all relief authorized by law. Including but not limited la

(1) such temporary restraining ordeta and preliminary and permanent
Injunctions as may be appropriate to restrain future, recurring or '•"""""'•o
conduct by the former employee in breach of the commitments In the

pledge he or she signed: and

(2) establishment of a constructive trust for the benefit of the United
Stales, requiring an accounting and payment to the United Stalaa Treasury
of all money and other 'Mng* of value received by, or payable to, the
former employee arising out ofany breach or attempted breach of the pledge
signed by the former employee.
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S«c. 8. General Pnvitioni. (t) No prior Executive ordan in rapeded by
thU order. To the extant ihtt thJ« order Is inconiiitent with uy provijion

oftAy prior Executive order, this order shell control.

(b) If tny provlilon of ihli order or the epplicetioa of luch provisioa is

held to b« lovtJId, the remtiader of this order and other dlsslmiler epplica-
tlooi of such provlsloi shall not b« affected.

(c) Except
u expressly provided In section 5(b)(2) of this order, codung

in the ple<lge« or In this order U Intended to create any right or benefit,

substantive or procedural, enforceable at law by a party against the (United

State*. Ha agencies, its oSicers. or any person.

m Ooc n-t«n
FTM I->1-«1: I2J«M

lAjvtujflL.^— u
THE^WHTTE HOUSE.

Januaty 30, 1993.
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DEPARTMENT OF THE AIR FORCE
WASHINGTON DC

OTFICE OF THE GENERAL COUNSEL

AUG 2 7 1933

MEMORANDUM FOR MAJOR GENERAL DONALD G. HARD, USAF, RETIRED

SUBJECT: 10 U.S.C. S 2397b Opinion and Other Post-Government
Employment Restrictions

Opinion

This responds to your request for an opinion concerning the
applicability of 10 U.S.C. S 2397b to your post-government
employment (Attachment 1) . Pursuant to my delegated authority
from the Air Force Designated Agency Ethics Official, i.e., the
General Counsel, to render post-government employment opinions, 10
U.S.C. S 2397b will not apply to your employment with any defense
contractors. My reasoning, based on the information that you have
provided , follows .

10 U.S.C. < 2397b
Two-Year Employment Bar

As we have discussed, this two-year employment restriction
applies to procurement officials who have:

1. Spent the majority of their working days during the last
two years of DoD service at a defense contractor's plant or site;

2. Performed on a majority of their working days during the
last two years of DoD service a procurement function relating to a

major defense system, and participated on any occasion in
decision-making responsibilities regarding the major defense
system through contact with the defense contractor; or,

3. Acted as a primary representative of the government
during the last two years of DoD service in negotiating a contract
or settling a claim in excess of $10 million with a defense
contractor.

The threshold 10 U.S.C. S 2397b determination Is your last
two years of DoD service. It covers the period August 1, 1991, to
August 1, 1993.

The next issue involves an analyses of the three above 10
U.S.C. S 2397b categories to your post-government employment. My
determination of the non-applicability of the three 10 U.S.C. S

2397b categories to your post-government employment takes into
consideration the following factors:
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1. The first category of 10 U.S.C. S 2397b does not apply to

you. It only covers former government employees who spent the
majority of their working days during the last two years of their
DoD service at a defense contractor's plant or site. Your
principal place of employment, however, as the Director of Space
Programs during the period August 1, 1991, to August 1, 1993, was
at the Pentagon — not at any sites or plants of defense
contractors.

2. The second category of 10 U.S.C. S 2397b also does not
apply to you. It targets former government employees who spent a

majority of their working days on a major defense system and who
participated in decision-making responsibilities regarding the

system through contact with the prime defense contractor. If such
is the case, then the former government employee would be barred
from employment with the prime defense contractor for two years
after leaving DoD.

Your duties as the Director of Space Programs were broad
scope. As a result, you have advised me that you did not spend a

majority of your working days during the period August 1, 1991, to
August 1, 1993, on any major defense system (Attachment 1). Or,
in other words, although a former government employee's duties may
relate to a number of major defense systems, such as in your case,
if he or she works on none of those individual systems for a

majority of working days during the two-year period prior to
leaving DoD, then the former employee does not fall within the
ambit of the second 10 U.S.C. S 2397b category.

3. The third category covers former government
employees who acted as one of the primary government represent-
atives in negotiating a contract or settling a claim in excess of
SlO million with a defense contractor. This category is strictly
interpreted as requiring personal and substantial participation in
the contract negotiation or claim settlement process by personal
presence, telephone conversation, or similar personal involvement
with representatives of a defense contractor.

For exaunple, if a contracting officer had been the person
conducting all negotiations with a defense contractor, but a

superior intervened directly in the negotiation process to make a
decision and there was personal contact with representatives of
the defense contractor, then the superior would be deemed to be
one of the primary representatives for the contract negotiation.

Your duties as the Director of Space Programs did not involve

personal and substantial participation in contract negotiations or
claim settlements. Rather, these types of duties were generally
performed by other offices within the Air Force acquisition
system. And, you have confirmed that you did not perform such
duties during your last two years of DoD service. Thus, this
third statutory category is not applicable to your post-government
employment .
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In addition to 10 U.S.C. S2397b, there are a number of other
restrictions that possibly could apply to your post-government
employment. They are summarized below.

Procurement Integrity
41 U.S.C. < 423rf^

In contrast to the 10 U.S.C. $ 2397b employment bar, these
restrictions do not preclude employment with any entity. Rather,
they only restrict certain activities on behalf of prospective
employers regarding certain procurements. Stated otherwise, the
Procurement Integrity post-government employment restrictions are
contract specific.

These restrictions preclude both "behind-the-scenes"
assistance rendered at corporate offices and representational
contacts, i.e., making telephone calls, attending meetings or
writing letters, to government personnel.

The Procurement Integrity restrictions only come into play if
you participated personally and substantially in "pre-award
activities," defined below, during an agency procurement. If such
is the case, then you cannot:

1. Participate in any negotiations involving the
procurement ; or ,

2. Be in/olved in the performance of the contract.

The above prohibitions last for two years after your
participation in the procurement as a government official.

The "pre-award activities" that trigger the Procurement
Integrity restrictions are:

— Drafting or reviewing and approving a specification or
statement of work;

""

— Preparing or developing a procurement or purchase
request;

~ Preparing or issuing a proctureaent solicitation;

— Evaluating bids or proposals or selecting sources;

— Negotiating the price or terms and conditions of a
contract or contract modification; or,

— Reviewing and approving the award, modification or
extension of a contract.
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18 U.S.C. < 207
Five Possible Restrictions

Three of these restrictions preclude representational
contacts with government officials. The three restrictions are:

(1) the lifetime representational bar relating to official
matters in which you had personal and substantial participation;
(2) the two-year official responsibility ban; and, (3) the one-

year "cooling-off" period.

You have stated that your post-government employment will

probably not involve any representational contacts with government
officials. Rather, it will only consist of "behind-the-scenes"
duties not involving any contact with government officials. Thus,
the three representational restrictions should not impact your
post-government employment.

The 18 U.S.C. S 207 trade or treaty restriction lasts for one

year after leaving government service. It targets former

employees who personally and substantially participated in trade
or treaty negotiations within the last year of government service
and who, consequently, learned of information exempt from
disclosure under the Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) . Such

employees are barred from representing, aiding or advising any
person regarding the ongoing trade or treaty negotiations on the
basis of the FOIA exempt information.

It is my understanding that your post-government employment
will not involve any representing, aiding or advising on ongoing
trade or treaty negotiations in which you participated as a

government official. Hence, this restriction will not affect your
employment activities after your retirement from the Air Force.

The fifth 18 U.S.C. S 207 restriction prohibits representing,
aiding or advising foreign governments or foreign political
parties with the intent to influence the official actions of an

employee of a department or agency of the United States. It lasts
for one year. Thus, you must be careful to avoid such activity
for foreign governments or foreign political parties for one year .

after leaving the Air Force.

Foreign Government Employment
All Retired Military Personnel

The U.S. Constitution prohibits employment of all retired
military personnel by a foreign government unless first approved
by the Secretary of State and, for Air Force members, the

Secretary of the Air Force. Therefore, before accepting
employment with any entity owned, operated or controlled by a

foreign government, you should contact me.
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Foreign Agents Registration Arf. fFARA^

A former government official desiring employment by a foreign
government, foreign political party or any foreign business must
also consider whether such employment would require registration
under the Foreign Agents Registration Act. This Act requires
anyone who engages in certain activities as an agent of a foreign
principal to file a registration statement with the Attorney
General.

Mr. Joseph Clarkson, a lawyer with the FARA Registration
Unit, Department of Justice, is available to answer questions in
this area. His telephone number is (202) 514-1231.

Inside Information

There are a nvimber of criminal and civil laws and regulations
that preclude the release of government "inside information" to
private sector entities. The term, "inside information," has been
generally defined in the DoD Standards of Conduct directive as
information: (1) not available to the public, and (2) obtained by
reason of one's DoD duties. Some examples Include classified
materials and procurement sensitive matters, such as proprietary
and source selection information and non-public budget infor-
mation.

It is ny understanding that your post-government employment
duties will not Involve any "Inside information" Issues.
Therefore, this restriction should not cause any difficulty.

Post-Government Employment Reports

The DD Form 1787 must be filed If you are employed within two
years of leaving DoD by a defense contractor that received $10
million or more In defense contracts the past fiscal year and you
are paid at the rate of $25,000 per year or more (about $12 per
hour). (Copy at Attachment 2.)

In addition you will have to file a DD Form 1357 (Attachment
3) and a termination SF 278 Report (Attachment 4) within 30 days
of your retirement.

Tb* above reports should be nailed to ate at the following
address :

SAF/GCA
1740 Air Force Pentagon
Washington, D.C. 20330-1740

Please ensure these reports are timely filed. Otherwise,
there may be monetary fines that you will have to pay.
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18 U.S.C. S 281 and 37 U.S.C. < 801
Selling and Claims Restrictions

Combining the two above statutory prohibitions, retired
military officers cannot engage in "selling" for three years after
retirement to any DoD component or agency, the Coast Guard, the
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, or the Public
Health Service.

"Selling" is broadly defined. It includes the following
activities:

- Signing a bid, proposal or contract;

- Negotiating a contract;

- Contacting an officer or employee of the above
departments or agencies for the purpose of:

— Obtaining or negotiating contracts;

— Negotiating or discussing changes in specifications,
price, cost allowances, or other terms of a contract;

~ Settling disputes concerning performance of a
contract; or,

- Any other liaison activity with a view toward the ultimate
consummation of a sale although the actual contract is
subsequently negotiated by another person.

The Comptroller General has held that:

- Contacts made for the purpose of promoting goodwill which
may lead to future sales are tantamount to "selling."

- Aapresumption will be applied that pre-contract contacts
by retired military officers with DoD personnel are for
the purpose of prohibited selling activity. The burden
is on the officer to demonstrate "clearly and adequately"
that such contacts are made for some purpose other than
"selling," such as social activity. (Note: Even if a
contact is made after contract award, you must be able
to satisfy this burden.)

The criminal law, 18 U.S.C. S 281, also restricts retired
nilitary officers from representing others on claims against the
U.S. involving the military department from which they retired or
Involving any matter with which they were directly connected while
on active duty.
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Applying the above "selling" restrictions to your post-
government employment, you must be very cautious whenever you have
any contact with DoD or Air Force personnel for three years after
your retirement date. In this regard, you have advised me that
your post-government employment will not involve such contact for
three years after your retirement date. Rather, you will probably
be involved in "behind-the-scenes" employment. Hence, the
"selling" restrictions should not present any problems.

I trust the foregoing information will be useful. If you
have any questions, please do not hesitate to call me on (703)
695-6552.

Roger T. McNamara
Ethics Official

Office of the General Counsel

a.
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DEPARTMENT OF THE AIR FORCE
WASHINGTON, DC. 20330-tOOO

September 26, 1988

MEMORANDUM FOR MR. ALDRIDGE, SAF/OS

SUBJECT: Request for a 10 D.S.C. S2397b Opinion Letter

This is in response to your inquiry regarding employment
restrictions under section 2397b, Title 10, United States Code,

in connection with post-government service employment with

defense contractors.

You have requested advice as provided by 10 U.S.C.

S2397b(e), and I am responding in my capacity as the Designated
Agency Ethics Official of the Department of the Air Force.

Based on our discussions, I conclude that you have not, within
the past two years: (1) performed, on a majority of your

working days during the last two years, a procurement function

relating to a major defense system, or (2) acted as one of the

primary representatives of the United States in the negotiation
of a contract or the settlement of a contractual claim in excess
of $10,000,000. Accordingly, it is my opinion that your post-
government service employment by any defense contractor is not

subject to the two-year employment bar imposed by 10 U.S.C.

S2397b(a) .

This opinion is specifically limited to the application of

10 U.S.C. S2397b to your proposed employment. I am separately
providing you a memorandum concerning other statutory and regu-

latory restrictions on your future employment. I will be glad
to answer questions you may have regarding any conflict of

interest or post-employment provisions.

<^2I?i----r>--^v^
^ -ZrO/U^rtC^SiyKy

Anne N. Foreman
General Counsel
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I. Seeking Private Baiployent

A. 18 D.S.C. S208

This criminal statute requires that all government
employees and military members not participate in any partic-
ular matter in which any person or organization with whom he or
she is negotiating for future employment has a financial
interest. You can avoid violating this statute by disqualifying
yourself in writing from participating in any matters in which a

person or company with whom you are negotiating has a financial
interest. The statute requires disqualification when you begin
"negotiating" for future employment. Since exactly what consti-
tutes negotiating is not always clear, you should disqualify
yourself any time there is any contact between you and any
company employee concerning th« possibility of some future job
unless the contact is initiated by the company employee and you
immediately reject it.

B. 10 D.S.C. 2397a

This statute adds reporting and disqualification
requirements for certain DOD personnel (GS-11/0-4 or higher) who
seek future employment while still working for the government.
It requires that if you have participated in a procurement
function in connection with a DOD contract and you contact, or
are contacted by, the DOD contractor to whom the contract was
awarded regarding future employment, you must report the contact
(unless it was a rejected first contact by the contractor) to
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me, as the Designated Agency Ethics Official for the Air Force,
and disqualify yourself from participating in any procurement
functions relating to contracts of that contractor. The term
"procurement function" includes (1) negotiation, award, adminis-
tration, or approval of a contract, (2) selection of a

contractor, (3) approval of changes in the contract, (4) quality
assurance, operation and developmental testing, the approval of

payment, or auditing under the contract, and (5) management of
the procurement program. The required report should be in

writing and include the name of the contractor, the date of each
contact, and a brief description of the substance of the
contact. This provision would apply, for example, if you are
contacted by a company which was awarded an Air Force contract
for which you were the Source Selection Authority. Violation of
these requirements may bring an administrative penalty of up to
$10,000 and up to a 10-year bar on working for the contractor
involved. At Attachment 1 are a sample report and

disqualification memorandums and Enclosure 9 to DoD Directive
5500.7, which implements the statutory requirement.

II. Post-Governinent Service Restrictions

A. 18 D.S.C. S207

There are four prohibitions contained in 18 U.S.C.
S207, all of which apply to you. These prohibitions are stated
in summary form in the matrix at Attachment 2 and are explained
in detail in the regulations of the Office of Government Ethics
(5 CPR Part 737) at Attachment 3. This regulation contains
numerous examples; we have highlighted the ones of particular
interest to you. The applicable prohibitions are explained
briefly below.

1. Sec. 207(a)

^ This is a lifetime bar on acting as attorney
or agent for, or otherwise representing, any other person in any
formal or informal appearance or, with intent to influence,
making any oral or written communication to or before any
Government agency or employee thereof in connection with a

particular matter involving specific parties in which you
participated personally and substantially for the Government.
This restriction, and the other restrictions discussed below,
apply only to certain representational activities, viz .,

appearing before or communicating with Government officials.
The restrictions do not apply to advising an employer or client
where there is no direct contact with the Government. See 5 CPR
737.5(b)(6). In addition, communications without an 'intent to
influence" are not prohibited, e.g. . asking about the status of
a matter, requesting publicly available documents, or imparting
purely factual information not in connection with an adversary
proceeding. See 5 CFR 737.5(b)(5).
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The restrictions in S207(a) (and also in S207(b) described
below) apply only to particular matters involving a specific
party or parties. Various particular matters are identified in
the statute: "judicial or other proceeding, application,
request for a ruling or other determination, contract, claim,
controversy, investigation, charge, accusation, arrest." a
particular matter does not involve rulemaking, e.g. , drafting a
regulation or FAR provision, nor does it involve work on legis-
lation or formulation of general policy. See 5 CFR
735.5(c)(1). Section 207(a) also applies only to those matters
in which you had personal and substantial participation exer-
cised "through decision, approval, disapproval, recommendation,
rendering of advice, investigation or otherwise." There are no
very precise guidelines for determining what is "personal and
substantial." It is certainly a greater degree of participation
in a matter than merely having the matter pending under your
official responsibility (see discussion of S207(b)(i) below).
The OGE regulations state that "substantially" means that
involvement must be "of significance to the matter or form a
basis for a reasonable appearance of such significance." It is
more than knowledge, perfunctory involvement, or involvement in
an administrative or peripheral issue. See 5 CFR 737.5(d). For
example, your action as a Source Selection Authority in anv
given procurement would result in a lifetime bar on representing
the selected contractor before any Government agency on any
matter connected with that procurement.

2. Sec. 207(b) (i)

This is a restriction that differs from
S207(a) in only two respects: it is a bar for only two years
after leaving Government service (rather than for life), and it

applies to matters pending under the individual's official
responsibility within a period of one year prior to the termina-
tion of such responsibility (rather than personal and substan-
tial involvement). All other aspects of §207 (a) are also
applicable to S207(b)(i), e.g. . representation by personal
appearance or communication with intent to influence, in connec-
tion with a particular matter involving specific parties.
Section 202(b) of title 18 defines "official responsibility" as
"the direct administrative or operating authority, whether
intermediate or final, and either exercisable alone or with
others, and either personally or through subordinates, to
approve, disapprove, or otherwise direct (k>vernment actions."
Ordinarily, official responsibility would include areas assigned
to a position by regulation, job description, or delegation of

authority. It would also include any matter in which one of your
immediate subordinates actually participated. See 5 CFR
737.7(b) .
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3. Sec. 207(b) (ii) .

This is a two year bar applicable to a 'senior

employee" (which includes all Presidential appointees) who

"knowingly represents or aids, counsels, advises, consults, or
assists in representing any other person (except the United
States) by personal presence at any formal or informal

appearance" before a Government agency in connection with a

particular matter involving specific parties in which he

participated personally and substantially as an employee of the
Government. The intent of this provision is to go slightly
beyond S207(a) and prohibit in certain circumstances assisting
in representing as well as representing itself. As a practical
matter, in your case, it is unlikely that a situation would
arise where S207(b)(ii) would prohibit actions not prohibited by
S207(a) .

4. Sec. 207(c) .

This is a one year bar on acting as agent or

attorney for, or otherwise representing, anyone in any formal or
informal appearance before or, with intent to influence, making
any oral or written communication to the agency in which the
former senior employee served, in connection with any rulemaking
or any particular matter which is pending before such agency or
in which such agency has a direct and substantial interest.
Like the other prohibitions, S207(c) applies to certain repre-
sentational activities ( i.e. . making an appearance or a communi-
cation). Dnlike other restrictions, however, it applies only to
the agency in which the senior employee served. Because you
served as Secretary of the Air Force, the applicable agency is

the entire Department of Defense. (For other Air Force senior

employees, the agency is the Air Force.) Unlike the other
restrictions, S207(c) applies to rulemaking as well as to

particular matters, and specific parties are not necessary. It
also applies to any matter pending before the Department of
Defense or in which the Department of Defense has a direct and
substantial interest, rather than being limited to matters in
which the senior employee had previously had some kind of
involvement. This prohibition does not apply to appearances or
communications concerning matters of a personal and individual
nature, nor does it prohibit providing a statement based on

special knowledge in the particular area, provided no compensa-
tion is received other than that regularly provided for
witnesses. S207(i). Also see 5 CPR 737.11.

To illustrate the restrictions of 18 O.S.C. S207 assume

you become an employee of Company X, a major DoD contractor:

^
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(1) At any future date Company X asks you to
represent it in dealing with Executive branch officials on an
aircraft production contract. As Secretary you were the source
selection authority who chose Company X for the contract. You
could not represent Company X because section 207(a) prohibits
you for life from representing anyone on a particular matter
(the contract) involving specific parties (Company X and the Air
Force) in which you participated personally and substantially
(as source selection authority) for the Air Force.

(2) Within two years of your resignation, Company X
asks you to represent it in dealing with Executive Branch
officials concerning a missile contract with the Air Force.
During your last year as Secretary, the Assistant Secretary
(Acquisition) was heavily involved in decisions concerning this
contract and you were occasionally briefed on developments and
approved the general approach taken by the Air Force. You could
not represent Company X because section 207(b) (i) prohibits you
for two years after your resignation from representing anyone on
a particular matter (the contract) involving specific parties
(Company X and the Air Force) which was under your official
responsibility (oversight but less than personal and substantial
involvement) during your last year in office.

(3) Within one year of your resignation Company X
asks you to represent it in dealing with Navy officials
concerning a proposed new Navy policy with which you had no
involvement as Secretary of the Air Force. You could not do so
because section 207(c) prohibits you from representing anyone
before any DoD component on a particular matter (the policy)
which is pending before the DoD component or in which the DoD
component has a direct and substantial interest.

B. 10 D.S.C. S2397b

In addition to the restrictions discussed above, a

two-year prohibition on accepting employment with certain DOD
contractors became effective April 16, 1987. The applicability
of this statute to you will be addressed in a separate
memorandum.

C. Reporting Re<ialreii»nts - 10 U.S.C. 82397

Finally, if during the two years after the termination
of your government service you are employed by a defense
contractor who was awarded $10 million or more in defense
contracts In a year and if you are paid at a rate of $25,000 a

year or more for services rendered to that contractor, you must
file DD Form 1787, a copy of which is at Attachment 4, by
mailing it to AFAFC/RPCR, Denver, Colorado 80279.
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REPORT OF POTENTIAL EMPLOYMENT CONTACTS

A. PERSONNEL REQUIRED TO FILE

Under 10 U.S.C. 2397a (reference (f)), "covered defense
officials" (as defined in E.I., below) who participated in the
performance of a procurement function in connection with a contract
awarded by any DoD Component, Vho contacts, or is contacted by, any
representative of that contractor regarding his or her future
employment with that defense contractor, shall file reports and
disqualifications.

B. CONTENT OF REPORT

1. Reports of Contact . "Covered defense officials" shall
promptly report the contact describes in A. of this enclosure,
above, to the supervisor or superior, and the Designated Agency
Ethics Official (DAEO) or designee of the DoD Component. Reports
of contact shall include the following:

a. the name, title, agency address and telephone number of
reporting official,

b. the name of the defense contractor concerned,

c. the date of each contact covered by the report, and

d. a brief description of the substance of each contact.

2. Disqualifications . "Covered defense officials" shall
disqualify themselves from all participation in the performance
of procurement functions relating to contracts of the defense
contractor, for any period for which future employment opportuni-
ties for the official have not been rejected by the official or the
defense contractor. Such disqualification shall be in writing and
shall be filed with the supervisor or superior, the immediate
subordinates, and the DAEO or designee. Reports of disqualifica-
tion shall accompany reports of contacts and shall include the
following:

a. the name of contractor,

b. extent of disqualification (this may be a description
of duties the official may not perform as a result of the disquali-
fication) ,

c. identification of the individual or office that shall
handle duties during disqualification period, and

d. an explanation of any other steps required to avoid
potential conflict of interest.
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3. Cancellations. Disqualifications are considered to remain
in effect until canceled in writing. Such cancellations shall
include:

a. a copy of the original disqualification,

b. an explanation of the reason for the cancellation, and

c. the effective date of the cancellation.

4. Limited Exception . A defense official is not required to

report the first contact initiated by a defense contractor regard-
ing employment or to disqualify him or herself, if the official
terminates discussion immediately. If an additional contact of the
same or similar nature is made by or with the contractor, the
official shall report the contact and all contacts of the same or
similar nature by or with the contractor during the 90-day period
ending on the date the additional contact is made.

C. SUBMISSION AND REVIEW OF REPORTS

1. Time of Filing . Reports of contact and disqualifications
shall be filed immediately after the contact and disqualifications.
Cancellations shall be filed when applicable.

2. Submission . The original of reports of contact, disquali-
fications and cancellations shall be filed with the supervisor or

superior, the immediate subordinates, and the DAEO or designee.

3. Review

a. The reviewing official shall review each report of
contact disqualification and cancellation to determine that the
document contains all required information.

b. The date and time of receipt shcTIl be noted on each

report.
^

c. The DAEO or designees shall counsel DoD officers and

employees and provide guidance in specific instances regarding the
need for reports or disqualification action.

d. If a written opinion of the DAEO or designee is de-

sired, it shall be given in response to a written request from
the officer or employee. Such request for an opinion shall
contain a full account of the relevant facts.

e. There shall be a rebuttable presumption in favor of a

covered defense official that failure to report a contact with a

defense contractor, or failure to disqualify himself from partici-
pation in the performance of certain procurement functions, is not

9-2
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a violation if the defense official has received an opinion in
writing from the DAEO stating that a report or disqualification by
the official was not necessary. ,-

D. REMEDIAL ACTION

1. Supervisors and DAEO's or designees taking remedial actions
in connection with any report shall keep a brief record of such
action with each report.

2. The Head of each DoD Component shall establish procedures
to identify persons who fail to file required reports or to take
necessary disqualification action, shall establish procedures for
agency hearings, and shall establish other implementing regulations
as required by 10 U.S.C. 2397a (reference (f ) ) .

E. SPECIAL DEFINITIONS

For purposes of this enclosure, terms used shall have the
following meanings (see the basic Directive for other definitions):

1. Covered Defense Official . Any individual serving as a
civilian officer or employee of the Department of Defense in a

position for which the rate of pay is equal to or greater than the
minimum rate of pay for GS-11 or any officer on active duty in the
Armed Forces in a pay grade of 0-4 or higher.

2. Defense Contractor . An individual or business entity that
provides services, supplies, or both (including construction) to
any component of the Department of Defense under a contract direct-
ly with the Department of Defense. Individuals and business
entities holding contracts with a combined net cost of not more
than $25,000 in any calendar year shall not be considered defense
contractors, during such year.

F. PENALTIES

1. Administrative Penalties' . Penalties that may be imposed
pursuant to component regulations may include the following:

a. prohibition of employment with the defense contractor
for up to 10 years from date of separation from employment or
service with the Department of Defense,

b. administrative penalty not to exceed $10,000 under 10

U.S.C. 2397a (reference (f)).

2. Criminal Liability . Any individual who knowingly or

willfully falsified information on a report required to be filed
under this enclosure may also be subject to criminal prosecution
under 18 U.S.C. 1001 (reference (p) ) .

9-3
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SAMPLE DISQUALIFICATION MEMORANDUM

MEMORANDUM FOR THE SECRETARY OP DEFENSE

SUBJECT: Disqualification

This is to advise you that I am beginning discussions

concerning future employment with the following companies:

. Accordingly* I am

disqualified from participating in any matter relating to or

having an impact on any of these companies.

If any matter relating to or having an impact on these

companies would normally require my consideration, it will be

referred to the Under Secretary of the Air Force.

cc: Mr. McGovern, SAF/US

Mrs. Foreman, SAF/GC

Brig Gen Reynolds, SAF/OS
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DEPARTMENT OF THE AIR FORCE
WASHINGTON. O.C. 20330-tOOO

OrriCC or THC GCNCMAL COUNSCL November 7, 1988

MEMORANDUM FOR SECRETARY ALDRIDGE

SUBJECT: Post-Employment Restrictions

As you knowf I have previously given you a detailed memo-
randum concerning the post-employment representational
restrictions of 18 U.S.C. S207 and a separate memorandum that
concludes that your future employment by any defense contractor
is not subject to the two-year employment bar imposed by 10
U.S.C. S2397b(a). This memorandum is to advise you of two new
pieces of legislation concerning post-employment restrictions
which were passed by the Congress but are not yet signed by the
President.

Post-Employment Restrictions Act of 1988

First is the Post-Employment Restrictions Act of 1988
which revises 18 U.S.C. S207. This Act will take effect nine
months after it is signed by the President. It contains an
explicit provision that it will apply only to former Government
employees who terminate their Government service on or after the
effective date. Thus assuming you leave Government within the
next nine months, you will not be affected by this Act. You
will, however, still be covered by the previous version of 18
U.S.C. S207, described in my earlier memorandum.

Office of Federal Procurement Policy Act Amendments of 1988

The second new Act is th« Office of Federal Procurement
Policy Act Amendments of 1988. It contains a post-employment
restriction in its section on "Procurement Integrity." The
restriction and one relevant definition are attached. The post-
employment provision takes effect 180 days after the date of
enactment. There is no provision that specifically exempts
persons who leave Government service before the effective date
from being affected by the post-employment restriction. Since
post-employment restrictions normally do contain such a provi-
sion, the absence of such a provision in this Act would indicate
that the post-employment restriction will apply to those who
leave Government before the effective date and even to those who
left prior to its enactment. Although it is possible that the
Department of Justice or OFPP, which will issue implementing
regulations in the Federal Acquisition Regulation, could
interpret the Act to apply only to persons who leave Government
service after the effective date, absent such an interpretation,
it appears to apply to you.
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The substance of this provision is that if you have
participated personally and substantially in the conduct of a

procurement (from the development of the solicitation through
the award of the contract) or have personally reviewed and

approved the contract award, modification or extension, you may
not for two years a fter such action (1) participate on behalf of
a contractor in any negotiations leading to the award, modifi-
cation, or extension of a contract for such procurement, or (2)

participate personally or substantially on behalf of the
contractor in the performance of such contract. The exact scope
of these two restrictions will be more precisely defined in

implementing regulations, but they are clearly more restrictive
than the old version of 18 U.S.C. S207 which will apply to you.
For example, if you were the source selection authority for a

contract, you could accept a job with the successful bidder but

you could not participate personally and substantially in the

performance of such contract for two years after the date of the
source selection. This restriction would appear to preclude any
kind of personal and substantial work pertaining to the
contract.

If you have any questions about these new Acts, I will be

happy to try to answer them. I will also keep you advised of

any new developments.

Anne N. Foreman
General Counsel

Attachments
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EXCERPT FROM THE OFFICE OF FEDERAL PROCUREMENT POLICY ACT

AMENDMENTS OF 1988

<e) RESTRICTIONS ON GOVERNMENT
OFFICIALS AND EMPLOYEES. No Government
official or employee, civilian or military,
who has participated personally and

substantially in the conduct of any Federal

agency procurement or who has personally
reviewed and approved the award,
modification, or extension of any contract
for such procurement shall

(1) participate in any manner,
as an officer, employee, agent, or

representative of a competing contractor, in

any negotiations leading to the award,
modification, or extension of a contract for

such procurement, or

(2) participate personally and

substantially on behalf of the competing
contractor in the performance of such
contract

during the period ending 2 years after the
last date such individual participated
personally and substantially in the conduct
of such procurement or personally reviewed
and approved the award, modification, or

extension of any contract for such

procurement, (emphasis added)

The term "conduct of any Federal agency procurement" is defined

as the "period beginning with the development, preparation, and

issuance of a procurement solicitation, and concluding with the

award, nodification, or extension of a contract, and includes

the evaluation of bids or proposals, selection of sources, and

conduct of negotiations."
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DEPARTMENT OF THE AIR FORCE
WASHINGTON, B.C. 20330-IOOO

Decerter 15, 1988

OrriCC or TMt OCNCMAk COUHSCL

MEMORANDDM FOR SECRET^?^ ALDRIDGE

SUBJECT: Post-Employment Restrictions
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1988 and November 7, 1988.

The restriction of 18 D.S.C. S207{c) has no particular
relationship to matters you have worked on for the Air Force; it
prohibits you for one year from representing McDonnell Douglas
in any formal or informal appearance before, or with intent to
influence making any oral or written communication to, the DoD
on any matter pending before the DoD or in which DoD has a
direct and substantial interest. The other restrictions of 18
D.S.C. S207 concern particular matters involving specific
parties which (1) you participated in personally and substan-
tially at any time during your Government service, or (2) were
pending under your official responsibility during your last year
as Secretary.

A. Personal and Substantial Participation.

18 D.S.C. S207(a) creates a lifetime bar on your
representing McDonnell Douglas in any formal or informal appear-
ance before, or making with the intent to Influence any oral or
written communication to, any Government department or agency in
connection with a particular matter involving McDonnell Douglas
in which you participated personally and substantially for the
Government at any time during your Government service. Section
207(b) (ii) prohibits you from assisting someone else by personal
presence at an appearance before a Government department or

agency in connection with a particular matter involving
McDonnell Douglas in which you participated personally and

*As you know, the recent amendments to 18 D.S.C. S207 passed by
the Congress were pocket-vetoed by the President.
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substantially for the Governnent. Personal and substantial
participation may be exercised "through decision, approval,
recommendation, rendering of advice, investigation or otherwise"
(S207 (a) (3) ) . Substantial participation means involvement of

significance to the matter and is more than mere knowledge,
perfunctory involvement, or involvement in an administrative or

peripheral issue (5
. CFR 737.5(d)). One clear example of

personal and substantial participation would be acting as a
Source Selection Authority. For example, if you were the Source
Selection Authority for a procurement and selected McDonnell

Douglas, you could never represent McDonnell Douglas before any
Government department or agency concerning that contract. I

understand that one program for which you were the Source
Selection Authority was the Advanced Tactical Fighter (ATF) .

Since McDonnell Douglas was one of the losing competitors,
normally no restriction on representing McDonnell Douglas based
on 18 D.S.C. S207 would arise. Similarly, the fact that
McDonnell Douglas is an ATF subcontractor normally would not
create a restriction since the Air Force does not select
subcontractors or deal directly with them. The ATF procurement
was unique because I understand that the Air Force knew that

Northrop planned to "team" with McDonnell Douglas if Northrop
was awarded one of the two prime contracts. The teaming
arrangement, however, was not part of Northrop 's official
proposal nor was it identified in your decision document select-
ing Northrop. Thus if you think you might ever be called upon
to represent McDonnell Douglas before any Government department
or agency concerning its work on the ATP, the possible applica-
tion of 18 D.S.C. 207(a) should be explored in more depth.
Whether you could represent McDonnell Douglas in the future on
some follow-on ATF contracts would also depend on the precise
facts at that time and should also be carefully examined by
appropriate corporate emd Government attorneys.

Acting as a Source Selection Author-4rty is not the only way
in which ^ipu may have participated personally and substantially
in a particular matter involving McDonnell Douglas. You may
have approved the award of a contract even though someone else
was the Source Selection Authority. Approval of a contract
award could be personal and substantial participation or it
could be merely a matter under your official responsibility (see
discussion below) depending on the nature and extent of your
involvement. In addition, I understand you have personally
approved indemnifying McDonnell Douglas for unusually hazardous
risks in connection with the Medium Lift Vehicle Delta II
contract. 7ou need to think back over the last seven years to
determine if there were any other matters involving McDonnell
Douglas in which you participated personally and substantially,
such as the P-15 program, the C-17 program, and classified
programs. If you are unsure whether your participation in any
situation was personal and substantial, I would be happy to
review the specific facts and assist in that determination.
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B. Official Responsibility.

18 D.S.C. S207(b) (i) prohibits you for two years from
representing McDonnell Douglas in any formal or informal appear-
ance before, or with intent to influence making any oral or
written communications to, any Government department or agency
in connection with a particular matter involving McDonnell

Douglas which was pending under your official responsibility
within vour last year as Secretary . Official responsibility is

defined as "the direct administrative or operating authority,
whether intermediate or final, and either exercisable alone or
with others, and either personally or through subordinates, to

approve, disapprove, or otherwise direct Government actions" (18

D.S.C. S202(b)). Matters under your official responsibility are

obviously matters in which your involvement is less than

personal and substantial. They would often be matters in which
one of the Assistant Secretaries participated substantially; you
might have received occasional briefings or discussed the matter
at meetings, and you would normally have at least implicitly
approved a general course of action. Recent actions concerning
the C-17 production might fit in this category, and there may be
matters involving McDonnell Douglas classified contracts that
also were pending under your responsibility. In thinking about
matters that are subject to this two-year restriction, you need

only consider matters that arose during the last year .

II. OFPP Act Amendments

The Act containing this new post-employment restriction
was signed by the President on November 17, 1988, and becomes
effective on May 16, 1989. Assuming that the Act will apply to

persons who leave Government service before the effective date

(see the attached copy of my November 7, 1988 memorandum), it

would apply to you if you have participated personally and

substantially in the conduct of an Air Force procurement in

which McDonnell Douglas competed or if you personally reviewed

and approved the award, modification, or extension of a

McDonnell Douglas contract for such a procurement. The term

conduct of any procurement is defined as the "period beginning
with the development, preparation, and issuance of a procurement
solicitation, and concluding with the award, modification, or

extension of a contract, and includes the evaluation of bids or

proposals r selection of sources, and conduct of negotiations."
The Act contains two prohibitions which would have this effect

on your proposed employment: (a) you could not participate on

behalf of McDonnell Douglas in any negotiations leading to the

award, modification or extension of a contract for such procure-
ment, and (b) you could not participate personally and substan-

tially on behalf of McDonnell Douglas in the performance of such

a contract. The restrictions apply for twa vears aft;s.c ths. iiai.

date you participated for the Air Force in the conduct of the

procurement.
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In applying this restriction, you need to consider whether
you participated in the conduct of any procurements in which
McDonnell Douglas competed during about the last 19 months you
were Secretary. Actions prior to that time would not create a
restriction since the restrictions last for only two years and
the Act does not go into effect until Hay 16, 1989. If you were
a Source Selection Authority or otherwise participated person-
ally and substantially in the conduct of a procurement in which
McDonnell Douglas was a competing contractor, the restrictions
would apply.

You also need to be aware that these restrictions are
broader than the representational restrictions of 18 U.S.C.
S207. The first restriction applies to participation in any
manner in negotiations; presumably this includes internal

company advice and planning. The second restriction applies to

personal and substantial participation in the performance of the
contract . This would seem to preclude participating in any
significant corporate decisions relating to the contract. If it
becomes necessary, McDonnell Douglas attorneys can assist you in

developing procedures to isolate you from participating in any
matters that would create a violation of the statute. We will
advise you of any Government-wide interpretations or implementa-
tions of this statute when they occur.

Anne N. Foreman
General Counsel

Attachment
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Mrs. Maloney. I have more questions, but Mr. McCandless is

here.
Dr. QUENN. Before we leave the report, if we could, I would like

to make it clear that the DSP-II report was indeed made available
to the Everett committee and the committees that worked on the
assessments in the bottom-up review. So that regardless of what
the history of it was, it was indeed available to all the people that
made the assessments later on and they compared the different al-

ternatives that finally were considered in the recommendations to

Dr. Deutch.
Mrs. Maloney. But that happened only after the IG came and

got copies.
Dr. QuiNN. Yes. I just want to make clear that there might have

been an impression that the report never saw the light of day or
it never was considered by the people advising Dr. Deutch, and it

was.
Mrs. Maloney. But was it not the Department of Defense IG

who made public the inquiry and secured copies?
Dr. QuiNN. It was made available to the committee working for

the bottom-up review, the Schneiter committee that was mentioned

by the program office. Somebody in the Air Force provided it back
in the summer of 1993.
Mrs. Maloney. Mr. McCandless.
Mr. McCandless. Thank you, Madam Chairman.
In my opening remarks I discussed these programs in the text

that we need to focus on the basic issues here. The key questions
of why do we need these systems, what are the requirements that
determine this need, what determined these requirements, and are

these requirements still valid in light of recent criticism.

Dr. Quinn, I pose the questions to you in very simple terms.

Maybe we can get simple answers from you and/or the panel.
Dr. Quinn. There is a formal requirements process and the re-

quirements are constantly under review, but the requirement to be

able to detect ballistic missiles certainly does continue to exist and
the details of that detection and so on are what is in the require-
ments document that has been referred to. But I would defer to

General Kelley if he would like to address that as a requirements
issue.

General Kelley. Yes, sir. As Dr. Quinn indicated, the Joint Re-

quirements Oversight Council received both programs, Milstar and
DSP in 1991, and validated the critical military requirements. That
committee consists of the vice chief of each service, as well as the

vice chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, and they look in detail

at the military requirements and there is an extensive scrubbing

process that it goes through before a requirement makes it through
the wicket. By the time it gets to that point, it has been through
a pretty rigorous process.

I don't know if that answers you or do you want me
Mr. McCandless. Fine. We need the systems for self-defense.

You touched on the missile aspect of it. What are the other require-

ments that determine the need?
Dr. Quinn. I am sorry?
Mr. McCandless. What are the requirements that determine the

need?
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General Kelley. I will do Milstar; you do DSP.
Colonel Stabler. The requirements for a space-based early

warning system are based upon what you perceive to be the threat.

Mr. McCandless. Sorry?
Colonel Stabler. What you perceive to be the threat, against

what you are defending. In the case of strategic, as you well know,
our DSP system has been serving us well for the last 25 years or

so in watching for, detecting, and giving us some idea in which di-

rection ICBMs and sea-launched ballistic missile may be headed
and in particular those that may be targeted or headed for the

United States. So that we can carry out our mission within the

Unified Space Command and NORAD and our support of that, Air

Force Space Command, to warn the President that the Nation is

under attack.

Now, with the end of the cold war you can discuss the intent of

a superpower, in this case the Russians, to use those missiles, but

you cannot deny at the point that they still have the capability in-

herent in their missile fleet to threaten the United States; although
the threat, you may question the intent.

In the case of theater warning, the DSP system was never sized

to detect missiles much below the smallest of our sea-launched bal-

listic missiles that we see as threatening. What we saw in Desert

Storm, however, was that the missiles that were actually threaten-

ing U.S. forces and their allies abroad, such as in the desert, were
a much shorter burning, much dimmer target for which DSP had
never been sized.

With DSP, we got lucky in the desert. Certain very positive envi-

ronmental conditions and things like that enabled us to use the
DSP system against the Scuds. However, the future bodes a pro-

liferating threat of more missiles around the world in Third World
nations, as well as a further deterioration in the IR, low Earth sig-

natures and shorter bum times and DSP will not be capable of re-

porting inbound ballistic missiles to the war zone.

Colonel Stabler. It is to that requirement, then, that we pose
the requirements of our Follow-On Early Warning System and we
will continue to advocate for systems tnat will follow the FEWS
program now that Dr. Deutch has canceled it.

We believe that going into battle without something that tells the
forces commander on the ground that he is under attack is not rea-

sonable. We would not believe in going into a theater without an
air surveillance radar to detect inbound enemy aircraft that may
be bombing our positions. The same is true for ballistic missiles in

the future.

Mr. McCanbless. Are these viablo in light of the recent criti-

cism?
Colonel Stabler. Sir, I am not sure what criticism you are

speaking of.

Mr. McCanbless. We have had most of the morning and part of
the afternoon criticizing the current status quo. My question cen-
ters around the fact that the systems have been criticized by those
who have had a great deal to do with their evolvement and oper-
ation.

And so my question pointed in that direction: Are these require-
ments still valid in light of recent criticism.
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Dr. QuiNN. I think Greneral Kelley can answer that.
General Kelley. Sir, the requirements are still valid. As I indi-

cated in my opening remarks, the Joint Requirements Oversight
Council reviewed both DSP and Milstar, and validated the key war
fighting requirements once again. I would add to what has been
said on DSP, that from a Milstar perspective some of the require-
ments are threatening.
For example the antijam requirement. None of our satellite ca-

pacity has the capability to withstand jamming and allow us to re-

main effective. We were lucky in Desert Storm, but I think a lot

of people took lessons from that war. The Milstar system will give
us that antijam capability.
Other requirements are driven by lessons we learned from the

past. For example, interoperability. We remember the stories that
came out on that when we could not interoperate between our
forces. That concern is being answered in large part by Milstar
where it is a triservice program and the terminals that each service

gets will in fact fully interoperate with each other.

Those are two examples for the requirements of Milstar. Yes,
they are still valid today and more so after Desert Storm where our

potential foes had an opportunity to go to school on us and see

where our weaknesses lay.
Mr. McCandless. One thing keeps gnawing at me here. We talk

about the post-cold war period. I realize we are talking about sys-
tems and their capability, not necessarily policy of—with respect to

international regions, but we have a number of countries out there

that are either nuclear capable or coming close to it.

And one is left with the impression, after listening to the testi-

mony, that we no longer need anything in the way of a means by
which to detect nuclear activity in this form.

Do these systems have the capability that we talked about as

being our capability prior to the cold war in terms of Soviet missile

capability?
Dr. QuI^fN. You will find they have the ability to detect missiles

that are capable of carrying nuclear weapons?
Mr. McCandless. We got some wild person out who says, OK,

I have got a megaton of something or other and I am not willing

to sacrifice the country for some cause. It has nothing to do with

rationale, logic, or anything else, unless the world community pro-

vides me with the following list of whatever it is the demands
would be.

Now, we are between the rock and a hard spot here as well as

the nations involved. Do we have the capability of detecting if that

missile is really fired as we would have if we are talking about the

post—pre-cold war, pre-Berlin Wall capability?
Dr. QuiNN. I think you are asking whether we could detect

whether the nuclear event actually occurred, and the answer is yes.

Not necessarily with this system. There are other systems to do

that. This system is designed to detect the boosters, the vehicles

that would deliver whatever the weapon is, nuclear or otherwise,

from their launch point and to provide a tracking to get back to the

launcher as well as to attack the missile.
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But there are systems that can detect whether or not a nuclear

event actually occurred on the Earth or near the Earth's surface as

well. Yes, we can do that.

Mr. McCandless. During our previous testimony, a great deal

was talked about in terms of people who spend their life developing
the basis for information and knowledge which results then in ca-

pabilities to develop, to monitor, to make recommendations to com-
mand relating to systems, relating to the various

types
of products

such as we are talking about here—Milstar ana so on and so

forth—and that the system appears to be breaking down or has
broken down.
With respect to those people who have spent their life developing

this knowledge and advising senior policymakers, that in that proc-
ess their knowledge and ability to advise is somewhat sidetracked

on occasions by third parties such as possibly defense manufactur-
ers who are involved.

Do you have any response to that. Dr. Quinn.
Dr. QuiNN. Yes. I do not think that the system has broken down.

I think there is a system in place which is a system capable of

thoroughly examining the systems that might meet the require-
ments that are current and that process is used to make the var-

ious assessments that I alluded to earlier.

Now, the difficulty I think that is occurring here, and it was also

mentioned earlier, is that as the defense budget is shrinking, then
the opportunities for solutions and alternatives to actually be pur-
sued beyond a paper thinking stage are also diminishing.
And what happens is, there are disappointments and people feel

that their particular solution should be pursued and will argue and
frequently believe in it within their heart that it is the right thing,
but when measured against other solutions against the same re-

quirement, it doesn't measure up and, therefore, it is not pursued
and results in a disappointment.
Now, frequently what happens is that person will then take some

other avenue to get this particular alternative reconsidered if pos-
sible, and that is not unusual. It has gone on in the past and will

continue to go on in the future. But I mink you have to agree that
if we are going to compare things in a sensible, responsible, objec-
tive way, then there has to be some metric, some measure against
which tney can be weighed.
And that is why we refer to these requirements which are stated

in a way that you can compare the capability of different systems
to meet that same requirement. If we allow anyone that has a pro-
posal for a particular system solution to also decide what require-
ments it will meet, well then the system would break down if we
allowed that, and we would have chaos in what systems were pur-
sued.

I think the responsible people who have to deliver these systems
and the military people who have to operate them are using a re-

sponsible system. They are the ones that are going to be out there
on the battlefield using the systems, and if they don't work, they
and the managers and the tens of people who have been involved
in this are the ones that who are going to be called to account, not
the people who have done a little study and say my solution is bet-
ter than any of the ones that you have.
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I think we bend over backwards to look at as many solutions and
entertain as many ideas and suggestions as possible. We are indeed
interested in getting the best solution at the lowest cost, but we do
want a solution that the military people can rely on. And when it

comes time to respond to a threat that actually occurs, we want
them to be able to do that with confidence.
And I think if you ask any of the Commanders in Chief or the

military people whether
they agree with cheaper, lesser solutions

that don't do the job, you will find out they don't agree. So I think
the difficulty is, we have to have a way to measure one system
against another. The only way you can do that is to have an
agreed-upon set of requirements and a set of system parameters
that derive from that and then you can fairly and objectively com-

pare system A with system B.

If everyone is free to decide what requirements his system will

meet, then the ability to make a judgment on which one is best is

very difficult if not impossible.
Mr. McCandless. Thank you.
General Kelley, you mentioned in your comments that the Joint

Chiefs of Staff have done a rather extensive scrubbing job—I think
that was the term you used—with respect to systems such as those
under discussion here.

Could you very quickly elaborate on what you mean by scrubbing
and how that would apply to what it is we are talking about here?
General Kelley. Yes, sir. I will use Milstar as an example. I

didn't mean to imply or suggest to the Joint Chiefs it is in the proc-
ess excelling to the Joint Chiefs that a lot of scrubbing gets done.

Milstar was a system designed to the nuclear environment, pri-

marily strategic heavy emphasis.
That requirement, after 1991, was reevaluated. The services in-

volved looked at it and reoriented the program to be tactical. In

that reorientation, we took what was at one time primarily a stra-

tegic system. It is now only 11 percent strategic, that is for the Na-
tional Command Authority conferencing for emergency action mes-

sages and for missile warning. All of the other functions of that

system are now related to CINC support, CINC warfighting, or for

ships that happen to be at sea so that the CINC can talk to his

component commanders.
That goes back to my interoperability point, all of these require-

ments. For example, there is a requirement for Earth coverage in

the old Milstar. That technical requirement was then translated

into narrow beam coverage so that you could better effect an envi-

ronment where you are going to be jammed, so it took weight off

the satellite. It reduced the cost.

These are the kinds of tradeoffs that are gone through and they

get very complex. All of the services play in them so that there is

not an opportunity or a chance where we would ignore, for exam-

ple, the Navy's requirement to contact submarines that operate

throughout the oceans. How do we bring them into the net?

That requirement bubbles up through this process. That is why
we have agile beam antennas on the Milstar satellite, to make sure

we bring in the submarines. That is the kind of process it goes

through so that nobody we need to bring into this warfighting net

to be effective is left out.
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Mr. McCandless. Thank you. Final question, Madam Chairman.
Colonel Schepens—am I pronouncing

Colonel Schepens. Schepens.
Mr. McCandless. Thank you. You represent the IG's office. Your

statement addressed the issue of the IG's report. Are you satisfied

that what the report has given the committee and those who ask
for it is objective in any detail and recommends to the best of your
knowledge the facts in the issue and that we don't have something
here that was swept under the rug or in some way averted in order

to embarrass or in some other way compromise the command sys-

tem?
Colonel Schepens. I think our IG system is designed around the

very things you talked about: impartial and fair. We sent out an

investigating officer in this particular case who was a two star at

that time he is now a three star. That was not part of the process
in any way, form, or fashion. We picked a couple of officers from
our inspection agency that did not have an agenda, and also a law-

yer.

Anytime we ran into cost data, we used cost analysts who were
not part of either the AQ or the material of the Command organi-
zations. And we started investigating in September, and it took us
until December to finish the process.

In the meantime, we had two different legal reviews: One with
our Air Force Judge Advocate General and the other by the Air
Force general counsel. And finally, the DOD IG took the last 4
weeks reviewing the report. Also, we were in contact with the DOD
IG throughout the investigation to make sure they knew what was
going on. So I would say, I don't know how you can get it any more
impartial or fairer than that, sir.

Mr. McCandless. Thank you.
Thank you. Madam Chair.

Mrs. Maloney. Mr. Schepens, you have testified. Colonel, earlier

that proprietary information was passed by the Air Force to the
FEWS contractor, Lockheed, correct?

Colonel Schepens. That was the finding of a separate investiga-
tion. There were two different allegations within our purview. One
occurred at Space Command. We looked at that and it was an inad-
vertent release primarily of Air Force budgetary data. There was
no proprietary data released in that particular case.

The second investigation was conducted by the Space and Missile
Center in Los Angeles and in that particular one, there was a re-

lease of proprietary data.
Mrs. Maloney. There was. Who passed the information and

what action was taken against the person who did it?

Colonel Schepens. Based on proprietary—I mean, on the Privacy
Act, I can't release the name of the individual in this forum. I

think it is in the report we provided to you, but the action was the

appropriate command action and, again, that goes through the
command channels.
Mrs. Maloney. What was the appropriate command action?
Colonel Schepens. Again, in this forum, I am not at liberty to

say.
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Mrs. Maloney. There is no privacy protection. There is privacy
for an individual's name but not for the, quote, appropriate action
that was taken. Was there any action taken.

Colonel ScHEPENS. Yes, there was action taken.
Mrs. Maloney. What was it?

Colonel ScHEPENS. I might refer that to the—the action was, he
received a letter of reprimand and that was the initial action taken
on it.

Mrs. Maloney. Was there any other?
Colonel ScHEPENS. I would say there was also some concern, I

think, within the Air Force about whether he should retain his cur-
rent position.
Mrs. Maloney. But he has retained it?

Colonel Schepens. He has not retained it.

Mrs. Maloney. What is it now.
Colonel Collins. If I could, ma'am, I could speak to that. He has

been reassigned to another position as a program director in a dif-

ferent program within the Air Force.
Mrs. Maloney. Well, that is not much of a demotion. Will he

handle proprietary information in his new position?
Colonel Collins. Yes, ma'am. There will be proprietary informa-

tion, I would expect, involved and if that comes up, he would have
access to that.

Mrs. Maloney. He will. Has he indicated if he will continue

handing out proprietary information? Has he given any indication
that he will improve his performance in protecting proprietary in-

formation of the military?
Colonel Collins. As officers, we all understand what our respon-

sibilities and obligations are in handling that kind of material.
Mrs. Maloney. Well, he apparently didn't the first time.

Colonel Collins. Well, ma'am, as Colonel Schepens mentioned,
he received proper actions for that. We have no reason to believe

that that would be a recurring event.

Mrs. Maloney. Why was Colonel Mangold reheved of his respon-
sibilities and this particular gentleman was not?

Colonel Collins. Ma'am, the personnel in the chain of command
of Colonel Mangold are not here with us. I have no—I am not pre-

pared to address that in any manner.
Mrs. Maloney. Will Colonels Mangold and Dietz have reason to

be deeply concerned about the future of their careers as a result

of these hearings today?
Dr. QuiNN. Others will have to address that.

Colonel Collins. Ma'am, I know of no—no continuing action

within the Air Force. That would obviously be something that

would be included in their evaluations in the normal process of the

evaluations of officers for promotion.
Mr. McCandless. Would the chairlady yield?
Mrs. Maloney. Yes.
Mr. McCandless. Do I understand correctly that we still have

an ongoing investigation relative to this issue and that the IG is

involved in it, or am I misled somewhere along the line.

Colonel Schepens. Well, the DSP/FEWS investigation has termi-

nated, and in that particular investigation, I can say very clearly
that one of the concerns that General Anderson had as the inves-
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tigating officer was reprisal against Colonel Dietz or anybody in

the Aerospace Corps who worked on or released the technical oper-

ating report. In his discussions with the various people involved,
there was no one who indicated that any reprisal had taken place.

Now, the other investigation has to do with Milstar and some of

its activities. I know within the Air Force IG, there is a couple of

letters which have been sent to General Anderson, and we are in

the process of a legal review to determine what action needs to be
taken.
Mr. McCandless. Thank you.
Mrs. Maloney. Are you still advocating the FEWS program? Did

I hear you correctly, are you still advocating the FEWS program?
Dr. QuiNN. No, ma'am, we are not. The FEWS program is in the

process of being terminated. The work has actually been stopped
on the program and the process has begun to terminate the pro-

gram formally.
Mrs. Maloney. OK The space representative, do you agree?
Colonel Stadler. Yes, ma'am, I do agree. We are terminating the

FEWS program as Dr. Quinn said. I will say, however, that the re-

quirements are not terminated necessarily. We still have an ongo-
ing need to detect ballistic missiles launched against
Mrs. Maloney. So the requirements are there—a FEWS by any

other name
Colonel Stadler. Eventually-
Dr. Quinn. No, that is not quite what is being said. The FEWS

program—did indeed meet the requirements. It was a way to do it.

It was designed for that purpose and was developed to accomplish
that. It was a very expensive program and it was determined after

recommendation by a number of people, that it was not affordable
within the Department's constrained budget environment, so the
FEWS program, as such, was terminated.

Now, as has been stated, there is still a requirement to detect
ballistic missiles that is still on the books. The DSP program is

based on that and has been with us for 25 years. And we are now
up to DSP No. 23, and what we do beyond DSP, is an open ques-
tion. We have asked, in light of the new technologies that are avail-

able and new launch vehicles to examine how best to meet that re-

quirement at the least cost and hopefully to get a solution that can
be launched, as I mentioned earlier, on a medium launched vehicle.

That is one of the major contributors to the high cost. So the FEWS
program, as it was constituted is in the process of being termi-
nated. That program will not be revitalized.

Mrs. Maloney. But I would like to hear from Colonel Stadler
who has online responsibility in the space program, the FEWS. The
requirements are still there and you are still going to be trying to

achieve those requirements; is that correct. Colonel? I wanted to

hear what you had to say or what you were attempting to say.
Colonel Stadler. I agree with Dr. Quinn that the reason the

FEWS program was terminated was due to costs. That did not,

however, cancel the requirements to continue the—to continue to

detect both strategic and theater missiles. We will continue to work
within the guidance that the Department has given us to develop
ongoing programs, possibly not as sophisticated as the FEWS pro-
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gram. We haven't made those determinations yet, to achieve those

requirements some time in the outyears.
Mrs. Maloney. I would hke to ask General Kelley, when you

were talking about Milstar and how it had changed and the needs,

you were constantly incorporating the needs for various defense—
with various departments. But as you explained we are now pro-

gressing with Milstar. In a sense, we have outgrown the Milstar.

We are getting ready to launch; is that not correct?

If that is true, why are we then committing what will be roughly
$100 million to a system that has now—in your own words, we are

building in other items that we need that we have learned are
more important and that many of the items in the Milstar that we
are about to launch in 72 hours are basically obsolete.

Did I not hear you correctly? Would you clarify?
General Kelley. I did not say that. The requirements I alluded

to are the requirements process that we normally go through, and
these antennas, for example, that I am speaking about will be on
the Milstar that will be launched, and can bring submarines into

communications as an example. So there is not a situation where
the satellite that we are going to launch will not provide the capa-

bility that we need. It will definitely be a step forward.

Mrs. Maloney. And you believe we need to launch Milstar?

General Kelley. That is correct.

Mrs. Maloney. Thank you very much. Would you like to

Mr. McCandless. We have some additional questions, but rather

than take the time of panel and members of the subcommittee, we
will submit those.

[The information follows:]
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Minority Questions for the Record For the Department of Defense for

MILSTAR/DSP/FEWS Oversight Hearing Held on February 2, 1994

(1) Questions have been raised about "launching 2,000 pounds of sand" as ballast

for the MILSTAR satellite. Please explain as fully as possible the reasons for launching
the satellite with this ballast. Does this design, in fact, cut costs, and if so how ? Please

be as specific as possible. Why not completely re-design the satellite; how much
additional time and money would that have required?

(2) How important is the MILSTAR program to the overall defense planning

strategy for our country over the next ten years. Hasn't the Bottom Up Review
confirmed that MILSTAR should remain a key component of The Defense Planning
Guidance, the primary document that sets out our nation's military planning for the next

decade ?

(3) How much would it cost taxpayers not to launch the first two MILSTAR
satellites. Won't it cost approximately $40 million/year just to store the satellites in

addition to the lost investment, i.e. "sunk costs ?" How much are the sunk costs ?

(4) Please describe the tactical capability the first two MILSTAR satellites would

give our country's military forces. Wouldn't these be available immediately upon launch;
and why are they important, i.e., how can they help our forces in foreseeable conflict

scenario's in the near future ?

Answers to these questions must be submitted no later than February 18, 1994.

Please call L. Stephan Vincze of the minority staff at telephone (202) 225-2738 if you
have any questions. Answers may be faxed on telephone (202) 225-5127.
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Minority QuAStloas for th« Racord — Fabruary 2, 1994 Eaarlng

1. Qaastlons hava baaa raised about "launching 2,000 pounds of
sand" as ballast for the Milstar satellite. Please explain as fully
as possible the reasons for launching the satellite with this
ballast. Does this design, in fact, cut costs, and if so how?
Please be as specific as possible. Why not completely re-design the
satellite; how nuch additional time and money would that have
required?

ARSWXR:

The satellites do not use 2,000 pounds of sand as ballast.
Satellite #1, launched February 7, 1994, carries a deactivated,
classified payload that is no longer required. The deactivated
payload weighs 878 pounds. Satellite #2, scheduled for launch in

1995, will carry 878 pounds of solid aluminum to simulate the weight
of the cancelled payload. The ballast is necessary to ensure
dynamic balance for the satellite while on orbit — similar to that
often contained in ballistic missiles or aircraft to ensure stable

performance.

The deactivated payload on satellite #1 and the aluminum on
satellite #2 add nothing to the cost of launching either satellite.
The size of the spacecraft bus and the Low Data Rate (LDR) Extremely
High Frequency (EHF) payload all Milstar satellites will carry,
require a Titan IV launch vehicle. The use of the Titan iv booster
establishes the cost of the launch.

In its FY 1991 language. Congress directed the DoD to decrease
Milstar program costs and to increase its tactical utility. A
number of options were studied to carry out that direction. The
alternative selected by the DoD and approved by Congress retained
the basic Milstar design, but deleted the classified payload in

favor of a Medium Data Rate (MDR) EHF communications package with a

modified suite of antennas. By integrating the payload onto the
current Milstar satellite design, the DoD was able to meet an

operational need date of 1999 for MDR service. Other alternatives
were assessed at the time to have delayed delivery of MDR service by
four to seven years and were judged to be higher risk developments.

Launch of satellites #1 and #2 as scheduled allows the DoD to

establish required, initial EHF communications service for

operational forces. Incorporation of the MDR payload onto these

satellites would have delayed fielding initial capability by more

than five years. Modification of these satellites, well into the

fabrication and test cycle at the time of the 1991 restructure,
would also have been more expensive than purchasing two additional

newly-built satellites. Redesign would have been more expensive and

would have also further delayed delivering needed capability.
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2. Bow ia^portaat is tho Milatar program to ov«rall defense planning
•tretegy for our country over the next ten years. Basn't the Bottom
Up Review confirmed that Milstar should remain a key component of
the Defense Planning Guidance, the primary document that sets out
our nation's military planning for the next decade?

ANSHKR:

The Milstar system supports a fundamental requirement contained
in the Defense Planning Guidance to provide integrated connectivity
to all theater and tactical elements through a modernized, jam-
resistant telecommunications network in support of operational
forces.

The Bottom Up Review reaffirmed the need for a processed EHF
satellite system to meet this essential requirement. The Defense
Planning Guidance reflected the results of the Bottom Up Review by
directing the DoD to proceed with the launch of Milstar I satellites
in fiscal years 1994 and 1995, followed by a constellation of four
Milstar II satellites with a first launch in fiscal year 1999 and a
transition to a lower-cost, lower weight advanced EHF satellite
system with a first launch no later than fiscal year 2006. The
first Milstar I satellite was launched on February 7, 1994.
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3. How mach would it cost taxpayars not to launch tho first two
Milstar satollltoc? Won't it cost approxiaatoly $40 million/year
juat to atoro the aatollltas in addition to the lost invastjnant,
i.e. "aunk costa?" How much are the sunk costs?

AHSMKR:

The first Milstar I satellite was launched on February 7, 1994
and has been performing well in its initial testing on-orbit.

Currently, all subsystems have been activated. The Mission
Control Element (MCE) has been checked out and is processing
telemetry and commands on EHF links. Connectivity has been
exercised with AF-to-AF and AF-to-Navy terminals. Connectivity has
been tested with an Airborne Command Post at Wright-Patterson Air
Force Base. Reportback has been exercised. Checkout is proceeding
by exercising teletype and voice links; various earth coverage,
agile and spot beam antennas; and assessing satellite subsystem
performance.

Milstar satellite #2 is on track for a scheduled 1995 launch.
Not launching this satellite would significantly degrade EHF
coverage and capability for the operational forces. It would also
preclude operational use of Milstar crosslinks to connect two
satellites — a key element in establishing EHF connectivity from
the CONUS into a potential theater of conflict.

Additionally, it would require storage of the satellite at
additional cost to the Milstar development program. The first year
of storage would be approximately $5 million. After the first year,
storage costs increase because of the more extensive monitoring and
retest required to activate the satellite.

The "sunk costs" of the Milstar space segment as it is defined
today are a total of $5.8 billion through FY 1994. Additional funds
have been invested by all three services for development and initial

fielding of terminals.
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4. Pl«»so dosoribo th« tactical capability the first two Milatar
•at«llit«« «rould 9ivo to our country'* nilitary forces. Wouldn't
these be available iamedlately upon launch; and why are they
ia^ortaat. I.e. how can they help our forces in foreseeable conflict
scenarios in the near future?

ABSWSR:

Current plans call for extensive on-orbit testing of each of
the first Milstar satellites following launch, but contingency
requirements could dictate use of a satellite after an abbreviated
series of initial functional and calibration tests. The first two
Milstar satellites will provide theater command and control,
unscheduled service for submarines and special operations forces,
and support strategic warning and nuclear deterrence missions.

Milstar will satisfy many key requirements essential to the
military operations of a power-projection force:

- Anti-jam: Milstar communications cannot be disrupted by the
enemy

- Interoperability: Army, Navy, Air Force, and Marines —
Milstar will enable immediate communications between the
Services

- Mobility: Milstar terminals will move with front-line forces

- Covert Operations: Communicating via Milstar will not
compromise the location of users to enemy listening systems

- Reachback: Milstar will enable communications out of theater
without reliance on foreign-based ground relays vulnerable to
destruction, sabotage, or host nation policy restrictions

The first two Milstar satellites will enable efficient
synchronization of combat power and are not vulnerable to enemy
efforts to deny U.S. forces this capability. As the number of
tactical ground terminals expands; the first two satellites, coupled
with additional satellites to form a complete constellation, will
provide all the above capabilities.

With the addition of satellites #3 and beyond, Milstar will add
capability to provide more data, faster to combat commanders. It
will also enable the Army' s Mobile Subscriber Equipment (MSE) to
provide global communications to combat commanders on the move. No
other planned or existing satellite system can provide the
flexibility and assurance of uninterrupted communications available
from Milstar.
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Mrs. Maloney. Thank you. We are going to keep the record open
until February 18 if there are other questions and other items that

anyone would like to submit.
I thank you very much for coming. The meeting is adjourned.
[Whereupon, at 1:50 p.m., the subcommittee adjourned, to recon-

vene subject to the call of the Chair.]
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Subcommittee on National Security & Legislation
HEARING ON STRATEGIC SATELLITE SYSTEMS

February 2, 1994

Thank you Mr. Chairman. I am pleased that you have convened this important oversight

hearing on two satellite systems
— Milstar and the Follow-On Early Warning System - that

have been seriously plagued by budget overruns and technological failures.

I, for one, have serious doubts about the need and effectiveness of these Cold War relics.

In today's international climate, spending billions of scarce taxpayer dollars to build Milstar

seems like a misplaced priority
-- to put it mildly.

Do we really need a communications satellite system capable of surviving not just a nuclear

war, but a protracted nuclear war?

And does anyone seriously believe that anything or anyone can survive such a war?

The Follow-On Early Warning System is another relic of the mistaken SDI program.

Once again, the Pentagon seems intent on developing a phenomanally expensive system that

sounds as exciting as a video game, but serves no practical purpose and is not technologically
feasible.

The major improvement of FEWS is to detect the launch of ground-based tactical nuclear

missiles, missUes which are launched in close proximity to US borders.

One can only wonder if the Pentagon anticipates an impending war with our NAFTA partners

Mexico and Canada.

We are also here today to examine an even more troubling development than spending billions

to defend the US from Canada's military might.

Serious allegations have been that senior Air Force officials may have suppressed information

about lower-cost alternatives to these two troubled satellite systems.

If these allegations are true, we have an extremely dangerous and potentially criminal simation.

Withholding information vital to Congressional decisions is a violation that I view with the

utmost concern and I hope that we can shed some light on these allegations.

Again, my thanks to the Chairman for scheduling these significant hearings.

p*mifo ON flicrciED PA^n
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Remarks of

Congressman Norm Dicks
Committee on Government Operations

Legislation and National Security Subcommittee
February 2. 1994

Strategic Satellites in the Post CoM War

Thank you Mr. Chairman for giving me this opportunity to appear before

your distinguished Committee.

As Vice Chairman of the House Defense Appropriations Subcommittee, I

have witnessed the development and deployment of many our Nation's important

military programs. One such program is the MILSTAR program. I have supported

this program since its origin, and would like to express this support in my
statement today.

Since the end of Operation Desert Shield/Desert Storm, there have been a

number of publications made available portraying various accounts and incidents

during the Gulf War. These publications range from an individual soldier's

account, to the Department's report. Conduct Of the Persian Gulf War .

It was widely known that the U.S. troops experienced difficulty receiving

real time information, intelligence, and communications from the satellite

capabilities. The dissemination of information to the tactical units was also

difficult, and there were many incidents where mobile units were unable to

communicate with the commands in the rear.

I would like to read some excerpts from an article: Desert Storm and
Deterrence in the Future :

"...For the first time in a war, the U.S. made effective use of all of

its satellite systems to support field commanders. Most of these

systems were designed to support national objectives--not military

operations....

...During Desert Storm, all of these systems plus weather satellites

were dedicated to the support of coalition forces...Also in Desert

Storm, the data from satellites were subject to communication delays
in getting to military commanders. All of these factors adversely
affected the timeliness of data necessary for the planning of military

operations or targeting...

...Some of the intelligence data collected was processed at sites in

the United States. Therefore it was necessary to make extensive use
of satellite communications systems for communicating large
volumes of data, ...from the U.S. to the theater daily. Most of this

traffic was carried by the Defense Satellite Communication System,
which was operating at capacity, and because of the heavy load, still

had to be supplemented with commercial satellites and couriers...
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...Because the U.S. C^l is so significant, it will be carefully studied by
other nations, not only to learn how to emulate it, but to learn how
to counter it. Many of the C"! systems used in Desert Storm could
be degraded by foreseeable countermeasures. In addition, most of
the communication systems were already stretched beyond their

capacity; response to countermeasures would have reduced the
capacity further...

...because of the shock effect of coalition air raids in the first week,
the Iraqis never mounted a meaningful countermeasure program,
even though their forces were equipped,...As a result, the U.S. C"!

systems got a 'free ride' to some extent, which is unlikely to happen
again.

Therefore a critically important part of the U.S. future defense
program should be dedicated to the hardening of these C^l

systems..."

In case you do not recognize the author of this article, he is D:. Bill Perry,
our Secretary of Defense designee. All of the incidents in Dr. Perry's article, and
the other articles, provide tangible reasons why the Military Strategic and Tactical

Relay or MILSTAR program is so important.

The MILSTAR program began in the early 1980s, with the Full Scale
Development beginning in 1983. The initial mission requirements were to provide
both strategic and tactical military forces the essential communications capability,
and the original design provided a number of unique capabilities that included the
survivability of the system to operate during a nuclear conflict.

In FY1991, the Congress directed the Department to reduce the MILSTAR
costs substantially, to increase the utility of the systems for tactical forces and to
eliminate unnecessary capabilities for protracted nuclear war-fighting. The
Department worked hard to present a revised program to the Congress that next
year.

Changes were made to provide the operational tactical forces with a much
greater capability at a greatly reduced cost [overall costs were reduced by 30
percent], and changes were also made to eliminate unnecessary nuclear war-
fighting features, without jeopardizing survivability. This now multi-service

program was successfully restructured to meet third world and conventional

contingencies, and provided the essential command, control and communications
[C^] capability for our tactical and strategic forces. The Milstar system will

provide the anti-jam, inter-operable communications and the flexibility to adjust
and meet the range of operational requirements, thereby ensuring the tactical

commanders the access to battle management data in a jamming environment.

The threat of global nuclear war as we once knew rt has dramatically

changed. Today, instead of a single, threatening and relatively predictable

adversary, we are now in a world where uncertainty and instability are

increasingly more and more common.
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But even before the break up of the Soviet Union, the increased
importance of supporting Joint Tasl< Forces was recognized. Even then, the
focus of our national security interests was changing from a superpower conflict
to the many regional and ethnic conflicts.

This program is not a Cold War Dinosaur. The restructured MILSTAR
program effectively made the post Cold War transition from a primarily
strategic/nuclear program to a tactical/ conventional program—even before the
Cold War was over. This program is responsive to the user's needs, it is

responsive to the new World Order, and it is responsive to our new Nation's
Military Strategy.

And while Desert Storm did prove that the U.S. military was technologically
superior, the command, communications, and control necessary for quick, reactive
deployment is still not in place today. The lack of C^l capability was cited as an
important "lesson learned'. MILSTAR was immediately identified as the
resolution to this problem. But it was also a lesson learned by our adversaries,
many who know that jamming the tactical communications is a key to success.

One of MILSTAR's most important features is the capability to resist

jamming. In Desert Storm, our military was extremely lucky in that Saddam had
no jamming capability. We may not be so lucky the next time.

In his testimony before the Congress last year. General Horner, the CINC-
Space testified: "...Any officer with more than a month in uniform understands
that the single most important requirement of the battlefield commander is

assured communications. ...MILSTAR will ensure that critical command and control
connectivity is maintained through all levels of conflict. There is no other
communications satellite that will serve our nation's future war-fighting needs
better than MILSTAR."

Over the past few years, we have heard comments from many individuals
who have testified on behalf of the importance of this system before the various
Committees of Congress. The Chief of Staff of the Army, The Chief of Naval
Operations, Secretaries of the Army and Navy, CINCS of Space Command, Joint
Chiefs of Staff, Assistant Secretaries, etc., all of whom share the credible
concern and communicate the ultimate message, that we must have MILSTAR.

Secretary of Defense Les Aspin, in his Bottom Up Review, provided an
exhaustive research and review of this system. This review involved great
scrutiny by the Department and the MILSTAR community for performance, cost,
schedule and risk implications. Four options were evaluated that considered
changes to the system to reduce weight, to reduce costs. The review looked at
terminating the system, adding or subtracting capabilities, changing the type of
launch vehicles, etc.
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During this review process, I personally recommended to the Department
that the MILSTAR program continue with the initial constellation of the two Low
Data Rate and four Medium Data Rate satellites, also known as Option I. Of the
four options considered, only one remained acceptable. The Bottom Up Review
indicated the Option I represented "...the best means of achieving a needed
military communications capability in the near term whfle potentially reducing longterm costs associated with sustaining this capabiHty'.

The recent Rand report, entitled "Whither MILSTAR?" offers no new
mformation to any of us: if anything, it provides to us a rather closed-minded
view of military requirements and operations. This report focuses substantially on
costs and limiting capabilities. However I think it is important to note the
statement in the Bottom Up Review referring to MILSTAR: "...the system should
be designed to meet our military requirements, not to cost or weight limits."

GAO believes that DOD could consider inserting new technologies. This
assumption comes from an assessment by the Mitre Group. Mitre was one of
two groups tasked by Dr. Deutch as part of the Bottom Up Review on MILSTAR.
Mitre's assessment indicated that an advanced design could be deployed on a
medium launch, and could be available for launch by 2004--two years after the
DOD-predicted launch date of MILSTAR II #6. Mrtre also proposed to reduce the
weight of the satellite by 40 percent, ultimately requiring the development an
entirely new antenna system that would be condensed to meet such weight
reductions. It is well known in the scientific community that this magnitude of
reduction would be no easy chore.

It is extremely important to understand that many of these technologies
being proposed to achieve cost savings and weight reductions [and not limit the
capabilities] are merely paper designs: no hardware exists. This undoubtedly was
a major factor in the Department's decision to pursue Option I in the Bottom Up
Review. Any immediate conversion to smaller satellites on medium launch
vehicles is a major technological risk.

The requirement for spaced-based communications remains a priority in the
Department to Defense. The changes and progress of this system will continue
beyond the initial six satellites. I have also recommended that follow-on
technologies should be researched and developed, concurrently with the progress
and launch of the six satellites. MILSTAR II provides the evolution for technology
insertion on smaller future satellites.

Many say, why not terminate the program now and restart this entire
endeavor? This is not realistic. The systems that are being developed today are
a direct result of a decade of tremendous scientific and technological
advancement.

All of our military's weaponry have significant mission requirements thus
demanding the most advanced technology and capability. This country's military
superiority did not develop overnight, nor was it developed for free. These
technologies take time and investment, and must remain our priority.
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In summary, Mr. Chairman, the MILSTAR program:

o Is critical to the post Cold-War mission requirements;
o Has been scaled back already to eliminate unnecessary

costs and features; and it

o Ensures mobile, real time, anti-jammable communications
in the field.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman, again, for the opportunity to speak on behalf of

the merits of this program. I understand you have a number of distinguished
witnesses here to day, who will be able to comment even further on the merits

and requirements of this program.
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OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE

WASHINGTON DC ZOaOIICXX)

1 rE9 1994

Honorable John Conyers, Jr.

Chairman, Subcommittee on Legislation and National Security
Committee on Government Operations
U. S. House of Representatives

Washington, D. C. 29515 - 6035

Dear Mr. Chairman:

I have been asked to respond on behalf of Secretary Aspin to your letter of January 26 which
requested that Colonel Sanford Mangold and Colonel Edward Dietz present testimony at the Subcommittee's

February 2 hearing on the Defense Support Program/Follow - on Early Warning System. The Department
has no objection to Colonels Mangold and Dietz presenting testimony to the Subcommittee in their personal
capacity. While we will not compel their presence in that they will not be testifying on behalf of the

Depanment, should either or both wish to appear, the Department of the Air Force has been instructed to

take whatever steps are necessary to facilitate their appearance.

The Department is also fully prepared to provide appropriate wimesses to address the issues raised in

your letter of January 1 1 . Our point of contact on this issue is Ms. Rossie Payne who may be contacted at

703 - 695 - 5497.

Sincerely,

^Ji^ /T ^^<iA^y%^'
Sandra K. Stuart

Assistant to the Secretary

(Legislative Affairs)
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THE AEROSPACE
CORPORATION

E. C. Aldridge, Jr.

President and

Chief Executive Officer

^.'St.^^

February 1, 1994

Congressman John Conyers, Jr.

Chairman
Subcommittee on Legislation and National Security
House of Representatives

Washington. D.C. 20515-2214

Dear Mr. Chairman:

The purpose of this letter is to place on the record the significant facts

surrounding The Aerospace Corporation's Technical Operating Report, entitled

"DSP-II: Preserving the Air Force's Options," dated April 23, 1993. Your
Subcommittee is holding a hearing on issues related to this report on

February 2, 1994.

Since its publication, the DSP-II Report has been the subject of several press
articles and controversy within the government and industry. Given the condition

of the Defense Budget, one can understand the enormous economic impact on
the defense contractor community and the tremendous competition among the

contractors to win a large space program for our future missile warning capability.

Because of this environment, there have been numerous allegations implying

suppression of data and inappropriate pressure on The Aerospace Corporation to

ignore valid solutions. None of these allegations are true.

I first heard of the DSP-II Report and the concerns of the Air Force on May 21 ,

1993, shortly after the report was distributed. I directed that the report be
recalled until the corporation's management and I had a chance to review the

report and determine the subsequent and appropriate distribution. I also initiated

an independent review of the technical and cost data presented in the report.

On May 24, 1993, 1 received an "informal" hand-written note from General Chuck

Horner, Commander of the U. S. Space Command, stating his concern and

asking me to help him "get this thing back on track."

I replied to Genera! Horner's informal note on May 27, 1993, with a letter that is

attached to this correspondence. My letter explains why such a report was
written and what actions the Corporation has undertaken to avoid future

occurrences of this type. General Horner sent me another handwritten note on

An Aftirmative Action Employer
Corporate Otiices: 2350 East El Segundo Blvd., El Segundo, CA 90245-4691 /Mail: P. O. Box 92957. Los Angeles. CA 90009-2957/Phone: (310) 336-5872
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Congressman John Conyers
Page Two
February 1, 1993

June 18, 1993, thanking me for the May 27 letter. There has been no other

official correspondence from General Horner on this matter.

I have personally reviewed the DSP-II Report and the independent assessment
and decided that the report as written did not represent a balanced, fully

coordinated technical assessment of the DSP-II option and was not

representative of the type of report which should be developed and distributed

externally by The Aerospace Corporation. I decided that the report should be
recalled on a permanent basis for the following reasons:

"The report was written for internal Air Force/Aerospace use only and had
not been coordinated with other affected programs and agencies. It did not have
the proper management coordination and approval for external distribution

beyond that originally intended.

"The report had a tone of advocacy for a specific design solution and

inappropriately attacked operational requirements. It is the proper role of the Air

Force Space Command to establish operational requirements and not the role of

The Aerospace Corporation to challenge these requirements in an external

forum.

"Finally, the report as written, and unchallenged, could have misled Air

Force and Office of the Secretary of Defense (OSD) decision makers into

accepting a design solution that was implied to have more capability to meet
validated requirements than was possible.

While the report was recalled, due to the deficiencies noted above, the system
performance and technical and cost data on the DSP-II concept was provided to

an independent team formed by OSD to reassess requirements and technical

solutions to meet these requirements. At no time was the DSP-li data denied or

suppressed from those needing and having valid access to this information. The
Air Force and OSD are currently evaluating alternative design solutions to meet
the mission needs.

I hope this factual information on the circumstances surrounding the DSP-II

Report controversy is useful to the Sutx:ommittee in accomplishing it's oversight

responsibilities.

Sincerely,

E. C. Aldridge, Jr.

President and CEO

79-579 - 94
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iTHE AEROSPACE
ICORPORATION

E. C. Aldridge, Jr.

PresiiU'iit iiiul

Chief E.xcaitivi.- OtP^nr

May 27. 1993

General Charles A. Horner

Commander
Air Force Space Command
Peterson AFB, CO 80914

Dear Chuck:

As you know, for over thirty years The Aerospace Corporation has maintained

the tradition of objective, independent, and comprehensive technology and

engineering analyses of all aspects of our government space programs. We
have taken pride in our products, our contributions to mission success, and our

support to the Air Force and other national security space missions. While we

are asked often for our technical assessment of spacecraft or launch vehicle

system alternatives, it is not the policy of Aerospace to advocate one solution

over another or to "sell" a particular system at the expense of another.

On a recent occasion we were asked to document for internal use only a study of

an Air Force option for ballistic missile early warning using a derivative of the

Defense Support Program (DSP). This DSP option had been considered in the

Sensor Integration Study, but rejected because it did not meet the operational

requirements. The objective of the Aerospace effort was to provide the

documentation to the DSP System Program Office (SPO) for such an Air Force

back-up option should: a) the Follow-on Early Warning System (FEWS) be

delayed or terminated by the Department of Defense or Congress and b) near-

term performance improvements to DSP be needed prior to FEWS full

operational capability. Overall, this is certainly an appropriate request by the

SPO and activity for Aerospace.

Aerospace clearly understands the operational needs of FEWS, has supported

its development, and has established that the FEWS capability and design is the

only concept that satisfies the needs of the operational commander.

Unfortunately, too much program "advocacy" crept into the report and its

Executive Summary in support of the DSP alternative. This led to the mistaken

conclusion by many that Aerospace supported a DSP derivative over FEWS. I

want to emphasize that this is nol the position of The Aerospace Corporation, or

any member of our management or staff.
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General Charles A. Horner

Page Two
May 27, 1993

I am most distressed that a report on such a critical Air Force mission took on this

advocacy tone for support of a particular solution and then was approved and

released outside of its intended channels without sufficient and appropriate

coordination and review. I am taking immediate action to: a) withdraw from

distribution the existing report as written, b) initiate an independent technical

review of the content of the report, c) have the Aerospace staff participate with

the Air Force to "clear the air," and d) review the processes and procedures to

ensure that this is a one-time, anomalous event for Aerospace. In addition, I will

counsel my staff on the proper role of Aerospace in support of our customers.

I want to assure you and the rest of your Command that The Aerospace

Corporation, and I personally, will remain an objective member of the Air Force

team and will continue to be dedicated to the successful support of your mission.

Sine

E. C. Aidridge, Jr.
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Mo. 024-H

XEHORAHDUM TOR CORRESPOHDEMTS February 1, 1994

Secretary of the Air Force Sheila widnall today announced the

reeulrs of an Air Force Inspector General inquiry into allegations

of wrongdoing and aisaianagement in two epace-based •«=lyj??f»i2H
systea progrima ~ the Follow-^on Early Warning System pEWS)

and

the DefinH Support Program (DSP). The Air ^o'c® ^n^^if^.^S^^^^
internal inquiry during October. The Air Force IG inquiry did not

substantiate any adsconduct or wrongdoing by Air Force general

TheDepartaent of Defense Inspector General reviewed the

results of the Air Force inquiry and found that it adequately
addressed the issues raised within the Air Force as well as those

presented by a contractor and Rep. John Conyers, Jr., (O-Ilich.),

chairman of the House Government Operations CoBBnittee.

The allegations dealt with obstruction, suppression or

restriction of contractor data, studies or options; release of

contractor proprietary data; providing erroneous data, estimates

and statements; making unfair or biased cost comparisons; and

providing false or misleading information to DoD and Congress.

Investigators substantiated two allegations. They found that

the government took exception to an Aerospace Corporation report
about upgrading the Defense Support Program system, as asserted by
a contractor. This was done because the report discounted

validated requirements, contained inconsistent cost and

performance coa5>ari8ons , and had an advocacy tone. The report was

recalled by Aerospace senior management.
Investigators also found that information on an alternative

DSP system was deleted from a Congressionally-mandated study, as

alleged. This was done because the system did not satisfy the DoD

and Congressional ground rule that it meet validated operational

requirements. . , _^
Investigators verified three allegations in part.
First, US Space Command officials released charts containing

budgetary data to competing sensor contractors. However, the

charts did not include contractor proprietary data, as alleged.

Second, TRW understood from OS Space Command that TRW should

pay attention to its role in the FEWS program. This was done

because TRW was simultaneously involved in the DSP, FBWS,

Brilliant Byes end Multi-Spectral system programs. Space Command

officials questioned whether TRW was supporting FBWS

appropriately •

Third, investigators found that the Aerospace Corporation
did recall a DSP report, as alleged. It was recalled to confirm

the accuracy of the data, since it had not been properly
coordinated. After further review, the coa^wny reaffirmed its

recall decision. The report, in its original form, was given to

Congress and the Department of Defense. ^ ^ ^ ^ ^,
All other allegations investigated by the Inspector General

were not substantiated.

(MORE)
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A separara investigation conducted earlier by Air Force
Materiel Coannand addressed two allegations of inappropriate
release of proprietary information by a member of the Air Force.
These allegations were substantiated by the separate
investigation, and administrative action has been taken. Further,
to help prevent the unauthorized release of information in the
future, the Air Force is developing additional guidance on markingand protecting contractor proprietary data.

A background briefing by a member of the Air Force InspectorGeneral staff will be held in Room 2E776 at 4 p.m. on Tuesday,
Feb. 1. Interested media should contact Major Dave Thurston, Air
Force Press Desk, at (703) 695-0640, or Major Linda Leong, Air
Force Public Affairs, at (703) 695-3063.

-END-
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NORM DICKS {^^ DISTRICT officts:

6tm District. Washington ^^t^sl^ia^rv' Suite 2244
1717 Pacific Ave

Tacoma. WA 98402-3234
Phone (2061 593-6636

committees

SELECT COMMITTEE ON
INTELLIGENCE

APPROPRIATIONS ^T^SPT 600 Pac,™ A«Nul
SUBCOMMITTEES BflEHERTON. WA 98310-1904
DEFENSE Phone: |206| 479-401 <

^CONSTRUCTION ConffTetftf of tfie ?Hniteb §bmti
2467 ratsudn house Office buiioing ^oukc of SLepredcntatibciS
Washington. DC 206 1 5-4 706
Phone (202)225-5916 January 27, 1994

The HonorcJDle John Conyers, Jr.
Chairman
Committee on Government Operations
2157 Rayburn House Office Building
Washington, DC 20515

Dear Mr. Chairman:

I am respectfully requesting the opportunity to appear
before the Legislation and National Security Subcommittee of the
Committee on Government Operations on Thursday, at the hearing on
Strategic Satellite Systems in the Post Cold War Environment,
February 2, 1994.

As Vice Chairman of the House Defense Appropriations
Subcommittee, I have closely followed the development of the
MILSTAR program. In my statement, I would like to briefly
summarize the importance of the military requirement, continued
development and support of this program.

Thank you for your utmost consideration.

Sincerely,

^^Wl^^^^rt^it^
NORM DICKS
Member of Congress

NDD:cmk
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.mac •««<>|« dc#0«i><«

Mr. Derek J. Vander Schaaf

Inspector General
Department ot' Defense
400 Array-Navy Drive, Room looo

Arlington, Virginia 22202-2884

Dear Mr. Vander Schaaf ;

The Subcommittee has recently received information alleging
that senior Air Force officials suppressed information about a

lower cost alternative to the proposed S13 billion Tollow-on
Early Warning system (FEWS) satellite pro<yram. If true, this
would ba an extroreoly serious — and possibly criminal —
withholding of information vital to Congressional deliberations.
I would like you to investigate this matter and report to the

'^
Subcommittee as soon as possible.

Specifically, the Subcommittee possesses memoranda
(enclosed) from Air Force Colonel Edward Diets warning that
statements supporting FEWS made by General Charles Homer, chief
of U.S. Space Command, are erroneous and based on "data to

support a pre-s«l«cted answer, and worse yet suppressing
discussion of technical alternatives."

Documents (enclosed) from other defense officials allege
that Major General Garry Schnaizer delete^ from a

Congresslonally-mandated industry study an option identifying
Improvements to the existing Defense Support Program (DSP) as *n
alternative to FEMS that could save up to SIO billion. If these

allegations are unfounded, they should be resolved in order to

preserve the careers of the officers involved.

Pleas* have your staff contact Subcom,-«ittee Deputy Staff
Director Joseph c'irincione, at (202) 225-5147, to coordinate your
response to t.^is request.

Sincerely,

cif(airm
Legisl

yers, Jr.
rraar'

on and National Security
maittee
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Mr. loc Ciriflcione, Profewiowd Staff Member

Subcommittee On LegiiMcm And NadoniJ Securi^

Ho'JM Committee On Government Optnaom
Rivsum HouJ« Office Bulldlni, Room B-373

WA5HLS0T0N, DC 2031J-«1«9

@

September 21, l»3

Dear Mr. Clrincione:

Think you for aldng the time to invejtijato the procurement integri^ issuej rented uj the

Defejija Support Program (DSP) v\i the FoUow-On EJtrly Wanung Syjtem (FEWS) procranu.

As we discuised yesterday, I un jending you >«venl ittuhmenu to thii lettar aj faUo»i:

I.

2.

3.

A jummary of the iijuei we discuued over the telephone.

Several memoranda from Col. Ed Dleu, DSP Prognm Manager, to Col, Joe Buley.

Space Ba3«d Early Waning Systems Fregrtm Director, and others discussing CoL

Oleu's concerns with regard to the cost tad performance estimatsa for DSP and FEW3.

Corrwpondence between Geocrtl C. Homer. CINC USSPACECOM, aAd Mr. Pre

Aldildge, PiMldent of TTic Aerospace Corpondon.

4. Several article* which have appeared In Defense News. Space News, Inside The Air

Force, and other penodlcals.

I hive substantially mote documentation on these issues, most of which hu already been givea

to the DoO Inspector General's Office. My point of contact ia that officewuMMHVm^
I could mail coplei of this documentatioa to you, or I could travel to DC and go over U wvh

you in person. If the DoD 10 Is |Oin| to be aakad to inveitigaie, it may be more appropnatt

for me to review the documeatadoa with ihelr ofHce. Please let me know whaj yoa prefer.

1 1} also willing 10 discuss these issuea with you. You can rach hla u his office

_ rorathome^HBiBBK I believe it would be bcneflcial for you to alk »\ti

J before going to the Staff Director er Chairman eo uk for the IG invesdgadoa because

he could giv* yoa addldooal Insight based on hli Air Foice background and hli pcnoaoel

interacdon with the oihcf Air Force omeers Involved.

Agiin. thank you for your dme.

Slnccidy,
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GENCORP Flac.rn.V^ .electronic Syjtemi Division

C:^OJST POB«,2©6
1 100 west Hollyvai* 3lrM(
Kzut*. CA 9)702

Cj'I B Fljcher
'

Tgl: 81S-812 2001
PfesOoni 8ie-ai2-2JOi
Eiecifonic Systems Divlton Fw 618 963-9010

19 October 1993

Major General Marcus Anderson

Headquarters AFOTEC/CC
Kirlland. New Mexico 87177

Dear General Anderson;

I am writing this letter to share with you Asrojet's concerns on the subject of US AJr Forca
biases In the evaluation of the Defense Support Program data. These concerns are

offered to you for the purpose of your gaining a more complete insight to areas in which

you are undertaking an Investigation for Secretary of the Air Force, Dr. WidnalL Th«
attachment Illustrates many Instances In which Air Force activity has been unfavorabi« to

the Defense Support Program.

Aerojet welcomes the opportunity to support your Investigation and provide addiiicnai facts

to an impartial debate of this Important national issue. Please feel free to contact rvt 0/

Dr. Philip Buckley. Vice President Space Surveillance Programs, at (8I8) 8i2-i95i. .f *•
can be of any further assistance.

Sincerely.

^^^^^f=£^
Carl 3. Fischer

Attachmenb DSP Misrepresentation
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DSP MISREPRESENTATION

Position: Some elements of USAF are misrepresenting Defense Support

Program (DSP) data to Senior Air Force Officers, DoD and Congress.

Background: For the last several years the Nation has been dedding 1/ a new

early warnln| system was necessary to replace the DSP. Although

independent assessments made by non-profit organizations such a$ lh«

Institute for Defense Analysis, and Aerospace Corp. as weU as the Defense

Science Board, have recommended continuing DSP or upgrading DSP, these

assessments have been suppressed and not fully disclosed.

Prior to the now well known Aerospace Report (known as the Aerospace

TOR or DSP-n), the Air Force funded Aerojet and their subcontractor TRW to

accomplish a study on DSP and BrUliant Eyes synergy options, which was in

-
,<',/•/•.--«'

I response to FY92 Congressional direction. Data from the study resulu wai
^ £^i< "

I
^^^ ^^^^^gj in the Air Force report to Conpess and the data was suppressed

Some Air Force personnel, notably the DSP SPO, believed the data from »h«

Brilliant Eyes synergy study was Important They commissioned a team o*

Air Force and Aerospace personnel to perform additional studies using the

Brilliant Eyes "Synergy Study" material as a back drop. That group produced

the TOR Report Th« Space Ba$«d Early Warning System Program Offlc*.

which hi* responsiblUty for the FoUow on Early Warning System (FEWS) ••

well as DSP and a new tactical ground system called Talon Shield, responded

adversely to the release of that Aerospace Corp. report Thev launched an.

^ h^ I

^^^^^ ^^ dUaedit the study. To aid them In their rebuttal. Aerojet DSP data.
i Mity^ I

cuMfe » InoN^NsmvH

1
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co t-tfCTmeN^eNsiTivE

specifically marked CompetiHon Sensitive and Proprietary, wa« relewed from

the Program Office to the FEWS prime contractors TRW and Uckheed.

Aerojet has protested this impropriety and can provide details about this

i improper and
illegal release.

, Aeroje t asserts that Air Force cost estimating for FEWS emplovs biased cost

" i^-^
j
assumptions. ^Inconsistent comparisons were made that unfairly made DSP

^t,,./. .
1°°^ expensive when compared with FEWS. For example, FEWS was

assumed to: (1) be launchable on a medium launch vehicle, (2) have no aoss

links, and (3) have the advantage of low cost ground station while DSP wa«

constrained to (a) be launched on an expensive launch vehicle Titan IV or a

cost inflated shuttle, (b) have laser cross links, and (c) never achieve th«

benefit of » low coat ground station. In addition to making ix\approprL»t«

comparisons, the data supplied decision makers was further skewed by being

extremely optimistic with regards to FEWS and extremely pessimistic for DSP

optiotu.

Aerojet would like to amplify its concern on the issue of biased costing. Th«

access to space for DSP is currently on the Titan IV booster or the Shultl«.

Since the Titan failure in early August, the necessity of DSP shuttle launchM

to replenish th« constellations has been apparent. This replenishment i«

mandatory for supplying war fighters unequivocal warning of tactical

missilej for two geographically distributed regional conflicts. The marginal

costt of shuttle launches for NASA is estimated in the $50M range, and

CGMF^tmO^ SENSITIVE

3
«V«>V*nO(r WCa^n
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coil ffgnTI6J>

civilian personnel at OSD PA&E believe NASA owes the Air Force • launch.

•"'" Senior Air Force officers In Colorado Springs, however, estimate shuttle costs

at over $600M_which could deprive the DSP launches so desperately needed.

.....^

Ir

C

Earlier misrepresentation of the DSP Involving the issue of roles and

missions among the services surfaced to Aerojet In 1988. More information

on these differences which adversely affected DSP and improvements thereto

can be obtained by reviewing Aerojet's report W37 and the background data

combined therein submitted in February 1992 to the DoD Inspector General

under the Voluntary Disclosure Program. The statements alleged by seruor

Air Force persoru\el and General Officers, which are detailed In attachments

to Aerojet's report, are tnjdy startling.

In the recent months. Aerojet was requested to supply data to the Everett

Committee on DSP. To do this Job properly. Aerojet required the assistance of

TRW. However, TRW refused to help. In discussion with senior TRW

executives, they asserted that they could not help because they had been

threatened and IntinUdated by senior Air Force officers who warned TRW

not to support opponents of FEWS. Aerojet's response to the Everett

Committee was thus less than that committee deserved. Use of intimidation

to suppress irxformatkm unfairly tipped the playing field in favor of FEW&

.y.;,/-A

With regards to alleged disclosure of TRW proprietary data on the Multi-

Spectral Scanner (MSS) to Lockheed, Aerojet has no Arst hand information.

Such behavior U, however, entirely cotuistent with the behavior exhibited

with the handling of Aerojet's proprietary data.

cca;ffEunet*5&JsmvE

9
»e»«/lf.O(P
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COMPETFnON^E^JSmVfi-

Summary: Aerojet beUeves DSP data has not been fairly evaluated by the Air

Force and there has been suppression and biasing of data as weU as skewed

analysis to mislead decision makers. In addition. Aerojet is seriously

concerned that unauthorized disclosure of competition sensitive data may
adversely impact or compromise our current and future position on

competitive actfuisiUons. Aerojet strongly believes that senior Air Force, DoD
and congressional decision makers deserve accurate and complete
information on which they can b^se their decisions. Aerojet also believes

that information provided to the Air Force that is competition sensiUve or

proprietary must be protected so that business can be conducted on a open and

fair basis. Aerojet would be glad to discuss these matters in more detaii at the

government's convenience. Aerojefs point of contact is Dr. Philip A.

Buckley, Vice President, Space Surveillance, on (818) 812-1951.

_O0MPETTngNSENSrnVH

4
»<««/«»Oir u „,iM„
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Summmry of

Dcfcw Support Prognim (DSF) And foUow-On E*rly Wamini SysUm (FLWS)

Procortment Integrity bjuei

Se?-xmbcr 21, 1993

Back{TOund:

FY 05 r inwaiiotul Iw^TJifie directed (h» Alx Foree to wamlne lirj« *ith regud » the i«piUJUoa

?vhe D^^r uppo« pS^« (DSP). Fcllow^a E^ly Warning Syrm^S)
»«i BrHIl^ Eyu

«.i^ L«rf cicl W^^ / Ataci Assessment CTV//AA) ind GIob.1 PrcwcUon A|aln« Llmhed

?aieT0P-^)VurveUl^ice r^^emetrt,. TT^e Air Fo«e U,k«l T^t Aercp.c. Cotpambn to cccdna

. ;«i« of Mdc »tudi« in r«poMe w Uie Conjtwiionil Itagoif - diwt itudlei b«im»
collKUve^y

DSWBE Synergy Study, eximined the poteadal fot t lynergliUc DSP «Qd BE iyit«m to m«« tb. TW/AA

S^ OPM^SiSt, At the dlxKtion cf (he Air For«. Aerojet »rd AeroipK. worked tc,«2>«

r^dSaVll. «SSt. Aerojet w« funded for $300,000 »0d A«o,p.c. e^peaded .pptoxlnuteiy

S200.000 on this activity.

jn,e conclusion, of the DSP/BE .ynergy .tudy were
publljhed

by A«i« «»
ff~*J,'^' »f'^^

r»no,« 'DSP/BB Svnerey Smdy Taik HI Flfial Bricflng (U)', Re^wrt No. 10168. provided the xtttalcal

atiyxl for th. Spice And MisiUe Syiteou Center (SMC), prepared th. con eadmito fcr ^ of ih*
AJ

; "oKe*?eSJ«lJ«UonStudie..including Ta^kin. TecoIot'U
«ialr^.^w,d

,h«
.^^^

' wu the low«t ewt alternative eonaidered. witij ptojea livlnji ofvm 538 n Uj« FYDP (?5-W) lal

i approaching $10B Ufe-cycl. through 2015 u compued with the buelloo AU Force P « «'
"^"J*

. FEWS and BE ac^joiiiUonj. Aa ioda«d.ni engineenfig team from Th^ Aeroipac* CorT^Bto*

. (ifldeoendeat from the Aeroipaee perjonneJ directly luppottiag th. Air Fon» Smsor Intepadoa Studies)

r^cwS all of the cbncepu including Talk DI. They concluded thai the DSP/BE lynergiiue lyitia wu

technically feaalbte.

vfaiof Genera] Carry Schnelxer. AFPEO/SP. wu briefed on the ptogrw of the Senaoc laugmJoa

Se, crrwetuTbeSrS^te Febr>ary. Ma). Gen. ScJutelier and Lt.
g». {«*

Nor«n. Air Fore

sS;«e Comxnand (IfSPACECOM/DR) were briefed .pedflcally on tte DSP/BE
«"^yteiula. Thjj

rejected the nudy'i eoadueiOM with the itaied reaion th« ibe
P'?fJ'J ^^JJjr^^^^

did not employ croaallnki nor on^werd ptocmin, wWeh w«t 'Ait Foree
"^""f?^ '

*£t^
Schnelzcr ordered tba th« DSP-tt concept be

f«P»«cfd
with « two-y«r^W D» «Bcy

bwwie

DSP-h i- and thai eo option of comiouin* DSP 'u U* toowa u DSP.26) with do
Iif^«eniloBee^otb«

Imorovemtoa also b« considered. Neither of theie two optionj met the Alt Force requlremeM .b«

their cost wu comptrible to the FEWS c3,ti. TTie DSP* * and DSP.26 opUooa w«e presemetf lo

Congreii. but th» DSP-n option waa not.

On Febnury 23. 1993. Col. lohn Kidd. Aen DSP Pror»m Director.
f^.J^' -^^-^J*^,*;^

DSP Program Director, difeaed Aerospace to prn>are a 'V»«doc»m««a| «b. DSP-Ocw Jl^
1 pre-planned produa improvemem iP'D »nd tcchnolocy i^*^"»W««i^i^?i;iS.f5£2
jpaceenft and iimind proetuin* »ys«m». TT.I. repoa 'DSP-IL Ptejervinf The Alf Pofce • OpdoM

rU)', Report No. TOR-93(3409)-«. wu twblljhed on AprU 23. 1993.
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®
On Vfiy 20. 1993, Oea. Horaef. CINC USSPACECOM. hwd of the DSP-II report v\i la conclajtoni

with rcgwd to the coil of DSP-II veriui FEWS. H» ud Mr. Pea AJiJrldg*. Fmldcot of Thi Air^ipKt
Corporiijon. ordaed tha th« report be tecaJIed. On Miy 21 cd May 22 (lit* ftldiy and on i»njriiy).
Col. Biilty, Spice B4jed Eirly W«rnlfl| Syiiera (SBEWS) Progmn Director, j«v» coploi of the DSP-lf

report, whidi oofltaloed Competitjon SeAiltJve infomution (provided by Aerojer) and wu io muked. to

the FEWS coTOictori TRW ind Lockheed. There were multiple witntwei to tMl. On M»y 26, two

ageou firoffl the DoD IG'i onic« ieiz«i i copy of the DSP-II repon from the SBEWS prognm pfHce.

la ciriy Juoe, (he DoO IG mec with Mr. Aldridge. After ihii me«iJij^|, the 10 bu oot iiJce;i tay ictloa

despite repeated hot-line cilli froin multiple people.

Since .May, two commlttece hive be«i eonvtaed to reWew the DSP-II report tai ihe Ijiuts relited to

DSP, FEWS ind Bt. One ii the Schnieui Commlcwe (Pr. George SchoJeur U the Director of Space
and StratA^c Sytteaa in OSD), and the other U the Technical Support Oruup ippoLoied by .Mr. Joha
Deutch which it beided by Mr. Robert Everea (»Iw Jaiown u the Bvere« Committee). The Air Force,
Lt. Col. Norton, Col. Jeff Quirk, Col. Biiley, MiJ. Cea Schaelzer. Mij. Oea. Doa Hud, lad Oeo.
Horner have coniloued to provide hlit and mlileading dita to thae cofninineee to lubstaatiau the oced
for FEWS. They eonalitcntJy understaa DSP perforraanc«, underitau FEWS proprini cob and rljk.

oventate DSP eottj, lad oventate FEWS perfonnanc« and capability.

Col. Ed Diets hu writtca leveral *I am cooceraed* menMriada to Col. Quirk. Col. Biiley, Mej. Cea.
Schnelaw tnd the Aeroapacc Corporatioa. la Aofuat, he brought hit coacemi directly to Lt. Ota. Ed
Barry, Commaoder Space Aad MlaiUe Syitemi Ceoor. Rather thaa uke aay corrective meararee. La.

Cea. Beny. who wu (bread to recute himielf from dlrea ovenight of acquUltloa prograoa u e roatt
of hli involvemeot ia the C-17 propam. ordered Col. Dies rcAiilgaed to the TQM loppon offlca. Thli

reaiilgnmeat li effectivt October 1, 1993.

Issues WUcb Should B« laveatlsatcdt

1. Did Mij. Cea. Garry Schaelzer commit Kquisiiioa fraud be deleting the DSP-II opitoa from tha

Senior IntegtaUoa Study pretented to Cot^eei? Re replaced the low<oit DSP-II with two oUtee

DSf coocepa (D$?«« aad DSP-26) which wera tigaiflcantly higher eon tad hid poorer
performaace than DSP-IL

2. Did Col. Joe Beiley violau the Trade Secrta Aa by providiag the DS?-U repon which comalaad

CompethlOB Seneitiva iaformatioa provided by Aerojet to Aerojet't eoapetiton TRW ttd
Lockheed? He did thb kaowingly and there we ouitipla wltneeiea.

3. Did Mr. Peta Aldridge, aa Praideat of Tlia Aeroepace Corporatioa. act impropedy la erderiaf
the recall of the OSP-II report and utiitiag ia the cnpprusioa of optioiu from Coogieeef Did
.Mr. Aldridge 4D:erfere ia the DoD IG*j invutigatioa by requesting that the 10 btck-off oa thtaa
issuu?

4. Are Lt. Col. Jeff Noitoa. Col. Jeff Quirt CoL Joe Bailey, .Maj. Can. Garry Schaelue. .M^.
Gen. Don Hard. Gea. Chuck Horocr. ind Mr. Pete Aldridge guilty of contloulnf » provide (Uae
and misleading Infornutioa to the decisioa makan withia OSD aad Coagreu with regard » ±»
cost, perfoniuace. and capabllitiet of the DSP aad FEWS prognms? Are they gaOty 9t
conspiracy to defraud the acquisition proceaa with their actions?
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GeNCORP Electronic Systems DIvltton

P.O. Box 2««
1 100 W«tt HoOyvatA St/«9t

A2US4.CA 91702

Cv\CF\acUt Tel: {818)8122201
PraeJdtnt Fax: (818) 812-2792

A«ro)«( Electrode Systems

4

FACSIMILE TRANSMISSION SHEET

NUMBER OF PACES IMCLUDINO TRANSMISSION SHEET L

TO: Halor General M»rri.< AnHpr<6n DATE: ^°/^^/^^—
Headquarters AFQTEC/CC

KIrtUnd. New Mexico 87177 FAX: (505) 846-S726

FROM: I Carl Fischer :«

TEliPHONE: /ftlfl^ 812-2201 _

MESSAGE:
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JL

PROGRAM MANAGER, DEFENSE SUPPORT PROGRAM
SPACE BASED EARLY WARNING SYSTEMS
IIEAOQUAKTURS SPaCC AND MIS2ILE SYSTCMS CENTCR

LOS ANGELES AK PORCE OaSE. CAUIORMa

MEMORANDUM FOR; 1 ,^ ^ f»A.-S^,-:i

^^g u-^-r
--^^

'

^:^ <_,.,-^.- ^.---

^(OH^rt.
-i'^^'^

', '^ .5,^,=: T!"-- ^-'^
/|;

/

/^•^ ^^1. "-^-^-^ '

'"^^
'^
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RETYPED FOR CLARITY BY SUBCOMMITTEE STAFF

MEMORANDUM FOR: Joe Bailey

John Parsons

I've tried to get together with you one last time, but with death travel etc. it's not

worked yet. I think I have some time with you next week. I'm truly concerned we
have a broken "process," and we're tolerating it. It has nothing to do with

requirements or politics, that job belongs in Colorado. We're putting out material

that violates good sense, and in many cases is wrong and we know it. In some
cases it's wrong, and we haven't encouraged the engineering debate to resolve it.

This is not fun, "but I am concerned."

Ed Dietz
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PROGRAM MANAGEfl, DEFENSE SUPPORT PROGRAM
SPACE BASED EARLY WARNING SYSTF.MS

HEADQUARTERS SPACE AND MISSIL£ SYTTCMS CE.VTER
U3S ANGELES AIR FOROi 8ASE. CAUPORNlA

DATE 7 Sep 93

MEMORANDUM FOR: Colonel Bailey

SUBJECT: "I am Concerned"

General Homer, his staff, and AFSPACECOM are

clearly misinfomed re: FEWS' and DSP's accribuces
The errors are favorable to Fr«S, giving che

appearance of bias.

Cen Horner erroneously believes FEUS is cheaper,
cen ciae more accurate, capable of dececdng cruls
missiles and SS-21's, etc., aid DSP current life

expcccaacy is 7-8 years.

Gen Homer's memo to Gea McPea<, briefing to
Geo McPeak and recent Avlatio: Week article
deaionstrate this.

SMC is responsible for these errors »nd we are

subject to criticise because:

- SMC documentation is the original source of :he
errors, and subsequent SMC material (i.e. Jen
Cairn's Chart) reinforces tie errors. an4 could
appear to intentionally mislead.

- SMC has dons nothing substantial oor (or»sl to
correct thess errors.

Kscsne USAT experlencs with OoO IC, OSO. *n4

coagresaXfinsl overslghc demand absolvta candor.
I be llevii. correct ions to these and other errors
sho«ritf^«. provided to AfSPACECOM.

'ED«AJ»>waiET2, Col, USAT cc: Jons fartons
Program Manager
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TO: Joseph A. Bailey, Colonel, USAF

SOBJ: "I am Concerned"

FROM: Edward R. Diets, Colonel, USAF

1. I am concerned about the "conditions" imposed on the DSP options cost«d
and presented to higher Headquarters. Ihey are illogical and reflect poor
program management judgment. These conditions give the appearance of bias
towards a FEWS solution, and are obvious enough that observers such as OSO
will discover them and question SMC s Integrity and motives.

2. These concerns, and others, were discussed with you previously and in your
Friday, 13 Aug review with your 3 letters, but they were tabled and no ace von
was directed. Some of these concerns are:

A. OSP Block 26 costs Include Sl.S billion for LCS, though we're in the
process of deleting LCS from all future DSP's.

B. DSP on HLV costs are about $2B too high because we haven't deleted
Block 23 and T IV from the model as we did for FEWS.

3
C. DSP P I Program, as suggested by recent OSD policy has been pcecludad.

Increasing cost as nuch as $1 billion, and delaying implementation of
Improvements.

D. About $4 billion has been added to OSP to Insure availability of
detailed signatures. However, 18 months ago AFSPACECOM ceased funding th« I

Man/Yr necessary to Insure collection and delivery of this data to In
analysts.

E. FEWS performanca estimates exceeds the specification, and contractors
are unlikely to spend snich money atteaptlnQ to exceed the specif Icatio*.

F. FEWS cost Is based upon an assessment of the risk of meeting th«
specification, but performance quoted' exceeds the specification. The cost of
exceeding the specification, and meetlnq our performance expectations/^eais,
could be very high.

C. DSP accuracy performance quoted is limited to that already
demonstrated rigorously, even though small procedural changes at site*, or
modest investments in software ($S0-S100M) would yield major Improvsesef >•

accuracy.

H. FKHSl^optialzes their hypothetical orbits and performance, tut 0*9
quoted perfiiiBiiii • is limited by current satellite locations, chesea tt
different raaaoa*. Optimizinq DSP configuration will Improve quoted
performanca.

I. Tha quoted OSF detection performance against the SCUD is siqeidCMMlf
lower than that demonstrated during Desert Storm.

J. FEWS attituds and ephamaris data Is Incorrectly presumed batta* tftam
DSP's.
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K. For years DSP has proposed investing in Ufa extension and
producibtllty for cost reduction. it has always been rejected be-aus« FEWswas planned to replace DSP in the near future. However, due to the budgetenvironment, small inveetments in DSP to yield large life cycle costs
reduction* would be prudent. Block 26 should reflect these savings. it lbunethical to use the higher cost basis.

L. Etc, etc, see notes from 13 Aug Meeting.

3. Modaling and comparison conditions such as these conflict with our stated
objectives of rigor and impartiality.

Ev Bersinger
John Parsons
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FTCM: Dietz, BdsABxd R. , CXLM^"^

EftlE: 06/17/93 17:04

TO: Quirk, Jeffrey A, OX

oJ: Heydinger, Gerard N. , OUSXhtTP

Planeaux, James B., CAFTX

Ching, Barbara SBD

Leuthauser, Paul R., MMNMTE

SUBJHJT: New FEWS TMD & IWRA Pq^nts

roEKTIY:

AnPOiMENIS:

I've beai t±iin3cLng sane more about Che strange set of TMD & TVPA requirarer.cs

we were working this Ttursday. With aririiticral thought I'm ccnvinced we'ne

not giving a caipletely hxisst ansv«r.

The answer we're going to give is wrong, ve're giving an ansv«r we chink they

vant Ite truth is that if we want theater sujport (presuning it is

needed or valuable) in Che areas and manners described FE>B is nofc a

reasonable w^ to do this job, nor are the orbits correct it vas ilwiiyn'ii

for a different job. ESP is not ri#it for the job either untill vm imka a

"3W inprovenants, but it is in the ric^ orbit.

Wte're focusirrr en the raiiber of satelites Clat are reqaired, and vi^iar* they

should be put, but we should be considering viiat type of a satelit* l3

This can't be dene in 36 hours but we could give Che boss th« n<fic

answer FEWB is not Che ric^ systan to do the job proposed tif

fcdling to tell them this vge're failing to help than vtax they nead it

Painfull as it tcBy seen, let's tell than in big print and a loud v«ia*.

FEM5 IS NDT A THSaSR SSSaa SYSIQt

NM/y & PiPM£ Txxi OBBaiax wm cvefkso suffcrt

PAYCFF FCR CMiJUJAD SUFEORT MMf BE SALL
IP YOJ WWn' A SKIGAP, CEP IS QXD ENOUSl WOIE VC DBCHE

and vhile we're demcnstrating our new fomi integrity, let's aljo tall

that tteir reqoirements and conditicra are inocnsistent, and

illogical.
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\ n ^ -^VJ ^ '' ""^Uing to consider ajiythiflf

^^i::, i"

^^ ^ -udent because it's iflconsisteni with

.. ^ , ,

FSPACECOM
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i and downsized, and BE downsizad is

/^^.^ cted in the options presented.

•^^' _^ yoxcr n and unchanged* is contrary to the

^^
1 system with high and low altitude

od noc well justified in terms of Military

This issue and AFSPACECOM unwillingness to consider anything but a 100%

solution highlights SMC's lack of croa system system engineering and may

compromise our credibility in the eyti of OSD and Congress. Worse yet w« may

be jeopardizing FEWS and BE.
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1 am concerned the be synergy study will compromi:^ j.^ edibility of SMC,

Aerospace, and PEO office.

We are focusing on ajiswering the mail, but missing ihe central issue and

jeopardising the Air Force's credibility

The options being addressed ignore unchanged DSP, down sized DSP, or modest

DSP upgrades. This is because AFSPACECOM is unwilling to consider anything

but 100% solutions. This is wrong, and imprudent because it's inconsistent with

budget options being addressed by AQ and AFSPACECOM

The conclusion of the study of sensor interaction and requirements aUocaton is that

if BE exits, FEWS/DSP should be combined and downsized, and BE downsized to

a lesser extent This conclusion is not reflected in the options presented.

• The implied ground rule, "FEWS is chosen and unchanged* is contrary to the

objective of understanding, the nature of a system with high and low altitude

components.

•

Requirements and desires are confused and not weil justifled in terms of Military

Utili^

• This issue and AFSPACECOM unwillingnea lo caisider anything but a 100«

solution highlights SMC's lack of cross system system engineering and may

compromise our credibility in the eyes of OSD and Congress. Worse yet we may

be jeopardizing FEWS and BE.
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FR0fn.-.3ieCz, Edwat- K

DATE: OS/11/93 !i--

TO: Parsons, Jol '

Cole, David F. MJP
Glaze, Orville B. MJG
Hall, Roger L. MJI
LeuChauser, Paul R. MJI

Pesapane, John Col

Bailey, Joseph A. Col.

Turelli, Robert R, Col AFPEOSP/WASHDC

SUBJECT: DSP Costing
PRIORITY:
ATTACHMENTS :

Last friday costing was requested and provided on a DSP program opt:on. : an
concerned that the costs do not reflect what you think they do. 'izi -.id

requested DSP life cycle costs based upon Block 23 contract valuer 7^ . s

presumed no performance or HMD improvements. For years we have bee.n

advocating MMD improvements, but they have been declined because r£ws .i
; -st

around the corner and we don't want to improve the old system. :c ;s

unreasonable to imagine a large purchase of DSP satelites without ">3

improvements. The costing ground rules precluded MMD improvements jrd -
i ie

the life cycle cost of DSP appear more expensive than FEWS. I am ccncer.-ed
that this inappropriately distorts the cost comparisons. I believ« •. ~« jrc..-:
rules of this DSP life cycle cost deserve a little more discussion .r» -cv,s».

although I understand the numbers were already sent to D.C.

''•'« put these concerns on Voice Mail for Gen S, Col Bailey, Col Mitch«l. rd
tpane.

t -1 Leuthauser, please pass to Col Quirk, he's not on my E-Mail, jrd -.»
Voice Mail with Aerospace doesn't i

work.
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FROM: Dietz, Edward R. MJ
DATE: 05/27/93 08:04
TO: Margullis, Mary E. MJ

Si^^JECT: Follow Up
PRIORITY:
ATTACHMENTS :

Please print 2 copies

FORWARDED FROM: Dietz, Edward R. MJ
FROM: Dietz, Edward R. MJ
DATE: 05/25/S3 18:09
TO:
CC:
SUBJECT: Follow Up
PRIORITY:
ATTACHMENTS:

Gen S' speech to us today (Tues) and events of the last few days suggest a feu
comments to you.

Watch out for your people. Protect thea.
A witch hunt will begin, and the hunters have have the wrong target.

Your people did what John & I told them, and they did it well. Not perfectly,
but within the scope of the BE study effort. The language is inflaaetory and
unfortunate. It's outrageous that somebody leaked it. But we did it

»-
'-•lically, openly, and we briefed it to all, including Gen Schnelrer. We did
it we ought to, what was reasonable, what was directed, and everybody knew

«.—ictly what we were doing. Your people deserve no criticism.
I

Today the Gen said I was dead wrong 1 Gen S made it clear he feels it's
inappropriate for us to look at anything leas than full satisfaction of
customer requirements. I know Col Bailey believes this, and I've heard Gen S

say it before, but I thought I misunderstood him. This adds new oeanlnq co
System Engineering, Requirements Analysis, the Aerospace Corp's most lapcrtant
strengths. I may have erred, but your people did not. I hope you're able to
provide your people some top cover, they feel very vulnerable.

ANOTHER UNSOLICITED COMMENT
As you know I've given Gen Schnelzer ay ! aa concerned" speech enouqb so that
he recognizes the preaabXa. I contlnua to be concerned for the integrity of
the USAP And Aax9SBac* Corp. Ha have avoided dealing with a number of
fundamental challlangea to our organizational reasons for existance. Ma
continue to appiM»to ba trying to provide data to support a pre selected
answer, and wortf* yet suprasaing discussion of technical alternativea.
The anxious call I gave you 6-8 weeks ago was prompted by the saae concerns.
The quality and impartiality of the Bl Study was not up to our norval
standards, it still isn't and we still appear to ba avoiding anawerlng the
central questions of the Congresa and OSO re the 3 surveillance progri
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Suggested CongreisionaJ Linguage: (SMC/MT)

The Follow-On Early Warning System (FEWS) is a vitiily needed rcplacemeni for ihe

Defense Support Program (DSP) in response (o ihe changuig Worldwide missile

threat. The FEWS development schedule ii longer than necessary in order to limit

annual funding requirementj. This schedule increases total program cost since ihe

procurement of additional DSP satellite and continued operation of the DSP overseas

ground sutions is required. The comminee supports the FEWS program and directs

the DoD to accelerate th« program. The DoD is directed to adjust the FEWS FYDP
and program schedules to achieve Launch of the first satellite. IOC. and FCC one yea/

earlier than currently planned. The comminee increases FY94 fijnding for FEW'S by

€>f S2<iM to begirymplementation of the accelerated program and intends to Increase FY95

funding by STSQM to continue its Tirst full year. The DoD is directed to resirucrure (he

DSP and FEWS progranHo provide the funding necessary for the accelerated FEWS

program In the remainder of the FYDP.

^1< ^c ^^^^^ ^^ <^- ^^' ^-^-^ ^'

., >^,.^<^ T^f ?5 '?^ '-"" ^^
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PROGRAM DIRECTOR
DEFENSE SUPPORT PROGRAM
H0 SPACE AND MISSILE SYSTEMS CENIEB
lOS ANGELES AIR FOnCE BASE. CALIFORNIA

DATE: Z-^ 3^-^
MEMORANDUM FOfl: ^(j ^ ^Al ' &/
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DEFENSE SUPPORT PROGRAM
INTEROFFICE MEMO

(Dietzgram)

TO: Col Bailey

SUBJECT: Support of Senior Management

FROM: COL DIETS

DATE: 2 July 93

I am concerned, we've discussed all of the following, buc I'm concerned!

Cost comparisons (Gen Homer) excluda consideration of DSP-2

DSP performance asessments are perjorative, while FFrfS is presuo^i to perform

better than specification.

DSP-26 costs are inflated and do not reflect good en9ia«ering and prograaaeic

j udgemenc

-romponents of DSP-26, included by direction, are useless, but «xp«iaiv«

Costs of -A* (S2B) are added to all DSP options, but cone of the FEWS options

It has been widely, and incorrectly, stated that FEWS is cheaper than DSP

The types of tactical targets that DSP can not see is widely and incorrectly

quoted, as are the conditions under which DSP performance is degrad«l

The DSP mean mission duration is generally over stated

The FEWS launch point and aziauth accuracy is alleged to be substantially

better than DSP
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urtMO*!

9V«/CeT,

DEPARTMENT OF THE AIR FORCE
MCADOUAKTCRS UNITCO STATCS AIIT rORCC

WASHINOTON. o.e.

XOFS ; ;
. 2 Mpr 1993

Federally Funded Research and Development Center Cost Reduction Request

Associate Dqnity Assistant Secretaiy

Managemctit Poii^ and Program Integi diioa

Assistant Secretaiy (Acquisition)

1. The Space and C3I team is developing options for our leadership to address new funding

targets we anticipate this summer. We are conaideriog many alternatives - nothing is offthe

table. As part ofthese d^beratioas, we are considering aa option which reduces the allowed

Federally Funded Research and Developnietit Center (^FRDC) teehnicai support for the

Electronic System Center (ESQ and Space aad Missile System* Center (SMC) by 2554, 50%,

75%«nll00%. Please provide us a projection ofcost savings for each option and the impacts

byl4Mayl993.

2. Our intent is not to offiET options which replace die eo^ioyees ofthese FFRDCswidi

government or contractor peraonad, but to eUmiMtfe their positions and save $I81K per

Member ofthe Technical Staff(MTS) per year for SMC and $1 55K perMTS per year for

ESC. POC is Maj Ivette Falto-Heck/DSN 697.5890.

Oa»4*«'"otJj'
SANFQIU) D. MANQ(Hi>. qeiotO, USAF
Chie( Space Forces ]

DCS, Plans and Opfliatioai

ce: SMC/MO (Col Rindma)
ESC/MO ^. Smhb)
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MEMORANDUM TO: EricThofBon 3 Feb 94

FROM: Col $an«bnl 0. Mangold

SUBJECT: AddWonal Matmial Requested by QcM Ope Subcommittee

1. Attached is the 26 Apr 93 letter I sent to Mr. Blase Durante (SAF/AQX - SES-1 and fomwr
USAF ColoneO Upon receipt of this letter, Blaise told my action officer (Major Falk>+leck) that I

was Insane' and. in conjunction with Maj Qen Hanj (then SAF/AQS. now and Aerospace VP in

Cob Spgs, supporting Space Command) prsesured my leadership to wilttdraw the letter.

2. So far everytNng remains calm over here In Bght of the testimony. I wMi keep you informed as

Linlold.

SANFOHb D. IMANQOLO ATCH
Colonel. OSAF; 26AprS3lelt«
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fOB.DFFICWl.ySEJHU

exEcimvE 8UNWARY 1 NOV 1993

(26D9093rav1rion)
SUBJECT: RsvftwofAocuMUantPertalnlrTototheSpacaBMtdirtrirtd

TO: TTw Afr PordClncpactor OeneraJ

Waahrnotan, OCT 2O3a(MO00

>

1 . Authority: Ah Inquirywm aonduded from 10-29 Oct 93 by M«|or Ganttral

Marcus A. Andenon forth* Inspector Qoneral of the Air Forc«. W(i«Mnoton OC
20330-1140 under thi •cithority of Mtsr of appointment, 8AF/IQ. ctalad 10 Oct
60.

2. TTit ilnquiry oonsldcrad ellegatfOfM Dvm three sources. Tn« fallowing
AimmartsM these atooatiana.

0. Th« Secrvtery of tilt Air Foros (dsntflTed a set of 1TV9 an«o«Jon0 In

\Mdh AF offlotald werewoeuMd of ralMttng prophetBvy data to oompetioo
centraotarv, tsUfrtg wljut i li-Mtorto 'get on th* P€WS iaam", inhibHirxi th»How of

contractor data to OlO, supprsMtng infbrmaijon tbout program tittmatNva,
«nd providing arrondoue cWa to 08D.

b. Aareiat CorporaSon cttad ttv«al allagatlona auiromding «i
aitamativa to thaFaaQw««riCtt1y Warning 6y«lam. Thay boflerved thh

(nfomiation, rn thafonn of an AtfoapacaTaohrycai OparvUng Ftipoft v««a

stippraaaad and,^jrihar, glvah to thed- uantpaliof t avan though ft oontainad

Aarpjat proprietary data. lnaddHfan,thaybafiav«dttutlh«AirPoreawMnot

fatrfy avaiuating cost b compartig the F6W8 and DSP systerna

a CongraaafflanConyeraraquKtadfttiihaOoO 10 conduct an

invastigationintofMItraaooatfonB. tn dooanantodon raeah/ad from an

unnamed sQuroa, ft waa olalhiad thM tarfor Air Poro* offleara auppraaaed
infontwtioncoi>cWntngelo>>raftCoata«am^»#atoFEWS,and1hMMrAWdg»
CEO of th»AaroBqpaoa Corporation, aaaMadh Ma auppraaaten. Rjrlharmora^

•|twea attegiMwl eantorAP offjcera paaaedtMaa and mMaerifng infcnnalian te

OSD dePtaia»maK«10n the FgWS andMP ayitema. Baaodona^oamant
between SAfffn and DoO IG, Congressman Conyer^ ooncema vime eddreaaed
•a a port ofMa rapaii

'

3. Cerfafti aUagationawere ni^trad to this inqiAy which auggealad tf»

poaaibOifyofmiaconduotbyaenlorAirForoeoAdata. OurHngtheooiraeafthe
Inquiry Into thece ailagalions, wa ware guided by tw policy and procecUaa
contained In AFTK 12(M. Doaptta a vT^oroua ^^quby bivoMng apprraJam»0»yM
hours Of recorded taatononyf^m 33 wftneasea^oonferador and govemrnerit
alOoa. and vavaral huxtred paoes of daoumentai wa ivioovarad no aubatondeCad
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•vfdenoe cf eanduct which woukl consdtut* a violation of crImTnal t«w, tttrdams
of oon<iuc^ OrwouldaniounttDanabus*afd!screUon, fraud, wastv. or ^Xia*
repdaat, or raAea «iY«f«ely on a aonlor offKtaTa iudgmenl Qfv«n th# abov*

'

Inftxmailon, thofi^^kswlng are signifTcant (Vvilnoa with reaped to sanior AIT Foroo
offloara (dontMed fhxn Aw aliacttfors!

a. CINCSPAC£ (Gen HamaO did ogl InhlMTRW from pmtir^ Muitt-

8p«drii (M8) di(lM to OSO. Ajthough Gen Honw totdTRW that htWM
concamed fhat thay were sanding mixad algnili b/ proposing an MS attemaiiva

tol^eWS, hadWnotdtractTRWtowWhhoWthiadataL During an warvtiiv^,

TRW said thay made an '^dependent bualnaM daofafon" to noc prcrvfda M$
data to o8o;PA4e.

b. Ihs PEO^fer Space (MOan Schneizar) dd Qst auppmaa Infomiatjon

about a lower coat aKamatfva to the prbpoaad $138 FEW8 airialBli pracrara
WMIa conducttig a ftudy on aanaor altematNaa (called Sanaor Study I). MGen
Schnelzor eliminatad a concept coltad D8P-MLV ttnea It did net meat us»r

requinemanta which was a hay groundrula for the
OSO/Congreealonait/jdlrected

study. Aa grocndniin on uiar requiremantt changed during the summir, thia

conoapt baotma one of savaral altemativaa being revfewad wilhin the Bottom-

Up Review (BUR) proceaa.

c. Reauttt of this (nqul«yrallactnfl%i<rcngdonq by the 8BEWS Program
Otraotor ^^BPHU). Howavar.thaaltaoalfanlhat^BHB^fXOVldadaoopy of

the Aeroapaoe-TOR to Aarttfet oocnpetftara wm inveaiigatad by a saparate

inqtirywMch concfudad that proprMary data was. in fSut Inapproprlalaly

4. FlftBsn of the seventeen adegeliona noted from the three aouroea IdantMed In

paragraph 2 above were hveatigatad. TheftMaflegatfonanotfaivestrgataddeal
w&h (he reteaae of Aarplat piQpflatafy d«i tt FEW3 QompttRori >«hteh were

Inve^igated by Space and Mtaafla Cantar. Of the 15 allagitfiona reviewed. 10

arenotsubstanttatad. AauronMryofthoseaubetentlafedinyilioiaerlnpairt
followa;

a. 8AF4dantBM aBegattone:

(1) "ThttUSSPACeCOMataffmareberatoldadafenaecontrador

to^getonthefEWStaamorgetoulthewajr. ieaubatantlaledkipart Whltano
direct statement as eflegad, could tie verlfTcd, TRW got a "rTMeaaga- iron

USSPAUbCOM Ihat tfiey shoutd pay aU«MiUaii lo their role in Qm PEW3 program

(one oTtMO prime oompettoni);

'

(2) 'Ohaltha briefing charts and background informallen for the 5
Oct fia Space-Baaed IR Sensor Syetem cBpel>OM«a budget laaua bdeflhg to Mir

rnn'^rr;n7»! mcc n?,»}
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OtUehwac vthmta b/ U3SPACEC0Vf to ip*c»-b««tcl tvwcr cmytnu»',

IssuDstiittiatacL Ttvt mtttffal wa». In feet, provided to Lookhsod, TRW,
GunvMn «id Huohsc howevar, fen th« opinion of tn export wftnoet, no

'

prepriBtaydatowaaraiMMd. Onneoth«rhand.POMdatawas{notud«dIn
trtapookHge and thoUdnoiha/a been rslftaii«i The aotlona wore dsiermlntd
to be inedvarlflnL

b. AfirD)ett({e8a6on,'7TMtth»GovernnientatttfT9tadtod(icridltthe
AarospaosTOR'issLtMtandated. TMIt ie an unuiuti tituation ba^usa the
Qovcumwn and fhe i«oMfahlp c^Asrgipaca Corporation (Mr Pate AldrMQ*}
hadgoodraMonfodlaaiedllAerapoit It hdd net baari axvdtruBBd with ttw
user ortM PEO, had baan Approved at an IntBRnadlate (aval at Aaroapaca,
dffOiunfead JROC-vaBdaiad requirefnentt. and wai wrMan tn an adwoeaoy ton*.

Mr AlcHdo*was irabannatd ¥4th the report dtwas the Afr Foroa about th«
oontfrt and the way tfx> roportwaa ooordlnatad and dMrftxitad.

c Cungreearon Cor?yariHdent«lad aMagatiQna: «

(1 } "ThatMQm Sdmsizar deiaisd from a Congraaalonany-
mtndated atucV«n opiian (08P-MLV) IdantHymo tmprevetmw itB to tirm eodettng
08P as an altarruitwe to Iha FEWS thit ooukl save 19 to HOB" ia

MJbatanSated. Uka the pnavfoua atteg^Iah, M3an SchneUar h«d a good raaaon
to daMa Ihe bdP-MLV option sftMa K ctkkrt meat one of the icay

OSD/ConQTsaaional gromdriJias-^ptlona h the study muat meat opef^fonal
raduframanta an ntatadm Iha FEWS Operatfonai RAqniraimnta Oocumvit

(9) ITntMrAldridgaordaradthereoallofthaAafDapecBTOR
and assisted m the auppraaajon of optfona from ravtaw by Ciitf'tgi. ThstMr
AkMdffe in(e(«H«d bi a OoO 10 tiivestlgatfon by raquaaOno fhettha 10 back-off

on Ihaaa bauaa^, fa atiatenUdted In pait Thapart subttant'alad waa (hat Mr
AidrWgaoirilaradtrraraairafffwAaraapaoaTOFt HadMaok^itfailytoraadtha
report, then ha affrmad ffw dadft'nn aftermAmM byw indmp^ndartAerotpaca
team.

0. TosuqsnvlztE

a. WhilbtfotgMtia (0 thia Inquiry? (n the space arena and parh»p8
acrtias the aoMMtoii spectrurn, the intenat oori^^
amono Xs defBnaa oonbactora Cwurthiat mariMHy) i« prododng ditinmt,

au^gfajon. braaialiiwnB ki oommunicattona and ultimately eRogatlona of

invroprfaiy,'both Ircxn MtAhki theMr Foroc and Irom dafiinsa uuritmaton.

(1) Art event oocuriad IhthaFeteuaryl 893 flmafhama that waae
catafyatlbr several of the aJtogatlons. Thdtoventweanjectfonofanoptfanftir
Serwor Sttidy 1 that had been pniparad by a taam ttom tha 08P program offfca^
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astftted by Aamtpaca and AarojaL Th« r^tcbon was mad« by MG«n
Qdhn^trmr (PEO for ftpAce) who was In dwyo of th* ahjd/. H« m«d* the
decisfonfbr togfotl reascni, bU the deotlon was not undentood cr aceapted by
tf)OM\«*iohBdpropoftdtheopeoa TJii*, parcefXjoniOfltevorttfsmtowwd

FEWd, mtoreacfing^Arroneous data bang UMd, supprDostng d«ta (n DSP, o(c,

(itfrnatefy beoam* mfl«gdtiors (n^ inquky.

(2) Another key evsntwMpubllcaUcn of the A«(0«p«ceTactviicBl

Opereimg Report (TOR) In Apt^ 1 863. Thia report v.ae purportedly done to

doeumGnt the resiitt of tfie work done for Sensor Study I and to have an option

avadabtiincBseFEW9feUonhtrdtlmas. in rssif^, the TOR became an
•(^Mcacy docuoient fbrthoee vvho IbK 'sfifibAed' by the deciakyi to leject a lo^
ooat DSP opttontinDm Sensor Stuc^t. The way bn^AMchthJa report wae .

pttf^t&hed and distributed caueed • gnMt deal nf osncem wlth^ fhe Air Faroe

and Aero8(«ee Corporation, and the adiora taken rasullsd In ssvenH

allegettone addreMed by tMa Inquiry.

b. Where do we Qo tram nereY.Tnerara no simple fix. Qiventne
envtronmani aa ieecftbad above, the postibllRy of similar aJI«Q«t!on* from

dlAnss oontntiure la •var-preaent Good ayrurunicationa will holp^ but will not

guaivntee n.iixaaa. within tha Air Forca. we must tuiftn to ihoee with owiema,
addtoas them and attantpt to achieve conseneua. If conaenauab not achieved,
ttuwa wfth disaenting optrrfone need to understand -why th«6- poeitlon waaift

aooa|'<e<1, tfffMyoontlrwetopuahtheirpoaltfonendpereeiva'nooneia

Bftenlna"* ^^J^uf* allegettona wtn tnevttaixy reauit

-4-
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HQ USAF/XOXJ 1 7 February 1 994

Pentagon

Washington, D.C. 20330

Mr. Eric Thoreon

Legislation and national Security Suticommittee

B373 RaytTum House Office Building

Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Mr. Thorson

Attached are the answers to the questions given me on 2 Feb 94. As during my testimony, I am
not speal<ing for tf^ United States Air Force. The answers represent obsen^atbns and

professional judgments of events that occurred during the period from August 1991 until the

present, during which time i served as the deputy, then the Chief of the Space/C3l/Nuc
Detenence Resource Allocation Team, as well as my experiences currently as an USAF Planner

for Joint and NSC Issues.

SANFORD 0. MAh{GOLD ]
ATCH

Colonel, USAF ^v...._y Testimony (Q & A)
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TESTIMONY (QUESTIONS & ANSWERS)

CONGRESSIONAL HEARING

2 FEBRUARY 1994

QUESTION:

Col Mangold, concerning your 26 Apr 93 tetter to the Associate Deputy Assistant Secretary of the
Air Force (Management Policy artd Program Integration), what reaction did you get from the
space acquisition community after this letter was published?

ANSWER:

TTiie reaction from both the Associate Deputy Assistant Secretary (Mr. Blaise Durante) and fromHQ USAF/AQS (l^aj Gen Donald Hard) was immediate and harsh. What happened at this pointwas that the roof fell in on me. I was told that Mr. Durante and MGen Hard called my leadership
and demanded an immediate retraction of the letter. Further. I was told that both individuals had
openly labeled me as "insane." The letter was withdrawn, but my leadership told me I could
pursue the nratter again during the coming summer months when the FY 95 budget would beoin
development.

*

QUESTION:

Col Mangold, in your opinfon why was I^Gen Hard's reaction so severe?

ANSWER:

MGen Hard and I had multiple disagreements over the course of the year in which I was the
Team Chief. While such disagreements seemed natural between a cost-outter (myself) and an
aoquisitton specialist (f\/IGen Hard), what I experienced at this point was an orderof-magnitude
more animosity. In my opinion, the question of cutting FFRDC support meant far more to MGen
Hard than merely reducing unnecessary technical support from an expensive, sole-souroe
contractor -

it meant affecting potential post-military employment. Only later did I realize the
significance of my actions from MGen Hard's perspective, as upon his retirement from the Air

Force, he went to work for the Aerospace Corporation. It was as if, when I started to get to posi-
govemment employment opportunities for senior individuals in the space acquisition community, I

started to hit them where they lived. From 26 Apr 93 onwanj, my relationship with the space
acquisition comnwnity. in general, and MGen Hard, in specific, deteriorated markedly.

QUESTION:

Col Mangold, did you ever mention cutting the FFRDCs' budget again?

ANSWER:

Yes. in the May^Jun 93 time frame, during a large meeting involving Team Chiefs, members of
the acquisition community (SAF/AQ) and the USAF financial community (HQ USAF/FM & PE). I

announced that I was going to reopen my attempts to cut the FFRDCs and believed I could
potentially produce up to a $1 Billion dollar cost savings over the next five years.
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QUESTION:

Col Mangold, what was the genefal reaction of the assembled individuals to your announcement?

ANSWER:

I would characterize the reaction from the acquisition community as 'controlled enthusiasm.'

Actually, several individuals became irate and pointedly asked me how I expected Space and
Missile Center (in Los Angeles, OA) to function without Aerospace support. I responded that for

starters they might consider working more than 40 hours per week! I was accused of making a

"cheap shot." (This exchange was documented in notes that U Col John O'Connor, HQ
USAP/AQS, provided to his boss, MGen Donald Hard subsequent to this meeting.)

QUESTION:

Col Mangold, do you believe you stand on cutting the FFRDCs' budgets contributed to the k>s8 of

your job?

ANSWER:

Absolutely. In my opinion, it was the 'straw that broke the camel's back." My adversaries

reaGzed that if I remained in my Team Chief position, I was going to initiate significant, permanent
alterations to the way we acquire space systems. Although, the overall effect might result in

m^or cost reductions, H wouM also most certainly result in post-military service empk>yment

opportunities tor senior acquisition officials. This Is because most of the regulations concerning
oonflict-cf-lnterest prohibitions do not apply equally to FFRDCs as they do to 'for-profit"

companies. Regulations governing hiring practices for FFRDCs are much more liberal and open
to a broad interpretation than in private industry. If my past track record for successful cost

cutting was any incficator of how well I would do when I took on the FFRDCs, nny adversaries

knew that 'once I had the FFRDCs in my sights, I wouki score a vkjtory.*
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DEPARTMENT OF THE AIR FORCE
HEADQUARTERS S^yVCE AND MISSILE SYSTEMS CENTER <AFMC)LOS ANGELES. CA

7 February 1994

SMC/SDS
160 Skynet Street, Suite 2315
Los Angeles AFB, CA 90245-4683

Mr Eric Thorson

Legislation and National Security Subcommittee
B373 Raybum House Office Building

Washington, DC 20515

Dear Mr Thorson

Attached are the answers to the questions given me, on 2 Feb 94. As during
my testimony, I am not speaking for the United States Air Force. The answers
represent observations and professional judgement of events during the period I served
as DSP Program Manager.

Sincerely

5WARD R. DIETZ, Col, USAF
Chief, Acquisition Development Division

Attachment:

Testimony (Questions & Answers)
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Testimony (Question & Answers)

Congressional Hearing
3 February 1994

QUESTION:

Col Dietz, as DSP Program Manager during the time period covered by Mr Aru's

opening statement, are your observations the same as his?

ANSWER: Yes, I saw the same things, but I would like to

emphasize different areas:

First - Mr Am stated that retribution was taken against the

Aerospace Corp design team. I think it is worse than that.

Although I don't know the motive, it is striking that the 3 senior

managers who suggested a less expensive option were removed

from their jobs. A Colonel in the Pentagon, a Colonel in

California, and the DSP Program Manager at TRW Corp.

Unfortunately, it may be worse than retribution. The central

objective appears to have been to send a message to all

employees . . . keep your mouths shut if you want to keep your

job. This is unconscionable!

Second - Mr Am is rightfully distarbed about the technical issues

and the decisions that were made. I am more concerned about

the ethics and integrity messages the USAF is sending to the

public, and hundreds of young officers who watched this debate

and saw that the only action take, was the replacement of 3 senior

managers who suggested a lower cost solution. These young
officers are learning that anything is OK if you sell a program,

and 10 years ft'om now they will be advocating programs based

upon fraudulent arguments.
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QUESTION:

Col Dietz, you are quoted as saying that General Homer was misinformed. What

makes you believe this?

ANSWER: In briefings to USAF leadership, and in the press,

he incorrectly characterized FEWS and DSP. A few examples

follow:

1. "FEWS makes launch location targetable"
- Not true! Unless

we use nuclear weapons. OSD's Everett Committee concluded

"FEWS provides marginal advantage ... for counterforce (TBM)"

2. "FEWS is lOX more accurate" - Wrong! Current Army and

USAF experience with DSP/Talon Shield has shown performance

almost equal to FEWS specification, in addition:

Launch pomt accuracy
- "FEWS provides marginal advantage

over DSP", OSD's Everett Committee.

Impact point
- Irrelevant! (Space Command doesn't care about

impact point prediction), ref: Gen Homer testimony to OSD,

Fall '93.

3. "FEWS is cheaper than DSP" - Not true! and the GAO

agrees with me! Perhaps if you ignored the possibility of

improving the current system or if you allowed all the specious

cost additions to the DSP side of the cost account it would, but

you'd also have to ignore OSD's findings, and numerous studies

referenced by the GAO.

4. "FEWS detects even with high cloud cover" -
Sorely

misleading! This implies an all weather system that can track in

clouds. Physics does not allow IR detection through the clouds.

Neither DSP nor FEWS can do this.

5. FEWS detection of cruise missiles - Unlikely. Except for

1970 style weapons, under all but the most fortunate

circumstances, and thus the military utility is questionable.

6. DSP current life expectancy
- Sorely Overstated!
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QUESTION:

Col Dietz, you have been quoted as being concerned that the cost comparisons were

distorted. Do you have an example?

ANSWER: Yes Sir. It is a continuing problem, and a number

of obvious examples, worth billions, come to mid. Apparently
the goal is to make the cost of improving DSP equal the cost of a

new system.

1 . In testimony to Congress, the cost of improving DSP was said

to "approach that of ... FEWS". Improving the old system is 1/2

the price of a new system. To me, approach means; close, or

small difference. This is a 6 to 10 billion dollar savings we've

ignored.

2. Twelve unchanged DSPs were costed. Unreasonable! A
small investment in life extension and producibility would yield

billions is savings.

3. DSP was costed with laser cross links - Ridiculous! We were

actively pursuing elimination of the cross link, and Space

Command had approved its deletion.

4. $4 billion was added to the DSP cost estimate for data from a

supporting system
- Inexcusable! A classified program provided

$.7 to $1.25 billion estimates to the Pentagon for this capability,

the Navy plan discussed in the press was cheaper, and OSD
confirmed my conclusion that it was not needed for missile

warning.

A simpler answer is: The OSD Everette Committee confirmed

my assessment, found FEWS options significantly more

expensive, and recommended canceling FEWS.
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QUESTION:

General Hard stated in testimony to Congress that the cost of upgrading the DSP

approached that of a new system (FEWS). Are there less expensive options for

upgrade?

ANSWER: Yes Sir! Billions could be saved. The upgrade

presented was an unreasonable choice. It had little engineering

behind it, was previously rejected by HQ Space Command, had

poorer performance than the other upgrades, but it was almost as

expensive as FEWS.

A variety of significandy less expensive options have been

presented to management (SPCMD, HQAF, OSD, PA&E) over

the last few years. Major General Schnelzer and Major General

Hard were frequent participants in these discussions until we

were directed to stop talking about inexpensive upgrades.
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QUESTION:

Col Dietz, you have been quoted as being concerned that performance comparisons
have been intentionally distorted. Do you have any examples?

ANSWER: Yes sir, this has been a continuing concern with

many of us. It is however difficult to discuss specifics in an

unclassified hearing.

To give a feeling for the environment, I quote Aerospace Corp's

Principle Deputy (Program Manager) for DSP, reviewing Gen
Schnelzer's report to Congress:

"only the patently naive will accept..."

"utterly dependent upon a completely unknown. . .

"

"...unbalanced in favor of FEWS"
"decision was being defended vs supplying accurate

information"

The performance of the new system appears to be systematically

inflated, while the performance of the current system is deflated.

For example:

1. FEWS' unproven performance is quoted as better than

the contract requires specification.

2. DSP/Talon Shield, though operating superbly, is

quoted as poorer than the contract specification.

To summarize the situation, FEWS' performance is advertised as

10 to 20 times better than DSP. Not true! The OSD's Everett

Committee concluded there is "marginal improvement".
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QUESTION:

Col Dietz, you have been quoted as being concerned about witch hunts and retribution.

Could you expand upon this?

ANSWER: Yes sir. Who did what to who, and who allowed

the study to be given to the Navy was more of a concern to

senior management than ensuring an open technical debate about

the options.

I don't know if it was retribution, but it is striking to note the

number of people who suggested a less expensive solution that

have had their career terminated or major actions taken against

their livelihood.

A more disturbing possibility is that they were examples. The
true intent was to send a message to 350 staff members, stifling

any further discussion ... keep quiet or lose your job!
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QUESTION:

Col Dietz, what are your central concerns in these hearings?

ANSWER: Three come to mind:

My primary concern is that USAF's silence on these ethics issues

leads our young officers to believe we condone anything

necessary to sell anew program.

The management team responsible for the problems we've talked

about today is still in place, managing billions of dollars, and

continuing to advise on the expenditure of billions more.

The only action taken by USAF is to remove senior managers for

their involvement with a less expensive solution, that OSD
ultimately endorsed.
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QUESTION:

Col Dietz, the panel has discussed a number of different events, which appear to have a

very disturbing central theme. Could you summarize these events and put them in

context?

ANSWER:

A brief chronology will serve the purpose:

A small group of people under direction of Col Dietz found

FEWS claims overstated, and they developed a less expensive
alternative.

USAF management embarked upon a variety of inappropriate and

illegal activities to protect the program (FEWS).

FEWS was canceled by OSD, after independent analysis

confirmed Col Dietz 's findings.

Typical inappropriate USAF acts:

-
Proprietary data given to competitors, by USAF officers

- Cost of current system inflated to make new system seem

cheaper
- Performance estimates distorted to make it seem a good idea to

buy new system
-
Congress mislead by being told cost of upgrading old system

approaches cost of new system
- Cheaper solutions concealed firom Congress
- Cheaper solutions concealed from HQ USAF budget analysts
-
Attempts to destroy documents describing less expensive option

- Retribution taken against staff involved with cheaper option
~ 2 Colonels, 1 Civilian, 7 Aerospace employees

- Document with cheaper solution withdrawn form circulation by

Aerospace Corp.
-
Incriminating documents given to USAF IG, in confidence,

were leaked to the accused
- TRW Corp threatened by senior USAF officials.

-
Analysis advising against buying new system (DSB, POET,
GE, RAND, GAO) was suppressed and ignored

-
Congress mislead concerning "public access" to cheaper
DSP-2 solution

- Col Bailey not punished for illegal acts

- OSD access to TRW's competitive multi-spectral concept
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obstructed by USAF
OSD prohibited from seeing lower cost DSP-2 option

Congress' request to investigate cheaper alternatives subverted

by HQSPCMD. Direction to only evaluate top of the line

choices they liked
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Hearing on Strategic Satellite Systems
in a Post-Cold War World

February 2, 1994

Questions for the Record

Mr. Guido Aru

Question: Colonel Steve Stadler testified that DSP "got lucky" in Operation Desert Storm
and was only able to detect the Scud launches due to favorable weather and

viewing conditions. How do you respond?

Answer: Air Force Space Command and US Space Command have promulgated this story
in order to justify a new early warning program. The facts, however, dispute
their claim. DSP detected all of the Scud attacks in Desert Storm under varying
weather, background, and night/day conditions. DSP had previously detected the

Scud launches in the Iran/Iraq war, and routinely detects Scud and other tactical

ballistic missile test launches in Russia, North Korea, and other countries. The

Army's Joint Tactical Ground Station (JTaGS) and the Air Force's Talon Shield

program will further enhance the DSP system's ability to detect and accurately

report tactical ballistic missile launches. The attached Memo-Gram prepared by
Mr. Jim Creswell, Talon Shield Principal Director, The Aerospace Corporation,
dated 27 July 1993, provides a good summary of the issues of DSP's performance
in Desert Storm.

(Insert Memo-Gram From Jim Creswell, dated July 27, 1993)
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PLEASE RESPOND TO SENDER ON THIS ORIGINAL

Site: LAAFB Bldg: 115 Date: 7/27/93
To: Col. (Sel) T. Crossey/MH

Attn:

Subject: Observation Conditions For Desert Storm
'—

1. There have been statements by responsible AF representatives to acaui5iti«nreview agencies that the SRBM boost phase detection resulis obtained by DSP
during Desert Storn. were the result of a "confluence of ideal condi W and Srelikely not repeatable. even with Talon Shield and CTPE proces J i e theperformance required by the Talon Shield CTPE is not likely to be attainedbecause the ideal conditions are not likely to repeat.

attained

2. Had the conditions been ideal and the results atypical, then they would indeed
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1. Two and a half years after Desert Storm, folklore seems to be gaining
credence over the facts. The latest "hearsay" is that the impressive space based

IR sensing that provided warning of SRBM launches during Desert Storm was

attributable to the ideal conditions afforded by the situation and environment.

The implication: that the Desert Storm performance base used by Talon Shield has

resulted in requirements that are too optimistic to be met, since the allegedly
"ideal conditions" of Desert Storm are not likely to recur.

2. The reality of the situation was quite adequately summarized in Air Power In

The Gulf: "As it worked out, the cloud cover was thirty-nine percent, the worst

in the fourteen years that flight weather records have been kept on the Saudi

peninsula". Quoting Air Force Secretary Rice on the same subject, "The fact is

General Horner and his people had to plan attacks around unexpected cloud cover,
winds aloft, thunderstorms, ice, you name it. It turned out during Desert Storm

to be the worst weather in the fourteen or fifteen years of recorded weather

history in that part of the world."

3. Apart from the weather, viewing conditions that contribute to the complexity
of a detection include background, geometry (in terms of the ^atell ite-earth

center-missile angle commonly called Earth Central Angle, or ECA), .aspect angle

(the direction of the missile's flight relative to a satellite's line of sight),
and the complexity of the situation presented to the operator in the loop to

support him in his real/false discrimination task.

4. When absence of cloud cover and precipitable water vapor in the atmosphere
allowed early missile detection, it also allowed transmission of the radiance
from ordnance and target explosions. These were particularly heavy during the

dark hours --
making the night backgrounds far from benign. (USAF daily fighter

sorties averaged over 2500 per day during the forty-three day period.)

5. Fifteen of 88 SRBM launches were in daylight. These were as readily detected
as the night launches.
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6. The comment has been made that the target satellite proximities were ideal.
The range of ECA's from the satellite stations do not support such a contention.
In a possible range of to 81.3 degrees ECA for below-the-horizon targets, the
Desert Storm targets were at approximately 47 degree, 42 degree, and 62 degree
ECA's for the three satellites used during hostilities. These ECA's are

comparable to those that might be encountered at sixteen (16) other potential
theater conflict areas. They are less advantageous than most, and only slightly
better than might be encountered for the Baltic Republics area and parts of China
or North Korea {e.g., approximately 47 to 67 for North Korea).

7. The aspect angles for the Desert Storm observations provided a range from
adverse to reasonable. The station providing the best ECA also had nose on

viewing (minimum apparent motion for a whole segment of the events).

8. Finally, the Desert Storm results were achieved with Operator- In-The-Loop as

standard operating procedure. The advantages and detriments of that approach
were absorbed with the resulting impressive record of detections and with only""
four false reports for the period.

9. Supporting details and statistics are a matter of record and are available :

in briefing materials at the SECRET level.
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Question: Air Force Space Command and US Space Command have stated that a new early
warning program is required to provide improved launch location as well as
detection of shorter-range tactical ballistic missiles than the Scud (e.g., SS-21
class missiles). How do you respond?

Answer: General Homer claims that the inability of the Collation Air Forces under his

command during Desert Storm to register any confirmed kills of Scud TELs was
a failure of DSP to provide adequate launch location information. However, the

post-war assessments of the Scud TEL targeting problem find that the principal
reason for this failure was with the organic sensor on-board the attack aircraft and
their inability to distinguish TELs from decoys. A particularly thorough analysis
can be found in "Defense Intelligence Assessment - Mobile Short-Range Ballistic

Missile Targeting in Operation DESERT STORM", report number OGA- 1040-23-

91, dated November 1, 1991, prepared by the Joint Relocatable Target Program
Office, Target Intelligence Division, Office for Global Analysis, classified Secret-

NoFom-WNINTEL.

Irrespective of these conclusions, the fact is that FEWS will not provide any
substantial improvement in missile launch location over DSP using the Army's
Joint Tactical Ground Station or the Air Force's Talon Shield ground processing
system. Analysis performed by the Space-Based Early Warning System Program
Office using Desert Storm and simulated data proves this. Mr. Everett also

validated this when his panel concluded that FEWS provides only "marginal

advantage" for missile launch location and counter-force operations such as the

Scud-hunting missions in Desert Storm.

As far as the detection of shorter-range tactical ballistic missiles than the Scud,

every national panel that has reviewed this issues has concluded that the detection

of these types of missiles (e.g., SS-21) is an inappropriate mission for a space-
based infrared system such as DSP or FEWS. These panels include the SDIO
Phase One Engineering Team (POET), The Institute for Defense Analysis, and
Mr. Everett's technical support group. They have concluded this because such
missiles bum-out below cloud cover and have extremely short flight times. The
detection of these missiles should be handled by in-theater radar or passive
location systems which, as Colonel Stadler himself testified, will be deployed
anyway with US and allied forces to provide air surveillance.
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Question:

Answer:

The Air Force IG concluded that the exclusion of the DSP-II (aka. , DSP/MLV)
alternative from the Congressionally-mandated Air Force Sensor Integration study
as well as the inclusion of the DSP++ alternative was proper in that DSP-n
failed to meet Draft requirements while DSP++ "approximated" the draft

requirements close enough to merit inclusion. How do you respond?

I disagree. The Congressionally-mandated study specified that a combinations of

systems should be evaluated for meeting validated ITW&AA requirements. In

the case of DSP, a combination of DSP with Brilliant Eyes was to be evaluated.

Specifically, an upgraded DSP combined with the "Government Baseline"
Brilliant Eyes concept was to be developed which would meet the approved
ITW&AA requirements which are documented in the Joint Requirements
Oversight Council Memorandum 2-91 (JROCM 2-91). The DSP-II / Brilliant

Eyes combined system concept would meet these requirements.

In a February 10, 1993 letter to Major General Garry Schnelzer, Brigadier
General Dickman from Air Force Space Command identified six "validated"
FEWS mission needs which he said the DSP and BE alternative must address.

They are:

1. On-board data processing;
2. Satellite-to-satellite cross-links;

3. Worldwide collection and distribution of wide-band data back to the

CONUS ground station;

4. Full satisfaction of all threat detection requirements as defined in the

unapproved draft FEWS Operational Requirements Document;
5. Hardening/Jamming requirements equivalent to FEWS adjusted for the

lower altitude Brilliant Eyes constellation; and
6. Collection, timing, and distribution of multiple Areas-of-Interest (AOIs)

worldwide at varying revisit rates as well as sensitivities as defined in the

unapproved draft FEWS Operational Requirements Document.

None of these six "validated" FEWS mission needs was ever approved by the
Joint Requirements Oversight Council. Furthermore, DSP-I-+ combined with
Brilliant Eyes did not offer any more capability to address these six needs than
DSP-n combined with Brilliant Eyes. Additionally, some of these needs could
not be achieved by any space-based infrared system because they violate the laws
of physics.
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The DSP++ option was previously rejected by Air Force Space Command and
the Air Force PEO/SP in 1991 because it was not cost effective. DSP-II showed
that as much as $4 billion could be saved in the •95-'99 FYDP, with a total life-

cycle savings through the year 2015 of approximately $10 billion when compared
with the baseline FEWS program. In my opinion, information on DSP-II was
withheld from OSD and Congressional decision makers because it was seen as a
direct threat to FEWS. I believe the integrity of the acquisition process was
compromised by Major General Schnelzer and by Brigadier General Dickman in

order to preserve the FEWS program.

Once information on DSP-II was provide to OSD by the DoD IG, who seized a

copy of the DSP-II report after a "Hot-Line" call, OSD commissioned several

independent review teams to assess the situation. All of these teams agreed that

FEWS was unnecessary, and that significantly lower cost alternatives were
available. Furthermore, these panels concluded that an evolutionary upgrade of
DSP (e.g., the DSP-II concept) represented the lowest cost and lowest risk

alternative.

It should also be noted that when OSD requested that another DSP alternative (in
addition to DSP-t- -t-) be included in the Air Force Sensor Integration Study in late

May 1993, Major General Schnelzer again ignored the DSP-II concept. He
instead included a concept known as DSP-26 or DSP-Forever which offered no

performance improvements or life-cycle costs reductions to the current DSP
system. DSP-26, therefore, offered significantly less performance than DSP-II
at a cost which approximated the FEWS program. Again, I believe this was a
deliberate subversion of the acquisition process in order to justify the FEWS
program. The Air Force IG failed to address this issue.

o
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